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CHAPTER ONE

The British Seaside
‘The sea became a refuge and a source of hope because it inspired fear.’1

From Dinas Olau above Cardigan Bay, the development of Barmouth at the mouth of
the River Mawddach can easily be seen. From the cottages clustered on the hillside
above the harbour, through the handsome chapels and solid nineteenth-century
buildings on the main street to the terraces on the sea front, its growth as a Victorian
seaside resort is apparent.

Figure 1, Barmouth and north Wales, Barmouth and North Wales (London: Ward Lock, 1936).

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

!Alain!Corbin,!The$Lure$of$the$Sea:$The$Discovery$of$the$Seaside$in$the$Western$World,$1750=1840$
(Berkeley:!University!of!California!Press,!1994),!p.!62.$$
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Behind Dinas Olau stretch the Rhinogs with some of the wildest landscapes in
Snowdonia. Southwards, across the Mawddach the view is dominated by Cadair Idris.
Looking seawards, Barmouth is not the only settlement. On the opposite bank of the
Mawddach lies Fairbourne, with Tywyn and Aberdyfi beyond the headland, whilst to
the north on the southern shore of the Llŷn peninsula sit Criccieth and Pwllheli with
their distinctive seafront terraces. All are still linked by the Cambrian railway, and will
be referred to collectively in this study as the Cambrian resorts. Their locations can be
found on the map in Figure 1.
These towns are remote from any large conurbation, located in one of the most
sparsely populated areas of Britain with one of the highest proportions of Welsh
speakers of any area in Wales. Between them, by the end of the nineteenth century,
they were attracting over 200,000 visitors per year.2 They were all small towns, and
remained so throughout the period, as can be seen from Figure 2.
1861

1881

1911

Towyn*

2769

3365

3929

Barmouth

1672

2155

2106

Harlech

749

990

1022

Criccieth

796

1108

1376

Pwllheli

2709

3242

3791

*includes Aberdyfi.
Figure 2, Population, 1861-1911. Parliamentary Papers, Preliminary Reports, Census of England and
Wales, 1861, 1881, 1911, C. 3056; C. 2955; Cd. 5705.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2

!Wrexham$Advertiser$and$North$Wales$News$(WA),$2!November,!1895.!
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Early demand.
This study sets out to understand the forces that shaped the Cambrian resorts, who their
visitors were and what impact tourism had on their economies and identity. Some
historians have seen their development on the Cambrian coast as a consequence of the
railways. The developing rail system from the 1840s, argued A.H.Dodd, ‘aided and
abetted’ by coastal steamers, began to attract ‘swarms of summer visitors’ to north
Wales.3 In fact, the growth of seaside resorts was a far more complex process, rooted in
wide ranging economic, cultural and social changes, and has been the subject of much
academic work, particularly since John Walton’s pioneering The English Seaside
Resort.4
Before considering the growth of the Cambrian resorts this chapter surveys the
existing historiography and identifies major themes for analysis. Neil Evans has argued
that Victorian seaside resorts as a whole were the product of an industrial society which
‘made counting houses and playgrounds as well as workshops and dormitories.’5 For
much of the nineteenth century this was undoubtedly so, but the underlying changes
had their origin in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. During this period the
level of national wealth grew considerably and was distributed disproportionately. As a
result, both the traditional landed elite and the expanding middle class acquired
increasing amounts of surplus wealth.6 One means for both these groups, though
particularly the new middle class, to achieve prestige and status was to spend this

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3

!A.H.!Dodd,!A$History$of$Caernarfonshire$(Wrexham:!Bridge!Books,!1990),!pp.!272,!277.!
!John!K.!Walton,!The$English$Seaside$Resort,$a$Social$History,$1750=1914$(Leicester:!Leicester!University!
Press,!1983).!
5
!Neil!Evans,!‘The!Urbanization!of!Welsh!Society’,!in!People$and$Protest,$ed.!by!Trevor!Herbert!and!
Gareth!Elwyn!Jones!(Cardiff:!University!of!Wales!Press,!1988),!pp.!7Z38!(p.13).!
6
!Peter!Borsay,!The$English$Urban$Renaissance:$Culture$and$Society$in$the$Provincial$Town$1660=1770$
(Oxford:!Oxford!University!Press,!1989),!p.!200.!
4
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wealth in a fashionable and conspicuous way.7 This new, wider elite was not
homogenous. Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall, for example, argued that the
middle class in the decades after 1780 had a culture and ideology distinct from the
traditional landed classes.8 In Middlemarch, set at the time of the 1832 Reform Act,
Mrs. Cadwallader, though recognising the new wealth, ‘still believed as
unquestioningly in birth and no birth as she did in game and vermin’.9
These differences in ideology and outlook will be significant when the nature of
visitors to the Cambrian resorts is examined. However, many historians have argued
that the imperative for conspicuous consumption led to an ‘aristocratic desire for urban
amenities and a bourgeois desire for amenities and aristocratic emulation’.10 Peter
Borsay has shown that this process had a wide-ranging impact on the urban landscape
and urban society during the eighteenth century. Not least, it led to the development of
inland spas such as Bath and Tunbridge Wells. 11 From their origins as places for the
restoration of health these settlements quickly developed into places of recreational
resort so that, by the end of the eighteenth century, they had become established centres
providing both accommodation and commercialised recreation for polite society.12
Alongside the growth of spa towns came the development of the first seaside resorts.
Some of the earliest seaside resorts were, indeed, primarily popular as spas. John
Atkins, writing in 1730, praised the excellence of the waters at Scarborough. The spring
was but ‘a short and easy exercise from the town, on a fine sand, open to the grand
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7

!Peter!Borsay,!English$Urban$Renaissance,$p.!29.!
!Leonore!Davidoff!and!Catherine!Hall,!Family$Fortunes,$Men$and$Women$of$the$English$Middle$Class$
1780=1850$(London:!Routledge,!2002),!p.21.!
9
!George!Eliot,!Middlemarch$(Ware:!Wordsworth,!1994,![1871]),!p.!54.!
10
!Leonard!Schwarz,!‘Residential!Leisure!Towns!in!England!Towards!the!End!of!the!Eighteenth!Century’,!
Urban$History,$27,!1!(2000),!51Z61!(p.!61.).!
11
!Peter!Borsay,!‘Health!and!Leisure!Resorts!1700Z1840’,!in!Cambridge$Urban$History$of$Britain,$Vol.!2,!
ed.!by!Peter!Clark$(Cambridge:!Cambridge!University!Press,!2000),!pp.!775Z804!(p.776).!
12
!Walton,$English$Seaside$Resort,!p.!6.!
8
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azure expanse.’ This gave it ‘a precedence for pleasure and use’.13 Already, therefore,
seaside watering places were seen as places of recreational resort as well as cure. Nor
was this development restricted to Britain, though Alain Corbin credits ‘English
inventiveness’ with the development of the ‘bathing holiday’ at the seaside, a model
which, he argues, was transferred to Brighton from Bath and Tunbridge Wells.14
By the end of the eighteenth century a hierarchy of seaside resorts had
developed, including Brighton, Hastings and Weymouth on the south coast of England,
Blackpool and Southport on the Lancashire coast and Aberystwyth, Tenby and
Swansea on the coasts of Wales.15 Writing from Barmouth in 1808, Richard Fenton16
comments on a fashion that ‘prevails the whole kingdom over’ and drives ‘people of
the first rank’ to prefer a sandy promenade to ‘the velvet surface of their own lawns.’17
Many of these seaside towns grew at a great rate. Most notably, Brighton grew faster
than any other British town during the 1820s, whilst even a small resort such as Lynton
doubled in size between 1801 and 1841.18 Medical testimony to the benefits of sea
bathing was partly behind this new fashion and Richard Russell, a Brighton physician
whose treatise on sea water cure was regularly reissued after 1752, is perhaps the most
famous of these.19 However, as seen in Scarborough, pleasure, as well as use, was an
early factor in the development of seaside resorts and John Walton has argued too that,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13

!John!Atkins,!A$Compendious$Treatise$on$the$Contents,$Virtues$and$Uses$of$Cold$and$Hot$Mineral$
Springs$in$General:$Particularly$the$Celebrated$Waters$of$Scarborough$(London:!Printed!for!A.!Dodd!
[1730]),!p.!15.!
14
!Corbin,!The$Lure$of$the$Sea,!p.!254.!
15
!Walton,$English$Seaside$Resort,$pp.!14Z16.!!
16
!Richard!Fenton,!1747Z1821,!Barrister,!topographical!writer!and!antiquary,!Oxford$Dictionary$of$
National$Biography,!http:/www.oxforddnb.com/view/article!9298,!accessed!January,!2013.!
17
!Richard!Fenton,!A$Tour$in$Quest$of$a$Genealogy$Through$Several$Parts$of$Wales,$Somersetshire$and$
Wiltshire$in$a$Series$of$Letters!(London:!Sherwood,!Neely!and!Jones,!1808),!p.!311.!
18
!Walton,!English$Seaside$Resort,!p.!112;!John!F.!Travis,!‘Lynton!in!the!Nineteenth!Century:!an!Isolated!
and!Exclusive!Resort’,!in!Ports$and$Resorts$in$the$Regions.$Papers$submitted$to$the$Conference$of$
Regional$History$Tutors$held$at$Hull$College$of$Higher$Education$in$July,$1980,!ed.!by!E.M.!Sigsworth!
(Hull:!Hull!College!of!Higher!Education,!1980),!pp.!152Z167!(p.!155).$
19
!Richard!Russell,$A$Dissertation$on$the$Use$of$Sea$Water$in$the$Diseases$of$the$Glands$(London:!W.!
Owen,!1752).!
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far from being solely a fashionable medical treatment for the wealthy, there was an
earlier and independent existence of sea bathing amongst the poor in, for example,
Lancashire and parts of Wales.20 Seaside towns owed much of their success to their
heritage from the inland spas. They were, says John Pimlott, ‘fashioned in the image of
Bath and Tunbridge Wells’.21 John Eglin too has traced the development of ‘politeness’
to the standards of civility enforced under Beau Nash in Bath.22 Almost a century later,
the rules of the Aberystwyth Assembly Rooms still echoed Nash’s policy that no
gentleman, ‘except military’ should wear boots.23 In seeking to understand how the
Cambrian resorts developed, therefore, it is necessary to look beyond transport systems.
Factors influencing resort growth.
As a starting point, Allan Fletcher has shown how landowners, entrepreneurs and
changing leisure patterns were as significant as the rail network in accounting for resort
growth on the north Wales coast during the nineteenth century.24 The Cambrian resorts
are on a much smaller scale than Rhyl or Llandudno. Like their larger neighbours,
however, their development was the result of the cultural, economic and social changes
outlined above. Their growth demonstrates that these towns were alive to the
opportunities that tourism offered. To ignore this is to underestimate the energy and
vision of these small coastal communities. Equally, an examination of the way in which
they developed adds significantly to seaside historiography as a whole because the

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20

!Walton,!English$Seaside$Resort,$pp.!10Z11.$
!J.!A.!R.!Pimlott,!The$Englishman’s$Holiday!(London:!Faber!and!Faber,!1947),!p.!36.!
22
!John!Eglin,!The$Imaginary$Autocrat,$Beau$Nash$and$the$invention$of$Bath$(London:!Profile!Books,!
2005),!p.!9.!
23
!T.!J.!Llewelyn!Prichard,!The$New$Aberystwyth$Guide$to$the$Waters,$Bathing$Houses,$Public$Walks$and$
Amusements$(Aberystwyth:!L.!Jones,!1824),!p.!16.!
24
Allan!Fletcher,!‘Social!and!Economic!Changes!in!the!Vale!of!Clwyd!During!the!Railway!Era’!
(unpublished!M.Phil!thesis,!University!of!Wales,!1991),!p.!226.!
21
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small resort has been a relatively neglected area of study, of particular significance for
Wales with its high proportion of small resorts.25
An understanding of the factors behind resort growth and the way in which
towns responded to economic and social change, can be gained from a study of the
existing historiography. This has been surveyed by Peter Borsay with particular
reference to Welsh resorts.26 Whilst recognising a ‘sophisticated English resort
historiography’ he concludes that Welsh resort historiography ‘largely consists of
studies of individual settlements.27 Many of these are based on primary sources but tend
to be ‘driven by events, individuals and institutions rather than by concepts’.28
Fundamental questions such as why Wales became a popular destination or the impact
of large-scale tourism on Welsh communities are rarely tackled. Nor does much of this
work relate to the wider historiography of Wales or of Britain as a whole. Of equal
importance, the study of resort development has much to contribute to the
understanding of social and economic issues in both Wales and Britain as a whole
during the nineteenth century. To take one example, John Walton argues that
nineteenth-century tourism provided economic opportunities for women on a
significant scale.29 The study of the Cambrian coast resorts can contribute therefore to
our understanding of the extent to which women gained agency in these towns during
the nineteenth century.
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Tourism and identity.
One fundamental issue is the way in which seaside towns fit into a traditional view of
Wales, and to what extent the development of the seaside is seen as a legitimate part of
Welsh history. Dodd’s reference to ‘swarms of visitors’, quoted above, is revealing. It
does not suggest that he regarded visitors as especially desirable. Nor, later on, does a
reference to Llanfairfechan becoming ‘yet another of the north coast resorts’ suggest
much enthusiasm for this development.30 This is in strong contrast to his discussion of
the Caernarfonshire slate industry, or the decline of shipbuilding in Caernarfonshire
ports, both of which are treated in elegiac terms.31 John Davies, whilst acknowledging
that tourism was a ‘new industry,’ brought about by ‘the creation of the railway
network’, deals with it in a single paragraph as part of a wider discussion of the impact
of the railway on Wales.32 For Geraint Jenkins and Gwyn Williams, tourism warrants
not even this modest recognition.33 This approach accords with many visitor accounts
of Wales in the past two centuries. Mike Benbough-Jackson in his analysis of visitor
writing about Ceredigion has found, for example, a tendency to focus on activities such
as agriculture, rather than tourism which is frequently portrayed negatively.34 For this
diverse group of writers then, the Welsh seaside towns were not central to their vision
of Wales. Similarly, for Lewis Lloyd, Barmouth’s evolution as a resort is a minor
theme in the history of a shipbuilding and seafaring community.35 In comparing some
of the values attributed to landscape, heritage and economic activity by visitors during
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the last two centuries Mike Benbough-Jackson has shown that, throughout the period,
for many visitors ‘the spirit of Wales’ was found in the mountainous interior rather than
in coastal provision for ‘pleasure seeking holiday makers’.36 Yet, as noted above, the
Cambrian railway was transporting over 200,000 visitors per year to the resorts of
Merioneth and Caernarfonshire by the end of the nineteenth century. The impact of
these visitors on small, rural communities, and the relationship between tourism and the
Welsh identity of the area is largely unexplored, though Gwenfair Parry’s study of
Llandudno shows how significant that impact could be.37
The Cambrian coast resorts were growing at a time of significant change in the
identity of Wales. Prys Morgan argues that ‘Romantic Wales which was created by ...
publicists, eighteenth-century antiquaries, radicals and reactionaries, remained as the
background of Welsh life throughout the nineteenth century’ but was at odds with the
emerging reality of early nineteenth-century Wales. He cites the growth of industry as a
significant factor in this process, with capital movements and the transport of material
to and fro helping to create British unity. 38 By 1870, he argues, there had been a rapid
decline in older indications of Welshness such as history, literature and language,
replaced by a land of ‘industrial progress and political involvement.’39 For W. R.
Lambert nonconformity was at the heart of Welsh distinctiveness, a major factor, for
example, behind the Welsh Sunday Closing Act of 1881.40 This is a key issue for the
historian of Welsh resorts. How did these small Nonconformist communities adapt to
the frivolous enterprise of holidaymaking? It is part too of the conflict between what
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Morgan calls ‘old fashioned musical merriment’ on the one hand and respectability on
the other, a case study for the ‘fractured consciousness’ of Wales during this period.41
Overwhelmingly, visitors to the resorts in north Wales came from England, and
before leaving the question of Welsh identity it is necessary to outline what historians
have said about English attitudes to Welsh people during the nineteenth century. For
many historians, English attitudes in the middle of the century were summed up in the
1847 Report of the Inquiry into Education in Wales.42 For Ieuan Gwynedd Jones this
was ‘a kind of compendium, or digest, of the attitudes of the establishment to the
communities growing up outside the sphere of the influence of the Church,’ confirming
their view of these communities as ‘ignorant, depraved, barbarous, uncivilized.’43
Gwynedd Roberts argues that the very language of the report confirms this
establishment view.44 Kenneth Morgan, though demonstrating that the peculiarity and
isolation of Wales was exaggerated for ‘polemical purposes’ refers to the well known
Times editorial of 1866 which characterised Wales as ‘a small country ... with
indifferent soil and inhabited by an unenterprising people.’45 The question for the
resort historian is the extent to which these views were widespread and the impact this
had both on the culture of the resort and on the political consciousness of Welsh people.
The creation of a resort or the evolution of an existing settlement into a resort
was a significant enterprise. The building of lodging houses and hotels, the creation of
assembly rooms and places of entertainment, the laying out of roads and promenades,
the infrastructure of utilities, the attraction and servicing of visitors, all have far
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reaching implications. These range from the supply of land and the raising of capital to
the availability of skilled labour and the entrepreneurial vision to achieve success. John
Walton argues that the pattern and quality of urban growth ‘at the seaside as elsewhere’
was dictated by three factors, topography, demand and the policies of landowners and
developers.46
Landowners and developers.
David Cannadine has argued that Victorian seaside towns were the ‘last great
aristocratic involvement in urbanization’.47 With their previous experience of the
development of inland spas, their often extensive coastal land holdings and their
considerable wealth, aristocratic families were well placed to exploit the opportunities
on offer. Thus the Devonshire Estate was active in the creation of Eastbourne from the
1850s and later in the century the Earl of Scarborough created at Skegness the ‘finest
example of comprehensive resort planning.’48 Estates were equally capable, however,
of preventing or limiting development. Allan Fletcher has shown that local landowning
elites on the north Wales coast protected their own interests by restricting the
development of Pensarn and Colwyn Bay. 49 Similarly, the Cary family, when
developing their land at Torquay, ensured that their own privacy was not
compromised.50 John Walton challenges Cannadine’s aristocratic model, based as it is
on the study of only eight resorts. He points out that in many resorts where individual
landowners played a significant part, they were frequently local gentry rather than
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aristocrats, citing both Lytham and Weston-super-Mare as towns which followed this
pattern.51 More significantly, Walton demonstrates that aristocratic pre-eminence was
only the case in the early and mid Victorian years and was not sustained to the end of
the century.52
To begin with, not all landowners were either aristocrats or gentry. It was a
merchant from Hull who first bought land and laid out a seaside estate at Withernsea in
the 1850s and there are many examples of entrepreneurs both from local areas and
beyond, who sought to benefit from tourism development.53 Secondly, Walton points
out that ‘very few resorts were created “out of nothing, in the middle of nowhere”’.54
The picture, therefore, is not a straightforward one of aristocratic, or any other creation,
but of evolution involving a range of owners and interests. Thirdly, and of equal
significance to the Cambrian Coast resorts, was the growth of the Limited Company
from the 1860s. This allowed speculators to band together to create estate companies
which fulfilled many of the functions of earlier landed estates.55 Thus Henry Pease
formed the Saltburn Improvement Company in 1861 to create, unsuccessfully as it
turned out, a genteel resort on the north East coast of England.56
Social tone
The character and tone of a resort was determined by a range of factors, but most
historians accept that the pattern of land ownership was of fundamental significance.
Cannadine has shown, for example, how Eastbourne, the ‘Empress of watering places’
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was created almost entirely by the Cavendish Estate as an exclusive resort.57 In
contrast, fragmented land ownership at Blackpool led to its development as a primarily
working-class resort.58 For some historians the reasons for this are clear. Fletcher
concludes, for example, that without one major landowner building standards were
driven down and the resultant resort ‘tended to provide accommodation for the mass
market.’59 Thus Rhyl developed, like Blackpool, as a primarily working-class resort.
Meanwhile, along the coast at Llandudno, the Mostyn estate presided over the
development of a primarily middle class town. 60 For John Travis too, the later
development of Torquay, following the withdrawal of the Palk family, illustrated the
‘unfortunate consequences’ of piecemeal building by small developers who had
purchased individual freeholds.61
There are sufficient examples to demonstrate the validity of this argument.
Eastbourne and Llandudno both attest the importance of a strong controlling estate to
the development of an exclusive resort. However, the historiography makes clear that
the pattern of land ownership was only one factor in the development of resort tone.
Walton argues that, before the railway opened up the seaside to a wider range of
income groups, resorts such as Torquay in its early stages were able to achieve a similar
effect without an overall plan. It was the railway that made cheap lodgings, and hence a
wider visitor base, attractive to entrepreneurs.62 From a different perspective, Leonard
has shown that, despite an overall plan and high quality amenities, the developers of
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Saltburn failed to attract the upper class clientele they had anticipated.63 In other words,
demand was also important. A consensus amongst developers that a high-class market
was also the best paying could lead to a middle class resort even with fragmented
ownership.64 In his discussion of Torquay John Travis argues that the developers had
no option but to meet the needs of wealthy people who required large building plots and
sea views.65 This discussion has shown that the impact of land ownership on resort
development was as complex as it was significant and is essential to an understanding
of the way in which development took place along the Cambrian coast. However, as
has been noted, historians have largely concentrated on the development of the larger
resorts and it is by no means clear that smaller resorts, such as those on the Cambrian
coast, were shaped in the same way. In this context, the role of remoteness becomes
significant, as middle class holidaymakers eschewed more frequented resorts in favour
of more socially exclusive areas.
Local Government
John Walton argues that the influence of local government on resort development was
relatively modest compared with land ownership.66 His perspective comes from the
larger resorts, however, and may be less valid for smaller settlements without, for
example, a wealthy developer to guarantee infrastructure funding. Such infrastructure,
particularly for water and drainage was essential to towns which had, from the start, a
strong association with health, an association made plain in E. W. Gilbert’s early article
on the growth of Brighton.67 The importance of a healthy environment to these towns
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has also been highlighted by John Hassan who notes that the term ‘health resort’, as
applied to a seaside town, was first used in 1841. 68 Local authorities therefore had a
primary concern for public health but, as Walton shows, expanded in the second half of
the nineteenth century into other areas such as the provision of utilities, public order
and municipal trading.69 This development led in due course to activities as diverse as
the operation of gas, electricity and tramways, the provision of amenities such as winter
gardens, parks and promenades and the subsidy of municipal orchestras.70 Even for
larger resorts these developments were often controversial. Whilst hoteliers might
accept higher rates if improvements led to higher visitor numbers, there were,
inevitably, conflicting interest groups who received no direct benefit.71
Local authority membership was also important. Walton quotes a doctor in
Tenby who argued that ‘In small towns and borough towns especially power is
generally lodged in the hands of obstruction’, whilst David Cannadine illustrates both
local authority limitations and the close relationship which frequently existed between
them and a significant landowner. 72 Not least, Cannadine also emphasises the
limitation that rateable values placed on the scope for action by local authorities. Even
Eastbourne could only raise £4000 from a shilling in the pound rate as late as 1879, and
spending by the Duke of Devonshire from income derived from his estates in the town
far outstripped local government expenditure throughout the 1880s.73 Overall,
however, seaside resorts, with their plethora of small businesses, evolved a style of
local government characterised by John Beckerson as ‘municipal enterprise’. This was,
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he argues, a conservative business driven ideology that accepted that certain common
measures, beyond the scope of any individual, were necessary for the town to thrive.74
Walton has provided a case study of the influence of local government on the holiday
industry. Blackpool, which he uses as an example, is a very different resort in scale,
tone and visitor market from those of the Cambrian coast, but the study is invaluable in
illustrating the scope open to local authorities and suggesting how their influence may
be assessed.75
Transport
Though resort development was not the inevitable consequence of railway growth
during the nineteenth century, transport systems as a whole did play a significant part in
the way that individual resorts and groups of resorts developed. Harold Carter has
shown that the effective working of any town depends on accessibility and for resorts
too this was clearly a prime requirement.76 In his study of the Devon resorts Travis cites
road improvements which dramatically reduced journey times from London to Exeter
in the second half of the eighteenth century as an essential prerequisite to the growth of
coastal resorts in South Devon.77 Similarly, the opening of the railway from London to
Bristol led to an increase in visitors to Lynton and Lynmouth since the combination of
rail and steamer journey was the quickest way from London to the north Devon coast.78
Walton records the spread of turnpikes in the second half of the eighteenth century
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which, together with improvements in road construction and vehicle technology
reduced the journey time from London to Brighton from a full day in 1762 to five or six
hours by 1833.79 Similar improvements were taking place at the same time in north
Wales as will be shown in Chapter Seven and it is clear that at least one of the
Cambrian coast resorts was already benefiting from them. Thus, in 1827 it was possible
to travel the seventy-five miles from Chester to Barmouth for ‘sea bathing’ in twelve
hours.80 Despite the spread of turnpikes, road transport was often problematic, however,
until well into the nineteenth century. When Samuel Holland travelled from Liverpool
to Ffestiniog in 1821 he recorded that there was ‘no regular road ... merely a footpath’
over the mountain between Dolwyddelan and Ffestiniog.81 Similarly, Travis notes that
wheeled vehicles were an unusual sight on inaccessible north Devon roads in the same
period.82
It is not surprising, therefore, that sea access was an important factor in the early
development of some resorts and its role has been documented in many studies. Steam
packets were bringing holidaymakers to Hull for onward travel to Bridlington and Filey
by the 1820s.83 Similarly, Rhyl owed much of its early development to direct steam
packets from Liverpool and John Whyman has shown how water transport affected
both the growth and character of Margate from the 1750s.84 As noted above, Dodd
refers to the role of sea transport in the development of Caernarfonshire’s holiday
industry, though its significance and the way it affected the Cambrian Coast resorts has
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not been studied. John Walton is characteristically challenging in his analysis of the
part played by railways in resort development, arguing for example that the railway
companies struggled to keep pace with expanding working-class demand for travel to
Blackpool rather than playing any part in stimulating it.85 There are many studies
which investigate the impact of the railway on individual resorts and it is clear that
Blackpool’s experience was not universal. Thus David Neave shows how the arrival of
the railway did alter the nature of Yorkshire’s east coast resorts in the middle of the
nineteenth century. Hornsea, twenty years behind Bridlington in achieving a rail link,
saw its growth restricted, though it continued to attract families ‘who are tired of the
bustle and excitement of a town life’.86 Interestingly for this study, Walton also shows
how railways encouraged a string of small resorts along the Cumbrian coast which
attracted ‘cultivated and discerning middle class families’, a ‘limited but consistent
flow of specialised demand’. 87
These are all significant arguments, which inform any examination of the way
in which development took place along the Cambrian coast. In a wider context John
Davies has shown how railways in Wales were instrumental in expanding industrial
output, coal for example in South Wales, slate in north Wales.88 Rex Christiansen and
R.W. Miller expand on this for the railways in the Cambrian region and suggest that
their promoters were driven by economic arguments outside tourism. Indeed, the first
inquiry into a line through Barmouth had political implications in the search for the
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fastest route from London to Dublin.89 Davies also shows how the railway
disadvantaged coastal trade, especially that of the small northern and western ports.
This too has implications for this study, as towns such as Barmouth or Pwllheli sought
to diversify their economies.90
Marketing
Stephen Ward points out that seaside resorts were an unstable part of Britain’s urban
system in the nineteenth century, with intense place competition, with previously
successful resorts being frequently overtaken by those which had been less popular.91
John Beckerson also emphasises this and sees intense competition as the imperative
behind resort marketing, with individual resorts seeking to capitalise on increasing
demand.92 As a result, Victorian resorts were, he argues, progenitors of the tendency to
give towns, cities and regions identities which are created, manipulated and sold.93 Part
of this identity was the development of a resort imagery that played on a number of key
themes. First amongst these was health and Ward shows how references to health
pervaded resort advertising from the middle of the century.94 This emphasis included
sea bathing, but was quickly extended to the notion that sea air had in itself a tonic
quality. Thus Beckerson shows that adjectives such as bracing were in common use in
seaside advertising from the 1840s.95 Britain’s Victorian achievements owed much, so
it was argued, to a climate that stimulated enterprise, a kind of climatic determinism. A
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bracing holiday was therefore conducive to economic success.96 Stephen Ward
identifies two further themes central to the imagery of the British seaside.
The first of these is the prevalence of images of children in seaside advertising.
In part this capitalised on the sentimental presentation of childhood by the Victorian
middle class, but since innocence was an essential part of the notion of childhood, it
also presented Victorian resorts as essentially innocent places where the Victorian
family realised itself.97 Secondly, he suggests that images of young men and women
together were used only cautiously in British resort advertising to avoid any suggestion
of impropriety, again emphasising resorts as innocent places.98 Beckerson makes the
point that the pursuit of health provided ‘moral legitimation’ of seaside pleasure. 99
Much of the evidence for the development of seaside imagery and the practical
marketing steps taken by individual resorts is, once again, found in the experience of
larger towns and popular regions. This study therefore provides new evidence of the
extent to which a number of very small communities responded to developing notions
about the seaside, and of the way in which they promoted themselves, both individually
and as a group of resorts.
Demand
Seaside resorts developed as a result of a pattern of leisure established in the spa towns,
and from faith in the efficacy of sea water for health. Phyllis Hembry makes it clear, for
example, that assembly rooms, fashionable promenades, the shrinking boundary
between the search for health and the search for pleasure all had their roots in the inland
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spas.100 Such explanations, however, ignore the more fundamental issue of those
changes in the economy and society, which allowed and encouraged demand to grow.
The seaside holiday is part of wider leisure provision and Peter Borsay has argued that
leisure itself is a fundamental part of the economy.101 As such it has been commodified
and become the subject, over time, of varying degrees of commercialisation. Historians
disagree as to when this process started. For some it was the century after the Glorious
Revolution that first saw commercial leisure provision on a large scale. For others it
was the processes of capitalism, urbanisation and industrialisation in the nineteenth
century which were of key significance, whilst for some it was only in the inter war
years of the twentieth century that leisure actually became a major part of the economy.
These arguments are summarised by Peter Borsay, who suggests that the
commercialisation of leisure is best approached by a clear focus on questions of
demand and supply, and that the crucial determinant of demand is the volume and
distribution of wealth.
By concentrating thus on the distribution of wealth, it can be argued that the
commercialisation of leisure was a function of expanding wealth. 102 In this model, the
period from the end of the seventeenth century saw a rapid expansion in the number
and wealth of the middling orders which in turn generated new demand for ‘status
accruing’ products, a process accelerated by the Industrial Revolution.103 Peter Borsay
uses the development of the holiday resort as an example. Seaside resorts developed
from the 1730s in response to upper and upper middle class demand, but the impact of
the ‘middling orders’ was crucial, he argues, in their expansion.104 Thomas Creevey
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found Brighton in 1837 ‘detestable: the crowd of unknown human beings is not to be
endured,’ and felt ‘a strong touch of melancholy in comparing Brighton of the present
with times gone by’.105 The relative diffusion of wealth and the search for exclusivity
by elite groups are central to the way in which seaside resorts developed during the
nineteenth century.
The impact of these factors was twofold. Harold Perkin has pointed out that
Victorian class-consciousness was nowhere more evident than in their pleasure resorts
and that ‘most of the English of that age took their pleasures ... in the company of their
equals.’106 This led, so far as the seaside was concerned, to constant worries on the part
of the affluent classes about the possibility of plebeian contact. It was a mark of pride in
Barmouth at the end of the nineteenth century that its distance from the ‘large centres of
population’ prevented intrusion by the ‘objectionable element of holiday maker.’107
There was more to it than the simple need to avoid social inferiors, however. The
possession of wealth only brought with it prestige and status if it was spent in a
fashionable and conspicuous way.108
The dynamic behind this process was strikingly expressed by Thorsten Veblen
at the end of the nineteenth century, ‘Closely related to the requirement that the
gentleman must consume freely of the right kind of goods, there is the requirement that
he must know how to consume them in a seemly manner’.109 Holiday making, as John
Urry has pointed out, was one way of achieving this, and holiday resorts provided the
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venues where wealth could be displayed.110 The practical effect of this could be seen,
for example, in Brighton where, during the fashionable season, ‘a Piccadilly crowd by
the sea’ sauntered along the cliff in the morning whilst during the afternoon elegantly
dressed ladies drove up and down the front.’111 Health and relaxation may have played
their part in motivating these people, but the opportunity for displaying and confirming
wealth and status was important too. Recreation, as Peter Borsay puts it was just ‘one of
many areas where class differences could be expressed.’112 As well as wide variations
in wealth and status within this group, there were also differences in inclination. There
were those who looked for a different kind of exclusivity, ‘cultured or adventurous’
middle class families, who ‘actively sought the primitive and the picturesque’.113
Working class holidays
If the nineteenth century saw a growth in the middling orders, it also saw an increase in
the incomes of some sections of the working class, initiating what John Urry describes
as the mass tourist gaze.114 However, though the impact of working-class visitors was
felt in some resorts, Gravesend, for example, from the early years of the nineteenth
century, it was only at the end of the century that the real incomes of working-class
people as a whole began to rise, and only then was their potential as leisure consumers
fully released.115 It was this period that saw the ‘spectacular’ rise of resorts such as
Blackpool.116 John Walton has summarised the conditions necessary for working-class
holidays, as opposed to day excursions to the seaside; cheap and rapid access to a
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coastline, sufficient income to allow for saving, several consecutive days holiday,
appropriate resort facilities and, finally, choice of the seaside over alternative forms of
leisure activity.117 The cotton towns of Lancashire, assisted by their traditional wakes
weeks, met the first four of these conditions before other parts of England and Wales,
thus helping to explain why the seaside holiday habit was deeply rooted in the
Lancashire textile districts by the 1890s.118 Whole communities holidayed together and
social pressure began to favour the annual holiday as neighbours and families
‘colonised the same crowded boarding houses in Blackpool, Rhyl or New Brighton’119
A seaside holiday could confer status and prestige on the middle class holiday maker.
In the same way it could confirm the credentials of what Walton calls the ‘thrifty, selfimproving wing of the working class.’120
There is more to it than this, however. Peter Bailey has shown how the rational
recreation movement sought to provide alternative amusements for the poor as a
substitute for perceived working-class excesses.121 The fruits of this movement can be
seen in state sponsored initiatives, such as the 1850 Public Libraries Act but also in a
wide range of voluntary activities.122 Sunday Schools were active in providing counter
attractions as was the ‘single most important agency of recreational improvement’, the
Temperance Society. Both of these groups saw the opportunity that appropriate seaside
resorts offered for healthy and decorous leisure and helped to ensure that the seaside
excursion became a common recreation. 123 A further effect of the rational recreation
movement, motivated in part by a distrust of the benevolence of their employers, was
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the growth of schemes for rational recreation promoted from within the working class
itself.124 John Walton has shown how holiday clubs, factory committees and pubs
organised excursions and provided facilities for saving so that the seaside holiday
became part of working-class solidarity.125 In all these ways, therefore, the demand for
seaside holidays spread from the initial group of privileged bathers in the eighteenth
century to include large sections of society.
Leisure
Historians have been active in analysing what leisure implied for those middle class
people who were central to the demand for seaside holidays throughout the nineteenth
century.126 Peter Borsay provides a definition of leisure which suggests it has three
intrinsic characteristics; symbol, that is a surrogate or metaphor for some other
phenomenon, play, a self contained activity without obvious consequences or
significance and the ‘other’, an experience not conceived of as normal.127 As with any
definition, this opens up many questions. Who decides, for example, what is
significant? It does highlight, however, what Peter Bailey had described as the
‘problem’ of leisure for middle class people. Here was a class based on the virtues of
unremitting industry and Bailey argues that, for them, leisure was suspect, representing
‘the irresponsible preoccupations of a parasitic ruling class or the reckless carousing of
an irrational working class.’ 128 Thus, he argues, the Victorian middle classes needed a
rationale that would relieve them of the ‘need to apologise for their pleasures’ or even
provide moral legitimation for them. This reasoning resonates with the image of the
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seaside discussed earlier in this chapter. A holiday taken for therapeutic reasons in a
bracing climate might be justifiable in a way that hedonistic pleasure seeking was not.
There is, however, a central issue within this argument. Respectability was, says
Peter Bailey, a key factor in giving mid Victorian England cohesion and stability.129 To
an extent, therefore, these moral justifications could be seen as no more than a covering
to give respectability to activities that might, in themselves, be less reputable. Rob
Shields argues that, in fact, the seaside was a marginal zone for reckless enjoyment and
that Brighton from its early days as a resort came to be associated with ‘pleasure, the
liminal and with the carnivalesque’.130 Edmund Gilbert notes that Brighton’s crime
statistics for 1859 detail 325 prostitutes and 97 brothels, figures which lend, perhaps,
some force to Rob Shields’ analysis.131 On some assumptions, argues John Walton, the
seaside resort was a classic place for disreputable behaviour. Here conventions could be
shed with workaday clothing, and release from workaday discipline allowed for the
pursuit of untrammelled pleasure.132 Seaside resorts, and tourism generally, did offer
release from normal conventions, especially for the young or unattached.133 John Urry
notes, for example, that the continental package tours organised by Thomas Cook
included unchaperoned women and, as will be shown in Chapter Nine, developments
such as this were apparent in the Cambrian resorts by the end of the nineteenth
century.134
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Licence was, however, only part of the story. As noted earlier in this chapter,
many working-class communities holidayed together and brought with them their own
community controls, whilst boarding house life imposed its own constraints of
respectability.135 Beyond this, and perhaps because of the opportunities they offered for
unconventional or unseemly activities, John Walton argues that most Victorian seaside
resorts became ‘protected environments’ guarded by byelaws and inspectorates from
objectionable behaviour.136 The potential for disreputable behaviour at the seaside was
thus recognised by the very efforts taken by resorts to make sure that respectability was
not compromised. An important reason for this emphasis on respectability can be
found too in the fact that, for most middle-class resorts, family groups were an
important market in the second half of the nineteenth century. The seaside family
holiday, writes John Walton, became an almost universal middle class norm and,
‘perhaps its most important function was to display the stability and influence of the
Victorian middle class family.’137 Thus, as well as buying into status and prestige, the
middle class holidaymaker could display his or her credentials as participator in and
guardian of a fundamental institution.
Demand and social tone
The diffusion of demand that took place during the nineteenth century had significant
implications for the way in which resorts developed. On the one hand were those
resorts with predominantly large hotels and genteel gardens; on the other, those with
predominantly small hotels and cheap boarding houses.138 In cultural terms, this latter
group of resorts developed as ‘symbols of mass tourism ... places of inferiority ... which
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stood for everything dominant social groups saw as tasteless, common, vulgar.139 This
distinction, however, simplifies a far more complex process. The possibility of mass
market resorts relying on a working-class clientele only became possible, as this
discussion has shown, towards the end of the nineteenth century and even then, only in
a small number of areas close to large conurbations. Even Blackpool, which became
synonymous with mass tourism by the end of the century, regarded the lower middle
class as its main market as late as 1870.140 The investment necessary to create the
Blackpool Tower entertainment complex was only forthcoming in the 1890s, once
developers were certain of Blackpool’s mass working-class clientele.141
As has been seen, the possibility of extended working-class holidays was first
realised in the textile towns of the north West of England. Elsewhere, the impact of
working-class visitors was more likely to be apparent in the form of day excursionists
particularly in those areas close to large conurbations. By the early 1870s both Margate
and Ramsgate were becoming less attractive to the middle-class holiday market because
of the influx of lower class day-trippers.142 Similarly, once the railway was built in
1841, Brighton began to attract large numbers of day excursionists from London’s East
End during the summer months.143 In extreme cases such as Blackpool a resort might
give up more or less altogether on social tone and settle for the mass market. In others,
the presence of working-class visitors led to two or more distinct seasons. Thus in
Brighton the fashionable season began later and later as working-class visitors made the
place less attractive to middle-class visitors in the summer months. By 1866 the season
began in September, and twenty years later it took place during November and
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December.144 A further consequence was that most resorts took active steps to regulate,
as far as possible, the behaviour of visitors. Byelaws were introduced which could be
invoked if boisterous trippers challenged the proprieties by nude bathing or horse
play.145 Not least, the propensity of some middle-class people, faced with encroachment
from mass tourism, to seek quieter, more remote destinations created a niche market
that benefited smaller resorts such as those of the Cambrian coast.
North Wales and the picturesque
So far this discussion has concentrated on the way in which demand for a seaside
holiday was shaped during the nineteenth century, and the issues raised, though varying
in their impact, have had general applicability. As has been seen, however, though
demand for seaside holidays expanded during the nineteenth century, so too did supply.
Seaside and bracing air were available in a wide range of resorts, even for those visitors
who wished to avoid the most crowded and fashionable venues, and often far closer to
home than was north Wales. It is useful, therefore, to consider those factors that may
have encouraged demand for north Wales in general and the Cambrian coast in
particular. For the north coast resorts, access to the Lancashire holiday market in
particular was an important advantage, as demonstrated by the growth of Rhyl as a
mass market resort or Llandudno as a middle class destination.146 However, by train,
the Cambrian coast was ‘five weary hours’ from Birmingham and a similar time from
Manchester and Liverpool, so other factors have to be considered.147
John Urry argues that one reason why Blackpool’s small entrepreneurs failed to
attract the middle-class market they originally aimed at, was that the area ‘did not
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possess the scenic attractiveness necessary to appeal to that market.’148 The Cambrian
coast, especially that area between Tywyn and Pwllheli, certainly did. For Frances
Power Cobbe, ‘no spot in the kingdom ... not even the lovely Lake country, unites so
many elements of beauty as this part of Wales.’149 More than this, it was an area that
had become imprinted on the fashionable consciousness. The reasons for this are well
known, and Jane Zaring has provided a summary of the way in which perceptions of a
particular landscape can be subject to radical change. She shows that for much of the
eighteenth century visitors to Wales perceived the landscape in negative terms,
reporting ‘shocking deserts’ where ‘one mountain is rudely piled on another.’
Snowdonia wrote one traveller was ‘generally ten months buried in snow and eleven in
clouds.’ Perceptions of the time, Zaring argues, recognised a beautiful landscape in
well-proportioned, cultivated areas rather than in crag and chasm.150 However, in his
study of the picturesque, Malcolm Andrews demonstrates how the landscape of Wales
was transformed in the fashionable mind in the second half of the eighteenth century.
From being ‘the fag end of creation, the very rubbish of Noah’s flood’ in 1736, it had,
by the 1780s become an area of sublime, awe inspiring scenery, a place of terrifying
power, obscurity and sharp contrasts.151
Peter Howell Williams writes that ‘too much may have been made of the notion
that Wales was extraordinarily wild and remote, its mountains unassailable ... but ... it
was one which tourists preferred.’152 This is evident from the accounts of late
eighteenth and early nineteenth-century travellers, attracted to the area in search of the
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sublime. John Evans, for example, passing Cadair Idris on his way to Barmouth thought
that the summit ‘had the appearance of a volcano ... sudden bursts of light ... a grand
and aweful effect’.153 For Joseph Hucks the mountain scenery had ‘an awful
sublimity’.154 Critically, Alain Corbin argues that the appeal of the seashore also began
to grow from the middle of the eighteenth century, rooted in similar ideas of
‘indisputable nature’. Like mountain scenery, the sea inspired fear, but ‘The new
strategy for seaside holidays was to enjoy the sea and experience the terror it inspired,
while overcoming one’s personal perils.’155 John Pimlott has suggested that an
unreasoning love of mountains was one of the few permanent legacies of the Romantic
Movement.156 As will be seen, the legacy of the Romantic Movement in its shifting
perceptions of sea and scenery was significant also in shaping demand for the Cambrian
resorts.
Sources
Full details of sources used can be found in the bibliography, but the following
paragraphs identify a number of significant areas. Local government records, primarily
the minutes of local boards of health and urban district councils are the essential
foundation to trace the physical development of the resorts. These records are
particularly useful in illuminating the challenges faced by small communities as they
sought to provide major infrastructure such as water and drainage; Tywyn’s experience,
seen in Chapter Two, is a good example of this. They are valuable too in identifying the
range of developers working in the towns and the sequence of development. Care has to
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be taken, however, since councils were not consistent in the way in which they
approached and recorded development issues so that other sources, notably the local
press have to be used. Council minutes tend also to be brief and circumspect and this is
another area where local press reporting is a valuable supplement.
Local newspapers provide a second vital source. As noted, they provide a
supplement to the official record, but their value extends beyond this particularly as a
means to access visitor experience. In addition to newspapers local to the resorts, some
of which are not digitised, extensive use has been made of online databases such as
Nineteenth Century British Library Newspapers. This approach has some limitations.
In particular, research is limited to newspapers included in a particular database, with
implications for political or geographic bias. As significantly, key word searching,
whilst identifying potentially useful content, is less effective at placing such content in
an overall context. These considerations are far outweighed however by the facility
such databases provide of tracing the way in which visitor reactions to the Cambrian
resorts were reported in towns across Britain. This has been useful, for example, in
revealing the experience of excursionists whose voices are infrequently heard.
Similarly, the use of a range of popular periodicals made possible by digitisation has
illuminated the way in which the Cambrian resorts were linked with developments in
leisure, recreation and holiday styles.
Visitor accounts of the area, published and unpublished, have been a further
valuable source. These are plentiful and well known for the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, but are less common for the nineteenth century as a whole. The
availability of online databases of nineteenth-century texts has, however, located many
valuable accounts of individual experience. Beyond this, through the catalogues of the
National Archives, manuscript accounts have been identified in local archives in
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England. These are individual accounts and cannot, necessarily, be taken as
representative. In some cases too they were written for publication so may be subject to
a degree of exaggeration or hyperbole. Taken together, however, they contribute to the
understanding of Victorian holidaymaking and provide new evidence for the nature of
the Cambrian resorts.
Extensive use has been made of the National Library of Wales which has an
invaluable collection of guidebooks and related material. More specifically, its
collection of papers from Machynlleth Urban District Council provided a vivid picture
of the co-operative approach to marketing adopted by the Cambrian resorts in the early
years of the twentieth century. In addition to local government records Gwynedd
Archives hold essential collections in several areas. The Solomon Andrews papers
show how a successful Victorian entrepreneur tackled resort development along the
coast whilst papers relating to Ynys-y-Maengwyn near Tywyn provide evidence for the
collapse of an old land owning family and its replacement by an English industrialist
with ambitions for resort development. Not least, use was made of illustrative material
ranging from eighteenth-century prints to nineteenth-century glass photographic slides.
This material has not only supplemented the written or printed record, but suggested
new areas for analysis. There is useful photographic evidence, for example, some of
which is seen in Chapter Ten, of the way in which visitor provision sat alongside more
traditional industries. Similarly, illustrations of street scenes emphasise the contrast
between the Cambrian resorts and more fashionable destinations, whilst early images of
Barmouth emphasise its claim to the romantic and picturesque.
Enumerators’ books from the nineteenth century censuses have proved essential
in several areas. Notably, the analysis of occupational change over the century provided
the basis for work on the economic impact of tourism. This is a complex area and the
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interpretation of occupational data is not straightforward. The treatment of women’s
work or of multiple occupations, for example, is notoriously problematic.157 However,
it has been possible from the data to identify the broad trends discussed in Chapter Ten.
Moreover, using the enumerators’ books individuals from visitor lists in local
newspapers can be tracked down and something of their backgrounds discovered.
Birthplace data has also been gathered to assess the impact of resort growth on inward
migration.
As can be seen, this study is based on a wide range of primary source material.
However, with the exception of enumeration forms completed in Welsh for the 1911
census, no Welsh language material has been consulted. This has not prevented access
to key sources, which are written in English throughout the period. Nor has it prevented
access to the voices of Welsh people whose views and attitudes at public meetings, in
their local authority work or in their commercial activities, are represented through
English language sources. Most of these individuals belong, however, to a relatively
elite group and the voices and experience of those outside this group are more elusive.
This is an area that might be further illuminated through Welsh language sources,
including the Welsh language press.
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CHAPTER TWO
Barmouth and Tywyn
‘If the people of Barmouth wished to make Barmouth a favourite place of resort … they
must make improvements in the sanitary state of the place.’1
‘At no far distant date Towyn would be built on the seaside, and all the trade taken
down there.’2

In an editorial from June, 1873, The North Wales Chronicle commented that, ‘as a
natural result’ of the completion of the Chester Holyhead railway in 1848 ‘in a very
short time new and handsome towns’ had ‘sprung up, as if by magic.’ The Aberystwyth
and Welsh Coast Railway had been completed in 1867 and now Tywyn had become a
‘summer resort’ whilst Criccieth, Barmouth and Harlech had been ‘greatly enlarged and
beautified.’ This editorial assumed that the growth of tourism was a positive thing,
transforming towns magically with ‘beautiful’ buildings. It recognises that tourism had
created not only the ‘magnificent watering places’ of Llandudno and Rhyl, but had had
an impact on smaller settlements too. ‘There is scarcely a small village in north Wales,
but what is yearly visited by tourists from all parts of the Kingdom.’3
The growth of tourism, it will be noticed, was seen as the ‘natural result’ of the
development of the railway system, whilst recent scholarship has sometimes argued
that the impact of the railways on resort development can be overemphasised.4
Similarly, the editorial suggested that resorts had grown ‘as if by magic’, whilst, as was
shown in Chapter one, the process which created what John Davies called ‘a new
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industry’ in Wales and transformed so many of its coastal settlements into resort towns
was rooted in hard economic reality.5 It involved the actions of individual landowners
and entrepreneurs, the creation of new transport systems and the growth of consumer
demand into hitherto unknown areas. The first part of this study examines the
foundations of resort development along the coast, beginning in this chapter with
Barmouth and Tywyn, towns with contrasting fortunes as resorts.
Early visitors
Many of the travellers to north Wales seen in Chapter One passed through Merioneth
and it is clear from their writing that sea bathing was taking place along the coast at this
time. Joseph Hucks commented in 1795, for example, that Barmouth was ‘full of
company who resort thither for the purpose of bathing.’6 Ten years later Richard
Fenton described a ‘new town’ that had sprung up along the beach.7 The 1849 map

Figure 3, Map of portion of the Corsygedol Estate advertised to be sold, 1849. Bangor University
Archives, Mostyn Mss, S8625.
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shown in Figure 3 confirms that by then Barmouth had indeed grown along the sand
hills, beyond its original cluster of houses on the crags above the harbour.
Tywyn was less frequented by these travellers with consequently fewer visitor
accounts. Joseph Hucks did spend a night in Tywyn, however, when he complained to
the maid that his sheets were damp, ‘ “Lard, Sir, it be impossible for they have been
slept in four or five times within this last week”’8 Other accounts also suggest that,
unlike Barmouth, Tywyn had not developed as a resort by the early years of the
nineteenth century. Richard Warner wrote in 1798 that ‘Towyn has nothing to
commend it but a bold unbounded view of the ocean, with a fine level hard sand well
calculated for sea bathing.’9 Twenty years later Tywyn was described as ‘so dull and
secluded a place as to be very rarely honoured by foreign visitors, ‘[we] drew up at the
door of the Raven Inn, amidst the wondering gaze of every inhabitant of the place ... As
for streets it has none; and what the inhabitants would willingly term such are merely
lanes, adorned with wide and dirty ditches, meandering placidly along their centre’.10
The Tithe map confirms these impressions. Tywyn consisted of a small cluster of
buildings around the church, about a mile from the sea, with very little development on
the shore itself.11
The parish of Tywyn was dominated by the Ynys-y-Maengwyn estate that, with
over six thousand acres, controlled over a third of the land in the parish, including most
of the sea front land extending southwards as far as Aberdyfi.12 The Corbet family had
been in possession of Ynys-y-Maengwyn for two centuries, and had played a
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significant part in the area.13 There is no evidence, however, that the owners of the
Estate, which was overwhelmingly agricultural in character, saw any potential in
tourism at this early stage. In Barmouth the situation was different. Here there were two
principal landowners, Edward Mostyn of Cors-y-Gedol and William Ormsby Gore.14
The latter, based in Shropshire, played little part in the town.15 The Cors-y-Gedol
estate, however, was a more active developer and it is possible to see in its influence
the interaction between demand and supply, which was essential to the successful
growth of a resort. The Estate built the Cors-y-Gedol hotel in 1795, and, in 1804,
allowed the landlady, Mrs. Lewis, nineteen pounds ‘for sinking a pump in the inn
yard’.16 Two years later, the new landlord, William Barnett was allowed forty-eight
pounds, the equivalent of a year’s rental, for repairs.17 This suggests that the Estate was
responding to demands for improvements, and suggests also the agency of particular
individuals.
In an advertisement for a ‘new coach’ from Chester to Barmouth in 1827, the
Cors-y-Gedol is referred to as ‘Barnett’s’, indicating his prominence in the town.18 It is
tempting to see him as the driving force behind the bath house, erected by the Cors-yGedol estate in 1819 during his tenure.19 Positive action by a large estate along with
romantic scenery and potential for sea bathing ensured that, by the 1830s, Barmouth
was already established as a resort offering a range of amenities to visitors. The Cors-yGedol itself was Barmouth’s premier hotel for the remainder of the century. When a
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family from Tamworth visited Barmouth in 1829 they stayed not at the Cors-y-Gedol
but found ‘comfortable lodgings overlooking the sea’ and later in their stay looked at,
but rejected, alternatives, suggesting that the town had, by then, a range of
accommodation.20
Mid century progress
Tywyn and Barmouth had differing fortunes as resorts. For Tywyn, the middle decades
of the nineteenth century were ones of promise denied and expectation deferred. The
map in Figure 4 shows that even by 1891there was little building on the land between

Figure 4, Towyn from the Ordnance Survey 6” map, 1891. Merionethshire. Sheet XLVI S.W.
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the railway and the sea. From the late 1850s, however, there were frequent press
references to its potential as a watering place, this future prosperity often being
advanced as an inevitable consequence of the arrival of the railway in 1862. ‘At no far
distant date Towyn would be built on the seaside, and all the trade taken down there,’
said William Parry, landlord of the Corbet Arms, at a meeting of the Tywyn
Agricultural Association in 1859.21 In 1863 the press described ‘a mania’ of building
‘amongst shopkeepers and tradesmen.’ It went on to speculate that ‘all land between the
railroad and the beach is to be let to a company who intend to build a new town, with
English church there’.22
As already noted, much of the land on the beach was part of the Ynys-yMaengwyn estate. Some of it, however, had clearly been sold or leased to the railway
company. A press report of 1865 believed that there is ‘every likelihood of an extensive
town being built near the beach.’23 More specifically, in December 1865 the North
Wales Chronicle commented that ‘Mr. Savin intended to build a new town on the beach
as soon as the deviation line on this side of the Dovey is built.’24 Thomas Savin was the
engineer and contractor behind the Aberystwyth and Welsh Coast Railway and his
bankruptcy in 1866 may have been one reason why the ‘new town on the beach’ was
not built at this time. 25 This was certainly the contemporary view; ‘This gentleman
[Savin] failed and his failure caused an entire stagnation of trade’ wrote one lawyer
during a land dispute in 1874.26 Savin was a significant landowner in the area at this
period and he was reported as offering five acres of land and (together with his friends)
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a sum of £10,000, if the proposed University of Wales should be built in Tywyn.27 In a
sale catalogue of 1879 he is still shown as owning sea front land adjacent to the
property on sale.28
The press continued to portray Tywyn as a popular resort throughout the 1860s.
In August 1862 the town was ‘thronged with visitors’ to the extent that ‘Great numbers
were obliged to seek for lodgings in neighbouring villages.’29 Allowance has to be
made for the fact that reports such as this were provided by local correspondents who
had an interest in promoting the town. There is, however, some external confirmation
of Tywyn’s popularity. An article in John Bull suggested that the town had more
visitors in the summer of 1870 than in ‘the last two years put together.’30 The minutes
of the Local Board of Health make it clear that during the thirty years between 1850
and 1880 a considerable amount of development took place. Much of this was related
to the rebuilding of existing houses and cottages. Thus, in 1864, the Medical Officer of
Health reported that the houses being built by William Lloyd, ‘Master Mariner of
Aberdovey,’ were of a ‘much better description than those which were formerly built
for the same class of occupant.’31
There was too a significant amount of building for commercial purposes. In
1865 Owen Daniel Junior built five ‘monster shops’ on the High Street which would be
‘a great ornament to that part of the town’.32 Much of this building activity was related
to Tywyn’s role as the centre of the surrounding agricultural area, the provision of
improved working-class cottages being one example, but Tywyn’s potential as a
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prominent watering place is perhaps reflected in the ‘monster shops’. It is reflected too
in John Cotterell’s speech at the Ynys-y-Maengwyn rent audit in 1862. Agent for the
Ynys Trustees, he announced that the estate had taken powers to grant long leases for
building at Tywyn and Aberdyfi. ‘They ought’, he said, ‘to persuade capitalists to come
down and build villas and terraces’.33 Rupert Kettle, a High Court Judge from the
English Midlands, was one of those attracted by the leases, since he is shown as an
Ynys-y-Maengwyn lessee later in the century.34 He built a summer residence, Glan-yDon, in 1865 which can be seen on the foreshore south of the town on the map in
Figure 4.35 This began an association with Tywyn which lasted until the end of the
century and which was to have a profound impact on the future of the town.
The building leases suggest that the estate was aware of the potential for income
from urban growth. It showed no willingness, however, to make the kind of investment
in infrastructure that brought rich returns, for example, to the Devonshire estate in
Eastbourne.36 Tywyn did not experience a rapid expansion seawards following the
arrival of the railway. As can be seen from Figure 4, much of the building development
in the town was concentrated along the High Street, in the central area around the
church, with little on the shore itself. Significant new build is shown adjacent to the
railway station, but development on the land between the railway and the sea and along
the shore itself is limited to a small number of buildings, including Warwick place,
Neptune Hall and Kettle’s Glan-y-Don. Nor is it clear that these developments were
always successful. Several houses put up for sale by public auction in 1868 failed to
meet their reserve price. They were, argued the press, in the wrong place, ‘If such
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buildings were erected on the beach they would meet with customers without any
trouble.’37 Some of the new buildings in the town were used as lodging houses. In 1859
there were twenty of these, but only three of which were sited adjacent to the sea.38 In
1880, thirty-three lodging houses are listed, a significant expansion but again the only
provision on the beach is restricted to Neptune Hall and Warwick Place.39 A travel
guide from 1874 gives a sense of the kind of resort Tywyn was at this period. The town,
we are told, was ‘not a fashionable place ... at present the magnificently attired disport
themselves elsewhere.’40
Edward Mostyn sold much of his Barmouth property in 1849 and in a second
sale in 1858 disposed of his remaining Barmouth holdings.41 However, the town’s
resort prospects were characterised by enthusiastic press reports. In 1854 sufficient
‘Oxford and Cambridge men’ were staying in the town to field a team against the
Dolgellau cricket club.42 As in Tywyn, it was assumed that the railway would bring
more visitors, and after the opening in 1867 there are frequent press references to large
numbers of ‘fashionable’ visitors.43 The Ordnance Survey map for 1891 (Figure 9)
shows considerable new building. This extends along the High Street, overlooks the
estuary on the Dolgellau road and includes a major new development, Marine Terrace,
along the shore. ‘Barmouth’, one visitor reported, was ‘in a great hurry to be built.’44 It
is clear too that much of this building was linked to tourism. One report referring to the
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amount of new building, commented that the additions were mainly, ‘a superior class of
boarding house.’45 Slaters Directory for 1868 lists twenty three lodging houses and one
hotel.46 In the 1880 edition the number of lodging houses had risen to one hundred and
twenty with four hotels.47 Barmouth developed as a resort therefore at a much greater
rate than Tywyn during this period.
Local entrepreneurs
In both Tywyn and Barmouth development at this time resulted from a succession of
small projects. In Barmouth Porkington Terrace, overlooking the Mawddach estuary,
was built in stages, plans for the first houses being approved in 1872, with others
following in 1874.48 Similarly, in Tywyn, in 1862, it was reported that a start was to be
made on ‘a terrace of brick houses near the beach; each house to cost £800.’49 These
were to be near Neptune Hall, but, as can be seen in Figure 4, only two houses of the
projected terrace were built. As another example the Tywyn Local Board minutes refer
to successive developments by different people of ‘new buildings near the railway
station’ in 1877 and again in 1879.50 This gradual development reflected the ability of
developers to find the necessary capital and their assessment of the likely market. The
pattern was not unusual, and followed a model of Victorian urban development
identified, for example, by H.J. Dyos in Camberwell.51
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In both Barmouth and Tywyn, applicants for planning permission are frequently
referred to in familiar terms. Thus Evan Humphreys had plans for ‘new buildings’
approved in Tywyn in 1876, whilst a decision on Mr. Robert Davies’ plans in Corbet
Square was held over ‘pending a site visit.’52 This strongly suggests that local
entrepreneurs initiated much of the development that took place in both towns during
this period. In Barmouth particularly some of these entrepreneurs became substantial
figures. David Davies was a builder, born in Dolgellau, who was responsible for
developments near the railway station and on the Marine Parade.53 Later in the century
he completed a pavilion on the sea front for musical and other entertainments.54 He
also built the first sea wall along the Marine Parade, not to a very high standard,
reported an engineer advising the Local Board on whether or not to take it over, ‘he
built the best wall he could for the money. It could not stand the action of heavy seas.’55
He was sufficiently well known for the press to refer to a rumour that ‘our enterprising
townsman David Davies has bought that piece of land between the railway station and
Gwendolen Villa for four hundred pounds.’56
Local developers were also active in the area of visitor attractions. Tywyn had,
for many years boasted a Chalybeate Spring called St. Cadfan’s Well. This was, said
the Cambro Britain, ‘a very pool of Bethesda ... celebrated for the miraculous cures
which it performs on the persons who bathe in it.’57 In 1870 the well was still in use,
but, according to John Bull, not prospering. The journal mocked the spelling on the
notice board, ‘Baithing in the well is 2d. For seeing it one peney’, remarked that the
walls, but for being white washed, ‘look like those of a pigstye’, then went on to
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comment that ‘many of the visitors... have not washed themselves for years and years
and when they experience the extraordinary sensation of being clean, they at once
attribute it to the miraculous effect of the waters.’58 John Walton has demonstrated that
the reputation of holy wells often survived amongst the local poor and it seems that St
Cadfan’s was within this tradition.59 In 1871 the Local Board directed the Clerk to write
to the Ynys-y-Maengwyn estate, the owners, about ‘the state of St. Cadvan’s Well’
whilst in the following year the North Wales Chronicle called for a new building with
hot and cold showers: ‘If the estate won’t do it, a limited liability company should be
formed amongst the tradesmen in the town and carry it out properly.’ 60 This is a good
example of the way in which local correspondents reflected attitudes or intentions in the
town and used the newspaper to level criticism at the estate, the Local Board of Health,
or other target.
It is no coincidence that the following spring it was reported that ‘a party have
taken this celebrated well on a lease and from five hundred to six hundred pounds is to
be expended to re-build the wall and also erect comfortable rooms for hot and cold
shower baths and dressing rooms.’61 Two local men, Dr. J. Ffoulkes Jones and a
chemist, Robert Jones Roberts were the ‘party’ who took out the lease and restored the
well and were regarded by ‘Towynites ... as benefactors to the town.’62 Dr. Jones was
appointed medical officer to the Local Board the following year.63 Unfortunately, the
scheme was not a success. In 1895 a report suggested that the buildings were used as
stables and in 1898 the Chairman of the Urban District Council regretted that the
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owners ‘had felt it expedient to close it as, with advertising, Towyn could be as well
known in that direction as Llandrindod.’64
A few years before St Cadfan’s Well was restored another ambitious plan to
provide Tywyn with visitor amenities was launched. The North Wales Chronicle
reported a proposal in 1868 to construct a pleasure pier at Towyn at a cost of nearly
£1000 and that ‘half the shares had been taken’.65 This was a false start, but in 1876 a
company was formed and the foundation stone of the pier was laid in 1877.66 It would,
the Cambrian News reported, ‘help to make Towyn … the Queen of the Welsh coast
watering places.’67Again, the developers were local people, including the chemist
Robert Jones Roberts, and other local tradesmen.68 The position of the pier, which was
300 ft. long can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5, Map showing location of proposed Towyn Pier. Gwynedd Archives, ZM/6983.
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Though built, the scheme was not a success. The Cambrian News, in a retrospective
article referred to this pier: ‘A couple of pagodas were erected at the entrance. A sort of
tete, or head was then constructed of concrete on the beach, filled with sand and
decked.’69 According to this report it didn’t outlast its first winter, proving too
insubstantial in the face of sea and storms, but one of the ‘pagodas’ can be seen in
Figure 6. Jeremy Wilkinson presents this, persuasively, as a dubious speculation,
gambling on the development of the sea front.70 It is, however, an example of the way
in which local tradesmen saw tourism as a potential business opportunity.

Figure 6, Plan of the proposed Towyn pier. Gwynedd Archives, ZM/6983.

In Barmouth, the best example of a local entrepreneur developing a visitor
attraction at this time is provided by John Davies. From 1857 he was manager and
probably also the owner of the Cors-y-Gedol hotel, since the hotel was sold in the 1849
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Mostyn sale, and was certainly owned by Davies’ widow in 1888.71 Davies was a key
figure in the development of Barmouth during the 1870s. He was the driving force, as
will be shown, behind the formation of the Local Board of Health, and in 1875
submitted plans for ‘Assembly Rooms’.72

Figure 7, St. Ann’s Square, Cors-y-Gedol Hotel, Barmouth, 1878. National Library of Wales, Welsh
Landscape Collection, (London: Newman and Co., 1878).

As can be seen from Figure 7, this was an ambitious scheme involving not only
a ‘spacious’ assembly room, but also ‘a suite of twenty bedrooms and sitting rooms
supplementary to the Cors-y-Gedol, with stabling for twenty four horses.’73 At a cost of
five thousand pounds this was a significant investment and was a major centre of social
activity in the resort for the remainder of the century. The title of ‘Assembly Room’
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given by Davies to this development is also instructive. Seaside towns, wrote J.A.R.
Pimlott were ‘fashioned in the image of Bath and Tunbridge Wells.’ 74 John Davies’
assembly room was at once the creation of a confident local entrepreneur and a
statement about the kind of resort he was trying to encourage.
None of the developments discussed so far depended on investment from
outside the area, suggesting that Fletcher’s view that ‘agricultural Wales was unable or
unwilling to fund the process of urbanisation’ did not apply to these resorts at that
time.75 Rather, it suggests that local people were alive to the opportunities that tourism
could bring and willing to raise and risk capital to benefit from them. However, all
these schemes were relatively small scale and from the mid 1870s it was already
apparent in Barmouth that larger projects were attracting outside investment. In 1877
an application was made to the Barmouth Local Board with plans for ‘new houses ...
which are to form a terrace’ to be built on the sea front.76 The scheme, the largest
development in Barmouth up to this point, created the Marine Terrace and was
promoted by a partnership of Birmingham based businessmen. This partnership was
formalised as the Barmouth Estate Company, ‘to acquire the property known as Marine
Terrace together with adjacent land.77 With a nominal share capital of fifty thousand
pounds this suggests both that schemes on the scale of Marine Terrace required outside
capital and that Barmouth, at this period, was seen as a potentially rewarding place for
investment.78 The Marine Terrace building, seen in Figure 8 and located in Figure 9,
was substantial, and, along with Porkington Terrace, quickly became the site of the
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most prestigious lodging houses. By 1887 Marine Terrace was owned by Major A. A.
Corder, another Birmingham based businessman, who was prominent in the town for
the remainder of the century.79

Figure 8, The Marine Terrace, Barmouth, 1879. National Library of Wales, Welsh Landscape
Collection (London: Newman and Co., 1870).

Figure 9, Barmouth from the Ordnance Survey 6” map, 1891. Merionethshire. Sheet XXXVI. N.W.
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Thus by 1880 Barmouth was a flourishing resort, attracting substantial
investment from both local and national entrepreneurs, with major features, such as
Porkington Terrace fronting the Mawddach and Marine Terrace, seen in the map in
Figure 9 already in place. Tywyn had grown to a much more modest extent, and the
new town on the shore envisaged from the early1860s had made no significant
progress. This confirms that the advent of a railway line did not lead inevitably to the
creation of a resort. A report from later in the century describes Tywyn as being, in fact,
‘practically stagnant’ between 1866 and 1877.80 In seeking explanations for Barmouth’s
success one factor is clearly the level of demand seen in the town since, without a
reliable market, developers were less likely to risk their investment. It is likely therefore
that Barmouth benefited from its prominence on travellers’ itineraries from the 1790s,
developing, as has been seen, a clientele that extended well beyond the purely local.
The significance of this can be assessed by comparing Tywyn’s development with that
of Weston-super-Mare. Like Tywyn, Weston had no existing attractive fishing village
and was a little distant from the sea. Yet from early in the nineteenth century Weston
was developed by local people, ‘of no great means’81. Unlike Tywyn, however, Weston
was well within the orbit of Bath and Bristol, which provided a pool of demand. As
was seen in Chapter One, both local government and land ownership affected the way
in which resorts developed and the implications of these will now be considered.
Local government
In 1888 the The Cambrian News reported that ‘the first question asked by heads of
families going to the seaside is as to the sanitary arrangements’, often carrying their
requirements, a later report suggested ‘to an unreasonable and sometimes ludicrous
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extent.’82 John Walton has shown that in many resorts the provision of adequate water
and drainage was problematic, with even an Eastbourne scheme having to be rescued
by the Duke of Devonshire in the 1860s.83 It is not surprising, therefore, that small
resorts such as Barmouth and Tywyn should face major problems in these areas.
Tywyn, for example, suffered from ‘primitive conditions which couldn’t be
described.’84 Formed in 1853, Tywyn’s Local Board of Health was ‘one of the oldest
in the Principality,’ and one of its earliest minutes refers to ‘the propriety of raising the
necessary monies for the drainage and water supply of the village of Towyn by
mortgage.’ 85 A scheme was carried out, but was clearly a modest, stop gap measure.86
Ten years later the surveyor was instructed to seek tenders for ‘constructing a sewer
from the Independent chapel to the main sewer ... in Corbet square,’ but in 1867 it was
agreed to ‘postpone for the present’ a further plan to provide ‘drainage and public
sewers.’87 As a consequence of this series of half measures, in 1872 the Board’s
Medical officer wrote,
The way in which cesspools and pumps have been multiplied in indiscriminate
juxta-position is sure to bring about a state of things highly detrimental to the
public health.... Either you must provide an effective and an expensive system
of drainage, kept clear by an abundant supply of water under pressure or you
must forbid foecal matter and urine being allowed to enter drains, to be stored
up in cess pools, or soak into the soil.
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His report went on to recommend the ‘dry system’ which would ‘provide a large supply
of valuable manure, put money in the pockets of ratepayers and save enormous expense
which the other system will involve you in.’ 88 Tywyn faced in miniature precisely those
problems that taxed much larger centres. Cardiff, dependent like Tywyn almost
exclusively on the rates for its income, was equally wary of anything that could look
like extravagance.89 In 1877 the question of proper drainage for Tywyn was still under
discussion when the Board ‘deemed it premature to prepare any scheme for the
unsewered portion of Towyn ... or a scheme of water supply ... by reason of the houses
there being so scattered.’90 This is a corrective to any idea that Tywyn in the 1870s was
a rapidly expanding town and it confirms that at the end of the 1870s Tywyn was not
only without an adequate system of drainage or water supply, but without any realistic
plan to achieve them, an issue which was to be crucial in the next phase of
development.
The situation in Barmouth was very different. Here, a Local Board of Health
was only adopted in 1872 and crucially the need to provide visitors with a decent
environment was a vital reason for its formation. In 1871 John Davies arranged a
meeting of ratepayers to seek approval for a petition to create a Local Board of Health,
arguing that ‘if the people of Barmouth wished to make Barmouth a favourite place of
resort ... they must make improvement in the sanitary state of the place.91 Davies’
initiative was successful. A Local Board of Health was formed with Davies as
chairman, a position he held until his death fourteen years later. The provision of water
and drainage was the first priority of the new Board and a loan of £2800 from the
Public Loans Board enabled a scheme to begin, so that by 1874 pipes were laid
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throughout the town. Similar attention was paid to drainage and by 1879 a sewerage
system had also been provided.92 This is not to say that the Barmouth Board solved the
town’s sanitary problems overnight. In 1878 a visitor still described Barmouth as ‘a
town of the seventeenth century ... in many respects’, whilst another commented that
‘to see women and maids and boys going here and there with pails, jugs and foot baths
in search of an absolute requirement of life should be unknown, even in Barmouth.’93
Tywyn and Barmouth both faced the fundamental problem of providing
expensive infrastructure from a low rate base. Improvement was bound to be costly to
existing ratepayers until expansion brought new properties and new ratepayers to share
the cost. Barmouth had the advantage of a Local Board focussed on the needs of the
town and with a clear vision of what was necessary. In Tywyn, however, the Local
Board extended across several townships, including Aberdyfi, another potential resort.
Also unlike Barmouth it covered a largely agricultural area with many ratepayers
having no interest in paying for improvements in Tywyn, or indeed in developing
Tywyn as a resort. The Board tried to overcome this with a complex pattern of local
committees and local rate areas, often aimed at specific projects.94 These issues will be
considered in Chapter Five, but for the moment it can be seen that contrasting patterns
of local government were a significant factor in the differing development of the two
towns.
Landowners
The role of individual estates is a strand running through resort historiography from
general studies such as that of John Walton, to work on particular resorts such as that
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by John Travis.95 Much of this research demonstrates the role of the estates in setting
the social tone of individual resorts, as for example Harold Perkin’s study of the
Lancashire coastal resorts.96 As has been seen, the Mostyn estate had played a
prominent part in establishing Barmouth as a sea bathing resort. In doing so it gave
Barmouth a head start, both in terms of amenities such as hotels and shops and in the
development amongst local people of the attitudes and skills necessary to operate a
successful resort. Cambridge undergraduates visiting the town in 1831, for example,
stayed in a cottage a mile from the beach where they got two bedrooms and a sitting
room for twenty four shillings a week.97 A generation later a party from Wrexham
were met by a ‘female guide’ clearly used to parties of visitors who pointed out ‘the old
road to Dolgelley which was over the mountains’.98 Lacking this early start, attitudes to
visitors in Tywyn were likely to be less developed.
In both Barmouth and Tywyn the two dominant estates continued to have
important, though contrasting impacts. In the late 1840s the Mostyn family, possibly
because of accumulated debts of over three hundred thousand pounds, began to divest
themselves of their Merionethshire property.99 As has been seen, in two sales, in 1849
and 1858, their entire property in Merioneth was sold.100 Over thirty people, many of
them local, bought property in these sales, an indication of the extent to which the
Mostyn land was diversified, and of the availability of capital locally.101 Thus, rather
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than a single major estate, there were individual entrepreneurs, each having a direct
interest in the development of the town. With the Mostyn sales Barmouth lost the
potential of an estate-led drive to develop the town as a watering place. Given the
Estate’s record at the beginning of the century, and seeing what it went on to achieve
with its Llandudno holdings, it is interesting to speculate what might have been the
result had the sales not taken place.102 Against this, however, the sales released land and
property, including the Cors-y-Gedol Hotel and the vital shoreline which can be seen
on the map in Figure 3, into the hands of entrepreneurs who were willing to make their
own investment in the future of the resort.103
By contrast, the Ynys-y-Maengwn Estate in Tywyn remained in the ownership
of the Corbet family during this period. The Estate was, however, held in trust for
Athelstan Corbet, and administered by agents, until he reached his majority in 1871.104
Based in Bath, Corbet and his parents were rare visitors to Tywyn, though the press
frequently hoped that ‘they would soon come and reside there.’105 Athelstan Corbet,
when he came of age, according to one of his neighbours, ‘had no capacity whatever for
business … as he had not been brought up to it.’106 Moreover the Estate was
overwhelmingly agricultural in character. In a schedule of its lands compiled in 1879,
out of a total annual rental of £6,600, only two hundred and fifty pounds came from
Tywyn itself, despite the fact that the Estate owned a substantial proportion of the
houses, commercial properties and land in the town.107 Given these figures it is
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unsurprising that there was little motivation to take an active part in developing Tywyn
as a resort. During the 1860s the estate had, too, invested heavily in land drainage,
reclaiming almost three thousand acres for agriculture and the costs of this continued to
be a charge against the estate for many years.108 On top of this there is ample evidence
that the estate was poorly managed. A complaint that a dwelling house was ‘damp and
unfit for habitation’ in 1876 was typical of many similar communications to the estate
on the part of the Local Board.109
Tywyn was thus disadvantaged by an estate that showed little desire to
encourage resort development. There is, however, a more fundamental point. F. M. L.
Thompson has argued that deference, as much as outright power, was instrumental in
maintaining the position of landed society during the nineteenth century.110 Despite the
fact that the owners of Ynys-y-Maengwyn rarely visited Tywyn, press reports reflect at
least a public show of deference. For one visit, ‘in order to give the noble family of
Corbet a hearty welcome, the bells rang all Wednesday night and all day Thursday’.111
It is possible that deferential attitudes such as these, together with the Estate’s own lack
of interest in Tywyn as a resort limited the opportunity for alternative local
entrepreneurs to come forward. Like John Davies in Barmouth, William Parry, the
manager of the Corbet Arms, Tywyn’s main hotel, was also Chairman of the Local
Board of Health.112 He was, though, a tenant of Ynys-y-Maengwyn and had far less
freedom than Davies, even had he had the inclination, to take entrepreneurial risk.
However, just as Barmouth was beginning to attract capital and entrepreneurs from
outside the area, so Ynys-y-Maengwyn saw major change.
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In 1871 the North Wales Chronicle reported ‘great rejoicing’ in Tywyn at the
coming of age of ‘the heir to Ynys-y-Maengwyn’.113 The rejoicing was unjustified.
Athelstan Corbet, according to the Cambrian News, quickly ‘squandered’ the estate.’114
He was frequently abroad, seeking to evade his creditors, writing to his agent ‘let me
know by telegraph when I may return with safety from the dunns.’115 In Vienna, at the
Imperial Hotel, he met ‘Morgan, the lawyer from Machynlleth ... an awful looking chap
and trying to grow a beard.’116 Morgan will figure again in this account since, twenty
years later he was to build a large hotel in Aberdyfi. So severe were Corbet’s
difficulties that in 1876 he authorised his agent in Tywyn ‘to dispose of all my interest
in the Ynys-y-Maengwyn estate.’117
The estate was put up for auction in 1878 when it was purchased by John
Corbett who was to be a central figure in the attempted development of Tywyn over the
following twenty-five years.118 Corbett, originally from Shropshire was no relation to
the Ynys-y-Maengwyn Corbets. The son of a Shropshire farmer, he had made a large
fortune from salt works near Droitwich. In his will he left real estate of £347,000, with
a rental income of over £14,000, together with a personal estate of £412,000.119 This
places him well within the wealthy (half millionaire plus) estate buying industrialists
analysed by F. M. L. Thompson.120 A Liberal MP for Droitwich, he had just turned
sixty when he bought Ynys-y-Maengwyn with, according to one report, ‘more than the
usual reserve of an Englishman and ... had reached an age when personal friendship is a
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plant of slow, if not impossible growth.’121 This suggests that Corbett’s personality may
have been a factor in the difficulties he encountered in Tywyn over the next twenty
years. He had also spent part of his fortune in developing Droitwich as a spa town,
raising the question as to whether or not he bought Ynys-y-Maengwyn with the
intention of developing a watering place at Tywyn.122 By his own account he was first
introduced to Tywyn by his friend, Sir Rupert Kettle who, it may be recalled, had built
a house by the shore in 1865. Kettle used to ‘take him down to Towyn’ and Corbett saw
‘immediately’ that the area, with its mountains and sea ‘had great possibilities for
development.’ It reminded him, in fact, of Trouville, which he considered ‘probably the
most fashionable watering place in France.’123 His original purchase included no land
with a sea frontage.124 However, he subsequently increased his holdings, including sea
front land, with an eventual total of 4150 acres.125 This made him one of the largest
landowners in Merioneth.126 Here was a factor that may have been relevant in the
reaction of other local landowners to Corbett’s plans. Long established Tory families
may not have been natural allies for a newly arrived Liberal industrialist.
It seems possible from this account that one motive for the acquisition of Ynysy-Maengwyn was its commercial potential as a resort. Corbett was, said the Cambrian
News, ‘a keen man of business’ and, being thanked for his benefactions in Tywyn
responded candidly, ‘I have property in the neighbourhood ... and it may be that I am
endeavouring to serve myself.’127 The coincidence of the Corbet name of the previous
owners was likely also to have been a factor. By purchasing Ynys-y-Maengwyn, he
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stood, by association, at least, in the line of the Corbet’s. In this he resembled the many
other industrialists, who had used their wealth to ‘pass themselves off as gentry.’ 128
Revealingly, an editorial in the newspaper he owned referred to Tywyn’s good fortune
in having, ‘like Eastbourne, a most enterprising landowner who spares no pains or
expense in improvements.’129 Thompson argues that it was impossible for a ‘new man
of wealth to contemplate entering into serious competition with the great ducal
grandees like ... Devonshire.’130 This is no doubt so, but the comparison with
Eastbourne suggests the extent of Corbett’s ambitions as a resort entrepreneur and he
certainly had adequate wealth to purchase sufficient land to enter the ranks of the
landed gentry.

Figure 10, Seafront land included in the 1879 sale of the Ynys-y-Maengwyn estate. Gwynedd
Archives, ZF/8, Catalogue of Sale, Corbet Estate, including Maes-y-Llefrith Farm, 8 August, 1879.
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By 1883 Corbett was planning to build ‘villas and terraces’ on the area of
foreshore shown on the plan in Figure 10. 131 The pier, referred to earlier, was built
opposite Warwick Place, but was ruinous by 1879.132 Corbett will, however, certainly
have been aware of it, further evidence perhaps of his own resort ambitions. However,
he immediately ran into two problems. Part of the land was regarded as common land,
or, as the Cambrian News saw it almost twenty years later, ‘matters were complicated
by hazy claims to common rights.’133 These claims took several years to disentangle.
Corbett sought the help of the Local Board who were, ‘glad to assist in any plans for
the benefit of Towyn’, but suggested it was for the Vestry to consider his proposals.134
The issue was only resolved in 1888 when Corbett suggested to the Local Board that
the public ‘surrender whatever rights they may have over the land by the beach at
Towyn’ in return for the gift of a two acre recreation ground, an offer that the Board
accepted on condition of an extra one and a half acres leased to the Board to be added
to the gift.135 Local resistance to Corbett’s plans must have been substantial, given the
length of time it took for the issue to be resolved. The Board’s role too was essentially
passive, and showed neither urgency nor enthusiasm. This could have been, in part, a
negotiating stance but possibly reflected also no strong belief in Tywyn’s future as a
resort. In coming up with the additional one and a half acres Corbett showed his own
commitment. The fact that this was offered only as a lease however, given that he
owned four thousand acres in the parish, suggests that his commitment had limits.
Taking place alongside these negotiations over common rights was discussion
of the complex issue of water and drainage. Corbett made clear from the start that his
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plans for development on his sea front land were dependent upon the Board providing
‘proper means for the supply of water and also of sewerage.’136 In March, 1883, Board
members ‘waited upon’ Corbett to ‘discuss the matter’ and at its following meeting
resolved to employ an engineer to prepare a report.137 The proposed sewerage district
took in the whole of the area between the railway line and the sea, together with much
of the High Street. The Tywyn Committee was left to select the engineer from those
who applied and meanwhile, Corbett’s plans for his intended sea wall were also passed
to the local committee.138 By early summer the engineer’s report had been received, the
Board had had the purity of the proposed water supply analysed and in July the plans
were adopted.139 By August, however, the Local Government Board in Whitehall was
already asking the Local Board about progress on the scheme.140 Perhaps Corbett,
sensing the possibility of opposition to the plans, had alerted the Local Government
Board. Certainly, in November, the Local Board resolved to write to the landowners
affected, saying they were ‘being pressed’ by the Local Government Board and
‘trusting’ that they would cooperate.141
If they had seriously trusted on the support of the landowners, they were to be
disappointed. Objections were raised by several, and because of this, but also because
of ‘the large expense involved’ the Local Board resolved to ask the Local Government
Board to hold an Inquiry.142 By January of the following year, however, after
authorising the surveyor to arrange terms with the landowners affected, the Board
resolved to inform the Local Government Board that it was considered ‘expedient to
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delay carrying out the proposed works until they had made definite arrangements with
the landowners affected by the scheme.’143 After this the minutes are silent until early
in 1885 when, following an enquiry from the Local Government Board, the Local
Board resolved to discuss a modified scheme with Corbett.144 Again, it is tempting to
see Corbett himself behind the Local Government Board’s interest, particularly since
the enquiry was repeated in July.145 A modified scheme was worked on during 1885
which, following protracted and unsuccessful negotiations with landowners, routed as
much of the pipe work as possible over Corbett’s land.146 This scheme was adopted in
January 1886 and sanction sought from the Local Government Board for a loan of three
thousand eight hundred pounds to cover both water supply and drainage.147
However, this scheme too was unsuccessful, in part, at least, from landowner
opposition and the high prices asked for water rights. The engineer was asked, for
example, to identify a site for settling tanks outside the Marchioness of Londonderry’s
estate on account of ‘the high price asked by her agent for her site.’148 W. R. M. Wynne
of Peniarth and W. E. Kirkby, both prominent local landowners (Wynne had been the
last Conservative M.P. for Merioneth) expressed their intention to ‘view the sewerage
plans’ and to attend the Local Government Board’s inquiry held that summer.149 It is
unlikely that they offered support since in October the Local Board agreed to abandon
the scheme ‘in consequence of the depressed state of trade at Towyn ... and the
difficulty experienced by a large section of ratepayers in meeting the present demand
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for local rates’.150 And so matters stood until 1887. At this point the Local Board
approached Corbett ‘with a view to an arrangement whereby ... sewerage and water
supply for Towyn might be undertaken without an undue burden being thrown upon the
ratepayer.’151 It was finally agreed that, if the Local Board went ahead with the scheme,
Corbett would pay compensation annually for twenty years until the new property built
on the land could be brought into assessment. Corbett, in addition, allowed free access
for necessary pipes across his land.152 The timing of this solution coincides with the
agreement over commoner’s rights and suggests that both the Local Board and Corbett
might have been using the issues to get the result they wanted. Corbett clearly needed
to be able to build on the disputed land, whilst the Local Board was equally anxious to
get financial support for the drainage and water schemes. The combined solutions
suited both parties.
The bitterness behind these negotiations surfaces in only the most oblique way
in the Local Board minutes. It becomes all too clear, however, in subsequent press
reports. The Cambrian News quotes the clerk to the Local Board as advising board
members against ‘conjuring up ghosts,’ and writes of the ‘pothouse oratory of a few
busybodies.’153 Corbett, speaking at the laying of the foundation stone of his esplanade
in 1889 regretted the time lost but proposed that ‘bygones be bygones.’154 Wynne
himself, on the same occasion, hoped that the ‘trifling differences of the past may be set
aside’ and ‘the two houses of Ynys-y-Maengwyn and Peniarth will always be united in
friendly feeling.’155 In its special edition to mark the opening of the promenade in 1898
the Cambrian News refers to the difficulties of providing sewerage in places of small
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rateable value when ‘landowners extort the uttermost farthing for water rights and land
easements.’156
These issues provide an excellent case study of the way in which conflicting
pressures in a small rural community affected the freedom of action of even a very
wealthy entrepreneur. Both Thompson and Cannadine have shown that Corbett’s
position was not unique, as landlord power was increasingly being constrained by the
ability of local authorities to mobilize their resources for their own ends.157 Equally
relevant was the hostility of other landowners, and this links into the wider political
framework. Wynne, for example, was a member of a family that had been influential in
the area for centuries. Primarily interested in agriculture, his estate extended to 9000
acres, though only 4000 acres were in Tywyn and he was frequently President of the
Merionethshire Agricultural Society.158 Following his father, he was briefly Tory MP
for Merioneth before standing down at the 1868 election when Merioneth, ‘formerly the
most conservative of the Welsh constituencies’ was to become ‘amongst the most
progressive.159 Used as Wynne and his peers were to the ‘unchallenged supremacy’
described by Ieuan Gwynedd Jones, his hostility to Corbett, a Liberal MP and wealthy
industrialist, is not surprising.160 Perhaps there is another factor too. Mike BenboughJackson has shown how visitor accounts to the area prioritise traditional forms of
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economic activity such as agriculture over mass tourism.161 This may reflect local
opinion behind the opposition that Corbett encountered.
Having resolved these problems Corbett was able to begin work on his scheme
for a new resort. Plans were submitted to the Local Board in 1889 for a sea wall,
esplanade and roads and, by 1891 the esplanade was complete, ‘handsome in its
loveliness.’162 The guide from which the plan in Figure 11 is taken refers to the
esplanade as being ‘recently completed’, but shows no further evidence of Corbett’s
new town. Comparison with Figure 14 shows that the plan compresses the distance
between the railway and the shore, giving the impression of a more cohesive resort than
was actually the case. Note too that Corbett Square and the Corbett Arms, in deference
to John Corbett, have lost the Corbet spelling of the previous landowner. Also shown
are the new assembly rooms, built in 1893 by Mrs. Price of the Whitehall Hotel.163

Figure 11, Plan of Towyn, c.1893. John Heywood, Heywood’s Illustrated Guide to Towyn and
Aberdovey (Manchester: John Heywood and Son, n.d. c. 1894).
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In 1891 Corbett held a competition for the design of ‘the new town of Towyn-on-Sea,’
but it wasn’t until 1895 that actual plans were submitted to the Local Board.164 All the
main streets of the development were to be sixty feet wide, with twenty feet enclosures
for flower gardens in front of the houses on either side and a grand hotel on the
Esplanade.165 Corbett, like Devonshire in Eastbourne, or Scarisbrick in Skegness, was
clearly seeking to define the tone of his development.166 Finally, in 1896, it was
reported that he had commissioned work on ‘a terrace of eight houses facing the
Esplanade and a pair of semi-detached villas, and that work was almost completed on
Corbett Avenue, the main thoroughfare of the new resort.’167 The layout of the
proposed development can be seen in Figure 15 whilst Corbett’s terrace, villas and
Esplanade are illustrated in Figures 12 and 13.

Figure 12, Tywyn, Marine Parade, c. 1910. Gwynedd Archives, ZS/33B/13.
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Figure 13, Tywyn, Marine Parade, c. 1910. Gwynedd Archives, ZS/33B/11.

There are several possible explanations for this slow progress. One speaker at a
cricket club dinner referred to the district councillors as ‘stumbling blocks in the way of
progress ... [they] do not know what enterprise is ... They resent the offer of assistance
from men who other towns would go out of their way to conciliate and encourage ...
The Council has done its best to alienate Mr. Corbett.’168 The fact that the Council, in
declining to lay water mains along Corbett Avenue, the estate’s principal thoroughfare,
unless Corbett paid ‘an annual sum in respect of principal and interest until houses on
the property yield in rates the necessary amount’, adds weight to this argument.169 It
was also suggested that the problem lay in rivalries within the council and one report
proposed that Tywyn and Aberdyfi should each have a local board. ‘Aberdovey would
be as glad to get rid of Towyn as Towyn would be pleased to be separated from
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Aberdovey.’170 It is clear too that Corbett still faced opposition in the area. Thus one
correspondent referred to Corbett as ‘the exploiter of Towyn’ and suggested that the
new name of Towyn should be ‘Towyn-at-Sea, not Towyn-on-Sea’ since the
inhabitants will be ‘at sea if they do not wake up’.171 In an interview Corbett himself
referred obliquely to the lack of support for his plans, leaving his interviewer to deduce
that he now expected others to step in and assist with the work he had started.172 To
help sell his estate Corbett set up the The Towyn on Sea and Merioneth County Times.
His motives were, however, suspected by the editor of the Cambrian News, who saw
Corbett’s newspaper as a potential platform to attack Merioneth’s Liberal M.P., Tom
Ellis. The Cambrian News warned Corbett that ‘a kept paper, like a kept woman’ is
expensive and, if he wanted to promote his estate, they would offer him an
advertisement ‘at sixpence a line.’173
The Cambrian News as a Liberal newspaper was, however, largely supportive of
Corbett, if only as a means of criticising their Tory opponents. A typical reference
refers to Corbett as ‘having done more for Towyn than any other individual’, a
sentiment that would not have been appreciated by Wynne and his supporters.174 In the
summer of 1898, Corbett presided at the formal opening of his promenade.175 This
might have been the triumphant beginning of the new resort he had envisaged, but it
proved to be a dead end. Corbett died in 1901, and despite constant promotion in his
newspaper not a single building had been added to Corbett’s original terrace.176 This is
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clear from the map in Figure 14 and from the 1923 plan of the development in Figure
15.

Figure 14, Tywyn from the Ordnance Survey 6” map, 1901. Merionethshire. Sheet XLVI S.W.

Figure 15, Plan of the Corbett Building Estate, Towyn-on-Sea. Corbett Estate Office, Droitwich,
1923, National Library of Wales, Map13053.
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In explaining this, it is insufficient to advance lack of support or gentry opposition.
There had been, in fact, significant investment in Towyn by local people, notably in the
new terraces built adjacent to the railway station in the eighteen seventies and
eighties.177 Similarly, the ‘enterprise and public spirit’ of Mrs. Price of the Whitehall
Hotel was ‘universally acknowledged’ when she built Assembly Rooms to
accommodate a thousand people in 1893.178 Even Kirkby, one of those landowners who
had opposed the sewerage scheme, came up with his own proposed development,
adjacent to the Corbett Estate, specifying, in line with Corbett’s own thinking, that
houses fronting the main avenue should have a minimum value of six hundred to seven
hundred pounds. Like Corbett’s, however, this development was not completed.179
There were other factors at work, and in identifying these it is necessary to look
beyond Tywyn. In Barmouth a company was formed in 1889, headed by Sir Pryce
Pryce-Jones, which set out to develop one of the last remaining substantial areas of sea
front land in the town centre.180 Pryce-Jones, the pioneer of mail order retailing was one
of Britain’s leading businessmen, and his ‘powerful syndicate’ was to carry out ‘a very
material and rapid development.’181 This development was as unsuccessful as Corbett’s
in Tywyn, and not a single building was erected. The managing director of this
company was John Allsop, who came to Barmouth in 1888 as manager of the Marine
Hotel, having been before that the managing director of the Birmingham General
Omnibus Company.182 The first English member of the Local Board, he proposed and
was a leading advocate for the construction of a new waterworks, which, as will be seen
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in subsequent chapters, was to dominate local politics for much of the following
decade.183 Giving evidence to the select committee on the necessary Bill he argued that
the company possessed ‘a large tract of land’ but that it was ‘impossible to lay out that
land for building purposes until we get water to supply it with.’184 The new waterworks,
designed to provide water for a population of 20,000, was built, but resulted in no
further major development.185
The Hendre Mynach estate to the north of the town was developed from the late
1890s, the last significant development in the town before the First World War, but this
was relatively small scale, and included prestigious private housing as well as
accommodation for visitors. It can be seen in the illustration in figure 17.186 This
simply maintained a modest pattern of development which, according to the council’s
surveyor, generally saw the town building between 9 and 14 lodging houses a year.187
At the end of the century, therefore, Porkington Terrace, Marine Parade and the Cors-yGedol retained the importance they had gained a quarter of a century earlier. This can
be seen from the map in Figure 16. Allsop’s land was the area between high water mark
and the railway line seaward of Jubilee Road, now the town’s main car park. The
Marine Parade, seen in the illustration in Figure 18, dating from 1876, was still the only
sea front promenade after a quarter of a century. The Cors-y-Gedol too, seen in Figure
19 remained as a major centre of social life in the resort.
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Figure 16, Barmouth from the Ordnance Survey 6” map, 1901. Merionethshire. Sheet XXXVI.
N.W.

Figure 17, Hendre Hall and Barmouth West. Postcard, c. 1910. Personal collection.
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Figure 18, Barmouth Marine Parade. Postcard, c. 1910. Personal collection.

Figure 19, Barmouth High Street, Cors-y-Gedol Hotel. Postcard, c. 1910. Personal collection

Similarly, on the opposite shore of the Mawddach the Cambrian News reported
that ‘Mr McDougall and Mr. Solomon Andrews ... pour their money into our district in
thousands.’188 McDougall in particular had ambitious plans for a new town to be called
Fairbourne, whilst Andrews laid the foundation stone ‘of what is some day to develop
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into a town at Barmouth Junction.’189 Cambrian Railway included both these proposed
resorts on the map in Figure 20. By 1899 the foundations of Fairbourne, it was
reported, were in place including, ‘drainage, railway, post and telegraph,’ and
McDougall himself had contributed a ‘fine pavilion.’190

Figure 20, Cambrian Railways, List of Lodgings at Seaside and Holiday Resorts, Farm Houses amid
Hill and Dale in Wild Wales on the Cambrian Railway (Oswestry: Cambrian Railways, 1908).

It is clear from Figure 21 that other building had also taken place. However, though a
start had been made, the new resort was never to be completed. The town at Barmouth
Junction, though Andrews had built a terrace of houses was equally illusory. John
Hewins, an artist living in Barmouth wrote ‘At the Junction Solomon Andrews has
been busy building houses, but as they are sinking into the peat bog he has had to pull
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part of them down again; or else they fell down, which they seem to have done to judge
by the chaotic confusion of the ruin.’191

Figure 21, Fairbourne. Postcard, c.1900. Personal collection

Thus neither of these developments was successful. Both of them were dependent on
investors believing that they presented commercial opportunity. In turn, this depended
on confidence that demand existed to justify their investment. The resort industry was
highly competitive, and the failure of Saltburn is a reminder that large investment did
not necessarily attract visitors.192 By the end of the nineteenth century there was no
impetus for further major development in either Tywyn or Barmouth.
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The contrasting fortunes of Barmouth and Tywyn raise a number of factors
concerning the way in which resort development took place. The advent of the railway,
for example, did not have the transformational effect envisaged by the newspaper report
with which this chapter began. Local government played a significant part and
Barmouth benefited from having a Local Board that was committed to seeing the town
develop as a resort. In neither town did the traditional estates play an active part from
the 1850s, though Barmouth benefited from the actions of its major landowner in the
early decades of the nineteenth century. Local people in both towns were active as
entrepreneurs. Indeed, following the Cors-y-Gedol sales, after which there was no
single major landowner in Barmouth, John Davies and others like him had greater
opportunity for their own ambitions. Despite this, in both towns major development
required investment from elsewhere; a Birmingham based company in the case of
Barmouth and a wealthy businessman in the case of Tywyn. Tywyn, because of its
distance from the shore, was at a disadvantage because any development needed
substantial investment.
It can be seen too that timing was important. Barmouth, partly because it
featured frequently in the itineraries of late eighteenth and early nineteenth century
travellers, was established as a bathing place from the beginning of the nineteenth
century, giving it a head start. For all these reasons, Barmouth was more successful
than Tywyn. By the end of the century however development had stalled in both towns
because of wider commercial changes over which they had no control. These and
similar factors will recur in the course of this study. Meanwhile, the following chapter
considers the fortunes of two smaller communities whose development was partly
shaped not only by commercial change, but also by changes in recreational tastes.
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Chapter Three
Harlech and Aberdyfi
‘Like Aberdovey, Harlech has been made famous by the excellent golf provided’1

This was the verdict of the Cambrian News, written in 1902 at a time when golf was
enjoying great popularity. The sport had, in fact, just seen ‘the greatest boom of any
game’ with the number of clubs in England growing from a dozen in the 1870s to over
1200 by 1914.2 Part of this increased popularity resulted from the introduction of gutta
percha and, in 1898, rubber balls which greatly extended both accuracy and hitting
range.3 More significantly, golf was a game that could be enjoyed by ‘the middle aged
and those past middle life.’4 Promoted for the health benefits it offered, it also
provided, its proponents argued, considerable opportunity for character building
perseverance.5 These arguments parallel the case made by Peter Bailey that, for the
middle classes particularly, leisure had to be justified in terms of the moral or physical
benefits it conferred.6 Seaside resorts capitalised upon this need for justification since a
holiday taken for therapeutic reasons was justifiable in a way that mere hedonistic
pleasure seeking was not. Golf, therefore, was a comfortable addition to the amenities
of a seaside resort.
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Equally important was the social significance attached to golf. Club
membership, the purchase of equipment and the availability of disposable time
demonstrated economic and social success and made the game a ‘fine instrument of
social differentiation.’7 It was, in fact, an excellent example of Veblen’s ‘conspicuous
consumption’ discussed in chapter one.8 Here too are distinct resonances with seaside
leisure since, as Harold Perkin argues, Victorian class consciousness was nowhere
more evident than in their pleasure resorts.9 Given these factors, it is not surprising that
a golf links or golf course became an essential resort ingredient in England and Wales.
The importance that golf had assumed for visitors by the end of the nineteenth century
is illustrated by a letter from a lady in Great Malvern to a correspondent in Tywyn, ‘I
wonder ... whether you will have a golf course’ she asks, and goes on to point out,
illustrating the competitive nature of the resort market, that Borth already had a links
and one that was ‘close to the house.’10
Before leaving this brief summary of the development of golf, the link between
golf and the landscape needs to be explored. As seen in Chapter One, Jane Zaring has
demonstrated how, in the last quarter of the eighteenth century, north Wales was
transformed in the fashionable imagination from ‘a shocking desert’ to a standard of
‘ideal beauty’.11 Similarly, Malcolm Andrews has shown how north west Wales was
regarded at this time as an ideal of the sublime, a place of awe inspiring scenery, in
contrast to the more pastoral beauty of the south east and it will be shown later in this
study that this image of accessible sublimity was still potent in the mind of visitors at
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the end of the nineteenth century. 12 A game of golf at Harlech or Aberdyfi in the
shadow of Snowdon or Cadair Idris allowed the golfer to savour this image as his or her
round was played. Lowerson argues that golf provided for the ‘physically and socially
controlled exploitation of the open air,’ and that this was one of the game’s greatest
attractions.13 It would be hard to find a better example of the way in which this worked
than on the links of Merioneth. Golfers, whilst enjoying the safety, amenities and
comforts of the late nineteenth century, were immersed in a landscape rich with the
romantic and picturesque associations of the late eighteenth.
It is implicit in the quotation at the head of this chapter, that Harlech was largely
unknown before the advent of golf. This is not, however, the case. Harlech’s castle, its
masonry outlined against Snowdonia, carried all those images of mutability and
melancholic associations, which were central to the development of romantic taste in
the late eighteenth century.14 Turner’s 1799 view of the castle from Twgwyn Ferry, or
the view of the castle and the village of 1834 for example, provided images that were
widely disseminated through engravings and prints.15 This was part of a process
described by Peter Borsay, by which certain views and viewpoints become iconicised
by repetition, embedded in the visual imagination of the resort.16 Harlech was,
however, a notoriously poor settlement and John Evans had a summary that was
typical, ‘we were surprised to find the county town of Merioneth a few miserable
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cottages on top of a bare rock’.17 The parish of Llandanwg, within which Harlech lies
had a population of only 450 in 1801, rising to 1022 in 1911, so even then it was, in
Peter Borsay’s apt phrase, no more than a ‘promoted village’.18 Despite being
nominally the County Town of Merioneth, county business was centred on Dolgellau,
where the assizes took place but, for election purposes, Harlech continued to have
precedence.19 As late as 1899 it was the setting for the uncontested nomination of
Owen Morgan Edwards as MP in succession to Thomas Ellis.20 The grandeur of the
landscape and the romance of the castle ensured that the village continued to be a
destination for ‘tourists and others in search of the romantic and picturesque’ into the
middle of the nineteenth century.21 There were those who believed that these romantic
associations could be combined with beach and sea to make Harlech a successful
watering place.
Land ownership
The resorts of Merioneth were in relatively poor, sparsely populated areas, far from any
major conurbation and with poor transport links before the coming of the railway, a
location with much in common, for example, with the north Devon resorts.22 All these
factors were particularly apparent in Harlech and provided a testing context for any
entrepreneur seeking to develop the village. In 1841 60 per cent of the land in
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Llandanwg was owned by three major estates, those of Mostyn, Nannau and Ormsby
Gore.23 These estates were dominant in Merioneth as a whole giving their proprietors
‘an unchallenged supremacy’ in the region.24 However, none of these leading
landowners played a significant part in the development of the town during the
nineteenth century, though the Nannau estate built the Blue Lion inn in 1833,
capitalising on road improvements that had allowed the first coach service from
Caernarfon to Barmouth.25 This parallels the building of the Corbet Arms in Aberdyfi
by the Corbets of Ynys-y-Maengwyn, though in this case the hotel and turnpike road
were adjacent to the shore.26 As seen in chapter two, Edward Mostyn disposed of his
Merioneth estate in 1848 and 1858, whilst the Ormsby Gores, though the Conservative
politician John Ormsby-Gore took the title of Baron Harlech in 1876, were largely
based in Shropshire.27
From the 1830s The Blue Lion, had appealed to ‘tourists and families visiting
this part of the Principality,’ attracted by the castle.28 It was the only significant
example of tourist infrastructure in the village until the 1860s, when the first attempts
were made to establish Harlech as a watering place. In 1870 a report in the English
periodical John Bull described Harlech as ‘one of the most deadly-lively places in north
Wales.’ And yet, the writer goes on, ‘It really only needs not a large outlay of capital to
make Harlech a fashionable watering place.’29 Such an outlay was, in fact, already
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being made. A report in The North Wales Chronicle in 1869 comments that ‘a number
of new lodging houses have been erected for the accommodation of visitors’. The same
report also refers to ‘several bathing machines’ on the beach, and suggests that a
significant factor behind these developments was the advent of the railway in 1867,
previous to which the approach to Harlech had been ‘tedious in the extreme’. 30 This is
a further example that, for contemporary commentators, the railway was regarded as
central to resort growth.
Samuel Holland
This was the beginning of a period of development stretching over two decades, much
of which can be ascribed to Samuel Holland, and which was focussed on Harlech’s
potential as a watering place. Holland was not a local man. Born in Liverpool in 1803,
his father was a businessman with interests in potteries and mines.31 He travelled to
north Wales whilst still only 18 to take charge of the Oakley slate quarry leased by his
father in Ffestiniog, Merioneth.32 Holland achieved considerable business success,
pioneering, for example, a horse tramway to transport Ffestiniog slate to the new quays
at Porthmadog.33 At the time of his Harlech activity Holland was approaching 70 with
the financial resources to fund new projects. His career had been passed entirely in
Merioneth, and he was, by then, regarded by some as ‘almost a Welshman in his
sympathy with the people of Wales.’34 Prominent in Liberal politics, he was part of the
group around David Williams, Merioneth’s first Liberal MP, and a member of that
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rising middle class, described by John Davies, who found in Liberalism an ideology
exactly suited to their business interests.35
In 1869 The North Wales Chronicle commented that Holland had erected on
recently acquired land in the town ‘neat and commodious’ houses, ‘principally of the
lodging house class’.36 In 1874 work began on a new hotel commissioned by Holland
adjacent to the castle.37 A committed supporter of the temperance movement, Holland
also built a smaller, temperance hotel on the High Street.38 Walton refers to
developments of this kind as ‘modest adaptations of existing village economies, with
little new building beyond the occasional new hotel, villa or terrace of lodging
houses.’39 However, in the words of one commentator, Holland had ‘completely
changed the character of the place’.40 Ruinous cottages were removed, the handsome
Castle Hotel survives as still the largest building within the town, though no longer an
hotel whilst Bronwen Terrace (seen in Figure 22), a substantial row of handsome stone
houses, continues to dominate the hillside fronting the bay. The eventual extent of
Holland’s holdings in Harlech can be seen in the 1907 map in Figure 23 when his
widow put on sale part of his estate.
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Figure 22, Bronwen Terrace, c. 1869. Harlech Historical Society, photographic collection.

Holland provides a remarkable example of an entrepreneur who saw the development
of tourism not only as a potential investment for himself, but as a means of contributing
to the regeneration of a community. Harlech could become, said Holland in a speech of
1876, ‘a very popular if not a first rate watering place.’41 He had no ambition, such as
Corbett had for Tywyn, of a Trouville on the Harlech morfa, but he did realise that
increased tourism could provide support to the staples of quarrying and agriculture
upon which the village depended. He planned not a new resort, but a more prosperous
community. This process might be dismissed, in Dodd’s phrase, as no more than the
speculative builder arriving with the railway, but in Holland’s case this would be an
unfair judgement.42
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Figure 23, Harlech, 1907. Gwynedd Archives, Z/DCA/48. All the coloured blocks are Holland property.

Holland’s activities are further evidence that the initial impetus and capital for
resort development along the coast originated locally. Later and larger schemes
attracted entrepreneurs from outside the area, but early development was usually the
work of local people, acting with what The Cambrian News described as ‘enlightened
self interest’43. In Harlech, the catalyst was Holland, but the pattern was followed
elsewhere and Criccieth too was ‘mostly indebted for its improvements to the enterprise
of private individuals like Messrs Robert Jones and Son’, a local builder.44 All these
activities were originated by middle class businessmen, and the traditional gentry took
little part. Eastbourne, Skegness, Llandudno were the creation of land owning
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grandees.45 In contrast, the early development of the small resorts along the Cambrian
coast depended upon the ability of a succession of small entrepreneurs to respond to the
tourism market. It was even suggested that some major landowners were hampering
development by withholding land for building in the expectation that it would, in time,
‘be greatly enhanced in value’.46
Provision for visitors
Holland had a sophisticated understanding of visitor expectations and understood that
good accommodation was an essential prerequisite. The North Wales Chronicle
believed that ‘insufficient hotel accommodation’ had been a major disadvantage to
Harlech, and that Holland’s provision was his most valuable contribution to the town.47
Its significance went beyond this, however, since by the mid nineteenth century hotels
had taken on an emblematic role. Their very names, The Grand, in Brighton, opened
only four years before Holland’s Castle Hotel, or Llandudno’s Imperial, also recently
opened, promised an experience of comfort, luxury and society, not mere
accommodation only.48 These buildings were invariably visually dominant,
monumental in design and offered an ‘opulent array’ of amenities. 49 The Castle Hotel,
designed by a Porthmadog architect, was built in this tradition.50 Fronting the castle, the
building was linked to the landscape. With uninterrupted views across the morfa to
Snowdon, it was surrounded by romantic and picturesque associations. These are
reflected in the design of the building with steeply sloping eaves ranged like mountain
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peaks. Set alone on its rock, the hotel offered visitors a panoramic perspective, the
‘visual exercise’ which, Borsay argues, was at the heart of visitor experience of the
seaside.51

Figure 24, Samuel Holland’s Castle Hotel, Harlech. c. 1887. Askew Roberts and Edward Woodall,
Gossiping Guide to Wales (Oswestry: Simpkin, Marshall and Co.,1887), Advertisement.

Holland was thus well aware not only of visitor expectations but of the romantic
associations of the area. He understood too that visitors looked for a range of facilities
in a resort. There were concerns, for example, that the distance of Harlech itself from
the beach might prove a drawback to visitors. No great matter, Holland argued,
‘conveyance could be provided.’ and he went on to provide it.52 Two years later his
‘new tramway to the beach’ carried ‘about 20 passengers’ on its first journey.53 It ran
throughout the 1880s, though ‘in some summers the tramway has not been used.’54 The
line does not appear on the 1900 Ordnance Survey, so it had presumably been removed
by then, an indication perhaps of insufficient demand.55 The tramway is, however,
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strong evidence of the seriousness of Holland’s endeavour to develop Harlech as a
watering place.
Holland was aware of the need to attract visitors to the town and was a major
patron of the festivals held annually by the Ardudwy Temperance Choral Union in
Harlech castle from 1868. The choral union movement began in south Wales in the
1850s with the Temperance Choral Union of Glamorgan and Monmouthshire. Like
other working-class self-improvement activities at the time, the choral unions were
focussed on the chapels, but Ardudwy was unique in having Harlech castle for its
festivals.56 At the second of these events in 1869 eleven choirs from across the region
took part, with visitors brought in by excursion trains from Welshpool, Newtown and
Liverpool as well as from intermediate stations along the coast. ‘It is no easy task to
guess at the thousands brought by rail’ said The Cambrian News.’ 57 In the summer of
1879, the twelfth annual concert was advertised in the Barmouth press without the
temperance prefix, suggesting that the visitor market was important to the organisers.58
Tourism as a business opportunity
Holland’s interest in Harlech’s prospects as a watering place stemmed from the
business opportunity that tourism offered. He wished, he said, ‘not only to benefit the
town but to benefit himself.’59 He was confident that capital outlay would stimulate the
tourist trade, contribute to Harlech’s prosperity and provide returns for his own
investment. Along with other local entrepreneurs, as noted earlier, Holland saw tourism
as a potential industry to sit alongside his quarrying and other interests, just as much a
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part of the Welsh economy as any other. Holland’s perception contrasts with the
approach of many later historians such as A.H. Dodd who, it was argued in chapter one,
give the development of tourism little attention. Holland’s approach is an important
corrective and demonstrates that the potential for exploiting the tourist trade alongside
more traditional activities was well understood on the Cambrian coast at this time.
Holland’s own background is also relevant. He was a Nonconformist
businessman at a time when Merioneth was dominated by a small number of great
landowning proprietors.60 Discussing their reaction to David Williams’ near success in
the 1859 elections, John Davies writes that the Merioneth squires were ‘flabbergasted
by their tenants willingness to challenge them’.61 A friend of Williams, Holland
mounted his own challenge to the squires and began to acquire land himself. In a
speech in 1876 he recounts how, on first visiting Harlech fifty years before, he had
‘resolved if ever he became possessed of property in that locality he would do
something to restore to the old town the character he had always heard of it.’62 In 1873
his holdings in Merioneth amounted to 835 acres and much of this property was in
Harlech itself.63 Holland’s Harlech property was, according to Malchow, ‘at least as
large as Lord Harlech’s and, as late as 1903, Holland’s widow presided at an annual
rent audit at the Castle Hotel.64 It is possible that Holland was drawn to Harlech by its
picturesque associations. He was inspired, however, to restore the place, rather than
leave it in romantic ruins. There is truth, however, in Malchow’s underlying analysis
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that Holland’s activities in Harlech were, in part ‘a kind of status competition.’65 He
was active in the kind of charitable activities carried out traditionally by the gentry,
donating land, for example, for the new endowed school in Harlech.66
In improving Harlech, therefore, Holland was behaving as a good landlord,
perhaps in conscious contrast to traditional landowners who had been content to preside
over a notoriously poor village. He was also, however, distancing himself from his
industrial background, a process further advanced by his purchase and extension of
Caerdeon, a handsome house overlooking the Mawddach estuary, in 1877, having
divested himself finally of his connection with the slate industry.67 As a patron of the
Music Festival he figured alongside Lord Harlech and W.R.M. Wynne of Peniarth, two
of Merioneth’s most significant Tory grandees, a position that reflected the role and
reputation he had achieved.68 Holland is another example, as on a larger scale is Corbett
in Tywyn, of those entrepreneurs whose acquisition of wealth and land allowed them to
emulate the style and status of the gentry elite.69 Not least, Holland had also a public
role as High Sherriff and Deputy Lieutenant for Merioneth.70 From 1869 he was
Deputy Constable of Harlech Castle, and MP for Merioneth from the same year. Reelected in 1874, he was carried through the town with the Harlech brass band playing
The March of the Men of Harlech.71 Thus, though both Malchow and Lloyd refer to
Holland as Harlech’s benefactor, his activities made excellent sense both commercially
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and politically. 72 What is significant for this study is the way in which Holland saw the
opportunities that tourism presented for Harlech, and his grasp of what was necessary
to benefit from them. Not least, his activities are further evidence that local people had
not only a sophisticated awareness of visitor expectations, but had also the
entrepreneurial capital, financial and otherwise, to provide for them. Thus, though this
chapter began with a reference suggesting that golf had made Harlech famous, there
was, in fact, an earlier phase of development, largely overlooked, which provided the
basis for its rise as a golfing resort.
The impact of golf
In 1906 the Earl of Winchilsea and Nottingham entertained his ‘tenantry and workmen’
on his Harlech estate on the occasion of the coming of age of his heir, Viscount
Maidstone.73 Winchilsea was not a traditional landowner in the area and in his speech
expressed his own surprise at being there. He had not, he said, ‘forseen his
responsibility for proposing a toast to the tenantry.’ The property had been left, he said,
to his younger brother, Harold Finch Hatton by a distant relative and, following his
brother’s death, had devolved upon him.74 Winchilsea’s Harlech inheritance offered
some relief to a family beset by financial problems. In 1870 the then Earl had appeared
before the bankruptcy courts, and economy was one factor which persuaded Winchilsea
to spend part of his time in Harlech.75 Just as Holland and Corbett were examples of
wealthy entrepreneurs acquiring land for the status it gave, so Winchilsea was one of
those landowners who had found that land ‘was a great luxury which gave very poor
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financial returns.’76 Another factor that attracted Winchilsea was golf. Harold Finch
Hatton had been a keen golfer and in the spring of 1894 laid out a links on the morfa
beneath Harlech castle; some of the land was his own, the rest belonged to Lord
Harlech, Mrs. Holland and others.77
Finch Hatton was aided in this project by W. H. More, the Crown Receiver for
Wales who, from 1892, had also made his home in the town. Secretary of the golf club,
More was a major influence in Harlech over the next twenty years. At the opening of
the public library in 1908 his ‘untiring and energetic efforts’ were credited with
‘pressing forward improvements in and around the town.’78 This combination of More,
the Winchilsea connection and the golf links was the foundation of a short period when
Harlech became a popular resort for a wealthy and aristocratic elite in the years leading
up to the First World War. The Earl and Countess of Amherst began building a
substantial holiday home ‘on the slopes above the golf links’ in 1906, seen in
construction in Figure 25.79 On a nearby site, George Davison, who had made his
fortune in the Kodak Eastman Company, built an impressive mansion, completed by
1908. This was followed by an even more impressive great hall. Adjacent to the
mansion the hall had seating for 300 people and was completed in 1910.80
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Figure 25, Plas Amherst approaching completion, 1907. Harlech Historical Society, Photographic
Collection.

Davison had been introduced to Harlech by More who no doubt helped him to find the
site for his mansion, a former slate quarry on Crown land. The mansion with the great
hall behind it can be seen in Figure 26. These are but two, if the most substantial,
examples of several properties built, mainly for seasonal occupation, by wealthy
incomers.81
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Figure 26, Wern Fawr and Great Hall, Davison’s Harlech mansion, c. 1912. Coleg Harlech,
Photographic Collection.

The focus of this activity was the golf links which were regularly extended and
improved in the decade from 1892, a consequence, in part at least, of the introduction
of the rubber balls referred to at the start of this chapter. Flying twenty per cent further
than earlier balls they made golf courses even more land hungry, and even more objects
of conspicuous display.82 From the start the Harlech club was exclusive and this was
emphasised when More gained approval from the Prince of Wales for the name of
Royal St. David’s in conscious emulation of the Royal St. Andrews.83 There were, as
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Lowerson suggests, distinct club hierarchies, and royal patronage signified those at the
very top. The Royal Eastbourne club had, as its first captain, the Marquess of
Hartington and was ‘the social peak of the town.’84 The Royal St. David’s had the Earl
of Winchilsea for captain and was the social peak of Harlech, but it had regional preeminence too.85 In the years before the First World War the links were played on by
many well known and society figures. The Bishop of London ‘spent hours each day on
the links’ and found that ‘his sojourn in Harlech accomplished a wonderful change for
the good’ so far as his health was concerned, an excellent example of the need for
leisure to be legitimated.86
Lady Winchilsea presided over a coterie whose activities attracted widespread
coverage in the contemporary press and upon which recent writers have also
concentrated.87 The extent to which the golf links contributed to Harlech’s success as a
small resort is an important question. Commentators at the time suggest that golf
attracted additional visitors. In 1903, for example, a busy season was forecast; ‘all
available apartments have been taken’, and the ‘vast majority of visitors’ to the golf
club August meeting would have to find accommodation in neighbouring towns and
villages.’88 John Lowerson argues that golf spread to England as a result of upper
middle class holidaymaking in Scotland, and Alastair Durie has shown how golf was a
key to success in resorts such as Gullane or North Berwick.89 This lesson from Scotland
was not lost on local people. One report in 1908, under the heading, ‘A parallel case’,
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drew attention to an article in the magazine Golfing on the development of
Lossiemouth. There, the golf course had ‘drawn men of talent and wealth’ to the town;
visitors had come ‘from all over the world’ and, in 10 years, new building to a total
value of £37,000 had resulted.90 Golf was seen as ‘Harlech’s opportunity’ to develop
as a resort, evidence that Holland’s earlier ambitions for the town had found new
supporters.91
As has been seen, new building was taking place, including, of course, the
houses being built by Lady Amherst, George Davison and others. In resort terms,
however, the most significant development was the Harlech Hotel and Land
Development Syndicate Ltd, formed in 1907 by More and Davison.92 The syndicate
was granted a licence for a new hotel the same year, though the hotel itself was not
completed until 1910.93 It was designed by George Walton, a leading member of the
Glasgow School, a highly influential architect and designer and a friend of Davison’s.
With 57 bedrooms, the size and height of the building was disguised by a mansard roof
whilst dormer windows and overhanging eaves gave it, externally, an air of ‘rustic
simplicity.’94 The new hotel was built directly over the golf course and shared the name
of the club, the St. David’s. Like Holland’s Castle Hotel it offered status, comfort and
romance. Beyond that, however and significantly, it offered sophisticated modern
style, reflecting both Davison’s own aesthetic tastes and those of the privileged guests it
was designed to attract. In their choice of George Walton, rather than a local architect,
Davison and his partners demonstrated their intention to attract the most elite visitors,
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and establish the St David’s alongside the grandest hotels, also frequently designed by
‘some of the period’s most distinguished architects.’95

Figure 27, The recently completed St. David’s Hotel, c. 1913. Postcard, Harlech Historical Society,
Photographic Collection.

These new developments seem to have been welcomed locally, particularly
since they provided skilled and unskilled work for many people, resulting in
‘practically no unemployed.’96 However, despite the hopes of those who anticipated
that Harlech might follow the example of the Scottish resorts, the St. David’s was the
only major development arising from the golf links, and it is clear that Holland’s
regeneration activities had a greater impact on the development of the village. Between
1861 and 1891 the number of houses grew from 175 to 227, an increase of 28 per cent,
whilst there was a corresponding increase in population of 26 per cent, from 739 to
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932.97 Between 1891 and 1911, however, there was a population increase of only 10
per cent to 1022, with an increase of only 16 in the number of households.98 Even
allowing for the fact that the population of Merioneth as a whole fell by 6.7 per cent
during this period it is clear that the fame of the links and the status of its visitors had
only a limited impact on development.
There was a fundamental distinction, therefore, between the activities of
Davison, More and Countess Amherst and those of Samuel Holland a generation
before. Holland saw tourism as a significant factor in the regeneration of the village.
Harlech’s elite visitors at the end of the nineteenth century had none of these ambitions,
but were part of that movement, described by John Walton, which saw upper class
holiday makers colonising ever more remote destinations, recreating their own worlds
and protecting their own exclusivity.99 Nor did this elite circle maintain its links with
Harlech for very long. Winchilsea disposed of his Harlech properties in a series of sales
beginning in 1912.100 Lady Amherst sold Plas Amherst in 1919 following the death of
her husband, whilst Davison left Harlech for Antibes in 1920 and Wern Fawr, by then
vacant, was purchased for use as Coleg Harlech in 1927.101 Harlech’s reputation
lingered however. When, in 1930, Dorothy Sayers in one of her Lord Peter Wimsey
novels was looking for a healthy and peaceful resort for one of her characters she sent
him to Harlech. ‘He … spends a very pleasant time there and is much better.’102
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Aberdyfi
Aberdyfi, clustered around its small harbour and with miles of beach stretching to the
north had, arguably, more potential as a resort than either Harlech or its neighbour
Tywyn. According to one survey of the Cambrian coast resorts, however, Aberdyfi ‘for
some reason which does not come to the surface’ did not prosper as a resort in the
middle years of the nineteenth century.103 One reason could be the fact that it retained
its function as a modest port throughout the nineteenth century. In 1902 slate from the
neighbouring quarries was still exported through Aberdyfi, with railway sidings to
facilitate this beside the landing stage, (Figure 28).104

Figure 28, Landing stage with railway wagons, Aberdyfyi c. 1895. Gwynedd Archives, ZS/1/99

Complaints about ‘the dense volumes of black smoke’ from the Cambrian Railway
steam crane situated there appear more than once in the Local Board minutes.105 The
village also had a small, though significant fishing industry, with the annual value of its
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catch exceeding both Barmouth and Criccieth.106 Smoke from the steam crane,
therefore, was not the only nuisance. As late as 1897 householders were warned about
washing fish on the beach, and ‘filth’ discharged from Sea View Terrace was also the
subject of censure.107
John Walton has argued that Aberdyfi suffered from being part of a local board
area that included a rival resort, Tywyn and, as seen in the previous chapter, there were
tensions between the two communities.108 There were, from time to time proposals that
the Local Board should break its usual practice of alternating meetings between the two
centres and meet ‘exclusively’ at Tywyn and, in 1895, as the result of an application by
Aberdyfi ratepayers, an inquiry was held into the creation of a separate urban district
council, though no change was made.109 Despite this, it is hard to find from the Local
Board and later the Urban District Council minutes any evidence of less favourable
treatment for Aberdyfi. Plans for water and drainage in Aberdyfi were as complex and
protracted, for example, as they were in Tywyn. These began with the provision of a
‘water spout’ in 1856, and culminated by the end of the century, according to one guide
book, in the provision by the council of an ‘abundant supply of pure water’ and ‘a
complete and modern drainage system’. This latter provision cost the council £11,000
and included, the guide book details, a complete system of drainage complete with
‘efficient automatic flushing chambers’.110 This once again demonstrates the vital
importance of proper water and sanitation to a resort’s reputation.
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Development as a resort
Aberdyfi attracted visitors for sea bathing certainly from the early years of the
nineteenth century, as can be seen from the illustration in Figure 29. By 1871 bathing
was sufficiently widespread for the Local Board to respond to complaints that it was ‘a
common occurrence to see persons bathing without dresses’ and ordered notices
warning against bathing ‘except from a bathing machine and with a suitable dress’. 111
Against this, one guidebook from 1863 suggests that, though the village had once been
frequented by ‘those who preferred quietness to the bustle of a fashionable watering
place ... the number of visitors was now small [since] most good lodging houses have
been taken by permanent residents.’112

Figure 29, Early visitors outside the Corbet Arms Hotel, Aberdyfi, 1829. Hugh Lewis, Pages of
Time, a Pictorial History of Aberdyfi (Aberdyfi: Hugh Lewis, 1989), p. 35.
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The town boasted three hotels at this time, including the Corbet Arms, ‘a
modern and commodious building.’113 When it came on the market in 1869, however, it
attracted no bidders and remained unsold.114 This suggests perhaps that at this time
visitors were in short supply, although, writing of the hotel a generation later, Bernard
Darwin comments that it had been no more than ‘a swollen inn which had outgrown its
strength and failed.’115 Thus it may be that part of the problem was a shortage of good
accommodation, one that Holland had realised and remedied in Harlech. Aberdyfi did
not have, however, an equivalent to Samuel Holland. John Corbett, despite owning a
considerable amount of property in Aberdyfi, had given his attention and staked his
success on developing his Tywyn holding. He made minor gifts to Aberdyfi, including
the landmark, Penbryn, so long as someone would undertake to build a shelter on it,
and despatched his gardener from Ynys-y-Maengwyn to plant shrubs outside the
Literary Institute, but had no plans to further it as a resort.116 This caused fewer
jealousies than might have been expected. Captain Enoch Laws, speaking at an Urban
District Council meeting wished that Mr. Corbett would extend his generosity ‘to
Aberdovey, which would treat him better than the people of Towyn. [laughter]’117
Captain Laws was perhaps sincere in his wish, but the mood sounds amicable.
Similarly, Hugh Jones of Aberdyfi, speaking at the opening of Tywyn Intermediate
School, another of Corbett’s benefactions, commented ruefully that ‘it was perhaps
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enough to make Aberdovey envious’, but consoled himself that, at least, ‘Mr. Corbett
had given Aberdovey the Penbryn’.118 This too sounds no more than gently ironic.
By 1890 Aberdyfi had developed as a resort, having by then some 30 lodging
houses, only 5 fewer than Tywyn and three times the number in Harlech.119 Local
Board minutes record steady, though small numbers of building applications for ‘villa
residences’ or new houses, many of which can be identified as coming from local
people or those with connections in the area. Thus in 1890, Rupert Kettle, who had a
summer home in Tywyn and had been responsible for introducing Corbett to the area,
submitted plans for building at Aberdyfi.120 Visitor numbers were such that, in 1889
the Aberdyfi members of the Local Board were asked to ‘fix upon bathing places’ and
from the following year a ‘superintendent of bathing regulations’ was appointed at the
start of each season.121 It was thus far more of a resort than Harlech at this time, and
even a challenger to Tywyn. Lewis Lloyd argues, in fact, that its inhabitants had
responded to the challenge of the projected ‘Towyn-on-Sea’ and were alive to the
opportunities that tourism offered.122 As will be shown, however, this response was not
unequivocal and, at this time, Aberdyfi had attracted no substantial investment to carry
out major development to capitalise on its scenic advantages.
Two related factors were shortly to change this. A large tract of land stretching
northwards along the coast from Aberdyfi to Tywyn, despite widespread enclosure acts
elsewhere, had remained unenclosed. As was seen in the previous chapter, John
Corbett, having purchased a part of this land in Tywyn, eventually persuaded the
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commoners to give up their rights in return for two acres of recreation ground.123 In
Aberdyfi the unenclosed land had changed hands over the years. On each occasion
commoners’ rights were re-asserted and the land was now owned by two local men and
used by those with commoners rights for grazing. This stretch of land west of the town
between the railway line and the sea can be seen on the map in Figure 30. During the
1880s, Colonel Arthur Ruck, who, following his army career, had been Chief Constable
of Caernarfonshire and now lived in Aberdyfi, laid out a golf course on it, leasing it
from the local owners.124 His course flourished and the Aberdyfi Golf Club was
inaugurated in 1892. Two years later Ruck went on to form the Welsh Golfing Union,
which had its meeting at Aberdyfi in 1898.125

Figure 30, Aberdyfi from the Ordnance Survey 6” map, 1900. Merionethshire, Sheet XLVIII. N.W.
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Thus, like Harlech, though it precedes it by two years, the Aberdyfi course
quickly became established as one of the leading courses in Wales. In many ways the
development of golf at Aberdyfi followed a similar pattern to Harlech. Originated by
local enthusiasts, in both cases the clubs quickly began to attract visitors from outside
the area. Both courses had a ‘Town’ club as well as the host club and in 1904 they
played against each other in Aberdyfi.126 Both clubs attracted top class golfers and both
were credited with attracting visitors to their towns. There was, however, one
significant difference. The Harlech club, as has been seen, quickly established itself as
the focus of an elite group at the top of the club hierarchy. In Aberdyfi the developers
of the course were solid members of the local middle class. A founder member of the
club, for example, was Capt. Enoch Lewis, self-described as ‘a native and one of the, if
not the, largest ratepayer of Aberdovey.’127 James Webster, who chaired the Local
Board during the 1880s was another, as was the Board’s medical officer, Dr.
Grosholz.128 Harlech’s local membership was supplemented by visiting earls and
bishops, but Eton and Rugby school masters ‘bulk large among the club members at
Aberdovey’.129 Similarly, whilst both golf courses stimulated the building of a new
hotel, Harlech’s was promoted by the millionaire Kodak executive, Davison, whilst
Aberdyfi’s was built by Edward Morgan, solicitor of Machynlleth.130 Morgan’s hotel,
the Trefiddian, can be seen in Figure 31.
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Figure 31, Edward Morgan’s Trefiddian Hotel, c. 1900. Gwynedd Archives, ZS/1/65.

Despite its local connections and the presence of a ‘Town’ club there were
tensions from the start between the Aberdyfi club and the town and ‘...up to the Second
World War the golf club was regarded ... as an alien body’.131 If there were similar
feelings in Harlech, these are not documented, possibly because much press comment is
preoccupied by the glamour of the visiting celebrities and deferential in tone. It is likely
that the tensions in Aberdyfi first arose because of controversy attached to the common,
which will shortly be considered. Such disagreements were not unusual. John
Lowerson has summarised the case of the Princes Club at Mitcham which was involved
in litigation with local people over rights of access over a period of almost two
decades.132 It may be, however, that the situation was exacerbated by existing tensions
between an English speaking middle class and other inhabitants whose language was
Welsh. This would accord with John Walton’s argument that tensions in holiday resorts
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frequently arose from the actions of middle class tradesmen who wanted to protect the
interests of their visitors.133
As in Harlech, it was claimed that the development of the golf club had led to
increased prosperity. Testifying at the licence application for Morgan’s hotel, Capt
Lewis pointed to an increase in rateable value in the town from £2500 to £3500
consequent upon new building.134 An article from ‘a Scotch newspaper,’ reprinted in
The Cambrian News, supports these claims, referring to Aberdyfi’s golf course as ‘first
and foremost of the attractions’.135 By 1909 the Aberdyfi members of the Urban
District Council could publish a very stylish guide, in itself an indication of Aberdyfi’s
improved status.136 As in all the resorts considered so far much of Aberdyfi’s
development was the result of local investment. Edward Morgan, for example,
combined property development with his work as a solicitor in Machynlleth. He owned
a small piece of land adjacent to the golf course, on which he built, in 1899 ‘a terrace of
good houses’ followed in the next three years by the hotel already referred to.137
Solomon Andrews and Aberdyfi Common
As always, however, it was the availability and ownership of land which was the key to
major development. In Barmouth, Tywyn and Harlech, though in different ways, it was
the possession of suitable land, together with willing investors, which opened the
resorts to significant development. In Aberdyfi the only area of land on which major
new building was possible was the common, ‘as it practically comprises the whole of
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the front.’ 138 During the minority of Athelstan Corbet the Ynys-y-Maengwyn estate
purchased the Crown’s interest in the land (the Crown, argued The Cambrian News,
‘with that shamelessness of which the Crown is notorious, have sold and will sell
anything they possess or do not possess, regardless of the people’s rights’), and a
portion of the common was subsequently included in the Ynys-y-Maengwyn sale
referred to in the previous chapter.139 Following objections, including one from Edward
Morgan, (‘whoever buys this will buy a law suit’), the land was sold, but a subsequent
enquiry was satisfied that ‘certain farmers and inhabitants of Aberdovey had
commoners’ rights.’140
The purchasers, local men, had paid £385 for the common; a ‘cheap’ price
which demonstrated that ‘the title was indeed a flabby one’ thought The Cambrian
News.141 This was the position in the mid 1890s when the local owners had leased a
part of the common to the golf club. However, by November 1900 the local owners had
sold the land to the Cardiff based businessman Solomon Andrews and the Urban
District Council received a memorial from Aberdyfi ratepayers seeking the support of
the council to defend the rights of the commoners.142 As seen in the previous chapter,
Andrews was seeking to create a new resort on the Mawddach at this time, in addition
to his activities in Pwllheli which will be considered in Chapter Four. He clearly
believed that the Cambrian coast as a whole was ripe for the development of a string of
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resorts, and was ‘anxious to do all [he] could in the way of improving Aberdovey as a
resort for visitors.’143
Andrews’ purchase triggered substantial controversy, and was ‘part of the long
debate over access to public land’ referred to by John Lowerson.144 The commoners
gained the support of the Commons and Footpath Preservation Society, which called in
its annual report for the common to be permanently protected as a public space.145
Corbett’s paper, the Towyn on Sea and Merioneth County Times, backed Andrews.
‘Aberdovey’s time has come’ read its editorial, and went on to hope that the purchase
would infuse ‘a spirit of enterprise in both Towyn and Aberdovey and not leave all to
Andrews and Corbett.’146 Corbett assumed, perhaps, that Andrews, as he had done
himself, would be able to buy off the commoners with the offer of a recreation ground.
The Cambrian News took the opposite view, ‘We refuse to treat Mr. Andrews as a
philanthropist eager to benefit Aberdovey’. The commoners ‘must exercise their rights
and refuse to be either cajoled or duped or intimidated’. As for a suggestion from a
local councillor that the commoners might buy out Andrews, it was clear ‘that they are
not going to buy from him what he may have paid for but can never use and has no
power to sell.’147 The Urban District Council, characteristically, hoped that an
amicable conclusion might be reached, but believed it had no power to act.148
Andrews was, presumably, aware of the legal position regarding the land when
he bought it. Perhaps he underestimated the strength of local opposition and assumed
that the offer of a recreation ground or a contribution to the Literary Institute would be
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sufficient to win over his opponents. He was to be disabused, and quickly too. At the
beginning of November 1900, Andrews had fencing erected around his land, and
shortly afterwards the people of Aberdyfi, en masse, processed to the common and
removed the fences in the presence of the Chief Constable, who took no action. The
Pennal band arrived on the 1.50 train, and the procession was headed by ‘the cavalry of
Cefnrhos ... 9 or 10 cart horses in draught harness’ which had been requisitioned for
tearing up the fence posts. Inspiring music was played throughout, including the
popular music hall song, ‘A little bit off the top.’149 This was the end of Andrews’ plans
in Aberdyfi and though he was still negotiating in 1903 no agreement was reached and
no development took place.150 Thus, as in Harlech, a well known golf links was not
sufficient to drive a major expansion of the resort.
Aberdyfi had scenic advantages beyond those of Tywyn, and it is interesting to
speculate what might have been the outcome had Andrews got his way. Corbett’s
development in Tywyn had stalled by this time and Andrews’ own development on the
Mawddach was not prospering, but arguably Aberdyfyi might have been more
successful. It is more useful, however, to consider why opposition to Andrews was so
strong. Why, for example, had Corbett managed to buy off his opponents in Tywyn
with no more than two acres of recreation ground? One answer may lie in the nature of
Aberdyfi and its people, and their attitude to development. It is useful here to consider
Edward Morgan’s experience in seeking a licence for the Trefiddian which had taken
place the previous year. A similar application in Harlech, for a license for the St
David’s passed off without comment, whereas Morgan’s application was opposed both
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at its first hearing and at its confirmation by the County Licensing Committee.151
Certainly a licence for the Criterion in Barmouth had also been opposed, but there the
objectors were fellow hoteliers resisting competition.152
Opposition in Aberdyfi was led by the temperance party in the town who were
unimpressed by the arguments for the licence, or indeed for the hotel itself. There was,
they argued, ample accommodation in the town and the advantages brought by the golf
club had been ‘greatly exaggerated’ since, after all, the town possessed its Literary
Institute. ‘And people come from Birmingham to go to the Institute?’ asked the
magistrate, ‘Yes’, came the answer ‘(Laughter)’153 Their major argument centred on the
temptation the hotel would put in the way of young men. Maethlon James, a frequent
chairman of the District Council, believed for example, ‘that the young men of Towyn
would visit the hotel on Sundays as bona fide travellers’154 One witness, asked if
anyone outside the temperance party opposed the licence, ‘remarked that the greater
part of the inhabitants were temperance people’.155 This supports Lewis Lloyd’s
conclusion that temperance feeling in Aberdyfi was particularly strong.156 The licence
was granted, but the strength of feeling behind the arguments illustrates the potential
tension between those who wanted to see the town develop as a resort and those who
saw the moral dangers implicit in such development. It is significant too that Morgan
had, earlier in the same year, faced problems in gaining approval for his terrace of
houses. ‘Aberdovey people were’, he said, ‘standing in their own light by preventing
building in the place’. Asked about his negotiations with the local committee of the
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Urban District Council he responded that he had met ‘two people who called
themselves a committee but he could make nothing of them.’157 Morgan may have been
the victim of personal animosity, but it is equally possible that in Aberdyfi he was
contending with a local culture that had reservations about what he, and by extension
Andrews, was trying to achieve. This would account for the fact noted earlier that for
many in the town the golf club was seen as an alien body. It may also be why jealousies
for Corbett’s activities in Tywyn were as muted as they were. Communities have little
cause to be jealous of something they do not want.
This chapter has shown that golf played a part in promoting both Harlech and
Aberdyfi. However, Aberdyfi was already established as a modest resort before the
introduction of the sport and Harlech possessed a fame that was rooted in the
picturesque and romantic movement of the late eighteenth century. The latter’s brief
period as the focus of an elite circle, largely attracted by golf, has obscured Holland’s
earlier attempt to establish it as a watering place. Nor was golf a decisive factor leading
to significant expansion in either resort. This confirms, as was argued earlier in this
chapter, that development is dependent on the interplay of a range of factors which
constrain the actions of individual entrepreneurs or landowners. This examination of
the two communities raises a number of interesting issues. It confirms that local
entrepreneurs were alive to the opportunities offered by tourism and saw it both as a
means of benefiting themselves and of diversifying local economies. Arising from this,
for many of these entrepreneurs tourism was an addition to the existing local economy,
promoting the modest development of existing small settlements rather than the
creation of what Holland described as ‘first rate resorts.’ This work was, however,
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something more than speculative building. It was an explicit recognition that rural
economies, heavily dependent on agriculture and quarrying could increase their
prosperity from the diversification that tourism offered. Finally, it is clear from this
chapter that tourism brought with it tensions as well as opportunities, as different sets
of values came into conflict.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Pwllheli and Criccieth
‘The Ultima Thule of north west Wales’1
‘To persons in search of quiet, who do not mind if it extends to absolute dullness,
Criccieth may be recommended ...’2

At the end of the nineteenth century The Times, in an article reprinted in the local press,
listed Lord Penrhyn, along with Lord Newborough and Mr. Assheton Smith of Vaynol
as the three men who dominated land holding in Caernarfonshire. Beneath these
magnates the same article also noted ‘a number of county gentlemen, some of whom
live on their property’ and, in the coastal towns such as Pwllheli and Criccieth, a
mixture of ‘seafarers, shopkeepers and professional men’. 3 This pattern of ownership
had a significant impact on the way in which resorts developed in Caernarfonshire. As
has been seen, the great estates of Merioneth particularly after the mid century Mostyn
sales, showed little interest in resorts. Rather, it was that mixture of ‘seafarers,
shopkeepers and professional men’ that provided the impetus in Merioneth and, as will
be shown, this was a key element in the development of Caernarfonshire’s Cambrian
resorts too.
During the nineteenth century a number of resorts grew along the southern coast
of the Llŷn peninsula. Foremost amongst these were Pwllheli and Criccieth, the
subjects of this chapter, but several other settlements also developed as small resorts.
Borth-y-Gest grew, as a seaside suburb of Porthmadog, whilst, beyond the railway,
which terminated at Pwllheli, Abersoch and Aberdaron had smaller tourist trades.
These were not the ‘congeries of shacks for determined bohemians’ described by John
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Walton, but offered hospitality to visitors seeking even more quiet than could be found
in Criccieth. 4 Few of the travellers who confirm Barmouth’s position as a watering
place at the beginning of the nineteenth century have left similar accounts of the Llyn
resorts. For William Bingley Criccieth was ‘An insignificant place ... [which] with the
exception of the few remains of the castle, affords nothing which can claim attention’,
whilst Pwllheli was ‘a well built market town ... supported principally by the coasting
trade.’5
Pwllheli
There is one account, however, which suggests that Pwllheli at least was visited for sea
bathing by the 1820s; ‘The beach here is excellent and so much resorted to in the
summer season that it appears probable that it will grow into notice as a sea bathing
place’.6 John Rowlands, landlord of the Whitehall Hotel, built in 1818, is credited with
advertising the first bathing machines in the town in 1821.7 In common with Tywyn
and Harlech, Pwllheli had a significant drawback as a watering place, in that the
magnificent south facing beach was some distance from the town, on the seaward side
of an area of reclaimed land created under an Enclosure Act of 1811.8 The map in
Figure 32 shows this area of land, the Morfa Mawr, connected to the town by the
embankment, with Carreg-yr-Imbil or Gimblet Rock, later developed as a granite
quarry, to the right. It was this stretch of land that was to seen to hold the key to
Pwllheli’s future as a resort.
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Figure 32, Pwllheli following the land reclamation schemes of the early nineteenth century. D.G.
Lloyd Hughes, Pwllheli, an Old Welsh Town and its History (Llandysul: Gomer Press, 1991), p. 20.

In Barmouth, since the town itself was adjacent to the beach, it was possible for
progress to be made through relatively small-scale infill development, at least in the
early stages of the resort and much of this work was the result of local developers and
local investment. In Pwllheli, as was the case in Tywyn, the development of the beach
area required much more significant investment in roads, drainage and other
infrastructure before the resort could succeed. The hoped for solution in Tywyn was to
have been provided by the midlands salt magnate, John Corbett. In Pwllheli the solution
was more complicated but ultimately more successful. The map in Figure 33 shows the
extent of development on this seafront land by the end of the nineteenth century.
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Figure 33, Pwllheli from the Ordnance Survey 6” map, 1902. Caernarvonshire, Sheet XL. S.E. and
XLI. S.W.

William Potts and early development hopes
The first of these began in 1861 when William Potts, a manufacturer from Handsworth,
who was later to patent his own ventilation system, bought up much of the seafront
land.9 Potts’ experience gives valuable insight into the thinking behind Victorian resort
development, and into the tensions within small towns in the middle of the century.
Such tensions were particularly significant given the shift that was taking place away
from conservative politics. This was to see David Williams, Town Clerk of Pwllheli in
the 1850s, elected as Merioneth’s first Liberal MP in 1868, and David Lloyd George,
the solicitor from Criccieth, elected for the Carnarvon Boroughs in 1890.10 By his own
account Potts’ original visit to the neighbourhood during the late 1850s was
‘accidental’. He was though ‘moved to astonishment at the beauty, grandeur and
convenience of the shore’ and particularly noted that it was ‘destitute of buildings’,
offering a rare opportunity to ‘produce a fine architectural effect’ to complement the
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unequalled site.11 At this time there was speculation in the press about a potential new
town on the shore at Tywyn and the new resort at Llandudno had been in progress for
ten years.12 In addition, the Cambrian railway was making its way along the coast,
reaching Tywyn by 1862 with planned progress northwards.13
For Potts, therefore, the potential of a new resort must have seemed an exciting
and realistic prospect. In the event the project failed because of a disagreement with the
Borough Council. The course of this disagreement is charted in a long correspondence
in the local press, a vital source since the Council minutes are almost silent on the
subject. In brief, after consultation with ‘leading inhabitants’ and ‘some of the landed
aristocracy’ and with the support of the Council following a public meeting, Potts
acquired a large portion of the beach frontage. Having at first agreed to sell land to
Potts, the Council changed its mind and Potts therefore withdrew from the whole
project.14 Two crucial insights are provided by this disagreement. The first of these
concerns the nature of resort development. As was seen in Chapter One, resort
historiography has emphasised the way in which land ownership patterns could affect
the nature of a resort. 15 Potts and his supporters were well aware of this. ‘I must’, Potts
wrote, ‘possess a certain part of the beach land to control its application for well
designed buildings... to ensure good roads or streets ... and above all to provide
adequate sewerage’.16 One of Potts’ supporters advanced the negative consequences of
piecemeal development, ‘If a dozen small proprietors were to begin building, each to
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his own taste, having each a different plan and prevented by petty squabbles from
joining in any undertaking in concert ... the result would be a perfect Babel of a place;
such proceedings have in a great measure ruined other Welsh watering places’.17 The
Council’s defence for its change of mind, expressed by an anonymous supporter who
was presumably a council member, since who else had the information, argued that it
would be dangerous to make Potts the ‘absolute master’ of the town and that, if he
owned all the land, local business people would be prevented from speculating in
seafront development and finally, that the ‘small bit of land’ in question was unsuitable
for building anyway. It was also suggested that Potts had no intention of building, and
was merely hoarding the land until it increased in value, when he would sell it on. 18
It is impossible to assess the strength of these arguments. The council minutes
record a proposal in May1861, to sell corporation land ‘by Gimblet rock’ which was
lost on amendment by three votes.19 Thus, Potts’ claim that the council reneged on an
agreement could be accurate. However, there was only a small area of land in question,
leaving a large area available for Potts’ proposed development and it is perfectly
possible that Potts, having reconsidered his investment, used the Council’s change of
mind as a convenient excuse. Certainly it was over twenty years before significant
building took place on the sea front and one press article from 1871 suggests that an
owner of property in Llandudno bought up ‘some years ago’ all the available land on
the beach to protect his Llandudno interests.20 Such a move would not have been
irrational given the competitive nature of the resort market and the fact that Llandudno
was less than 50 miles away. Potts may well have been the target of this accusation
since it was his land that was eventually developed. Potts continued to visit the area,
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being included on a visitor list in 1872, and maintained his interest since, in 1878, he
suggested to the Council that they should ‘make a road and esplanade’ beside the
beach, a proposal the Council rejected. 21 Potts had by then abandoned his own Pwllheli
ambitions and any protectionist motives he may have had, since in 1877, as recorded on
a later conveyance, he had sold the property to Martha Rhodes, also of Handsworth.22 It
is significant, however, that Potts recognised both the advantages of large-scale
ownership and the potential consequences of piecemeal development, demonstrating in
doing so a sophisticated understanding of resort planning.
Equally significant are the reasons behind the Council’s position. Their
objections, summarised above, are plausible. David Cannadine has shown that the
power of one dominant landlord in resorts such as Southport and Eastbourne provided
ample opportunity for tensions to arise between them and the local council.23 Equally,
it is not surprising that the Council was unconcerned at the prospect of piecemeal
development. Though Pwllheli had been established as a free borough in 1355 and
confirmed as a town council under the 1835 Municipal Corporations Act, local
government in the town was weak. Indeed, inertia had left Pwllheli without an elected
council from 1847, when no one had voted in the elections, until it was re constituted in
1856.24 The early minutes of the newly elected council are preoccupied with small
matters, and provide little evidence of active concern for wider improvement.25
However, despite the plausibility of the public explanation, Potts’ supporters pointed to
another reason for the change of mind. They argued that the issue had been decided not
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on its merits, but ‘according to the political bias of different members.26 Subsequent
letters carried this accusation further. Potts himself appealed directly to ‘the poor of the
town’, when he had one of his letters translated into Welsh, suggesting that had they
known ‘how much the value of their labour would advance’ with the proposed scheme,
they would have raised a clamour ‘against those who misrepresent their interests.’27
Another writer urges the Pwllheli electorate to consider ‘who is most solicitous for the
town; who builds; who cares for the working class’; and urges that they vote for them
when the time comes and not the ‘sham gentry.’28 The list of council members
opposing the land sale is headed by local landowner G. T. Picton Jones which adds
credence to the claim that the decision was a party one.29 This episode illustrates the
political divisions within the town. David Williams, who had remained as Town Clerk
during the interregnum of the 1850s resigned in 1856 to pursue his political ambitions
and was replaced by his nephew John Breese.30 Both men were solicitors and linked to
that Porthmadog based group of Liberal businessmen of which Samuel Holland was
also a part. Against this, some members of the Council, the ‘sham gentry’ opposed
Potts and his plans, just as Corbett had been resisted by some landowners in Tywyn.31
From 1861, when Potts withdrew, no development took place on the beach for
almost twenty-five years. Meanwhile, the town faced the issues of water and sanitation.
Pwllheli Council was far less active in this area than Barmouth or Tywyn. Building
byelaws, for example, were not framed until 1878, and only then after intervention
from the Local Government Board, and are rarely referred to in subsequent minutes.32
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Water was provided through pumps which were maintained by the Council under an
annual contract.33 When a private company sought to provide piped water the Council
resolved ‘to have nothing to do with the contract.’34 Five years later it declined to buy
the enterprise for £5,500, saying ‘it was open to the company to sell it for that or any
higher offer.’35 A sewerage scheme was carried out in 1880, but only after a long
wrangle with the Local Government Board in Whitehall over the terms of the loan
which would be ‘absolutely impossible for the ratepayers of this borough to meet.’36 As
regards domestic privies and other nuisances, there are only very rare references in the
minutes. It is not therefore surprising that in 1887 the Medical officer of the Local
Government Board, having carried out his inspection, presented his very critical report
to the Council and ‘enumerated certain points affecting Public Health’.37 Thus far,
therefore, the Council had not shown itself a very active promoter of Pwllheli as a
resort.
The Pwllheli Land and Building Company
This was the position when the next phase in Pwllheli’s development took place. The
potential of the south facing beach was obvious and rumours about its future
widespread. In 1880 one report referred to the ‘Pwllheli Beach Building Company Ltd’
which had leased land belonging to Lord Newborough, whilst five years later another
suggested that the whole of the seafront, ‘from Gimblet Rock to Abersoch’ had been
purchased and that a company was to spend £80,000 on building lodging houses near
the beach.38 Nothing came of any of these plans and there is no reference to any
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proposal for building on the beach in the Council minutes at this period. Significantly,
however, both rumours refer to a company as the means by which development was to
take place. The Marine Terrace development in Barmouth was effected by the
Barmouth Land Company in the 1870s, whilst later in the century, John Allsop’s
Marine and Corsygedol Hotel Company was formed with the intention of carrying out
similar major development.39
Not only did a company offer the possibility of investment from outside the
area, but it allowed local investors to pool their resources and profit from a scheme
beyond the reach of an individual. This met with one of the Council’s objections to
Potts’ scheme, that it prevented local developers from taking part, whilst still allowing
for large scale planning and infrastructure. So long as new building was on a modest
scale, the ‘occasional hotel or terrace of lodging houses’ described by John Walton, this
was within the reach of relatively small entrepreneurs, and examples of this abound in
all the resorts considered so far.40 In seeking major expansion, resorts needed to attract
sufficient capital to finance the greater scale of development necessary. Investors, in
their turn had to be convinced that there was profit to be made and would take into
account the ready competition from established resorts such as Rhyl or Llandudno in
north Wales, or the resorts of north west England, similarly attractive to holidaymakers
from major cities in the Midlands or north west of England. As was seen in chapter
two not a single investor was prepared to build on John Corbett’s development at
Tywyn.
However, following the formation of the Pwllheli Land and Building Company,
Edward Jones, the Mayor, laid the first stone of the South Beach development in
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December 1888.41 The site can be seen on the map in Figure 33. The South Beach
land, originally bought by William Potts, was now owned by John Churton of Chester,
to whom it had been sold in 1879 by Martha Rhodes.42 The land in question can be seen
in the plan below. Gimblet Rock lies farther along the foreshore to the right, whilst the
first building was to take place at the junction of Embankment Road on plots 259, 260
and 261.

Figure 34, Plan of land sold to John Churton in 1879. Gwynedd Archives, XD28/2623/1, Solomon
Andrews Papers.

The Churton estate itself was to be responsible for the building of the vital esplanade
and sea wall.43 The company prospectus as advertised implies that the land had been
bought.44 This was not, however the case, and the land was leased by the company as is
clear from a later conveyance.45 The chief promoters were all local men, drawn from
the middle class. Edward Jones, in his third term as mayor, was Chairman of the
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Company and partner with his brother in a wholesale grocery business, ‘had it not been
for the establishment at Liverpool behind him’, he quipped to ‘cheers and laughter’, he
could not have afforded to spend what he had done on the South Beach.46 He was also
the Chairman of the Directors of two local journals, The Pwllheli Chronicle and North
Wales Advertiser and Udgorn Rhyddid.47 Other directors included Alderman Robert
Jones, a bank manager, who had also been mayor more than once, and had had, he said,
‘an interest in the project for the past thirty two years’.48 D. E. Davies was a chartered
accountant and a town councillor, as well as being an ordained minister. Robert Parry
was an auctioneer and also a town councillor, whilst the solicitor to the

Figure 35, Early advertising for South Beach, Pwllheli. The Dart: The Birmingham Pictorial, 12
August, 1892.
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company was O. Lewis Edwards who was also Clerk to the Town Council and married
to the eldest daughter of Alderman Jones.49 When Lloyd George met his supporters in
Pwllheli the Chair was taken by Alderman Jones, the vote of confidence proposed by
D. E. Davies and seconded by O. Lewis Edwards.50 Here is another example therefore
of that rising middle class who found in Liberalism an ideology in accord with their
business interests.51 Udgorn Rhyddid had indeed been founded in 1888 by David Lloyd
George as a ‘thoroughly nationalist and socialist paper’.52 It is another example too of
the way in which local entrepreneurs found in tourism opportunities for investment and
potential profit. Edward Jones and D. E. Davies can be seen in the illustration in Figure
35.
The South Beach scheme progressed speedily over the following three years.
The esplanade, extending to 250 yards and named Victoria Parade, was opened in
April, 1890. The mayor had hoped to persuade ‘our Sovereign lady to come over and
perform the opening ceremony’ but in the event had to settle for the Postmaster
General.53 In 1892 the Birmingham Press reported that the new houses on South Beach
were ‘very well built ... most convenient and pleasant to visitors’ whilst in the
following year the newly formed South Beach Improvement Association reported a
further ‘fifteen to twenty’ houses in course of erection.’54 A substantial new hotel, the
South Beach was opened as a temperance hotel in 1893 and such was the scale and
promise of the enterprise that Major Corder, the Barmouth developer, offered to
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transport the entire Barmouth Council to Pwllheli ‘at his own expense’ in an effort to
energise them.55

Figure 36, South Beach, Pwllheli, c. 1900. National Library of Wales, Album 2466.

Figure 37, South Beach Hotel, Pwllheli. c. 1900. National Library of Wales, Album 2465.
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The photographs in Figures 36 and 37 show the new lodging houses and the South
Beach hotel at the end of the Victoria Parade. In Figure 36, Gimblet rock can be seen in
the distance. Thus, within a few years this locally based company, in cooperation with
the Churton estate, had managed to get off the ground the kind of large scale
development which had eluded John Corbett in Tywyn for the best part of twenty years.
Their success can be explained in a number of ways. Firstly, the Company had
the support of prominent local men with the financial resources to back the project, the
scheme did not therefore generate the bitterness which dogged Corbett’s efforts.
Secondly, since there was substantial overlap between the Board of Directors and the
Town Council, the active support of the Council was guaranteed. Indeed, the
Company’s prospectus refers to ‘the hearty support of the mayor and corporation’.56
Thirdly, and perhaps not least, the costs of the esplanade, together with sewerage, were
being met by the Churton Trustees, benefits ‘available to the company without
outlay.’57 It is not surprising that, at the stone laying ceremony, Robert Jones said that
‘Messrs Churton and Smith, owners of the South Beach Estate, had treated the
promoters of the undertaking well’.58 However, despite this initial success the Pwllheli
Land and Building Company was eclipsed very quickly, and it seems likely that it
proved difficult to attract the necessary capital to sustain its impetus. Edward Jones was
declared bankrupt in 1895 and the other key promoters, Robert Jones and D.E. Davies
both left the area.59 However, in the summer of 1893, the Cardiff based businessman
Solomon Andrews was on holiday in north Wales. He visited Pwllheli, noticed building
land for sale adjacent to the South Beach Estate, was impressed by its possibilities and
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bought it, thus initiating a new phase in Pwllheli’s development.60 Andrews had bought,
in fact, all John Churton’s land shown in the plan in Figure 34.
Solomon Andrews
The consequences of Andrews’ visit to the town were far reaching. Andrews had no
formal education. Speaking at a school prize giving in Barmouth he said that
knowledge gave ‘a chance of fighting the battle of life, though personally he did not get
much of it and so far he had done pretty well without it.’61 Beginning as a confectioner
in Cardiff, he had created a substantial business, which operated trams and buses in
Cardiff, Plymouth and Portsmouth and the Star Omnibus Company in London.62
Crucially, he had previous experience as a major property developer in Cardiff.63
Andrews was 58 when he bought the Pwllheli land and spent his remaining twelve
years developing the resort. Victoria Parade had been completed in 1891 and, by the
time of Andrews’ arrival in 1893, was lined with several ‘commodious houses’ and the
South Beach Hotel.64
The South Beach Improvement Association reported that visitor numbers during
1892 were double the total for the previous year and three times greater than in 1890
and that already ‘the development of Pwllheli as a seaside resort was one of the most
remarkable on record.’65 In addition, a new ‘golf ground’ had been completed in 1891
with the mayor, Edward Jones, as president of the club and Rev. D.E. Davies, another
of the South Beach directors, amongst the vice presidents.66 Andrews was presumably
impressed by what he saw and, using his experience of property development in south
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Wales, saw resort opportunities not only in Pwllheli, but elsewhere on the coast. Apart
from the abortive Aberdyfi scheme discussed in the previous chapter he planned, as
seen in Chapter Two, a new resort on the Mawddach estuary opposite Barmouth,
having acquired land there by 1894.67 One account suggests that Andrews ‘had been in
two minds’ whether to begin on the Mawddach before turning to Pwllheli.68 Certainly a
notebook compiled for Andrews describes the Mawddach land as ‘a magnificent
building estate’.69
Andrews began work immediately in Pwllheli however and for the next decade
his firm, S. Andrews and Son was synonymous with developments in the town. Work
was in progress on the new West End Parade and the West End Hotel by 1894, only a
year after the initial land purchase. The West End Hotel opened in 1895 and was
followed over the next few years by terraces of ‘handsome new buildings’ so that by
1902 it was reported that ‘Already the new lodging houses on the beach are beginning
to dwarf the old part of the town’.70 Andrews’ plans for the West End can be seen in
Figure 38 on the following page.
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Figure 38, Layout plan of the West End Estate. Gwynedd Archives, XD28/3484, Solomon Andrews
Papers.

In 1897, only four years after he came to the town, the council conferred upon
him the Freedom of the Borough, the first time this honour had been given in the
town’s history.71 The West End was a short distance along the morfa from the earlier
Victoria Parade, marked as the South Beach Parade on plan in Figure 38. The two were
never connected, nor was the development shown in the centre of the plan carried out.
The West End Parade, however, and the houses along Cardiff Road, quickly became a
reality, creating the nucleus of a new town on the beach. Early images of the West End
development can be seen in Figures 39 and 40. Figure 40 shows the horse tramway that
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Andrews built to transport visitors into the town centre and to his art gallery at
Llanbedrog along the coast.

Figure 39, West End Parade with the West End Hotel on the corner, c. 1900. F. E. Young, Holiday
Souvenirs; Letter Card and Guide, Pwllheli (Pwllheli: F.E. Young, 1911).

Figure 40, An early view of West End Parade. John F. Andrews, Keep Moving, the Story of Solomon
Andrews and his Family (Barry: Stewart Williams, 1976), p. 107.

In many ways Andrews was an outsider. He was not a Welsh speaker and
though as a younger man he was a Liberal Unionist, his politics were by now
Conservative, speaking for example at a meeting in support of Lloyd George’s
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Conservative opponent in the Carnarvon Boroughs.72 The fact that he was given the
Freedom of the Borough is an indication, however, of the extent to which the Council
welcomed the potential transformation of the town into a major resort. Andrews’
success, in comparison to Corbett’s experience in Tywyn can be explained in a number
of ways. He did not have, for example, the difficulties that Corbett faced over
commoners rights in Tywyn, nor did he spend years wrangling with the Council over
the funding of the sewerage system. There were negotiations, of course. The Council
resisted, for example, accepting responsibility for building a main sewer along Cardiff
Road, despite counsel’s advice that they were ‘obliged’ to do so.73 Andrews, however,
simply went ahead and agreed to fund it himself.74
Indeed, he seems to have been averse, rather than otherwise, to public spending
on his projects. At a public inquiry into various loans applied for by the Council, the
Town Clerk suggested that Andrews should be the last to object to a particular item
since it would be in his interest. ‘I do object’ was his response, ‘When I want a thing
done I shall do it myself.’75 Most significantly, however, not only did Andrews have
money, or access to money, but he was prepared to spend it. In a single year, by his
own account, he had spent over twenty two thousand pounds on his developments.76
Corbett, after building the Tywyn esplanade and sea wall advertised land on his sea
front estate for sale or to let on long building leases.77 After his initial investment in
eleven villas on the Marine Parade, Corbett carried out no further building. By contrast,
over a period of fifteen years, Andrews continued to build not only houses, hotels and
the accompanying infrastructure, but an Assembly Rooms, shops, and a public park,
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spending in the process, according to his obituary in the Cambrian News, ‘hundreds of
thousands of pounds.’78
The reasons for Andrews’ success, however, go far beyond his financial
resources. He clearly had a vision of a resort as a whole, which can only have been
informed by intelligent observation of the way in which resorts had developed during
his lifetime. He understood, for example, that as well as quality accommodation,
holidaymakers needed what would now be called visitor attractions. As a consequence,
when Glyn-y-Weddw Hall, along the coast at Llanbedrog, came on the market in 1896
he bought it for £16,000, turned it into an art gallery and the following year, opened it
to the public, refreshments being ‘procurable on the premises.’79 In 1901 he engaged
the ‘Mona Ladies Orchestra’ to play to visitors in the gardens at Glyn-y-Weddw and, to
audiences at his West End Parade in the evenings.80
Finally, and not least, Andrews quickly established himself as a personality
along the coast. Whether offering gifts of land for a chapel, school or cricket club,
presiding at a chapel eisteddfod, opening a bazaar or chairing a public meeting on the
South African War, his presence was ubiquitous from Pwllheli to Barmouth.81 Of
course, many of these activities were linked to commercial benefit, actual or potential.
Messrs. Andrews and Son had the contract for building the English Congregational
Church in Pwllheli on land donated by Andrews, whilst Rev. Gwynoro Davies in
Barmouth was promised a site for a chapel if a contemplated scheme developed as
Andrews anticipated.82 He was clearly an accessible figure and this, alongside his
willingness to invest in the area can only have contributed to his success. By contrast,
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Corbett was a reclusive character with ‘more than the usual reserve of the Englishman’
who on arriving in the area ‘had reached an age when personal friendship is a plant of
slow, if not impossible growth.’83
Other developments
This discussion has focussed on the development of the sea front at Pwllheli, where
activity was dominated by those individuals who had acquired the available land and
where the bulk of resort activity was concentrated. There were, however, other smaller
initiatives. As far back as 1876 the Newborough estate built the Tower Hotel with 27
bedrooms in the old town centre.84 This was part of a pattern which extended back to
the Mostyn investment in Barmouth’s Cors-y-Gedol Hotel in 1799, or the Nannau
investment in Harlech’s Blue Lion in 1833. The Newborough venture was clearly
linked to the town’s potential as a resort. In his speech at the opening the mayor
commented, ‘In future visitors need not leave Pwllheli for want of accommodation to
go to Criccieth and other places’, but he hoped too that the new hotel was ‘simply a
forerunner of what was to come’, with ‘a new hotel with a terrace on the beach that
would be second to no watering place in north Wales.’85
That other developers were active in the town can be seen from a dispute at a
town council meeting when one member argued that the council was less prepared to
challenge plans by Andrews than by other contractors.86 In fact, even after the adoption
of building byelaws, development plans were rarely seen by the council. At an inquest
in 1891 into the deaths of three workmen on the South Beach Estate the Town Clerk
testified that, though he had seen the house plans as solicitor to the estate, ‘he had not
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seen them officially ... the byelaws were not observed by contractors generally, and
were now a dead letter.’87 Ten years later the situation was no different and, it was
claimed, ‘people now went so far as not to send in plans at all. [The Council] had
become notorious for barking and for doing nothing further.’88 It is thus not possible, as
it is in Tywyn or Barmouth to chart the progress of development through the council
minutes. It is clear, however, that Pwllheli’s development in the last quarter of a
century was dominated initially by The South Beach estate and subsequently by
Andrews. The Newborough estate was not prepared to take the mayor’s hint at the
opening of the Tower Hotel, and risk investment on its own beach holdings. Nor was
another local landowner, a relative of Lord Newborough, who was warned, a quarter of
a century later ‘not to stand in his own light’ by obstructing development on his share
of the ‘miles of beach frontage’ that Pwllheli enjoyed.89 Thus, just as John Corbett
found in Tywyn, there was no rush from any other major investor to join Solomon
Andrews in his vision for Pwllheli.
Andrews had hoped to transform Pwllheli into a major resort. The extent of his
success can be seen in the fact that in 1911 Walton ranked Pwllheli 79th out of 145
seaside resorts by population.90 This puts Pwllheli ahead of Barmouth and Tywyn,
which stand at 108 and 109 respectively, but is significantly misleading since the
Pwllheli figure includes a far higher non-resort element than Barmouth. More useful are
the growth figures that Walton also provides. Between 1881 and 1911, the population
of Pwllheli grew by 15 per cent, ranking it 100 out of 129, slightly ahead of Criccieth,
which grew by 13 per cent, ranked 104, but far behind Barmouth which was ranked 76,
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with a growth of almost 40 per cent.91 Thus, though the South Beach Estate and
Andrews achieved a great deal in Pwllheli, the town was not transformed into a major
resort. It is doubtful too that the enterprise was financially rewarding. John Andrews
comments that the estate was ‘not profitable and heavily mortgaged.’92 Certainly, after
Andrews’ death in 1908, his son and other executors were seeking to raise £5,000 by
mortgage on property in Cardiff Road and West End parade.93 Similarly, Andrews and
his son set up in 1900 a company to build a pier at Pwllheli, (see Figure 41) located
close to the West End Hotel. Two meetings of the company were held and a provisional
order obtained but after two meetings, the second in December 1900, the minutes
record that ‘nothing further has been done’ and the remainder of the minute book is
blank.94

Figure 41, Plan showing the location of the proposed pier. Parliamentary Archives, HL/PO/PB/3/Plan
1900/P17, Pwllheli Pier, Provisional Order.
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Criccieth

Criccieth, Pwllheli’s smaller neighbour, was never envisaged as a major watering place,
but it grew, nevertheless, into a successful small resort. It was, up to 1873 a Municipal
Corporation with the constable of the castle as its ex-officio mayor.95 Following the
Criccieth Improvement Bill of 1873, sponsored, incidentally, by Samuel Holland, the
Corporation was replaced by the Criccieth Local Board of Health as Urban Sanitary
Authority.96 As has been seen, William Bingley found Criccieth ‘an insignificant place’
in the early years of the century,97 By 1869, however, it was reported that ‘its salubriety
has become proverbial’ and that, though for many years ‘Criccieth may be described as
having been stationary’, it was now showing signs of improvement and was, last year,
‘crowded with health and pleasure seekers.’98 In 1885, it was described as being
‘rapidly rising’, and possessed ‘several boarding and lodging houses of a superior
kind’.99 By 1893 it was claimed that ‘no other town on the Welsh coast’ had grown so
rapidly.100 The map in Figure 42 illustrates the extent of development in Criccieth up to
1916.
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Figure 42, Criccieth, Ordnance Survey, 6” map, 1916. Caernarvonshire, Sheet XXXIV. S.W.

This study has shown that resort development along the Cambrian coast
frequently resulted initially at least, from the actions of local entrepreneurs, and this
was not unusual. Bryan Brown found that development capital in Weston-super-Mare’s
early phase of development came from the local farming community whilst Travis
notes the wide involvement of local landowners in the development of Exmouth and
Teignmouth.101 So it was in Criccieth. In 1877 work was started on the first, and still
one of the most prominent developments in the town, Marine Terrace. This was built on
land to the west of the castle, belonging to William Watkin of Muriau, a designated first
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member of the Local Board, and the work was carried out by a local contractor, Robert
Jones and Son.102

Figure 43, Marine Terrace, Criccieth, seen from the castle. Cambrian Resorts on the Shores of
Cardigan Bay for Health and Pleasure During Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter (London: Photocrom
Co., 1911).

The Watkin family were not major landowners. The Tithe map shows them as
owning only 8 acres in 1839, though they were tenants of a further 26 acres.103
However, they were fortunate that their holdings included this prime area of land
adjacent to the shore. Press reporting of their Marine terrace development stresses the
importance of this local enterprise, ‘Criccieth has been mostly indebted for its
improvements to the enterprise of private individuals like Robert Jones and Son.’104
Equally, the report approves the ‘very reasonable terms’ granted by Watkin and,
echoing suspicions, also aired in Pwllheli, suggests that some landlords were retaining
their land, ‘probably from an expectation that their property will soon become greatly
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enhanced in value’.105 Watkin said that he had studied the interests of Criccieth and his
own interests and ‘hoped they would be identical’.106
Local entrepreneurs
This theme of enlightened self interest is one which runs through development on the
coast. As has been seen, Samuel Holland in Harlech and John Corbett in Tywyn were
both equally concerned to stress that as well as benefiting their localities, they were
benefitting themselves. This emphasises again that tourism for these individuals was a
business opportunity and that in all the towns studied so far there was a nucleus of
entrepreneurial capital, financial and otherwise, to exploit the opportunities on offer.
Criccieth differed slightly from the other resorts since it enjoyed the active involvement
of a member of an ‘ancient’ Merioneth family, Hugh Nanney.107 Nanney’s pedigree
was traced by ‘a good Welsh antiquarian ... a great way up towards the deluge’ and,
more significantly perhaps, ‘a great portion of Criccieth belongs to Mr. Nanney.’108 In
fact, in 1839 the Nanney estate in Criccieth was relatively small, only 79 acres, as
opposed to the 368 acres of the Ormsby Gore estate, but again the Nanney holdings
included land adjacent to the shore.109 It was Nanney who built Criccieth’s original sea
wall and esplanade on the opposite side of the castle to Watkins’ development, perhaps
intending to develop a similar terrace. In the event no building took place and the
esplanade was taken over by the Local Board in 1887.110 It was Nanney, too, along with
Watkin, who was behind the company building Criccieth’s small breakwater pier in
1891. Lloyd George, speaking at the laying of the foundation stone hoped that people
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would be ‘liberal with coin and conservative with criticism’ for the enterprise, though
confessing it was ‘usually the other way round’.111
Hugh Nanney is an example of those ‘local gentlemen, living on their property’
quoted in the Times article at the beginning of this chapter.112 He is also an unusual
example for the Cambrian coast of the involvement of the traditional gentry in the work
of resort development, though his activities did not begin to match examples such as the
Hesketh and Scarisbrick familes which dominated the development of Southport.113
Nanney’s pre-eminence in the area was recognised by the fact that he was designated as
first chairman of the Criccieth Local Board on its creation in 1873.114 As has been seen,
board members also included William Watkin and, alongside him, John Parry who was
the Ormsby Gore agent.115 This latter appointment emphasises the importance of the
Ormsby Gore estate in the area. However, this did not prefigure the kind of partnership
that John Travis describes in Torquay where the Palk family steward chaired
successively the Improvement Commission and its successor the Local Board from
1835 into the 1850s.116 Parry resigned from the Board the following year and the estate
showed little subsequent interest in municipal affairs.117 Indeed, agreement by the estate
to open the castle, one of Criccieth’s key tourism assets, to the public was only given
by the recently ennobled Lord Harlech in 1881 after several years of negotiation with
the Local Board.118
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The Criccieth Board was itself the owner of important blocks of land between
the town and the sea and plans for their development are prominent in the Board’s early
years. Thus in 1877 notice was given of a proposal to advertise ‘for the best scheme to
lay out’ some of the Board’s land.119 A year later a sub committee was formed ‘to lay
out the Board’s property’.120 This latter minute refers to land at Maes Tynygelyst
between the railway and the sea, listed in the schedule of property to be transferred to
the Board in the 1873 Bill.121 This suggests that the Board wanted to develop their land
in an orderly and structured way. The building leases were let in September, 1878, but
only after William Watkin had delayed the process by bringing an amendment in May
that the leases not be offered until ‘a more favourable opportunity offers.’122 Perhaps
he was equally concerned that his own Marine Terrace development, in progress at the
same time, should be sufficiently advanced before it faced competition. If so, he need
not have worried since progress on the Board’s estate took place in stages, and grants of
building plots were still being agreed twenty years later.123
Development in Criccieth followed the pattern already seen in both Barmouth
and Tywyn in the early stages of their growth with wide participation by local
entrepreneurs and the Criccieth board minutes are peppered with references to others
whose names at least are local. Thus Captain Williams had ‘houses now being built’
and the Board negotiated with his architect, ‘Thomas Roberts of Portmadoc’, to widen
the planned twenty-six foot road width.124 W. G. Evans was threatened with the
demolition of houses he was building since they contravened the byelaws, whilst leases
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were also agreed with W. Rees and R. Roberts.125 In 1877 The Cambrian News
acknowledged ‘the enterprise of private individuals’ for improvements in the town.126
This was no less true a quarter of a century later. Criccieth’s growth in this period was
not dependent on the activities of a major entrepreneur such as Solomon Andrews or
John Corbett, nor on external investment such as was seen in Barmouth from the
Barmouth Estate Company.127 Despite the activities of Hugh Nanney, it did not enjoy
an over arching scheme under the aegis of a major estate. Indeed, such a scheme could
not have been implemented since Nanney, though a significant landowner, was but one
of many, as can be seen from the schedules to the 1873 Bill.128 Rather, it was the result
of many relatively modest initiatives, each taken in response to the opportunities that
the market offered. And yet, Criccieth was a seemly resort, ‘select but not ultra grand’,
and the holiday destination of Archdeacon Farrar, creator of Eric, or Little by Little.129
His choice of the town is a clear demonstration that the tone of a resort was dependent
on more than patterns of land ownership and development such as those described by
Harold Perkin.130
Local Government
Like the Pwllheli Board, Criccieth was late in adopting building byelaws, not doing so
until 1888, despite a recommendation from the Caernarvonshire Combined Sanitary
District as far back as 1880 that this should be done.131 In Pwllheli the byelaws were ‘a
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dead letter’.132 This was not the case in Criccieth where, once adopted, the Board
oversaw them conscientiously. With regard to water and drainage, following a
recommendation in 1875 from the Local Government Board for work to begin, plans
were prepared, a loan of £1000 sought and, by 1877 a drainage scheme for the town
had been inaugurated.133 In common with all the towns so far examined, the work of
drainage was never ending. In 1885, for example, tenders were issued for new sewerage
works134 Water supply itself remained in private hands throughout the century. In the
1890s, after a lengthy wrangle over the price, the Urban District Council almost bought
out the company, but withdrew after a ratepayers meeting resolved that the Council
‘postpone all further action ... for the present’.135 Thus in Criccieth, as in other resorts
along the coast a key activity of the local authority was to provide the sanitary
infrastructure that allowed development to take place. John Hassan has shown how
important this was and how it presented challenges even for larger authorities.136
This was not, however, the only contribution made by local government in
resort development and the wider implications for local authorities will be examined in
the following chapter. As the final chapter of the first part of this study draws to a close
a number of themes have emerged. The involvement of local developers, for example,
was the key to initial development in the each of the resorts examined. Similarly, this
involvement came largely from liberal leaning middle class businessmen, rather than
from the traditional landed classes. Tourism for all of them was but one of a range of
economic opportunities. Not least, it will have been noticed that major schemes such as
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those proposed by Corbett at Tywyn, by John Allsop’s company in Barmouth or
Solomon Andrews in Aberdyfi and Pwllheli all appeared in the last two decades of the
century, when competition from other larger and longer established resorts was intense.
In the second part of this study, attention will turn from the development of individual
towns to the way in which tourism along the coast as a whole was shaped by three key
factors; local government, transport and marketing.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Local Government.
“The fairy schemes of the municipal enthusiast.”1
The local authorities along the Cambrian coast were creations of the nineteenth century,
brought into being by the Municipal Corporation Act of 1835, or by the Public Health
Act of 1848.2 Prior to this local government at parish level, outside the municipal
corporations, was in the hands of the parish vestry.3 At county level, law and order,
highways and bridges and control of liquor were in the hands of justices of the peace, a
pattern not finally broken until the Local Government Act of 1888 and the creation of
the county councils. 4 Alongside these changes were changes in the franchise. The 1867
Reform Act doubled the number of Welsh voters in parliamentary elections whilst
women obtained the franchise for some purposes.5 The implications of these changes
were profound, not least because the emergence of the Liberal Party destroyed the Tory
hegemony in north Wales.6 In Wales the Liberals won control of every county council
save Breconshire, and, in north Wales, 175 out of 260 councillors were Liberals.7 Much
of the development on the Cambrian coast, as has been seen, was the work of Liberal
leaning businessmen. Many of these men also played a part in the growth of local
government in the area and were able to shape the way in which their towns developed.
Resort growth along the Cambrian coast was therefore closely linked to these wider
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social and political changes, which transferred elements of power into the hands of a
wider range of local people. This chapter will consider how this power was exercised,
focusing on three major themes; firstly the way in which local government contributed
to resort development along the coast, secondly, the constraints placed on local
politicians and finally, the background of local authority members. Alongside these
issues the extent to which the resorts developed what Peter Borsay called a civic
character will also be considered.8
Pwllheli had been a free borough since 1355 and was confirmed as a Town
Council under the Municipal Corporations Act in 1835.9 The new Town Council was
not active, however, and after an apathetic start it had no effective existence for the nine
years from 1847.10 Criccieth received its charter as a borough in 1284, but unlike
Pwllheli it did not become a Town Council under the Municipal Corporations Act.
Instead, it was established as an Urban Sanitary Authority, or Local Board of Health,
under the Criccieth Improvement Act of 1873.11 Harlech too received a borough charter
in 1284, but though still nominally the County Town of Meirioneth, it was moribund as
a borough by the nineteenth century.12 Moving along the coast, both Barmouth and
Tywyn were constituted as Local Boards of Health under the Public Health Act of
1848. Tywyn was established in 1851 and its area, based on the existing poor law
union boundaries, included the villages of Penarth and Aberyfi, as well as Tywyn
itself.13 The surviving minutes of the Board begin in 1853. They offer no explanation as
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to why this collection of small villages should have been so early in adopting the Act,
but do not suggest that the needs of visitors was a major focus. The situation was very
different in Barmouth. Here, as seen in Chapter Two, the importance of clean water and
adequate drainage for the benefit of the visitor was a primary factor in the development
of local government, an echo of the advice given to Tenby’s civic leaders by a Board of
Health inspector in 1851that resorts ‘should not only be clean, but remarkable for their
cleanliness.’14 All of these authorities remained in being until the Local Government
Act of 1888 when, with the introduction of county councils, they became urban district
councils or, in the case of Pwllheli, the Corporation of Pwllheli.
The contribution of local government to resort development.
The 1848 Public Health Act gave authorities a number of specific duties covering water
and drainage, the management of streets and the regulation of offensive trades.15 As a
result, by the mid 1870s most of the larger resorts across Britain were spending heavily
on drainage, water supply and sea defences.16 The respective roles of local government
and private enterprise were the subject of considerable local debate, with a general
acceptance that local authorities had a vital contribution in key areas. The Cambrian
News suggested, for example, that in Criccieth it was the duty of the ‘lately established’
Local Board ‘to do more to make the place attractive to visitors than it has yet done.’17
Clean water and good drainage were consistently the first priority. A visitor to
Barmouth in 1878, commenting on necessary improvements, suggested that candidates
at the next elections for the Local Board be asked ‘how they stand’ on a number of
questions. The town was, he wrote, ‘a town of the seventeenth century ... in many
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respects’. At the head of his list was paving, lighting, sewering, watering and
‘scavenging’ or rubbish collection. It went on to include a regular and good water
supply, gas at a reasonable rate and the ‘removal of stinking rubbish from the
sandhills.’18 It is at once a potential manifesto for nineteenth-century local politicians
and a reminder of the daunting task they faced.
Despite the importance of water and drainage to a resort, not all the Cambrian
authorities were as active initially as was Barmouth. In Criccieth it took a letter from
the national Local Government Board ‘complaining of the state of the drainage’ to
persuade the local board to commission a drainage scheme.19 Similarly, in Pwllheli,
there were criticisms of the state of the town throughout the 1870s. In 1876 the North
Wales Chronicle reported on the charm of its ‘primitive peculiarities’ but stressed its
‘lack of modern comforts.’20 A scheme for sewerage adopted at the end of the decade,
at a cost of £1936, was clearly inadequate since in 1887 the Board received a critical
report from the Local Government Board’s medical officer which ‘enumerated certain
points affecting public health’.21 This report, and three cases of typhoid in the town two
years later, prompted a further scheme, with a cost of £5000, but this too was delayed
by wrangling with the Local Government Board over the additional cost of extending
the outfall ‘further out to sea’.22 By contrast, at almost exactly the same time, Barmouth
embarked on a scheme to develop a new reservoir at a cost of £30,000. 23 The need for,
and justification of, this scheme was predicated entirely on the growth of the town as a
resort, as can be seen from the evidence presented during the passage of the necessary
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Bill. John Allsop, an hotelier and developer stated that ‘it is impossible to lay out …
land for building purposes until we get water to supply it with’.24 This difference in
approach reflects the fact that Barmouth had been growing as a resort since the 1850s,
unlike Pwllheli, where major development was only just getting under way, and was
therefore more alive to the requirements of visitors and more willing to meet them.
They were well aware too of the competitive market they were in. In 1878 it had been
suggested to Barmouth local board members that ‘if only they would visit such places
as Llandudno, Rhyl, Tenby etc. they would see how much they are behind the age.’25
All the Cambrian resorts were centres for local agriculture, presenting particular
challenges for their local authorities. In Barmouth a visitor reported being pushed into
the wall outside the Cors-y-Gedol hotel ‘by a substantial drove of cattle’ whilst one
visitor to Pwllheli, coming across ‘groups of cows and horses’ without anyone to look
after them, was told they had been sent home from the fair and that ‘they would find
their way safe enough’.26 It is unsurprising, therefore, that Pwllheli Council issued
notices requiring that all manure be removed from the streets by 8am or that the local
board in Tywyn had to deal with the problems of ‘premises used for slaughterhouses’.27
This latter problem was not unusual and even Brighton, earlier in the century, was
criticised for its offensive slaughterhouses.28 Related to this was the problem of the
urban pig. Walton records that local government intervention had banished these from
Blackpool by the end of 1873.29 The Cambrian resorts were less successful and, along
the coast repeated efforts were made to control them. As late as 1891 the Cambrian
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News, reporting on the ‘Pig War’ in Tywyn, commented that the notices served by the
Local Board to have ‘obnoxious pigstyes’ removed had ‘created intense excitement
among the pig keeping fraternity’ and did not ‘augur well for Towyn-on-Sea’.30 In
Barmouth, from its inception, the Board had struggled for control, ordering the removal
of pigstyes and paying the developer David Davies £2 a year on condition he would
remove the pigs from his sandhills behind the beach.31 Without success, however, since
in 1888, the Barmouth Advertiser and Visitor List, whilst conceding that ‘pigstyes must
be had’, queried that they should be ‘a source of nuisance at the end of Marine
Parade.’32 This is a reminder that resort status benefited those whose living it was, but
that conflict was possible between this group and others in the towns whose interests
were different.
The prevalence of rubbish in the streets is a recurrent theme in board and
council minutes, and again, not unique to the Cambrian coast. Alongside its
slaughterhouses, Brighton had also suffered from ‘filth and general untidiness and the
squalor of the inhabitants’ in its poorer areas.33 From its early days, however, the
Barmouth Local Board took steps to keep the streets clear of refuse, appointing a
‘scavenger’ at 14 shillings a week at one of its earliest meetings.34 Later in the century,
in a clear response to the tourism lobby, the Board agreed to appoint an extra man to
‘scavenge the Marine Parade during July, August and September’.35 The Barmouth
Board also arranged for ‘placards to be printed in Welsh .... prohibiting persons
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throwing dirty water and other filth in the street.’36 This demonstrates a concern for the
image that the resort presented to visitors, and is evidence too of poverty in the town.
This was not unique and in Brighton, for example, the holiday industry itself had
‘brought slums in its wake.’37 Similar concerns for resort image can be found along the
coast. In Pwllheli, for example, the Council was castigated by the press in 1873 for ‘the
deplorable state of the streets’ and the ‘accumulation of nuisances’38 The unpaved
streets that can be seen in the images in Figures 44 and 45 illustrate the challenges
facing local authorities along the coast.

Figure 44, Harlech, 1875. Iwan Meical Jones Hen Fford Gymreig o Fyw: Ffotograffau John Thomas – a
Welsh Way of Life: John Thomas Photographs (Talybont, Ceredigion: Y Lolfa, 2008), p. 66,

As the century progressed other topics listed by the Barmouth visitor quoted earlier in
this chapter, were tackled. There are many examples of steps being taken to improve
and widen streets. In Tywyn, as early as 1872, the local board acquired a strip of land in
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order to widen National Street.39 In Pwllheli, in 1886 the council sought a loan of
£1000 for ‘street improvements’ and, a decade later, it was reported that ‘the principal
streets of the old town have been recently widened on the most approved modern
principles.’40

Figure 45, Barmouth, c. 1860. Harlech Historical Society, Photographic Collection.

Alongside widening went the provision of pedestrian pavements or parapets. In
Barmouth the draper, W. J. Morris who was himself a member of the Local Board,
agreed to set back his new building to allow space for a ‘parapet’.41 By the end of the
century the Council was sending its surveyor to Rhyl and Llandudno ‘to examine
parapets’ and, in particular, the use of macadam which ‘looked well and goes very
hard.’42 No pedestrian pavements are evident in the image seen in Figure 45. The
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process was not completed at once in any of the resorts and thus, at the end of the
century, the Towyn on Sea and Merioneth County Times, commenting on the
celebrations to honour John Corbett in Tywyn, couldn’t resist the sour comment that
‘Mr Corbett looks for deeds rather than words [and] would rather see well paved streets
and good side walks than flags and bunting.’43 Improvements such as these were, in
part, simply responses to the problems created by cramped and narrow thoroughfares in
developing towns. They show, however, that the local authorities were able and willing
to use their powers to affect wider urban planning, albeit at a rudimentary level. In
doing so, they were responding to the expectations of their visitors and to the standards
set by resorts elsewhere. It is significant, that Barmouth’s surveyor looked to Rhyl and
Llandudno for his models.
There was a concern too for the moral atmosphere of the towns and the
maintenance of public order. In common with other resorts this showed itself most
plainly in the regulation of sea bathing. The first direct reference to a resort function in
the Tywyn Local Board of Health minutes allows the expenses of ‘putting up the
regulations for bathing upon Towyn beach.’44 Six years later, following a complaint
about ‘indecent bathing’, the Chief Constable agreed that the local constable would
‘look after the bathing entirely.’45 This was the position for the rest of the century and,
as late as 1895, local policemen at Tywyn and Aberdyfi were appointed as
‘Superintendents of Bathing Regulations.’46 Similar concerns can be found along the
coast. In Barmouth in 1876, gentlemen allegedly ‘come and deliberately stare ... some
with opera glasses’ as ladies left the bathing machines.47 According to John Walton,
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Brighton beach too was a haven for voyeurs with opera glasses.48 In Criccieth, towards
the end of the century, judging by its occurrence in the minutes, the regulation of
bathing was a major concern of the Local Board. An alleged breach of the byelaws
regarding bathing was reported in the summer of 1887 when the clerk was required to
‘communicate with the Local Government Board on the subject’ and bathing machine
proprietors were ‘required to observe the notices recently put up.’49 In September a
reward of £1.00 was offered for information on whoever had destroyed them.50 Ten
years later new notices were required, ‘as a matter of urgency’ segregating the sexes
and requiring bathers in front of Marine Terrace to ‘adhere to the regulations as to
bathing.’51 Male bathers were required to wear ‘SUITABLE DRAWERS TO
PREVENT INDECENT EXPOSURE OF THE PERSON’, in upper case should the
message be missed.52 It is impossible to say whether these frequent minutes reflect the
concerns of board members, the outrage of local people or the complaints of
holidaymakers, but whatever the reason, the topic of sea bathing exercised the Board.
It would be easy to conclude from these examples that the Cambrian resorts
suffered from an excess of Nonconformist prudery. This is unlikely to have been the
case. These attitudes were not uncommon and closely mirror the pattern found by
Walton in English resorts where local authorities persisted in regulation, often in the
face of unofficial mixed or family bathing.53 Indeed, one member of the Criccieth
Council, in the summer of 1898, proposed that bathing notices ‘be not put up’.54 He had
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no seconder for his proposal, and the minutes give no clue to his motives, but it is
possible that he, at least, was aware that single sex bathing was increasingly
unattractive to family groups. The idea of the beach too had also changed between the
1870s and the end of the century. Stephen Ward suggests that, partly because of the
way in which childhood was sentimentalised by the late Victorian middle class, the
beach had become a family space, as can be seen in Figure 46, rather than simply an
arena for healthy sea bathing.55

Figure 46, The beach as family space, Marine Terrace and sands, Barmouth, c.1911. Cambrian
Resorts on the shores of Cardigan Bay for Health and Pleasure during Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter
(Cambrian Resorts Association, 1911)

This is borne out by a letter from a visitor to the Barmouth Urban District
Council ‘pleading in favour of mixed bathing’.56 Segregated bathing was a hindrance to
families wishing to enjoy the activity together, and the very fact of the constant need
for reminders seen in Criccieth suggests that, on the Cambrian coast as elsewhere such
regulations were, as Walton suggests, as regularly honoured in the breach as in the
observance.57 A visitor to Barmouth in 1878 was driven to complain in the press at the
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the water.’59 What had seemed shocking twenty years before, seems to have become
commonplace, as is suggested by the image in Figure 47 that it had elsewhere.

Figure 47, Sea bathing. Shropshire Museum Service, SHYMS: P/2005/1130, Beach, Swansea, glass
lantern slide, n.d. c. 1900.
SHYMS: P/2005/1130
Glass Lantern Slide
Early nineteenth century glass lantern slide of bathers on Swansea beach.
Period:
Walton
Completeness:
Condition:

Beach, Swansea

suggests that the operation of municipal utilities was less distinctively

an issue for resorts. Even in 1900, only Blackpool operated all four of the major
utilities, water, gas, electricity and tramways.60 It is perhaps not surprising, therefore,
that none of the Cambrian resorts were active in areas outside water supply. All were,
of course, concerned to have their streets well lit, but they were less prepared to become
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municipal providers either of gas, or later in the century, of electricity. Although
Brighton had its first gas works in 1819, the Cambrian resorts continued to rely on oil
lanterns for street lighting for several decades after this, Barmouth, for example,
acquiring a ‘small neat gasworks’ only in 1862.61 Following the creation of the Local
Board the negotiation of gas prices for the street lamps was a regular feature of its
work, and lamps were lit from dusk to 10.30 or 11.00 on Saturdays.62 Tywyn was
provided with its first three gas street lamps in 1866 and again, the negotiation of prices
regularly appears in the minutes.63 In 1877, however, the Towyn Gas Company became
bankrupt, and it was proposed that the board should purchase the gas works.64 It may be
significant that Joseph Chamberlain, Birmingham’s Mayor since 1873, had bought out
the city’s competing gas works only three years earlier. 65
The scale is, of course, different, but Tywyn’s board members may well have
shared Chamberlain’s belief that gas could be provided more cheaply under public
ownership. In the event, following ratepayer opposition, the authority withdrew its offer
and the gasworks continued in private hands.66 Similar examples can be found along
the coast. Local boards in Criccieth and Pwllheli both considered the direct supply of
gas but in neither case was the decision taken to go ahead.67 It is clear, therefore, that
whilst members were alert to the opportunities for municipal enterprise they lacked the
inclination or the boldness to pursue them. This may reflect the kind of ratepayer
opposition shown in Tywyn. It is equally likely, however, that for small authorities with
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low rateable values, there were more urgent demands on the capital they could borrow,
or that the capital required was beyond their borrowing limits.
Local government spending
David Cannadine argues that in resorts such as Llandudno or Bournemouth, when
controlling aristocratic patrons withdrew from ‘positive entrepreneurship’ the role of
the local municipal body became more important.68 John Walton demonstrates the
significance of this and shows how local authorities invested large sums in the
provision of piers, promenades, sea walls, parks and gardens.69
Spending on this scale was never an option for the small Cambrian resorts.
Putting this in perspective, the total annual expenditure of the Tywyn Local Board for
1887, including the cost of loans, was just short of £1100, at a time when Westonsuper-Mare, was spending £40,000 on promenade widening.70 The provision of water,
drainage and roads had first call on their spending, as the example from Tywyn in
Figure 48 on the following page makes clear.
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_____________________________________________________________________
Expenditure has been rounded to the nearest pound.
£
Sewerage works.
Repair of main roads.

30
372

Street scavenging.

24

Repairs of other roads.

23

Waterworks

141

Water mains at Aberdovey.

50

Public lighting.

68

Nuisance removal.
Removing house refuse.
Salaries.

1
29
191

Establishment charges.

26

Loans – principal.

88

Interest.

46

Total

1089

_____________________________________________________________________
Figure 48, Annual spending, Tywyn Local Board of Health, 1887. Gwynedd Archives, Z/DB/65,
Financial Statement, Towyn Local Government District, 1887.

As can be seen, 36 per cent of Tywyn’s spending was allocated to roads, a reflection of
the district’s scattered rural character, with 20 per cent to water and sewerage. This
latter figure rises to 32 per cent when the cost of loans, most of which were incurred for
water and drainage projects are included.
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There were examples of higher spending, notably in Barmouth where, as seen in
Chapter Two a loan of £30,000 was required to complete a new reservoir in the 1890s.
The impact of this on the Council’s budget is apparent from the figures in Figure 49.

______________________________________________________________________
Expenditure rounded to the nearest pound.
£
Sewerage.

75

Water.

112

Highways.

209

Scavenging, watering.

134

Lighting.

162

Salaries.

110

Establishment charges.

135

Legal and incidental.

300

Loans and interest.

952
2189

Less County Council contribution
To main roads.
Net total.

170
2019

_____________________________________________________________________
Figure 49, Estimated expenditure, Barmouth Urban District Council, 1896. Gwynedd Archives,
Z/B/2/5, Barmouth Urban District Council Minute Books, 21 April, 1896.

As can be seen, as in Tywyn, the first charge on Barmouth’s budget was for water,
drainage and roads, though their spending on roads is much below Tywyn’s, reflecting
the geographic nature of the district which was far more compact. The cost of servicing
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Barmouth’s loans however, which again were raised mainly for water and drainage
projects, accounted for almost half of the authority’s budget. The expenditure totals
given in Figures 48 and 49 are from different years and not directly comparable. They
suggest however, that though Barmouth’s population was smaller than Tywyn’s (see
Figure 2), spending was far higher, reflecting the more active approach shown by the
Council seen in Chapter Two. In the context of these spending figures it is unsurprising
that there was neither the will, nor the resources for large municipal investment in
visitor amenities. The promenade, for example, was a key feature of all seaside resorts.
This was well understood by those involved in the Cambrian holiday industry. John
Allsop, the Barmouth hotelier, told the Local Board that unless the Marine Parade was
improved ‘they might as well shut up the place.’71 Similarly, the ceremonial opening of
Pwllheli’s first promenade seen in Chapter Four attests the significance it was felt to
have.
Despite this awareness, however, none of the Cambrian resort authorities
initiated significant sea wall or promenade developments. They were also very careful
to ensure that such amenities were in a satisfactory state both financially and
technically before accepting responsibility. In Barmouth, where the sorry state of the
Marine Parade was a matter of contention for many years, the Local Board only agreed
to adopt the road after extensive investigation of the sea wall by their engineers and it
was contingent on improvements to be carried out by the Barmouth Estate Company.72
Even after this, however, the Board was regularly criticised for the Parade’s condition
and for failing to extend it along the entire front so that as late as 1892 it was described
as ‘an apology for a parade.’73 Thus the small Cambrian resorts were dependent on the
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willingness and ability of private entrepreneurs to come up with the necessary capital.
A similar narrative applies to the provision of piers, a second major adjunct to a serious
seaside resort. In this case, however, beyond the forlorn attempt of the Tywyn
consortium seen in Chapter Two, no progress was made. There were rumours of piers,
always about to be built, in Barmouth and, as seen in Chapter Four, Solomon Andrews
formed a company to build one adjacent to his West End development, but expectation
proved illusory in both towns.74
Ratepayer resistance.
Christine Bellamy argues that the transfer to the local state of responsibilities such as
those discussed in this chapter ‘disrupted the distribution of fiscal burdens’ and ‘created
chronic grievance amongst those who claimed to bear the economic burden of rate
paying.’75 So far as resorts were concerned there was the added problem that those
involved in the resort trade might benefit disproportionately at their neighbours’
expense. In Ilfracombe, for example, feeling was sufficiently strong in the 1840s to
defeat a campaign for an Improvement Act. 76 From this arose a key potential constraint
on municipal action, the resistance of ratepayers to shouldering the costs of schemes
which they saw as unnecessary. From their inception all the Cambrian coast authorities
faced regular criticism, though much of this concerned alleged inactivity as much as
overspending. In Barmouth the Local Board was ‘blind to the interests of the town.’77
Pwllheli ‘stands in need of many improvements ... notably the shocking state of the
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roads,’ whilst an Aberdyfi member was mocked for arguing against the need for proper
sanitation.78
It is significant that these criticisms often assumed that a prime role for the
councils was the encouragement of tourism. It is likely therefore that some of it
originated with the tourism interest. Despite this, it is clear from the minute books of all
the councils that the need to maintain the rates at the lowest possible level was a
constant concern. In Aberdyfi, as late as 1895, a public meeting of ratepayers asked the
council to reconsider their sewerage scheme on account of the ‘very great cost and the
consequent heavy burden on the ratepayers.’79 Members themselves frequently used the
same kind of language, aware, perhaps, that claims of financial hardship were not
always unjustified. Thus Pwllheli Council, possibly as a negotiating tactic, turned down
a potential loan for a sewerage scheme from the Local Government Board since on the
terms offered it would be ‘absolutely impossible for the ratepayers of this Borough to
meet.’80 These arguments were the common fare of local government. What is
interesting, however, is the level of debate carried on in the press, in public meetings
and, later in the century, through ratepayers associations. Peter Borsay has asked to
what extent seaside towns developed a civic character.81 The readiness of the Cambrian
authorities to subject their schemes to public debate and the willingness of ratepayers to
take part is evidence of a growing civic awareness in these towns.
It is clear too, that ratepayer resistance is only a partial description of this wider
debate. There were voices which recognised that local government action funded by the
rates was an important way not only of providing cleaner and healthier towns, but of
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addressing wider social issues. Interesting insight is given to these areas by reports in
The Towyn on Sea and Merioneth County Times. This was John Corbett’s paper and,
given his own interests, the reports must therefore be read with care. They illustrate,
however, the nature of the debate taking place. Speaking at the opening of Aberdyfi’s
new reservoir, for example, the chairman of the Urban District Council, forecasting
Aberdyfi’s future as a watering place, described the reservoir as ‘the foundation of a
prosperous town’, whilst another speaker, an Aberdyfi resident, suggested that people
should ‘look not at the heavy rates, but rejoice that a plentiful supply of water was
received’.82 In Tywyn, Samuel Edwards, a draper spoke of the improvements that had
taken place, ‘compare Towyn of today with Towyn twenty years ago.’ Nor did he think
that ratepayers looked entirely at the rates, and ‘would not object to a little addition if
money were spent on needed improvement.’83 In the event he was proved wrong, since
only seven months later a meeting of Tywyn ratepayers voted, by a large majority, that
the council should not seek a loan of £2500 to provide pavements.84
In 1899 Tywyn’s Mutual Improvement Society had for debate, ‘Is the District
Council justified in negotiating a loan for public improvements?’ Speaking in the
affirmative, and winning the debate, the Chairman of the Council, Maethlon James
argued that the council had to promote the ‘health, comfort and general welfare of
about 6000 people’. His population figure was an overestimate but he went on to refer
to the charge that it was wrong to burden future generations with debt interest. He
argued that, on the contrary, it would be unfair to levy a very high rate and pay off the
full amount immediately, since future generations would continue to benefit.85 Central
to his argument was the fact that as water and drainage had improved, so new houses
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had been built and the town had grown steadily and healthily. This echoed a more
general concern. ‘What the district needs is population’, argued an editorial in the
Cambrian News, commenting on plans to develop a new resort across the estuary from
Barmouth.86 Maethlon James recognised that local government was not simply about
the provision of services, but, as he expressed it, was concerned for ‘health, comfort
and general welfare.’ This is both a sophisticated understanding of local government
and evidence that tourism was widely seen as part of the answer to economic decline.
Public investment in water, drainage and street improvements was helping to develop
successful resorts, but it was helping too to sustain the wider economy.
Whilst Tywyn was engaged in these debates, the Local Board in Barmouth was
wrestling with its major water scheme. It had become clear by the middle of the 1880s
that the water supply dating from 1873 was no longer adequate, with frequent shortages
in the summer months.87 Plans were advanced for a new reservoir, requiring a new,
consolidated loan of £40,000. A public meeting authorised the Council to proceed with
the scheme, and in 1891, Local Government Board approval was given.88 Despite the
public support the scheme was dogged by disputes, and not finally completed until
1898. An added factor was that the council chairman at the time, the Rector, Rev. E.
Hughes, was now at odds with his successor, Gwynoro Davies. The scale of
controversy the scheme generated is evident from the speech made by the
Parliamentary Secretary to the Local Government Board at the opening of the scheme.
‘If he was given to criticism he would say that the works had cost too much ... but were
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a good investment for a watering place and would amply repay the inhabitants by
securing for them a large number of visitors.’89
As a consequence of the scheme the district rate had risen substantially and the
controversy this caused, again charted by the Towyn on Sea, gives further insight both
into the local debate on public spending and into the conflicting personalities involved.
The Barmouth Advertiser was sanguine about the necessary loan when the plans were
being discussed, believing that the town would continue to grow, ultimately sharing the
costs between more ratepayers.90 In the event, however, the increased rates generated
substantial dissent. At the height of the controversy Gwynoro Davies resigned as
chairman of the council, citing ‘the precarious state of his health’ and departed on a
restorative Mediterranean cruise.91 Earlier in the year a ratepayers union had been
formed and its members were presented with a picture of the ‘great and calamitous
blunders’ perpetrated by the council over the previous ten years before being asked to
agitate for a reduction in the rates.92 Over the following year there was a crisis
atmosphere in the town. In March, 1899, the Rector addressed a public meeting,
severely criticising the Council.93 Gwynoro Davies, having returned from his cruise in
February, had resumed his Chairmanship. He responded at another ratepayers meeting,
claiming that the previous council had bequeathed ‘unacknowledged obligations’.94 In
March, candidates nominated by the Ratepayers Union were elected to the council, and
Davies remained as Chairman, whilst that summer Lloyd George was persuaded to
lobby the Local Government Board to extend the repayment time for the waterworks
loan. This resulted in a rate reduction from 11s 1d in the pound to 9s 1d. Lloyd George
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was offered the council’s ‘best thanks’, whilst Davies rejoiced that ‘Now our vessel is
safe and it will sail safely to the bar.’ 95
This could be presented as an example of the success of ratepayer resistance in
that their actions had resulted in a reduction in the rates. It was, however, more
complicated than this, highlighting the division in the town between Liberal
Nonconformism and Conservative Anglicanism, similar to that described by Daunton in
Cardiff.96 Davies and his supporters retained, in fact, the support of the ratepayers.
Indeed, they had been returned in the 1898 municipal elections in the spring before
Davies embarked on his cruise, ‘A surprise to all ... the captain and three hands were
supposed to leave the ship, Rev G. Davies may feel proud of himself, for he has
distinctly scored.’97 The central grievance identified by Christine Bellamy, that the
burden of local spending was unfairly distributed was clearly apparent along the
Cambrian coast. This grievance, however, sat alongside other loyalties and nor was it
necessarily an insuperable constraint on spending. As shown in these examples from
Tywyn and Barmouth, there was a body of opinion that recognised the value of local
government action and it was possible for local politicians, by mobilising this support,
to carry out improvement schemes. There is no evidence either of a direct dispute
between a local board in favour of developing tourism and a ratepayer group in
opposition to it such as John Travis describes in Lynton. 98 There were concerns over
cost but the economic value of tourism was widely accepted.
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Central and local government.
All local authorities, however, were subject to The Local Government Board, which
was under pressure to impose financial discipline on them, and did this through its
power to impose loan sanctions.99 This was not, however, the full extent of its
influence. The Board was prepared to intervene in areas where local authorities were
failing to take action and, in addition, subjected major local plans to inspection. All of
these aspects of its work had their impact on the Cambrian resorts. In one of its earliest
minutes, the Tywyn Board approached the Government Loan Commissioners to borrow
£400 ‘for the drainage and water supply of the village of Towyn’.100 The Board’s clerk
also approached the ‘Secretary of State to the Home Department’ for copies of byelaws
adopted by other towns and got a dusty answer: ‘Inform him that no such copies exist
in this office’ was Lord Palmerston’s directive on the clerk’s letter.101 The Barmouth
Board too, early in its life, sought approval for a loan of £500 to construct its first
waterworks.102 The payback period for loans was a crucial one for councils, since a
longer pay back period reduced the immediate costs, but had to be balanced against the
‘burden’ on future generations.103
Loan requests were not necessarily granted, either because they went beyond
the borrowing limits of the authority or because the Local Government Board
disapproved of the plans. In 1896, for example, Criccieth sought approval of a loan of
£6000 to purchase the privately owned waterworks. Their request was turned down
since it was ‘more than the rateable value of the district,’ an example of the limitations
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of scale under which the Cambrian resorts laboured.104 In 1891, Pwllheli Council was
seeking loans to carry out major improvements to its drainage system. The Local
Government Board was disposed to sanction the drainage scheme ‘so long as the outfall
pipe is carried further out to sea,’ a requirement from the Board’s inspector.105 Not
convinced by this, the Council commissioned a further report from its own engineer,
who advised that ‘the Council will act wisely if they carry out his [the Local
Government Board’s inspector’s] request’, though ‘the extension will increase the
divers’ work ... [and] where work is done by divers the cost is uncertain, but always
heavy.’ Influenced, no doubt by the second part of the engineers advice, and ignoring
the first, the Council wrote to the Board that ‘in the opinion of their engineer the
extension of a further 100 yards is unnecessary and that the Council hope the Board
will sanction the scheme without further expense.106 Thus, in this case, the Local
Government Board was seeking to impose not a financial restraint, but a qualitative
standard which would result in higher spending.
Bearing in mind that these drainage improvements were prompted by a critical
Local Government Board report, it is clear that despite their ambition to see the town
develop as a watering place, local council members were resisting improvements which
would have increased the rates. Seven years later, following Solomon Andrews’
developments, when the council boasted of its own contribution to tourism, it is not
surprising, perhaps, that the manager of the South Beach Hotel was scathing of its
pretensions.107 Nor was it always the case that councils took up the whole of the loan
allocation permitted. At the end of the century, during the period when Tywyn Council
was in dispute with Corbett over the cost of draining his new development, the Council
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had outstanding loans of £22,000 for the district as a whole, but had the power to
borrow a further £15,000 if it wished.108 Concern for the impact of high loan charges on
ratepayers was often, therefore, a more significant factor than the level of loan
allowable.
Underlying all these discussions is the fact that the Cambrian resorts were, at
the most, small towns. They therefore faced the problem of providing the infrastructure
necessary for development to take place, in advance of the rate income that would
accrue once development had been achieved. The problem was solved in Tywyn by
John Corbett’s agreement to contribute an annual sum until such time as new rate
income came on stream. In Pwllheli, no such agreement was necessary and the
developers, including Andrews, took upon themselves infrastructure costs. The key was
an increase in overall rateable value which would then provide the opportunity for
improvement, and might even lead to rate reductions overall. Thus in Arthog, at the
turn of the century, where Solomon Andrews was trying to develop a new resort
opposite Barmouth, ‘houses were being built before our eyes’ and ‘farmers would pay
less rates than under the current system.’109 It is no coincidence, as John Walton
argues, that it was the largest resorts that were capable of sustaining the most expensive
local government systems.110 Once again too, it can be seen that tourism led
development was perceived to have wide economic benefits, in this case offering lower
rates by sharing costs amongst more ratepayers.
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Local authority members.
The attitudes of individual members will now be considered. There were some who
favoured spending despite protests from individual ratepayers and ratepayer groups.
One Barmouth member, a draper, given the possibility of reducing the rates by two
shillings, wanted instead to spend one shilling on improvements, and limit the rate
reduction by a corresponding amount.111 Against this, Maethlon James, Chairman of
Tywyn Urban District Council, also a draper and despite his concern for ‘health,
comfort and general welfare’ argued that it was ‘quite possible for a town to commit
suicide’. Then, in a jibe at Barmouth, ‘they might name towns that had done so’. He
disagreed with those who ‘thought the only way to get on was to spend money
continually ... in his opinion they might go too far in that line.’112 Not for him, what
one commentator described as ‘the fairy schemes of the municipal enthusiast’.113
These were men, and in one case, a woman, who brought their own outlook and
ambition to the work of municipal administration. E. P. Hennock and M. J. Daunton
have analysed the various groups from which local authority members in Leeds,
Birmingham and Cardiff were drawn during the second half of the nineteenth
century.114 The cities studied by Hennock and Daunton are far removed from the
resorts of the Cambrian coast, but their studies show how significant was the
background of individual members in determining the objectives of an authority. In
many larger resorts there had been a close relationship between the major landowner
and the local authority, particularly in the early years of their development. As noted
earlier, William Kitson, the Palk family’s steward, was the Chairman of Torquay’s
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Improvement Commissioners in 1835 and subsequently of the Local Board. 115 In this
case, and similar examples, the landowner and local authority worked closely together
to develop the resort.
In both Tywyn and Criccieth local landowners were similarly represented. In
the case of Tywyn, John Cotterell who was agent for the Ynys-y-Maengwyn estate
joined the Board in 1863 whilst John Parry, who was the Ormsby Gore agent in
Merioneth and Caernarfonshire was a founder member of the Criccieth Board in
1873.116 Parry, however, resigned from the Criccieth Board after only one year, and,
despite Cotterell’s membership, relations between the Tywyn Board and the Ynys-yMaengwyn estate were not always harmonious.117 In Criccieth and Tywyn the farming
interest was well represented. The Criccieth Board was chaired initially by Hugh
Nanney whose family were one of the largest landowners in the parish. Of the
remaining 7 members, three were either farmers or landowners.118 One of these,
William Watkins, was to be a board member until his death in 1895 and, as seen in
Chapter four went on to build a terrace of lodging houses.119 Another, G. H. Owen, was
a magistrate and substantial landowner, employing a full household staff.120 In Tywyn,
in the early 1860s, local landowners were similarly well represented. In addition to
Cotterell these included John Silvester, a farmer of 60-70 acres who employed his own
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bailiff and D. E. Kirkby, whose mother in the winter of 1869 distributed a large
quantity of ‘meat, tea, sugar, coals etc. to the church going poor of the town.’121
All of these, if not members of the landowning elite, were substantial people in
their own neighbourhoods. At the same period, in Barmouth and Pwllheli the farming
interest was less dominant. In Barmouth, the first Chairman of the Local Board, John
Davies, had farming interests, but managing the Cors-y-Gedol hotel was his primary
occupation. In Pwllheli, where the minutes of the council helpfully provide occupations
of newly elected members, only an occasional farmer appears.122 Much more
significant in these towns at this time were local business and professional men. Thus in
Pwllheli, in 1861, four members were elected who were, respectively, a banker, a coal
merchant, a solicitor, a merchant and an innkeeper.123 In Barmouth the members of the
first Board in 1872 were mainly local tradesmen including two drapers, a builder and a
smith, along with a master mariner, a stonecutter and a builder.124 It should be noted too
that, despite the dominance of the farming interest, local tradesmen were present in
both Tywyn and Criccieth. In Criccieth one of the board’s founding members was a
master carpenter, whilst the Tywyn Board included a draper and, in 1867, was chaired
by William Parry, the landlord of the Corbet Arms.125
Walton found that ‘seaside local government flourished most spectacularly
where the holiday and building trades dominated the council chamber’ and there is
evidence to support this conclusion in the Cambrian resorts.126 Barmouth had the
highest proportion of tradesmen and small businessmen, one explanation perhaps for
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the Board’s positive approach to tourism. Most obviously, those involved in the hotel
trade had a clear interest in developments that would attract more visitors, but other
trades also benefited. It was, as seen above, a draper who argued in Barmouth for
increased spending, and from his advertising it is clear that visitors were an important
source of his income. As Daunton perceptively points out, rates were not related to
shop profits.127 Similarly in Criccieth, as seen in Chapter Four, both Nanney and
Watkins were local landowners with significant development interests. In Pwllheli too
the first major resort investment took place in the early 1890s when the entrepreneurs
Robert Jones and Edward Jones became active both as town councillors and as
developers. In all these towns representation on their councils or boards by members
with tourism interests encouraged a positive approach. Against this, farming and the
landed interest had greater representation on the Tywyn local board, certainly into the
1880s and, especially given the resistance shown by some landowners to John Corbett’s
plan for the town, this partly accounts for the slow progress of Towyn-on-Sea.
It is possible to get some sense of the political affiliations of local authority
members. Despite the strong growth of Liberalism, it is clear that there was still
significant Conservative representation into the 1870s. Hugh Nanney, who chaired the
Criccieth board, was a prominent Conservative who was to lose against Lloyd George
in the 1890 parliamentary by-election.128 In Pwllheli, as seen in Chapter Four, William
Potts’ development scheme was opposed, allegedly, on party grounds. In Tywyn, James
Webster, a retired army officer, was a member of the Local Board from 1864 and
chairman from the mid 1870s until 1889.129 He was described as ‘a gentleman of very
considerable ability’ who had ‘laid himself out for the benefit of the inhabitants to a
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very considerable extent’ and was elected as a rare Conservative county councillor in
the elections of 1895.130 In Barmouth, the Local Board was chaired for a period in the
1880s by the Rector, who was described as the leader of the opposing party to Gwynoro
Davies.131
By the 1890s, however, it was the Liberals who were most prominent. In
Pwllheli all the council members involved in the South Beach scheme had Liberal
connections. Robert Jones, for example, presided at a Liberal meeting when Lloyd
George met his supporters.132 In Tywyn, James Webster was succeeded as chairman by
J. Maethlon James, who presided at a Liberal meeting in 1898, whilst in Barmouth,
Gwynoro Davies replaced Rev. Hughes.133 Davies, a Calvinistic Methodist minister
was one of the seconders for Owen Edwards as the Liberal member for Merioneth
following the death of T. E. Ellis in 1899.134 He was married to the daughter of William
Watkins, the long-standing Liberal member of the Criccieth local board.135 Daunton
suggests that there was a divide in Cardiff with, on one side the Anglican, Conservative
grouping and on the other, the Liberal Nonconformists and a similar pattern is apparent
in the towns of the Cambrian coast.136 This found its expression, most acutely, in
Barmouth where the two groups were openly opposed at the end of the century. On one
occasion the Rector, exercising his right as a ratepayer to examine the council’s books,
was interrupted by Gwynoro Davies, ‘and a battle of words ensued’.137
Thus, whilst, as Walton illustrates, debate amongst ratepayers with regard to
council conduct was not uncommon in many leading resorts, there was an added
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religious dimension to this debate in the Cambrian coast towns.138 Political affiliation
was not always, however, a central determinant of the way in which individual
members behaved in respect of resort development. In Criccieth, the Conservative
Hugh Nanney was amongst those developing the town as a modest resort. In Barmouth,
the Rector, despite his battles with Gwynoro Davies, was board chairman during part of
the expensive water project and was an advocate of the need both to improve and to
advertise the town.139 Perception of the economic benefits of tourism, either personally
or more generally, was a more significant factor than political affiliation. Against this,
the presence on the Tywyn Board of James Webster, who went on to become a
Conservative County Councillor and the landowner D. E. Kirkby may well have been a
brake on negotiations with John Corbett.
A frequent accusation levelled at small towns was that their councils were
dominated by farmers, small landowners and petty tradesmen and that ‘The social
composition and economic attitudes of local government bodies clearly had a strong
negative influence on resort development in mid-Victorian times’.140 There is ample
evidence to support this view in respect of the Cambrian resorts and numerous
examples to be found in the minutes of all the authorities of penny pinching and
concern with minutiae. In Pwllheli, having celebrated the opening of the Victoria
Parade, the Council ruled that the cost of the flagstaff ‘be not paid out of the rates.’141
There is only a single example of an authority initiating any major development outside
the provision of water, drainage and street improvements during the period. This was a
harbour scheme in Pwllheli in the early years of the twentieth century which aimed to
restore the town’s position as a coastal shipping centre. It was, however, argued the
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Cambrian News, ‘a costly white elephant’ and a warning against listening to ‘grocers,
drapers, clerks, merchants and local tradesmen.’142
That said, however, a number of qualifications need to be made. Firstly, the
provision of water and drainage in the towns along the coast was no mean achievement.
Taking Tywyn as an example, though the Board invariably sought a cheap short cut if it
could, it is impossible not to be impressed by the way in which, over half a century, it
tackled insanitary conditions across the district, often in the face of residents who found
no fault with things as they were. As Maethlon James said, it had taken fifteen years to
educate the public about decent sanitation.143 Without the progress made in this area,
the resorts could not have been even as successful as they were, and this was
recognised by local people. At a fund raising bazaar for Aberdyfi Golf Club reference
was made to drainage and water supply and the council was congratulated, to loud
applause, for all it had done for the town.144 Secondly, whilst it is possible to criticise
the attitudes of local authority members, it is equally possible to criticise the largest
local landowners who were content to take their rents and leave the work of
improvement to others.
Not least, these ‘petty tradesmen’ were also developing systems of local
government for their towns in much the same way as were councillors in larger centres,
though with far more limited resources. In Tywyn, Barmouth and Criccieth, committee
systems were developed with, in Tywyn, a system of local committees to deal with the
disparate needs of its constituent townships. Thus was seen the beginning of a civic
identity with an acknowledged framework for representation and debate. Local
government was behind the fundamental infrastructure of the resorts along the coast,
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but success was dependent on the extent to which holidaymakers could be encouraged
to visit them. This is the subject of the following chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX
Marketing
‘I have tried them all, from Llandudno to Tenby’1
Resort image
Seaside resorts were a volatile part of the urban system in nineteenth-century Britain,
with intense place competition. Blackpool, for example, the 43rd largest resort in 1851
was 5th by 1911.2 In attracting visitors the Cambrian resorts were competing with very
many alternative destinations both at home and abroad, and individual visitors could be
promiscuous in their choices, even if they finally settled on a favoured destination.
Thus one Barmouth holidaymaker could make informed comparisons with other resorts
in Wales, since he had ‘tried them all, from Llandudno to Tenby’.3 In facing up to this
competition these resorts had particular difficulties. Most obviously, they were
relatively remote from any large urban centre, but in addition to this, they were seeking
to establish themselves in the last quarter of the nineteenth century at a time when most
resorts of any size had been taking active steps to promote their towns over a long
period with, therefore, a longer time to establish a visitor base.4 However, advertising is
only one aspect of marketing, a process which begins with the development of a
product to be marketed. In resort terms, Stephen Ward has suggested, this requires the
creation and projection of images ‘that only needed occasionally to coincide with
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reality.5 Peter Borsay extends this concept and characterises the relationship between
resort and user ‘as a “willing conspiracy” over the meaning of the resort and its
services, features and modes of behaviour.’6 The development of such images was a
complex process involving both a range of interests within the resort and the visitors
themselves. Not least, social changes during the nineteenth century also had
considerable influence on the way in which resorts were perceived.
The development of a resort’s image was a continuous process, and the
Cambrian resorts had a number of hallmarks as they developed over the nineteenth
century. The wild and romantic landscape was the first of these. Peter Howell
Williams, as noted earlier, argues that ‘Too much may have been made of the notion
that Wales was extraordinarily wild and remote, its mountains unassailable ... but ... it
was one that tourists preferred,’.7 This wildness and remoteness can be seen in the
towering backdrop to Barmouth’s neat townscape seen in the illustration in Figure 50,
overleaf. Published by a local ‘chemist, bookseller and grocer’ the exaggerated
mountains above the town demonstrate his awareness both of visitor expectations and
the attractions of Barmouth’s position.8 The print illustrates too how, by the mid
nineteenth century, the town had extended along the seafront from its origins on the
crags around the harbour.
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Figure 50, Barmouth with Cadair Idris, c. 1865. National Library of Wales, Welsh Landscape
Collection.

This image can be traced back to travellers from early in the century, people
like John Evans who saw in Cadair Idris ‘the appearance of a volcano ... a grand and
aweful effect.’9 It was particularly important for Barmouth, where the mountainous
landscape was close to the town, and partly explains why this was the first of the
Cambrian resorts. Pwllheli, on the other hand, was situated in a ‘sterile and
uninhabited track’ and had ‘little to recompense the toil of the excursion.’10 Tywyn also
was but ‘dull and secluded’.11 Nevertheless, five years after the above print was
published, the promoters of Tywyn used a similar tone when they spoke of the area’s
‘magnificent scenery,’ which allowed the ‘poet, philosopher and scientific votary to
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indulge in all the rapture of nature’s ecstasy.’12 As late as 1891 Cwm Bychan, 10 miles
into the hills beyond Harlech, was still being described in the same romantic terms. The
journey ‘leads us to scenes of stern grandeur, where a thunder storm would be
appalling.’13 Thus the romantic legacy was, throughout the period, central to the image
of the Cambrian resorts and central too to the way in which the area was promoted.
Second in importance to romantic scenery were the other natural advantages of
the area. In promoting these, local entrepreneurs were making a virtue of necessity. In
the absence of significant built attractions they must necessarily fall back upon what
nature had given them. They understood however the key messages that would resonate
with their potential visitors. John Beckerson argues that the central importance of sea
bathing in health terms declined as the century progressed, giving way to a more
generalised view of the healthful properties of air, sunshine and climate generally.14
This shift is closely mirrored in the way in which the Cambrian coast resorts were
imagined. At the beginning of the nineteenth century visitors to Barmouth could enjoy
hot and cold seawater baths at the Cors-y-Gedol as well as in the bath house recorded in
Chapter Two.15 Being adjacent to an estuary Barmouth was never fully satisfactory for
sea bathing, however, since ‘the sea water was much alloyed by a fresh water stream’
and therefore, thought one visitor, ‘much inferior to Tenby.’16
Later in the period, though Barmouth’s bath house continued in use into the
1870s, it is notable that all the Cambrian resorts were making wider claims about the
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healthful quality of their air and the excellence of their climate. Aberdyfi was ‘mild’,
but its air was ‘dry and bracing.’17 Pwllheli’s air was ‘crisp and effervescent’, whilst
Barmouth was ‘noted for its healthy air’.18 Tywyn benefited from ‘an atmosphere
promoting invigorating health and energy.’19 These descriptions echo Beckerson’s
emphasis on the importance of words such as ‘brisk’ and ‘invigorating’ in relation to
resort promotion in the later decades of the nineteenth century.20 Stephen Ward
suggests that this was linked to ideas of climatic determinism, which saw British
civilisation, energy and enterprise as the result of its invigorating and temperate
climate.21 John Walton has shown how ideas about climate affected the fortunes of
entire resorts and describes, for example, ‘the great prize’ of a winter season of wealthy
visitors enjoyed by places such as Eastbourne, Falmouth or Penzance.22
The Cambrian resorts were aware of this prize and from the 1870s produced
medical and other evidence in support of their case. Tywyn had ‘marigolds,
wallflowers and even fuschias’ in full bloom in February, speaking ‘most favourably’
of its suitability ‘as a winter residence for invalids and others.’23 In 1881 a committee
was formed ‘to arrange about advertising Barmouth as an eligible resort for both winter
and summer.’24 Ten years later, in 1891, John Allsop was congratulated on a February
ball he held at the Cors-y-Gedol in the hope that it would ‘tend to attract people of
position and influence to [this] unrivalled winter seaside resort’.25 As will be shown
later in this chapter Allsop had already used his connections to ensure that the
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Birmingham based Dart had praised Barmouth’s ‘mild and genial’ winter
atmosphere.26 Barmouth’s ambitions in this area were long lasting and in 1895 the
Barmouth Holiday Association was reported as working with the Cambrian Railway ‘to
establish Barmouth as a place of winter residence.’27 Similar claims were made for
Pwllheli of which ‘the eminent Dr. Wates of Chester’ wrote, ‘You must go to Pwllheli
for the winter, as there is no milder spot to be found nearer than the south of France.’28
Alongside the scenery and the climate, all the resorts emphasised the safety and
quality of their beaches, and this too shows their awareness of changing attitudes during
the period. Stephen Ward has shown that in the late Victorian period children figured
largely in resort advertising.29 This family imagery was of central importance to the
Cambrian resorts. The climate of Tywyn was ‘equally useful to invalids and children ...
mamas sit ... with crochet and knitting ... papas lie loosely about with books and
newspapers’.30 Aberdyfi won first prize in a competition for ‘Little People’, ‘My
favourite seaside place is Aberdovey’ claimed the young winner.31 Pwllheli’s ‘main
attraction was its splendid beach, three and a half miles long.... bathing may be
indulged at any hour.’32 Thus it was possible for the Cambrian resorts to fashion an
image which made the most of the romantic background, capitalised on prevailing ideas
about health and family, and discounted the lack of popular attractions.
A constant promotional theme was the peace and quiet on offer. Pwllheli had
‘none of the noisy concomitants of other and larger watering places.’33 Aberdyfi had
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‘no itinerant vendors, no excursionists ... Sundays were delightfully quiet ... no open
shops or public houses, no Sunday boating.’34 Barmouth went further, ‘To persons who
base their enjoyment of a summer holiday on excitement ... and whirl generally,
Barmouth will not do.’35 There was a sophisticated understanding of the way in which
this image could be harnessed to flatter potential visitors and appeal to a particular
sense of self. Thus, whilst pavilions, piers and smoking concerts were ‘right enough’
for ‘restless young people’, Barmouth’s natural attractions were unsurpassed for the
‘more manly and refined’ taste.36 It was no place for ‘promenading in gaiters and
eyeglasses’.37 These sentiments were precisely echoed by one visitor at the end of the
century who, having rowed across the Mawddach estuary and climbed Cadair Idris at
midnight, found it ‘a fitting occupation’ for those with ‘hard muscles, a stout heart and
a cool nerve.’38 This is an excellent example of the way in which resort promotion and
visitor experience are closely linked, part of that ‘willing conspiracy’ identified by
Peter Borsay.
Arguably, this approach was a deliberate attempt to create the kind of resort that
was acceptable to local people, some of whom were unhappy with aspects of mass
tourism. One Barmouth tradesman contrasted the ‘inundation of the town with cheap
trippers’ with ‘our visitors proper’, arguing that there was nothing to gain from the
former.39 It is clear however that, despite the emphasis on climate and natural
attractions, there was an uneasy awareness that these may not be sufficient to attract
visitors. As early as 1877 the Cambrian News argued that ‘visitors in search of health
and pleasure must have ... facilities for obtaining the ordinary necessities of civilized
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life’ and that the Cambrian resorts had ‘much to learn about adding to the beauties of
nature those artificial attractions that townspeople expect even at the seaside’.40
Twenty years later visitors to Tywyn had, according to one critic, ‘nothing to do
... not even a merry go round’ and, as for its natural advantages, ‘the hills are far away
like all other blessings.’41 Thus an annual report of Cambrian Railways argued that for
continued success ‘piers and concert pavilions must be built as well as marine parades’
and that ‘Unfortunately the Welsh coast had hitherto lacked enterprise in these
matters’.42 As has been seen from this study so far, this is an accurate assessment,
certainly so far as the lack of piers and pavilions, but the efforts of individuals should
not be overlooked. Entrepreneurs such as John Davies, the manager of Barmouth’s
Cors-y-Gedol hotel or Mrs. Price, the manager of Tywyn’s Whitehall Hotel, who both
built Assembly Rooms, were well aware of the value of additional visitor attractions
both for their own businesses and for their towns as a whole.43 Solomon Andrews too
built not only an Assembly Rooms, but created the Glyn-y-Weddw art gallery, an early
visitor attraction.44 This can be seen in the illustration in Figure 51 on the following
page.
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Figure 51, Glyn-y-Weddw Art Gallery and Grounds. Cambrian Resorts on the Shores of Cardigan
Bay for Health and Pleasure (Aberystwyth: Cambrian Resorts Association, 1911).

Solomon Andrews stands out as a man who understood the need for constant
renewal and development if a resort was to succeed in attracting visitors. The most
frequent provision, of course, in terms of visitor attractions was the development of
golf courses. The importance of golf to Harlech and Aberdyfi, was seen in chapter
three, but by 1914 all the resorts boasted their own links. Barmouth’s was inaugurated
in 1892, Pwllheli’s in 1891, Criccieth’s in 1905.45 Each was promoted, in part, as a
means of attracting visitors. The principal advocate of Barmouth’s course was Major
Corder who appeared in chapter two as a major property developer in the town. His
course was ‘a great acquisition for Barmouth and an important element in its future
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welfare.’46 Seaside courses were not unusual, Lord Scarborough’s links in Skegness
are but one example, and, since seaside clubs played over sandy links which required
little alteration, the actual investment was relatively modest.47 However, the fact that all
the Cambrian resorts developed their own courses, demonstrates that their promoters
were alert to the changing nature of visitor demand.
Events were widely used to attract visitors. Blackpool sought to extend its
season in the first decade of the twentieth century, for example, by staging ‘upmarket
activities such as music festivals and motor racing’, and this was no less true of the
Cambrian resorts.48 The Harlech choral festivals were attracting visitors to the town
from the 1860s. Reinstated as the Harlech Music Festival in 1910, the festival in 1914
attracted 8000 visitors, about 8 times its own population.49 The roots of this festival
were not in tourism, but in the Welsh temperance movement. However, advertised
widely along the coast, the festivals were a significant part of the area’s marketing over
a long period. ‘No one who has not been present at the Harlech Choral Festival can be
said to have “done” north Wales’.50 In more modest ways too, attempts were made to
put on events that would be attractive to visitors. In 1876 a group of young men in
Pwllheli organised a boat race ‘with a view, if possible, to bring about a regatta.’51
Their attempt was successful since, in 1878, accompanied by flags and banners ‘a large
attendance of visitors’ enjoyed a successful event.52 By 1899 Solomon Andrews was
offering a 500 guinea challenge cup for a ‘first class yacht race to be held at Pwllheli’.53
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Again, evidence that in these small towns there was an awareness that active steps had
to be taken if visitors were to be attracted.
The Welsh identity of the area was also introduced as part of the image being
promoted, though this was largely restricted to representations of a particular type of
traditional Welsh costume, borrowed as much from widely circulated images for the
tourist trade as from actual local dress. A Cambrian Railways souvenir booklet had as
its frontispiece a portrait of an old lady in traditional Welsh dress against a backdrop of
the bridge and estuary, headed, ‘Boneddiges Gymreig – a Barmouth reminiscence’,
suggesting that the Welsh lady was a survival from the past. 54 Similarly, Solomon
Andrews engaged the Mona Ladies Orchestra to play both at his West End
development in Pwllheli and at Glyn-y-Weddw and visitors could be ‘grateful to Mr.
Andrews’ for the ‘quaint Welsh costumes of the 12 ladies.’55
A similar costume occurs again on the front cover of Pwllheli’s official guide
for 1913, in this case worn by a rosy cheeked young woman who is sitting before a
background of mountain and sea, those two constants of the Cambrian image (Figure
52).56 Bespeaking wholesome innocence, she incorporates echoes of the ‘seaside girls’
described by Tony Richards, images of pretty young women beside the sea that
occurred repeatedly in late nineteenth-century advertising, and which were used to
promote a wide range of consumer goods.57 The full sleeves of her blouse, the narrow
waist and folds of her black skirt owe as much to Edwardian fashion as to Welsh rural
dress. It is possible too that the suggestion of a knowing smile, alongside the slogan
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‘For Health and Pleasure’, is an acknowledgement of the way in which, as Rob Shield’s
argues, the seaside had mutated into a pleasure zone and even hints at the more
hedonistic pleasures which had become part of the seaside holiday by 1913.58

Figure 52, Cover Illustration. Pwllheli for Health and Pleasure (Pwllheli: Published by authority of the
Pwllheli Corporation, 1913).

It was recognised too that the use of Welsh costume was deliberate image creation. One
delegate to a Cambrian Resorts Association meeting drew laughter and shouts of ‘Hear
Hear’ when he suggested that they ‘should have some of their pretty Welsh girls in the
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picturesque Welsh costume, driven in a picturesque car through the picturesque streets
of London.’59
Before leaving the image of the Cambrian coast that was created over the
nineteenth century, it should be noted that, though the area was clearly in a middleclass market, part of its appeal was its relative cheapness. As early as 1862 one
correspondent, referring to a stay in Barmouth, commented on the low prices which
‘look ridiculous when quoted in connection with the fabulous sums paid at Llandudno,
Rhyl and other places greatly inferior.’60 This differential was clearly maintained since
twenty years later the Dart recommended the town to ‘ladies and gentlemen who do not
believe in ruination figures’.61 Similarly, at the end of the century, Tywyn was
characterised as being ‘popular with that class who want to take their families to the sea
at moderate cost.’62 This is a reminder that the Victorian middle class was not
homogenous, and included amongst its members many with limited means. Lori Anne
Loeb has argued that the consumption of the ‘paraphernalia of gentility’, including the
seaside holiday, was only in part a Veblenesque concern for social emulation. She
suggests that the key to consumer demand was not so much an imitation of aristocratic,
or even wealthy behaviour, but ‘a distinctly bourgeois pursuit of equal opportunity.’63
By this reading, the Cambrian resorts, like large quantities of other goods, were
positioned to appeal not to a select few, but to a much wider group of middle-class
consumers.
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Resort promotion
The attractions of the coast were promoted in a number of ways. Blackpool was one of
the few resorts, which, as a result of a local improvement act was able to raise a rate for
direct advertising.64 Interestingly though the Clerk to Tenby Council claimed that, as a
Municipal Borough, it was ‘not subject to Local Government Board audit’ and was
therefore able to spend on advertising the town, which was ‘an absolute necessity’.65
By 1914 Blackpool was spending £4000 annually and, in Walton’s view, its major
poster campaigns attracted large numbers of working-class visitors.66 Though they
lacked Blackpool’s ability to raise a rate for advertising purposes, other towns followed
Blackpool’s example and, by 1880, had established committee’s to produce posters and
leaflets.67 No similar campaigns were carried out by the Cambrian resorts, putting them
at a potential disadvantage, which was recognised by those involved in the industry.
Candidates at the 1892 municipal elections in Barmouth, for example, were asked
whether or not they were in favour of advertising the resort in ‘large English towns’,
with a clear suggestion that an affirmative answer was looked for.68
In the absence of a formal poster campaign, the resorts made considerable use
of other opportunities open to them. Substantial use was made of the press and by the
late eighteen eighties regional newspapers were formally appointing local
correspondents. The Cambrian News, for example, in 1889 wanted ‘a correspondent to
supply the newspaper with Criccieth news week by week.’69 Well before this, however,
whether paid or otherwise, local correspondents were active in promoting their towns.
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The best example comes from Tywyn. Week after week from the 1860s the North
Wales Chronicle recorded ‘a great influx of visitors’ or ‘the beach and roads leading
from the town to the seaside are quite thronged with the gay and fashionable.’70 The
value of this promotion was threefold. It encouraged visitors along the coast to share in
the excitement, it confirmed the status of the towns as seaside resorts and it was
frequently used to encourage development. ‘All we want is more accommodation’ was
a sentiment regularly expressed.71 The Tywyn correspondent was indefatigable, and
these regular accounts, which extended into the seventies did much to establish the
pretensions of the town to resort status.
Later in the century specifically local newspapers such as the Barmouth
Advertiser or the Towyn on Sea, had an additional purpose. Municipal guidebooks
provided cheap advertising space for the many small businesses that made up the
tourism industry.72 In addition to their wider news role, these local newspapers had
precisely the same function, carrying details of accommodation, transport and local
services appropriate to the visitor, alongside details of entertainments and attractions.
Prospective visitors, having obtained a copy of the newspaper had all the information
they needed to plan their holiday. Beyond the local press valuable publicity was
obtained from the English regional press. John Allsop came to Barmouth in 1888
initially as manager of the Marine Hotel, having been previously the Managing
Director of the Birmingham General Omnibus Company.73 Following his arrival in
Barmouth the Birmingham based Dart: The Midland Figaro, ran a series of articles
promoting Barmouth. It is likely that the series arose from Allsop’s contacts in the city,
particularly since Allsop himself, ‘our late esteemed citizen,’ was complimented for his
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‘energy, business capacity and politeness.’74 It was also part of a wider pattern,
comparable to the regular paragraphs on Devon and Cornwall that appeared in the
Walsall Observer a decade later.75
Pwllheli’s entrepreneurs were also active in seeking press coverage. The
promoters of the South Beach Estate invited the editors of ‘leading newspapers’ in the
midlands, Lancashire and London to the opening of the promenade in 1890.76 One of
these promoters, Edward Jones, as a partner in the Liverpool based wholesale grocers,
Morris and Jones, would have been well aware of the importance of press advertising,
and it may have been his efforts that led to coverage for Pwllheli too in the Dart.
Evidence of the extent of Pwllheli’s wooing of the press comes, however, from other
sources. In 1894 the correspondent from The Country Gentleman, along with others
from the London and provincial press, was ‘at the invitation of the mayor and
corporation’ conveyed to Pwllheli in ‘special saloon carriages’. There they were
provided with ‘thoughtful hospitality’, by the town authorities and treated to a ‘capital
luncheon’ in Machynlleth by the Cambrian Railways on the way back to London.77
Pwllheli was, of course, seeking to establish itself as a virtually new resort. The
positive marketing attitude of its developers stands in contrast, however, to those of
Tywyn which was also struggling to establish itself at the same time, but made no
similar marketing effort. Gwynoro Davies, the Barmouth politician, testified to the
value of these initiatives when he recalled that ‘some 10 to 15 representatives of
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leading English newspapers were brought down and nothing had done Barmouth so
much good as that visit.’78
Visitors reinforced this process by contributing to their own local newspapers.
Thus Berrows Worcester Journal included an article describing an excursion from
Barmouth to ‘the wilds of Cwm Bychan’, whilst the Huddersfield Examiner ran a three
week series in the autumn of 1891, also centred on Barmouth, but including a drive to
Harlech with Allsop himself on the box.79 It is clear from these accounts that visitors
experienced the coast as a whole. Though staying in Barmouth the Cwm Bychan
excursionists took the train eight miles up the coast to Llanbedr, were met by a
wagonnette, which took them into Cwm Bychan, where a guide escorted them over the
mountains before returning for refreshments at the Victoria Hotel in time for the return
train to Barmouth. The day was a co-ordinated package and demonstrates that the coast
was more than a series of individual resorts.
Regional marketing
Packages such as this were the work of individual entrepreneurs, but they worked
within a wider framework. Most of the resorts had, for example, their own promotional
associations. The Criccieth Advertising Committee met the council in 1884, whilst
Pwllheli, following the building of the Victoria Promenade, had its South Beach
Improvement Association. This latter had a distinguished management body with
David Lloyd George amongst its vice presidents, evidence of the town’s commitment
to active marketing, even before Solomon Andrews.80 Beyond this, in the last two
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decades of the nineteenth century formal structures for the coast as a whole began to
develop. In 1884 the Pwllheli Council had on its agenda the ‘Welsh Coast Advertising
Committee’ though the matter was adjourned and seems not to have been taken up
again.81 In 1898, however, The Country Gentleman noted that an association
established at Pwllheli was offering ‘one of the cheapest holidays on record’, offering a
week’s board, accommodation and five days of coaching trips, all for £2.00.82 Two
years later Hearth and Home carried an advertisement from the Welsh Touring
Association, based in Pwllheli, again offering complete holidays. These included not
only a week in Pwllheli, but a circular Cambrian coast holiday and one covering
‘Snowdon District’.83 Pwllheli’s ambition to be recognised as ‘one of the most
attractive resorts on the coast’ was one of long standing, but there was a realisation too
that that it would fare better as part of the area as a whole.84
This awareness was widely shared, though there was a strong awareness too of
the competitive nature of the resort industry. Barmouth, for example, knew that it had
‘keen rivals to the north and south earnestly bidding for visitors.’85 In 1891, however,
as John Corbett was developing his plans for Tywyn, the Cambrian News suggested
that there was ‘no jealousy between the watering places on the coast: ‘The more Towyn
thrives, the more likely people will be brought into the district. People who stay at
Towyn one year may visit Barmouth or Criccieth the next.’86 This became the dominant
view and a decade later the same newspaper believed that ‘the success of the whole
district is what has to be aimed at ... resorts through which run the Cambrian Railway
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have common interests and can only hope to succeed through combined action.’87 The
Cambrian Railway was central to this approach and encouraged the resorts on the coast
to support a joint exhibit at the Imperial International Exhibition to be held in London
in 1909.88 In the event, and late in the day, the local authorities backed out, but agreed
instead to back the idea of ‘co-operative advertising.’89 This resulted in the formation of
the Cambrian Resorts Association with representatives from local authorities and others
‘interested in or associated with any place on the Cambrian Railways’, with the
objective to ‘advertise by such methods as may seem advisable the seaside and inland
resorts served by the Cambrian Railways.’ Costs were borne by subscriptions from
members.90 In addition, the Cambrian Railway were prepared to earmark ‘a substantial
part’ of their total advertising spend of £1500 on the project.91 The Association
supported press advertising and produced, in 1911 a guide to the coast (Figure 53).92
The inclusion of Aberystwyth in the association, together with the modest
facilities of Pwllheli, Tywyn and Barmouth, allowed the guide to refer not only the
natural attractions but to ‘extensive promenades, piers and pavilions, summer bands
and concert rooms’.93 This illustrated a fundamental marketing dilemma. The Cambrian
Railway believed, as seen earlier in this chapter, that the area could extend its market
by showing more enterprise in the way of pavilions and other attractions. Significant
development of this kind, however, even had it been achieved, would have diluted the
central marketing offer of the coast. The hazards of such an approach are highlighted in
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an article from the Oldham Chronicle reprinted in the Barmouth Advertiser, ‘With the
exception of Aberystwyth [the Cambrian resorts] cannot lay claim to the meretricious
advantages of promenades, piers and pavilions’, but ‘claim our regard for scenery and
excursions to valleys, lakes, torrents and glorious mountains.’94

Figure 53 Cover Illustration, Cambrian Resorts on the Shores of Cardigan Bay for Health and
Pleasure (London: Photocrom Co.,1911).

The design of this co-operative guide shares elements with the Pwllheli guide as
can be seen from the illustration in Figure 53. Again, the central image is that of a
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young woman in traditional costume, but this time the smile is less knowing, her
costume has no concessions to contemporary fashion and she is engaged in knitting a
stocking. Despite using the slogan ‘For Health and Pleasure’ the image is more
nostalgically wholesome than that used by Pwllheli. Crucially, Pwllheli’s backdrop of
sea and distant blue mountain is replaced by altogether more rugged and austere
scenery, with neither sea nor blue sky. It is as if the inclusion in the guide of a larger
number of smaller destinations, including inland centres such as Devil’s Bridge and
Tal-y-Llyn has shifted the emphasis away from the more hedonistic seaside pleasures
hinted at in the Pwllheli guide. Despite the tensions which inevitably arose from the
involvement of well over a dozen local authorities, the association continued and was
still active in 1919 when it met to consider how the coast might respond to renewed
competition from the east coast resorts which had been closed for the war.95 As an
illustration of the sustained competitive nature of resort promotion, it is worth noting
that at a meeting of the Resorts Association in 1916 Gwynoro Davies was prepared to
capitalise on the potential for German attacks on England’s east coast resorts: ‘Another
strong point that could be mentioned in advertisements’ he advocated, was ‘the
immunity of the district from zeppelin attacks’.96
Marketing and the railway
As the Cambrian News recognised, it was the railway that linked the resorts along the
coast and gave them a common interest. Not only was the Cambrian Railway the
gateway to the area from all parts of England, but it was also a principal means for
visitors to travel to other centres during their holiday. This was of key significance
since one survey carried out in 1919 found that eighty per cent of visitors to the larger
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resorts visited smaller places during their stay.97 The following illustration (Figure 54)
is a good example of the way in which the area was marketed as whole. It shows also
the vital part played by the railway in achieving a regional, rather than purely local,
destination.

Figure 54, The Cambrian coast as a regional destination. Cambrian Resorts on the Shores of
Cardigan Bay for Health and Pleasure (London: Photocrom Co., 1911).

The Cambrian Railway was therefore an important element in the marketing of
the area and had a symbiotic relationship with the resorts. The resorts consistently
argued, however, that it was, in fact, their relatively poor railway connections that
limited the number of visitors. As far back as 1872, barely five years after the railway
came to Pwllheli, the Council wrote to the company ‘praying’ for additional trains ‘to
meet the convenience of the public’.98 At the end of the century the company was asked
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to provide late trains to Tywyn ‘on Saturday nights ... the same as that to Aberystwyth’
and to provide additional stopping trains at Aberdyfi.99 Even Lloyd George, writing to
his wife from Swansea, pleaded that he was only five and a half hours from London,
but ‘twelve hours from north Wales’.100 These complaints were given force in the
summer of 1909 when, just as the Cambrian Railway was promoting co-operative
advertising, it cancelled the Saturday night train from London to the coast. Accusing
the company of pursuing a ‘suicidal policy’, the Welsh Gazette described the proposed
spending on advertising as ‘a waste of time and money’ in the circumstances and
argued that there was ‘no better way in which the Cambrian Railway Company can
assist the watering places than by improving its own train services.’101
Despite this, the promoters of the Cambrian resorts believed that they ‘owed
their success’ to the ‘splendid’ rail service provided by the London and North Western
Railway.102 John Corbett too, whilst seeking to develop Tywyn, was sufficiently
convinced of the importance of the railway to buy ‘a large number of shares’ in the
Cambrian ‘in order to have a voice at the meeting of the board of directors’ and seek
improved train services.103 Equally, as has been seen, the Cambrian Railways were
active partners in the co-operative marketing of the resorts. Whilst entertaining the
journalists to lunch at Machynlleth the company’s general manager assured them that
the company was making ‘strenuous efforts’ to open up the area ‘especially to
Londoners’.104 The metropolis was clearly seen as key market since the following year
the company’s report regretted that it had ‘only been able to touch the fringe of the
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London tourist traffic’.105 In 1898 the general manager was present at a public meeting
in Barmouth, called to consider the best way of advertising the town, and confirmed
that the company during the past year had ‘advertised the town to a considerably
greater extent than they had done before’. He also pointed to the need for ‘a place
people could go to find recreation when the weather was unfavourable’ and reminded
the meeting of the additional winter express that had been put on for their benefit.106
Walton, as has been seen, found that the railway companies in Blackpool
struggled to meet, rather than to encourage demand.107 This was not the case for the
Cambrian Railway whose activities were closer to the Great Western Railway’s
‘Cornish Riviera’ advertising campaign which Walton also describes.108 Unlike
Blackpool, the Cornish resorts shared with the Cambrian coast the disadvantages of
remoteness from large urban centres, and this goes some way to explaining the
difference in approach. It should be noted too that the Cambrian was not averse to
borrowing the Great Western’s advertising slogan, though making even larger claims,
and characterises the Cambrian coast in some of its advertising as ‘The British Riviera
(Figure 55).’109 The Cambrian Railway was fully conscious too, that successful
marketing went beyond advertising, as witness its consistent emphasis on better visitor
facilities, its readiness to experiment with a winter express and the widespread
promotion of tourist tickets, cheap short date tickets and excursion tickets covering the
area.110
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Figure 55, Part of the Cambrian Railway’s British Riviera campaign. List of Lodgings at Seaside
and Holiday Resorts (Oswestry: Cambrian Railways, 1908).

The value of the tourist tickets, which allowed passengers to stay for a number
of days in a series of resorts can be seen in an account by the writer Francis Longley
who boarded the Cambrian Railway at Porthmadog, and stopped at the resorts along the
coast before reaching Aberdyfi, where he found the estuary ‘second in beauty only to
the Mawdddach’.111 Cheap day excursion tickets along the Cambrian coast were also
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available, which, in conjunction with local coach services opened up the entire
neighbourhood to visitors. Thus, from Penrhyndeudraeth, half an hour from Barmouth
or Pwllheli, the visitor could take a coach to Snowdon or Beddgelert, returning in the
evening. 112 By the end of the period these coaches had been replaced by motorbuses as
can be seen in the illustration in Figure 56.

Figure 56, A Cambrian Railway’s motor bus near Pwllheli, c. 1906. National Library of Wales,
Album 2465.

Again, these services were widely advertised in the local press, helping smaller centres,
or those more remote from the railway to attract visitors and, equally significantly,
providing a richer experience for the visitors themselves. Thus Llanbedr, a village with
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a population of only 350, two miles south of Harlech, and already noted as a staging
post on the tour of Cwm Bychan, ‘every year becomes more in favour’.113
Guidebooks
Guidebooks also played a very significant part in promoting the coast. John Vaughan
has shown how these developed from the road books of the eighteenth century,
incorporating historical and other information, so that by the middle of the nineteenth
century the market in guide books had become highly competitive, with six guides, for
example, each covering the Isle of Wight.114 This development was made possible by
new technologies such as steam printing and machine made paper which led to the
production of large of quantities of relatively cheap print, including travel books and
guides.115 Nationally the publisher Longmans was early in the field in 1803 with A
Guide to all the Watering and Sea Bathing places, which includes Barmouth and
Harlech alone of the resorts covered by this study.116 From the middle of the century A.
and C. Black produced a series of best selling guidebooks to England and Wales,
followed by Nelson’s Pictorial Guide Books for Tourists in the 1860s.117 Black’s 1851
edition of the Picturesque Tourist and Road Book of England and Wales takes the form
of an old-fashioned road book, which breaks off to describe scenery and places of
interest. It includes routes in Snowdonia and along the coast, and again includes
Barmouth and Harlech.118
Most notably, John Murray, in 1837, began a series of guides which became the
most comprehensive ever attempted and eventually covered not only every English and
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Welsh county, but most of the countries of Europe.119 Regional guides such as these,
though relatively cheap, still cost a minimum of six shillings, but from the 1860s the
Manchester firm of Abel Heywood and Son began a series of guides, which retailed at
one penny without a map, or twopence with map included. By the end of the century
Heywood’s ‘Popular guides’ covered over 50 coastal and inland destinations and the
series included most of the Cambrian resorts, with the notable exception of Tywyn. The
importance of inclusion in these national series was well recognised. In 1886, for
example, Pwllheli’s town clerk was instructed to ascertain the cost of inclusion in
guidebooks, whilst a decade later Criccieth’s council agreed to assist Abel Heywood
with his map of the district.120
In addition to these national series, all of the Cambrian resorts had their own
local guides, which were frequently produced by local tradesmen such as booksellers or
the proprietors of circulating libraries.121 David Jones, a Barmouth stationer, produced
his Tourists and Visitors Handbook and Guide in 1863, whilst in Criccieth William
Jones printed The Williams’ Stores Guide Book to Criccieth and Vicinity thirty years
later.122 By the beginning of the twentieth century most of the resorts also had more or
less official guides. Criccieth’s was ‘written for the Urban District Council of
Criccieth’, Tywyn’s was ‘the official publication of the Towyn Urban District Council’
whilst Pwllheli’s was simply ‘the official guide’.123 These official guides are usually
more formal than some of the unofficial examples, though they all carry the essential
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lists of hotels, boarding houses and other local businesses cited by John Beckerson.124
The cost of these official guides was not met from the rates. Rather, as the clerk to
Barmouth’s council sternly observed, ‘the expense was defrayed by private
subscription and a considerable sum was got out of the advertising.’125
John Gretton in his essay on nineteenth-century guide books suggests that the
‘mass holiday movement depended for its development almost as much on the guide
book as on the railway.’126 It is not necessary to accept this proposition to recognise
that guidebook coverage was vital to the Cambrian resorts when, in the words of the
Dart, people were ‘scanning maps and guides to decide in which direction they should
turn their steps’.127 One visitor’s manuscript summary of a tour in Wales is still folded
inside the National Library of Wales’ copy of Black’s 1851 Picturesque Guide, from
which he found his information.128 Jan Palmowski examines the impact of guidebooks,
particularly Murray and Baedecker, and suggests that they show ‘not just what ought to
be seen, but how it should be appreciated’.129 The same can be said of guides to the
Cambrian coast, so that John Hughes’ Barmouth guide refers to its railway bridge as
‘the finest promenade in Wales, unrivalled for the beauty, the variety and the wild
grandeur of the view’.130 For John Heywood, in an almost exact parallel with Murray’s
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summary of Interlaken, Barmouth was ‘not a lovely town in itself’ but was the centre
for ‘some of the loveliest and grandest scenery in north Wales.’131
Similarly, the antiquities of the area are a recurrent theme. Richard Lovett
emphasises the Rivals, the nearest mountain range to Pwllheli, topped by the hill fort of
Tre ’r Ceiri, ‘The town of the Giants’, and the legendary ‘Vale of Vortigern.’132
Visitors are routinely directed to the ‘Roman Steps’ in the Rhinogs behind Harlech,
whilst cromlechs close to Criccieth are also recommended.133 It is guidebooks too that
encapsulated the health and family messages discussed earlier in this chapter. In 1913
Pwllheli’s official guide was still using an article by Dr. A. Dowling Prendergast on the
healthy state of the town, a quarter of a century after it first appeared in the press.134
Marpole’s Barmouth Guide, establishing the town’s health credentials, referred to
‘conclusive evidence from the English and French army .... that a temperature between
50 degrees Fahrenheit and 65 degrees Fahrenheit is the most conducive to health’ and
that consumptive soldiers ‘get worse in warm climates’.135
Palmowski’s study is a reminder that the Cambrian resorts were competing in a
European context and that sea bathing was not limited to British shores. In Thomas
Mann’s Buddenbrooks, for example, the Baltic resort of Travemünde provides a
constant underlying image. Here Tony Buddenbrook spent ‘a stretch of beautiful
summer weeks,’ whilst for her nephew, Johann, a quarter of a century later, the seaside
holiday stretched out, ‘an eternity of bliss’ only to fly by ‘with such desperate haste’.136
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There are fewer more powerful evocations of the significance of the seaside for
nineteenth-century men and women than that given in this novel. Many of those
choosing to holiday abroad did so too in order to ‘take refuge from the travelling
hordes’ in Britain’s most popular resorts, just that part of the market that the Cambrian
resorts were also seeking to attract.137 The increasing appetite for foreign
holidaymaking was therefore a particular challenge for them.
Marketing and recreational change
Golf was an important marketing ingredient for all the Cambrian resorts, but it
was only one aspect of a much wider phenomenon as, from the middle of the nineteenth
century, leisure became ‘a significant area of social innovation and fulfilment for the
Victorian bourgeoisie’.138 Concern for the moral legitimisation of leisure, for the
manliness engendered by sports and games, for the opportunities for building new
networks offered by clubs and societies, and, not least, the impact of technological
advance in areas such as cycling, all contributed to middle class choice in leisure. 139
These choices contributed to the demand for forms of recreation ideally suited to the
resorts of the Cambrian coast, and by the end of the nineteenth century, played a
significant part in developing their market. Thus, for example, in 1891 a correspondent
in Cycling describes a cycling tour from Liverpool to Pwllheli, Harlech and Barmouth
in which he comments on Pwllheli’s bathing facilities, ‘very primitive’, Harlech’s
‘famous castle’ and ‘pretty and fashionable’ Barmouth.140 The importance given to
articles such as this in marketing terms can be seen from Pwllheli’s swift response to
the comment on its bathing facilities. A guide to the town, published in the same year
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itemises the bathing machines, towels and ‘other bathing requisites’ available to the
visitor and comments, ‘not so primitive as Mr Cyclist would have us believe.’141
Specialist journals in other areas were similarly significant, with Pwllheli
recommended to anglers in the Fishing Gazette and Barmouth praised for its golf in
Golf Illustrated.142 Alongside the growth of sporting opportunities, however, there
developed in the nineteenth century a growing awareness that the countryside itself was
not only a place of work but also a recreational resource. As early as 1822 a campaign
was in place to defend a right of way near Glasgow, acknowledging that rights of way
had a recreational function, whilst the Manchester Footpath Preservation Society was
formed in 1826.143 The Cambrian resorts were alive to this changing attitude to the
countryside, and their local authorities were active in improving access for their
visitors. Early efforts were modest. One of the first actions of the Barmouth Local
Board, for example, was to put up signs to the Panorama Walk and get an agreement
from the owner that no animals would be allowed ‘at large’ on the land.144 Similarly,
thirty years later, Towyn Urban District Council erected finger posts directing the way
to the ‘Happy Valley’.145 By the end of the century some councils, however, were
taking a more comprehensive approach. In Pwllheli the council was reported as ‘trying
to get footpaths reopened, following the popularity of the town as a place for
visitors.’146 Members in Barmouth not only called for a report on public paths, but also
bought the land crossed by the Panorama Walk, above the town in 1891.147 They
planned too to spend money on improving it, but, objected Canon Rawnsley, ‘Once let
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the landscape gardener … into that mountain paradise … and away will go at once the
very charm for which your ratepayers have paid.’148 The Panorama Walk can be seen in
the illustration in Figure 57.
Given Barmouth’s financial position discussed in Chapter Five, this purchase is
strong evidence of the importance of the Panorama to the town. Canon Rawnsley was
alert to developments in Barmouth since he was at this time in talks with Mrs Talbot
about the transfer of land she owned to the National Trust, then in process of
formation.149 The land, Dinas Olau, above the town was given to the Trust two years
later in 1895, becoming its first land acquisition. Fanny Talbot is generally given the
credit of preserving this hillside for public benefit, but there was clearly some dispute
about her ownership. In 1891, council workmen, erecting a seat on it, were ‘ordered off
by Mrs. Talbot as she claimed the ground’. The clerk was instructed to ‘assert the rights
of the public thereto’.150 What is significant is that the Local Board wanted to protect
the land for public use, recognising its significance to the town’s visitors. Fanny
Talbot’s relations with the council were never happy and she was highly critical of their
stewardship of the Panorama. By 1896 she regarded its condition as ‘a disgrace’ and in
1898 the local branch of the Selborne Society, which she had formed, took it over as
tenants.151
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Figure 57, Entrance to the Panorama Walk, Barmouth, c. 1900. Postcard, Personal Collection.

Figure 58, Footpaths and roads around Criccieth. The numbers refer to walks in the text, T. Burnell,
Official Guide to Criccieth North Wales written for the Urban District Council of Criccieth by the
Chairman (Aberystwyth: J. and J. Gibson, 1913), p. 35.

In Criccieth, the official guide book contained a map locating a number of
walks around the town and visitors were asked ‘to keep to the paths on cultivated land’
which will ‘help the Urban District Council in its efforts to secure the opening up of
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new paths in the district (Figure 58).’152 What is significant from all these examples is
the extent to which the countryside was important to the towns along the coast and the
way in which developing ideas about access, value and enjoyment had currency.
This chapter has shown that the marketing of the Cambrian coast was based on
a deliberately cultivated image which grew from its romantic scenery and was linked to
wider messages of health, family and rational leisure. People learned of the area partly
through the efforts of local promoters, but external factors, such as the availability of
guidebooks or changing leisure patterns, could be equally potent. In this sense, a local
councillor who argued that, in the summer at least, visitors to the area seemed to ‘come
of their own accord’ was at least partly accurate.153 The Cambrian coast would have
been better known if it had been possible to advertise the area on the scale achieved by
Blackpool. Fundamentally, however, the area did not develop as a mass-market
destination. Arguably, therefore a mass marketing model would not only have been
inappropriate, but had it been successful, would have changed the nature of the coast.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Transport
‘It is a place which, with the advantages of railway communication no doubt
would become a very thriving place.’1
Early transport
As was seen in previous chapters, the railway network was central to the growth and
marketing of the Cambrian resorts from the late 1860s. Transport systems had been
fundamental to their development, however, since well before this. Access to the area
was hazardous throughout the eighteenth century and one traveller recalled that, in the
1780s, the old road across the mountains to Barmouth brought ‘terror to the rider.’2
This road was improved in the 1790s and John Evans observed the work, being almost
crushed by a fall of rock.3 The road from Barmouth north through Harlech was also
frequently made impassable by drifts of sand until this too was improved in 1809 by a
turnpike road that linked the Merioneth coastal towns with Caernarfonshire.4 Here, an
ambitious Turnpike Act had already opened the way for a network of roads, which
linked Pwllheli and Criccieth with Caernarfon, Porthdinllaen and beyond that Bangor
and Bala. 5 As a result of these improvements travel was made easier not only within
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and between Caernarfonshire and Merioneth, but between these counties and the
improved road network, which already linked Dolgellau, for example, with the English
midlands. Some of these connections can be seen from the plan in Figures 59 and 60.

Figure 59, Road connections between the coast of Merioneth and Gloucester. (Western section).
Shropshire Archives, X552/4/15/1/6/12/1, Plan of the roads from Gloucester to the Welch Coast.
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Figure 60, Road connections between the coast of Merioneth and Gloucester (Eastern section).
Shropshire Archives, X552/4/15/1/6/12/1, Plan of the roads from Gloucester to the Welch Coast.
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The trustees for these turnpike acts included local grandees such as Sir Thomas
Mostyn of Cors-y-Gedol and were aimed to provide ‘better communication than there
is at present with that part of the UK called England’ as well as affording ‘great benefit
and advantage … to the owners of estates, and other inhabitants near the same.’6 The
roads were built, therefore, in pursuit of wider economic aims, but facilitated too the
early development of the resorts. It was not, of course, inevitable that resort growth
would follow improved access, and Peter Borsay has warned against placing too much
emphasis on this factor.7 However, it is clear that Barmouth in particular profited from
the improved road network just as Bath profited from the early turnpiking of the
London to Bristol road, a development originally encouraged by the growth of the west
coast clothing industry.8 Road improvements, followed in turn by improved coach
services had already taken place in other areas. Edmund Gilbert shows, for example,
how road improvements between London and Brighton in the second half of the
eighteenth century were quickly followed by faster and more frequent coach services so
that by 1811 the journey time from London to Brighton was reduced from nine hours or
more at the end of the eighteenth century to six hours by 1811.9
Coaching
Transport sysems in Merioneth and Caernarfonshire followed a similar pattern, and
settlements along the coast were connected with the wider area, and beyond that, with
England, by regular coaching services in the early decades of the nineteenth century. In
1823, for example, the Hibernia post coach left Worcester three times weekly for
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Shrewsbury, with onward connections for ‘Barmouth and all parts of north Wales’.10
By 1827 there was a coach between Chester and Barmouth during the season and ten
years later the Queen of Trumps was taking passengers from Chester to Bangor, from
where there were daily services to Pwllheli, whilst a ‘fast light post coach’ conveyed
passengers from Shrewsbury to Barmouth.11 In 1829 an anonymous diarist travelled
from Shrewsbury on the Holyhead coach, but changed ‘where the Barmouth road turns
off’ onto ‘an old shattered coach, heavily loaded with a wretched coachman and bad
horses’. They left Shrewsbury at 8am, getting to Barmouth at 11pm, ‘much fatigued
and to bed immediately.’12

Figure 61, The Lion Hotel, Shrewsbury with the Barmouth Coach, c. 1860. Shropshire Museum
Service, FA/2002/41, Coach and Horses outside the Lion Hotel on Wyle Cop, c. 1860.

By the 1840s a coach service carried passengers from Caernarfon to Aberystwyth in
one day, passing through Harlech, Barmouth and Dolgellau. It is clear from their
advertising that these services were aimed in part at the tourist market. Advertising for
the 1827 Chester to Barmouth coach refers to sea bathing, but other advertisements also
refer to ‘scenery of unrivalled grandeur’ and to the ‘ancient castle at Harlech, …
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inferior only to Carnarvon and Conway.’13 By 1851 The Snowdon Tourist was running
daily from Caernarfon via Harlech and Barmouth to Dolgellau. From here passengers
could connect with services to Aberystwyth or with the railway at Llangollen for travel
to and from Shrewsbury. It is notable too how coach operators made links with the
railway well before this had reached the coast. In 1862 The Harkaway, in an
advertisement for sea bathing, left Barmouth daily at 7.50am in the summer and, by
coach and rail connections delivered the visitor to Euston at 9.50 the same evening. In
the other direction, visitors could join a train at Euston at 9am and be in Barmouth by
9.30 in the evening.14 Journey times in north Wales stand comparison with those quoted
by Gilbert for Brighton. In 1827 the journey from Chester to Barmouth, a distance of
about 70 miles, was advertised to take 13 hours (see illustration in Figure 62), but by
1846 this had been reduced to 9 hours.15

Figure 62, Sea bathing in Barmouth, Manchester Guardian and British Volunteer, 2 June, 1827.

Local arrangements could, however, be less swift. One visitor recalled travelling from
Machynlleth on the Tywyn coach in the 1840s. On the way they overtook ‘an elderly,
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clerical, tall looking gentleman’ walking at a fast pace. ‘ “Jump up, there’s plenty of
space” said the coachman, “No thank you. I’m in a hurry” came the reply”.’16 The
clerical gentleman got to Tywyn first. The road network created from the end of the
eighteenth century was, therefore, a crucial element in the opening up of the Cambrian
resorts to holidaymakers from the English midlands through Worcester, Gloucester and
Shrewsbury and the north west of England through Chester. As the road network
improved local landowners, in many cases those who had promoted the turnpike acts,
began to provide hotels including the Mostyn’s Cors-y-Gedol in Barmouth and Sir
Thomas Vaughan’s Blue Lion in Harlech.17 Similarly, the George IV in Criccieth was
built in 1830 following the turnpiking of the coast road through the town.18 This is a
useful reminder of the integrated network of services necessary for tourism to flourish.
Sea transport
Water transport was significant for resort growth in some parts of Britain. It was
crucial, for example, to the early development of the north Devon resorts such as
Lynton and Ilfracombe.19 They were slower to develop than their neighbours in south
Devon, partly because of poor road access, but by 1830 steam packets made them
increasingly accessible from urban centres in south Wales and from Bristol. 20 There
were no equivalent urban centres within easy reach by sea of the Cambrian resorts, and
road access was more important so far as visitors were concerned. Barmouth’s earliest
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surviving harbour records from the 1840s show an average of only about three or four
vessels a week arriving in or leaving the port. These were trading vessels with cargoes
principally of coal, wood and bark, sailing mainly to or from destinations in Wales,
with less frequent voyages to London, Liverpool and Ireland.21 However, improved
roads connected the Cambrian resorts with Caernarfon and Bangor on the north Wales
coast and from thence Liverpool was only a relatively short sea journey.
In his study of the north Wales resorts Allan Fletcher shows that the growth of
Rhyl was facilitated by the steam packets which sailed between there and Liverpool
from the end of the 1820s.22 The first steamboats had been seen on the Mersey in 1814
and were used for the short run to Runcorn.23 They became more common during the
1820s and, though their total tonnage was insignificant compared to sail, they offered
new standards of reliability and were used on the Menai Straits run to Caernarfon,
Bangor and Menai Bridge as well as to Rhyl.24 Frank Neal suggests that, though the
first steam packets carried passengers, it was grain that was a staple of their trade.25 It is
clear from their advertising, however, that the carriage of passengers was an important
part of their business. In 1829, for example, it was announced that the Prince Llewelyn
and Ormrod would continue to ply between Liverpool and Bangor until mid October
since ‘In consequence of the late severe weather several families have been prevented
from making their annual summer excursions.’ After that they would ‘cease for the
season’.26
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During the 1830s, many different ships plied this route, providing ‘daily
communication between Liverpool and Wales’, and testifying to the demand for travel
to the area.27 The popularity of the steamers can be seen from the fact that in 1845,
Thomas Cook, as part of one of his earliest excursion packages, chartered the Eclipse to
convey passengers along the Welsh coast.28 One commentator believed that this ‘cheap
conveyance’ would bring ‘an immense influx of Lancastrians into Wales and a similar
emigration of Welsh to Liverpool’, and Dodd suggests that it ‘aided and abetted the
railway’ in setting some of the Caernarfonshire resorts on their feet.29 Pwllheli was, as
one correspondent remarked, only 20 miles by coach from Caernarfon, ‘an easy ride for
the tourist’.30 The journey to Barmouth was longer, but by 1837 it was possible for
travellers to leave Caernarfon at 8.30am and arrive in Barmouth by 5.30pm.31 Thus,
when Thomas Roscoe wrote of Barmouth’s popularity with visitors from the ‘north
west parts of the kingdom’ it is likely that many of them had begun their journeys with
a sea voyage from Liverpool.32
One of the vessels active both on the Menai Straits and the Rhyl routes, The
Vale of Clwyd, advertised in 1834, ‘as a great novelty’, an excursion by steam from
Liverpool to Bangor, then onward to Pwllheli and Aberystwyth.33 Following this the
vessel was based at Pwllheli and continued for the season to offer sailings twice weekly
for Barmouth, Aberdyfi, Aberystwyth and Newquay. Here again, the service had a
dual purpose. For tourists it offered a ‘peculiar attraction’, commanding views of ‘some
of the finest, most picturesque and interesting scenery in the kingdom’. To the
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commercial world it offered ‘a direct line of communication between Bristol ...
Swansea and Merthyr Tydfil on the one side and Liverpool, Manchester ... and the
north of England on the other.’34 By 1836, however, The Vale of Clwyd was back on
the Menai Straits run, suggesting that this was a more profitable venture. It was
steamers, as Jack Simmons has pointed out, that first demonstrated the meaning of
mass transport, conveying, for example, 44,000 visitors to Margate in 1820.35 Whilst
the numbers were smaller, it is clear that the steamer played a significant part in
introducing the Cambrian coast resorts to potential visitors from north west England. It
was not, however, a catalyst for significant development in these towns in the same
way that it was for Rhyl, nor did it have the potential for the large numbers of urban
day-trippers, which threatened the peace of resorts such as Lynton later in the century.36
Rail transport
The sea route along the north Wales coast was significant throughout the nineteenth
century, and as late as 1913, one guide book for Pwllheli suggested that ‘visitors from
Lancashire may choose to travel by steamer to the Menai Straits and Carnarvon’ before
completing their journey by rail.37 The primacy of the steam packet route was to be
lost, however, with the opening in 1848 of the Chester and Holyhead railway line. The
line resulted from an inquiry into the best means of communication between London
and Dublin, an inquiry that also examined the feasibility of a railway across mid Wales,
through Bala, Barmouth and Porthmadog to Porthdinllaen on the north coast of Llŷn, a
route which would have used Porthdinllaen as a major port for Dublin.38 Following this
inquiry there was a gap of twenty years before progress was made on extending the
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railway system to the Cambrian coast. Various schemes were floated during this time,
but without success. This was not unusual. By 1845, 1263 schemes had been brought
forward in Britain as a whole, of which only 500 went before Parliament and only 272
became Acts.39 In addition to the north Wales line, however, a network of railways had,
by the 1850s, been developed to serve the south Wales valleys but the rest of Wales had
been ‘all but denied rail communication’ (Figure 63).40 The absence of railways over so
much of mid Wales is an indication of its relative poverty. ‘There was nobody and
nothing to provide traffic of any kind in any volume’ suggest two historians.41 The
contrast with other parts of Britain is marked, where during the railway boom years up
to 1850 railways had absorbed some £240 million of accumulated capital.42

Figure 63, The railway network, c. 1850. Michael Freeman and Derek Aldcroft, Atlas of British
Railway History (London: Croom Helm, 1985), p. 20.
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John Davies suggests that it was ‘the quarry owners of Gwynedd’ who provided
the investment that finally brought railways to the area.43 For some of the lines mining
and quarrying was the primary purpose. The narrow gauge line worked by horses
completed by Samuel Holland in 1836 to transport slate from his quarries in Ffestiniog
to the harbour at Porthmadog was one of these, as was the narrow gauge steam line
commenced in 1864 which brought slate from the quarry at Bryn Eglwys to the main
line in Tywyn.44 However, rail transport was important for the region beyond the needs
of mining and quarrying and its development in the area was more complex than
Davies suggests. By 1860 a number of small railway companies were competing to link
mid Wales with the wider rail network and it is notable that the potential for tourism
was at the centre of the argument. 45
With Irish traffic routed through Holyhead, a key factor for railway promoters
was the opportunity of ‘exploiting Cardigan Bay and its wide, sandy beaches’, and
Aberystwyth, a centre of regional as well as local importance, and already a significant
resort, was a major goal.46 Four small railway companies connected Oswestry and
Whitchurch in north Shropshire with Llanidloes, Newtown and Machynlleth,
amalgamating in 1864 to form the Cambrian Railway Company.47 Thomas Savin, a
native of Oswestry, was associated with these companies and was contractor for and a
major investor in, the Aberystwyth and Welsh Coast Railway which would link
Machynlleth with Aberystwyth and travel along the shores of Merioneth to Porthmadog
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and on through Pwllheli, to Porthdinllaen.48 These routes can be seen on the map in
Figure 64.

Figure 64, The projected Aberystwyth and Welsh Coast Railway, 1860. (The Aberystwyth and
Welsh Coast Line is shown in grey). National Archives Rail 1075/282.

As well as Savin, major investment came from the Oswestry and Newtown
Railway Company, and the Llanidloes and Newtown Railway Company whilst
borrowing powers of £130,000 were utilised. This left only £67,000 to be raised from
local and other subscriptions out of the total capital of £400,000.49 At a public meeting
in Harlech, those attending were urged to show their support by taking shares to the
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extent of their means, ‘If not ten pounds, five pounds’. This came with the warning that
the continuation of the line between Portmadog and Pwllheli had been ‘temporarily
dropped’ since ‘the people of Pwllheli had not shown much inclination to take
shares.’50
Despite urgings such as this, it is clear from the Shareholders’ Address Book
that most investment came from outside the area. Bankers, solicitors, gentlemen, tea
merchants, innkeepers and clerks from across Britain bought shares, but there are few
entries for Merioneth or Caernarfonshire. In Barmouth John Davies, builder of the
Cors-y-Gedol Assembly Rooms, was shareholder number 6, whilst the chemist David
Jones, who published an early guide to the town, was number 4.51 These were
exceptions, however, accounting in part, perhaps for an impatient comment by the
contractor David Davies at a later select committee hearing; ‘we Welshmen have made
a great many railways – and we have to thank the English for them – we have very little
interest and very little money in them.’52
The proposed Aberystwyth and Welsh Coast line stimulated wide public debate,
including a series of public meetings in 1860 and 1861 and it had wide economic aims.
The North Wales Chronicle argued that the link to Porthdinllaen would ‘unlock the at
present sealed harbour … thus benefiting Pwllheli and Lleyn to an extent far beyond
what we believe is calculated upon’.53 Other claims were made for the benefits that
would accrue to both landowners and tenants, and for the increase in business and
commerce that would result once access was given to the coalfields of south Wales, to
the central parts of England and to London.54 The tourist potential of the coast was,
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however, a major factor for Savin. Jack Simmons describes the line as ‘a speculation,’
aimed at developing a string of resorts along the bay, and there is much evidence to
confirm this.55 Gasquoine recounts the story of the owner of a patch of barren land
bordering the sea shore which would not grow grass or produce corn, was unfit for fruit
trees and could not even be converted into an ornamental lake, as the land was too
sandy to retain water. ‘Then’, the owner is advised, ‘why not make it into a first class
watering place?’ Gasquoine suggests that this was Savin’s vision, as he surveyed the
coast and ‘the great bogs that stretch from the sand dunes up to the foothills of
Plynlymon’ and this is borne out by his land purchases along the route of the proposed
railway. 56
Apart from developments in Aberystwyth and Borth, Savin planned a ‘new
town’ on the beach at Tywyn and, further along the coast, opposite Barmouth on the
Mawddach estuary, another new resort.57 As late as 1882 Savin asked the Tywyn Local
Board to put in order one of the parish roads to the beach, suggesting that he still had
property in the area and, equally importantly, still had development hopes.58 Benjamin
Piercy, engineer to the Aberystwyth and Welsh Coast Railway emphasised the benefits
that tourism would bring as he encouraged local people at meetings to show support by
investing in the line. Inhabitants of Dyffryn, between Harlech and Barmouth, were told
that the village ‘would soon be a good town, for the beach was equal to any on the
coast’.59 Those present at the Barmouth meeting, including John Davies, heard that the
railway ‘would make tourists and others visit the coast of Wales which they could not
do in any number now by reason of the difficulty of access.’60
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Similar expectations can be found in those supporting the line as it went through
its various select committee hearings. Edward Pennant, MP for the County of
Carnarvon, asked if Pwllheli was a thriving place, replied that ‘It is a place which, with
the advantages of railway communication no doubt would become a very thriving
place. There are many places all along there which are most admirably adapted to
watering places.’ Similarly, asked if Criccieth was ‘adapted for a place of marine
resort’, he replied that ‘I should think it would be. It is a very beautiful spot and it is a
south coast.’61 The route of the planned line can be seen in Figures 65 and 66.

Figure 65, The Aberystwyth and Welsh Coast Railway (Northern section). Parliamentary Archives,
HL/PO/PB/3 Plan, 1862.
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Figure 66, Aberystwyth and Welsh Coast Railway (Southern section). Parliamentary Archive,
HL/PO/PB/3 Plan 1862.

The first section of line to be built linked Machynlleth with Aberystwyth, followed by
work on the line north to Tywyn, which was reached in 1863, though passengers had,
initially, to cross the Dyfi by steamer.62 As can be seen from Figure 66, the original
intention was to construct a bridge and embankment across the Dyfi estuary, but in
1865 a Bill was introduced to construct a shorter bridge further upstream so that
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Aberdyfi was approached by a line on the north side of the estuary. This was partly due
to the cost of the crossing originally proposed, indeed the contractor David Davies had
dissolved his partnership with Savin rather than undertake it.63 Equally, it was realised
that a line along the north of the estuary would allow the easier transport of slate to the
harbour at Aberdyfi.64 Significantly, however, witnesses agreed that travel between
north and south on the line was ‘mostly tourist traffic’, and that ‘a great quantity of
tourists come down here’. Aberdyfi and Tywyn ‘are both watering places – the time
will come when Towyn will be one of the greatest watering places in north Wales’.65
Had the line beyond Pwllheli to Porthdinllaen been built, according to the
original scheme, and had Porthdinllaen become a significant port for the Irish route, the
balance between tourism and other traffic might have changed, but this was not to be
the case. The line to Porthdinllaen was never built, the Welsh Coast Railway had its
northern terminus at Aberech, a few miles short of Pwllheli and the company was
incorporated into the Cambrian system following Savin’s bankruptcy in 1865.66 The
Cambrian itself linked with the London and North Western Railway for passengers
from the north west of England and with the Great Western Railway for passengers
from the Midlands and south of England.
The impact of the railway
Seaside resorts were not critical to the development of the railway system nationally,
nor, as John Walton has argued, were railways always critical to the development of a
resort.67 The situation along the Cambrian coast was rather different. As has been seen,
the potential for tourism was a significant factor behind investment in the Welsh Coast
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Railway. Equally, the railway was widely seen as necessary to the development of
resorts along the coast. One important difference was the relative isolation of the coast
from large population centres. It is worth noting though that the resorts of Barry,
Penarth and Porthcawl, which were close to large urban populations, also began serious
development only following the opening of railway and dock systems.68 This is a
reminder that the timing and pace of resort development is dependent upon a wide
range of factors, and that the importance of each will vary from resort to resort. Those
advancing the case for Cambrian coastal tourism had before them the example of the
north Wales coast. Here, the impact of the Chester Holyhead line, one commentator
argued, though ‘not primarily projected in the interest of the Welsh people’ was evident
‘in the towns of Rhyl, Llandudno, Penmaenmawr, Llanfairfechan and Bangor’.69
Mocked by Vignoles, engineer to the proposed mid Wales route to Ireland, as being
‘bounded by the sea on one hand and by almost inaccessible hills on the other’ the
Chester Holyhead line had, the above commentator believed, enabled the rapid
expansion of resorts such as Rhyl and Llandudno and Allan Fletcher has shown that
this belief was not unfounded.70
The assumption that, given a rail connection, a similar process would take place
along the Cambrian coast was not surprising. The coast had been ‘celebrated for its
watering places before Rhyl and Llandudno were ever heard of ’ claimed Benjamin
Piercy, the line’s engineer and, as was seen in earlier chapters he was correct.71 It was
the railway that was crucial. Nothing would succeed for Pwllheli ‘at least as far as
relates to making it a prosperous watering place … unless we manage to have a line of
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railway from Caernarvon.’72 At the Dyffryn meeting Piercy invoked ‘the men of
business of London, the Midland counties and the great seats of commerce and
manufacture who cannot spare the time to leave business for a locality made remote for
want of railways.73 These expectations for the benefits of increased tourism were
widely shared. In its editorial celebrating the completion of the Welsh Coast Line the
North Wales Chronicle, having summarised wider commercial benefits, concluded that
it would ‘render the country easily accessible to tourists and to pleasure seekers from
all parts of the empire – parties who have money and who will spend it … Wales has
become the tourists summer paradise’74
Given the attraction of the coast and the experience of the north Wales resorts it
was reasonable to anticipate an increase in the number of visitors once the railway
opened. Lloyd has argued that after the opening of the railway ‘The coast was coming
to be seen primarily as a place of recreation for holiday makers from urban and
industrial centres … The upstart railway … thrust the past aside as it spread throughout
the land, trivialising and cheapening as it went.’ 75 Summer visitors were, for Lloyd, an
inadequate return for the collapse of coastal shipping. For a correspondent in 1860,
however, the prospect was brighter. Pwllheli could ‘become something more than a
mere depot for the reception of coals and shop goods from Liverpool … namely, a large
and fashionable bathing place.’76 The contrast made is a revealing one, suggesting the
superiority of such a watering place to a town based on commerce and trade.
The extent to which the optimistic forecasts of men like Piercy were borne out
will now be considered. The carriage of passengers was undoubtedly an important part
of the Cambrian’s business, bearing in mind that the Cambrian system as a whole was
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more extensive than the Welsh Coast line. At the end of the century passengers and
mails accounted for 56 per cent of receipts, as compared to a national figure of 45 per
cent, accounting for the close attention to the marketing of the coast by the Cambrian
Railway seen in the previous chapter.77 The experience of the north Wales coastal
resorts is, however, significant. As has been seen, reference was frequently made in the
press and at public meetings to Llandudno and Rhyl, but not to Colwyn Bay and the
reason is straightforward. Colwyn Bay, despite being on the Chester Holyhead line did
not develop as a resort until the 1880s. After this, and within 20 years, its population
drew level with both Rhyl and Llandudno until, by 1911, it had surpassed them both.78
The dominant local estate had hampered progress in Colwyn Bay and it was
only when the estate was purchased by a consortium of Manchester businessmen that
progress was made.79 Thus though, as Fletcher argues, the railway was essential to the
growth of the north Wales resorts, other factors, including the availability of capital had
also to be present. In Llandudno it was Edward Mostyn who, capitalising on the
railway, created the leasehold estate that was the foundation of Llandudno’s
prosperity.80 In Colwyn Bay the Manchester consortium provided a similar function.81
As has been shown in earlier chapters, the Cambrian resorts of Merioneth and
Caernarfon, following the advent of the railway, did not develop into the major
watering places envisaged by some of their promoters. Simmons argues that the various
schemes collapsed with Savin’s bankruptcy in 1866.82 Certainly Savin’s projects for
Tywyn and Barmouth were never realised and there was a lengthy delay before
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alternative major projects were advanced. In a land dispute at Aberdyfi some ten years
later, reference is made to this, ‘[Savin] failed and his failure caused the entire
stagnation of trade … and although we hope it may revive in the course of years, very
little is doing at present.’83
In Pwllheli it was twenty years after the opening of the railway before a local
consortium and subsequently Solomon Andrews began serious development adjacent to
the beach. Similarly, John Corbett was frustrated in his attempts to develop Towyn-onSea so that a quarter of a century elapsed after the railway opened before even his
promenade was completed. Barmouth enjoyed modest growth following the opening of
the railway, but few of the more ambitious schemes projected for the resort succeeded.
To this extent the ambitions of the railway promoters were not realised. There is no
doubt that the railway offered the opportunity, particularly for Pwllheli, Criccieth,
Barmouth, Tywyn and Aberdyfi to develop into more significant resorts. This chapter
has shown, however, that rail transport was not sufficient in itself to guarantee the
emergence of a major resort. There was inadequate awareness of the significance of
other factors in the success of resorts such as Llandudno and Rhyl amongst those
advocating developments along the Cambrian coast.
This lack of awareness was not universal. One correspondent to the North
Wales Chronicle suggested that two things were necessary for Pwllheli to succeed as a
watering place. The first of these was rail transport, but there was also a need for
‘houses on the beach’.84 The fact that twenty years was to pass before such houses
began to be built suggests that potential developers also recognised that the railway
alone was no guarantee of success, and they had ample grounds for their caution. Just
as the railway was being built along the Cambrian coast, the Saltburn Improvement
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Company was inaugurated, seeking to capitalise on the extension of the Stockton and
Darlington railway to Saltburn in 1861. Despite substantial investment and ambitious
planning, the resort failed to attract its anticipated genteel clientele and, by August
1887, could only boast 700 visitors staying in the town.85 Here is further evidence that
resort development is a complex process and that a rail connection, even accompanied
by substantial investment, did not make a successful resort inevitable.
Faith in the power of the railway was not however lost. ‘It is the Great Western
Railway that has raised our town and made it what it is’ wrote one Barmouth citizen in
1888.86 If development had failed to reach expectations it was argued that the problem
lay in the inadequacy of the Cambrian system. It was, for example, a recurrent theme
that ‘the secret of the north coast resorts’ was the ‘splendid London and North Western
service.’87 There were specific local difficulties, particularly in relation to Pwllheli. The
Welsh Coast line terminated half a mile away at Aberech and was not brought into the
town until the end of the century.88 More significantly, certainly for potential visitors
from Liverpool, Manchester and the north west of England, a direct line from Pwllheli
and Criccieth to Caernarfon and Bangor was never built, necessitating a change of train
at Afon Wen, between Pwllheli and Criccieth.
As a result, passengers sometimes faced a wait of one and a half hours at Afon
Wen, and ‘it often occupied as much time to travel between Bangor and Pwllheli as it
did to travel between Bangor and London.’89 In a competitive market this was
significant. One of the reasons advanced for Colwyn Bay eventually overtaking
Llandudno as the largest resort on the north Wales coast is that Colwyn Bay was on the
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main railway line whilst passengers for Llandudno had to change at Llandudno
Junction, adding twenty minutes to their journey.90 If this is so, given the extra
inconvenience presented to passengers for Criccieth and Pwllheli, the potential impact
is even greater. Beyond these local issues was the larger one concerning journey times
between the coast and main population centres. Pwllheli, for example, was eight and a
half hours by rail from London, four hours from Liverpool and five hours from the
English midland towns.91 Barmouth similarly was ‘five weary hours’ from
Birmingham.92 Against this, passengers could ‘leave Birmingham at 7.30 and be on the
sands at Rhyl by 11.30’.93 As seen in the previous chapter, the local authorities lobbied
consistently for faster services. However, Barmouth was told by the Great Western that
there was ‘no chance’ of a train taking three hours from Birmingham, Manchester or
Liverpool, because there was only a single track for much of the journey across mid
Wales and ‘trains can only cross at stations’.94
Some improvements were made and by 1899 a fast express reached Barmouth
from Paddington in six and a half hours, whilst the journey from Manchester took four
hours, ‘the fastest time on record’.95 Even Pwllheli, by 1891, had a new daily express
that could do the journey from Euston in eight hours, despite the change at Afon Wen.96
It is significant too that the Cambrian, in cooperation with the Great Western and the
London and North Western companies responded in other ways to make travel to the
area as comfortable as it could be. In 1883 through carriages were operating on the
morning train from Euston to Barmouth, and in 1893 the Great Western introduced a
weekend train from London and the English midlands, arriving in Barmouth late on
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Saturday evenings and leaving at 6.20 on Monday mornings. This was aimed at
‘business gentlemen who wish to leave their wives and families at the seaside … they
can come down to spend the Sunday with them after Saturday business hours and return
in time for Monday’s business’.97 Similar services had been available for Brighton from
the 1860s and for Llandudno from the late 1880s, and their availability on the
Barmouth route is an indication of the market in which the town was competing.98
Similarly, the Great Western offered through ‘family carriages’ to Barmouth
containing compartments for servants ‘on payment of not less than four first class
tickets and four third class tickets.’99 Despite these improvements, however, the
Cambrian remained a small railway system, much of it over single track, and could
never have dealt with the 182 trains that entered and left Llandudno on August Bank
Holiday Monday in 1888.100 This, together with the distance of the coast from major
centres, was a continuing handicap for those who visualised a future for their resorts
beyond a relatively small niche market. If the north Wales resorts were frequently seen
as comparators, it should not be forgotten either that those in south Wales had similar
advantages. Barry Island was only 30 minutes by train from Cardiff and offered access
too by steamer to the Devon and Somerset resorts.101 The Cambrian resorts did not set
out to attract Barry Island’s mass holiday market. They were, however, disadvantaged
too, in transport terms, with elite resorts such as Llandudno, which offered both
exclusivity and accessibility. This accounts for the marketing emphasis on remoteness
and wildness seen in the previous chapter, an emphasis which was sometimes at odds
with notions of comfort, luxury and fashion appropriate to a larger watering place.
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So far this chapter has considered the railway as a means of access to the coastal
resorts, but they were also a vital factor in the way in which the resorts and their
hinterland combined as a holiday area. Most obviously, the Cambrian offered cheap
day return tickets to stations along the coast.102 Alternatively, visitors to Pwllheli were
informed of ‘Holiday Contract Tickets’ offering unlimited travel between all coast
stations at 21s/6d first class or 10s/6d second class for seven days.103 The Cambrian
also offered ‘Cycling and Walking Tours at cheap fares, through the Mountain, River
and Lake Districts’.104 It is significant too that the narrow gauge railways to Blaenau
Ffestiniog and Talyllyn, built for the carriage of slate, quickly obtained powers to carry
passengers and became themselves an increasingly important part of the tourist
transport network.105
The Ffestiniog railway may have been pushed into this move by an application
from the Welsh Coast Railway for a spur to Ffestiniog, prior to its incorporation into
the Cambrian system. One witness to the Select Committee agreed that ‘a great many
tourists’ came to the area, but the Ffestiniog line was merely ‘a tramway’ because it had
only a two-foot gauge and was ‘worked by horses’.106 Even before it obtained its
passenger powers, however, the Tal-y-Llyn line was anticipated as ‘affording parties
staying at Towyn the opportunity of visiting Tal-y-Llyn and Cader Idris’.107 The
Cambrian also worked with the more traditional horse drawn coach to open up a wider
area to holidaymakers. Thus a coach left from Penrhyndeudraeth station twice daily
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during the summer, timed to meet incoming trains, and taking visitors inland to
Aberglaslyn and Beddgelert, one of some 30 such excursions along the route.108
Individual operators too offered coaches independent of the railway. Excursions to the
hills known as ‘The Rivals’ ran from Pwllheli, whilst in Barmouth John Allsop,
manager of the Cors-y-Gedol, operated ‘a real coach, properly equipped and carefully
managed’ which offered excursions to Harlech and Dolgellau. ‘The charm of a seat on
the old fashioned coach … [has] a great attraction for all tourists.’ 109
Thus, by the end of the century the railway had become commonplace and
visitors were offered the nostalgia of an earlier form of travel. James Buzard has
pointed out that this idealizing of earlier transport was not uncommon, and ‘came as
naturally as Wordsworth’s fond memories of his foot wanderings’.110 Taken together, it
can be seen that these various arrangements grew from the nature of the coast and its
resorts, and were essential to its success as a holiday destination. Made up of a number
of small, or very small towns and villages, transport provided a framework that allowed
the area to offer the visitor far more than was possible for an individual resort. Central
to this from the 1870s was the Cambrian Railway system, which both brought visitors
to the area and allowed them to explore the coast.
John Davies writes that ‘it is difficult now to imagine the thrill of travelling for
the first time at a speed of sixty kilometres an hour,’ made possible by the railway. 111
The difficulty is, perhaps, deeper than this and it is easy to forget the liberating impact
of the railway on individual people. Some writers have a negative view of rail travel.
For Lewis Lloyd, as has been seen, the railway had a cheapening and trivialising
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effect.112 Wolfgang Schivelbusch suggests that the railway put an end to the ‘intensity
of travel’ and quotes John Ruskin who held that ‘all travelling becomes dull in exact
proportion to its rapidity.’113 Ruskin, Schivelbusch argues, in common with ‘all those
nineteenth-century travellers who were still accustomed to pre-industrial travel’ was not
able to develop ‘modes of perception appropriate to the new form of transportation’.114
Rail travellers, according to Ruskin, ‘let themselves be dragged like cattle, or felled
timber, through the countries they imagine themselves visiting’.115 Dickens too was
ambivalent about the railway, nostalgic for coach travel, and characterised the engine as
a monster, ‘away, and still away, it rolls and roars, fierce and rapid, smooth and certain
... it shrieks and cries as it comes tearing on resistless to the goal.’116
Concentration on elite sources such as these overlooks the impact of the railway
on less exalted travellers. Members of the Wrexham Temperance League had, for
example, none of their difficulties. They travelled in twenty railway carriages from
Wrexham to Barmouth shortly after the line opened. For them the journey was all about
the intense enjoyment of the changing scenery, ‘beautiful and varied at every turning of
the road.’ The valley of the Dee, the lake at Bala, Cadair Idris, all were appreciated,
but it was the Mawddach estuary which led to exclamations of ‘we never saw anything
to equal this.’117 For these excursionists, unaccustomed perhaps to extensive travel, the
railway offered at once a thrilling new experience and the opportunity to enjoy hitherto
inaccessible pleasures. Such reactions were not unusual. Susan Major has shown that
early railway excursions were notable ‘for the importance of the journey itself … as
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well as the attractions of the destination’.118 Nor should the excitement at the sheer
scale and energy of rail construction be overlooked. In Dombey and Son, Dickens
famously describes the earth shaking impact of railway building around Camden Town,
‘the first shock of a great earthquake had, just at that period, rent the whole
neighbourhood to its centre ... a chaos of carts ... carcases of ragged tenements .. piles
of scaffolding and wildernesses of brick ... the glare and roar of flames,’ from which
‘dire disorder’ the railroad ‘trailed smoothly away, upon its mighty course of
civilisation and improvement.’119 The irony of the last phrase might have been shared
by Lewis Lloyd, but would have been lost on one correspondent to the North Wales
Chronicle. He visited the site of the line being constructed close to Barmouth and found
himself ‘as it were in a great London thoroughfare, amidst horses, carriages, trucks,
barrows, clerks, paymasters, timekeepers, masons, metal layers, carpenters etc., all life
and all action, no confusion, except that shown by myself in getting out of the way.’120
Main line railway routes, write Michael Freeman and Derek Aldcroft, were a
nineteenth-century phenomenon, which enabled the ‘high capacity movement of people
and goods’.121 Extensive travel was no longer restricted to a small group of very
wealthy people, but became possible for far greater numbers. Who these people were
and why some of them chose to make the Cambrian coast their destination is the
subject of the next section of this study. Before leaving this transport chapter, however,
it should not be overlooked that by the end of the period new forms of transport were
having their impact. Cycling, which, by the end of the century, was sufficiently
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common to frequently require speed regulation, will figure in a later chapter.122 Another
form of transport though was already bringing visitors into the area. In 1899 a motor
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In the image in Figure 67 the driver’s suitcase can be seen on the

back seat. Nineteenth century mass movement by steam ship and railway would give
way to this new form of transport which was to have over the next century an even
greater impact on tourism along the coast.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Visitor profiles.
‘How to please and attract the gentry.’1

Visitor numbers
John Walton commented thirty years ago that the study of a resort’s visitors was a
relatively neglected area and a similar point can still be made.2 John Travis pays some
attention to visitors to the north Devon resorts, particularly in terms of their social
status, but wider questions, for example about the reasons behind the holiday choices of
Victorian people, are relatively unexplored.3 This chapter begins with an analysis of the
numbers of visitors attracted to the Cambrian coast resorts before considering who they
were and where they came from. As has been seen, potential seaside visitors had a wide
choice of destinations in a very competitive market, and none of the Cambrian coast
resorts achieved major resort status. Barmouth and Tywyn, by population size, are
ranked by John Walton at 108th and 109th respectively out of 145 seaside towns in
1911, whilst Aberdyfi is 126th and even Pwllheli, with its substantial non resort element
stands only at 79th.4 Whilst population figures are easily obtainable, it is difficult to
produce reliable estimates of visitor numbers since available figure are, as Walton
writes, ‘scarce, occasional, imprecise in definition, and untrustworthy in magnitude.’5
During the first half of the nineteenth century, as seen in earlier chapters, many
accounts testify to the presence of visitors on the coast. Joseph Hucks, who visited
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Barmouth with Samuel Taylor Coleridge in 1795, noted that ‘the town … is full of
company’.6 In the 1840s Tywyn, although ‘a most primitive watering place’ attracted ‘a
quantity of people’ and the ostler at the Corbet Arms reported 80 horses at one time
belonging to ‘the donkers’, a name ‘given to parties who came to bathe’ explains the
writer.7 The local press abounds with mainly optimistic estimates. In August, 1862, for
example, ‘a great number of visitors’ were staying at Tywyn, and ‘the beach and roads
leading from the town to the seaside are quite thronged.’8 Similar accounts can be
found for Barmouth, but as discussed in Chapter six, these reports, by local newspaper
correspondents, had a strong promotional element. Equally, the towns concerned were
very small, easily overwhelmed by relatively few visitors. This is reflected in some
accounts, which confirm that actual numbers were modest. Thus one visitor who
travelled to Barmouth by coach from Dolgellau in 1862 wrote that, given its
advantages, if it ‘were only better known it would be much more frequented’.9
The arrival of the railway led, initially at least, to increases in visitor numbers.
Thus, on one August Saturday in 1865, the trains coming into Tywyn were ‘crowded
with visitors … hundreds came to the town … the place became so thronged that scores
had to return to Aberdovey, Aberystwyth etc. … beds could not be obtained for love or
money.’10 A fortnight later Tywyn station was ‘literally besieged’ by the ‘great many
people’ who arrived by the early trains.11 Similarly in Barmouth, in August 1868, one
year after the railway opened, the town was ‘literally crammed’ and in the following
September, during the regatta ‘the influx of visitors was unusually large … a result
attributed in a great measure to the liberality of the railway authorities in providing
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cheap trains.’12 As the century progressed visitor numbers claimed for Barmouth
steadily increased. It was estimated in 1868 that between 500 and 1000 visitors were
staying in the town.13 In 1871, during an inspector’s visit on behalf of the Local
Government Board, an estimate of 2000 visitors at any one time during the summer
months was given.14
As a local comparator, by August 1880 228 visitors were included on a visitor
list for Criccieth and since, in common with similar lists, this is unlikely to include
everyone staying on the town, the actual number was probably greater. 15 In 1891, at
the committee stage of the Bill for Barmouth’s new water supply, George Pybus, Clerk
to the Local Board, claimed that during the summer months between 5000 and 6000
visitors were staying in the town in addition to the resident population. It is possible to
sense the committee’s incredulity at this figure, ‘I am surprised to hear that 8000 people
have ever been packed into Barmouth’ was one comment. Under cross examination,
Pybus agreed that he was ‘adding everybody up’ and that there never were so many
people at once in Barmouth, though the town did have accommodation for 3000
visitors. Based on censuses carried out during the summer months by the Local Board
Pybus estimated ‘between 20,000 and 30,000 visitors annually.’16 It is thus impossible
to say what visitor numbers actually were, nor to compute any reliable estimate of total
annual visitors. There is little doubt, however, that Barmouth saw a steady rise in the
number of visitors from the 1860s to the end of the century.
The picture for Pwllheli and Tywyn is even less clear. During the 1870s press
reporting for Pwllheli is often negative. Care has, however, to be taken since in many
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cases the writer is arguing the need for building development adjacent to the beach and
minimises perhaps, actual visitor numbers. In June 1876, for example, the town had ‘a
singularly quiet and deserted appearance’ whilst in August the same year, ‘the beach
has served to attract a few visitors to the town’ and, as late as Whitsuntide 1884 the
town had ‘quite a deserted appearance’.17 It is only from the end of the 1880s that
positive reporting becomes widespread. This coincides with the development of the
beach front seen in Chapter Four, and in December 1889 Victoria Parade was
‘crowded’, whilst Easter Monday 1894 saw ‘immense numbers of pleasure seekers’ and
Victoria Parade was ‘thronged’.18 For Tywyn, following the initial excitement of the
railway, there are recurrent references to the town being ‘filled’ with visitors and to
‘very large’ numbers of visitors.19 There is also a sense, however, as the century
progressed, that actual visitor numbers were disappointing. Thus, in April 1903, though
‘the place is likely to be occupied by visitors’ during the Easter holidays this was but ‘a
little rift in the cloud of depression that has been hanging over this place for a long
time.’20 As seen in Chapter Four, John Corbett’s ambitions for Towyn-on-Sea had
stalled, along with the number of visitors to the town.
Figures for other resorts on the coast, where they exist, often give a snapshot of
a particular day. It is not possible to judge the reliability of these figures, so they must
be used carefully, but taken together, they suggest the extent of visitorship to the coast
as a whole. Thus on Easter Monday 1900, in Criccieth, though there was ‘an increase in
resident visitors’ compared to the previous Easter, ‘only’ 600-700 visitors arrived by
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train as day visitors.21 It might be thought that 600 visitors in a town of 1400 people
was a significant number, and the fact that it is described as ‘only’ suggests that
Criccieth was used to large numbers in relation to its size.22 Harlech was, occasionally,
even more crowded. On the day of the music festival in July 1914, 8000 people arrived
in the town, ‘chiefly by rail’, an astonishing number if accurate for a town with a
population of only c.1000.23 The best indication of visitor numbers at the end of the
century, however, was provided by Alfred Aslett, General Manager of the Cambrian
Railway in a press interview and summarised in Figure 68 below.
Resort

Ordinary
tickets

Total

29243 (65%)

Day
excursion
tickets
15650 (35%)

Barmouth

44893

% Total
excursion
tickets
26

% Total
passenger
tickets
21

Other

122984

44459 (27%)

167443

74

79

centres

(73%)

Total

152227

60109 (28%)

212336

(72%)

Figure 68, Passengers carried by the Cambrian Railway, July, August, September,
1894. Wrexham Advertiser and North Wales News, 2 November, 1895.

The interview was given in 1895, but Alfred Aslett quoted the previous year’s figures
as the latest available, though saying that the current season’s were ‘much higher’. The
figures do not differentiate between individual towns, with the exception of Barmouth.
Included under ‘other centres’ are the significant non resort towns of Dolgellau and
Porthmadog, along with the resorts of Pwllheli, Criccieth, Tywyn, Aberdyfi, Harlech
and Borth, a small resort adjacent to Aberystwyth, and not included in this study. The
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precise coverage of ‘day excursion tickets’ is unclear. Mr. Aslett talks of ‘conveying
passengers’ to the towns, so the figure presumably includes day passenger tickets along
the coast, as well as from outside the area. Special excursion trains are not included.
Despite this it is possible to draw some general conclusions from these figures,
bearing in mind, of course, that they cover only three months and are not annual totals.
Most obviously, Barmouth was clearly the most visited of the Cambrian resorts,
accounting for 21 per cent of all passengers brought to the area and 26 per cent of all
excursion passengers. Secondly, day excursion traffic was very significant, accounting
for 28 per cent of total traffic. For Barmouth this figure is even higher, accounting for
35 per cent of all passengers to the town. Perhaps most significantly is what these
figures reveal about traffic to the smaller resorts. Passengers to Porthmadog and
Dolgellau presumably accounted for a significant part of the total for ‘other centres’,
but since they were not singled out, it is reasonable to assume that they had fewer
passengers than Barmouth. Even allowing a notional combined total of 80,000 journeys
to Dolgellau and Porthmadog, that would still leave 87,000 to be divided between the
other resorts. Thus these small towns accounted for perhaps between 30 and 35 per cent
of all visitors to the coast. Although the figures for individual towns were not given
they were listed in order of the number of passengers, as follows:- Pwllheli,
Porthmadog, Dolgellau, Criccieth, Tywyn, Aberdyfi, Harlech, Borth. Again, some
valuable conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, Tywyn’s position confirms the sense noted
above that its resort ambitions had not been realised. Secondly, though Pwllheli’s
precedence is perhaps partly accounted for by its substantial non-resort element, it also
reflects the development and marketing effort put into the town from the end of the
1880s by the local consortium and subsequently Solomon Andrews. Not least, it
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demonstrates how Criccieth had advanced from the small, poor, fishing village of the
1830s to become the third most visited resort on the coast after Barmouth and Pwllheli.
It was shown in the previous chapter that, unusually, the Aberystwyth and
Welsh Coast Railway had tourism potential as a major part of its rationale. This survey
of visitor numbers along the coast provides additional evidence of the impact of
railways on resort development from the point of view of visitor demand, and requires
further analysis. John Walton argues, as noted in chapter seven, that railways
‘accentuated existing trends rather than creating new ones.’24 In several ways, this is
true of the Cambrian coast. Barmouth was the earliest of the resorts and the increase in
visitor numbers brought about by the railway merely confirmed its precedence.
Similarly, as seen in earlier chapters, there was a considerable time lag between the
coming of the railway and major development at Pwllheli and Tywyn. This is reflected
in the visitor figures and confirms again that Walton was right when he identified
similar time lags elsewhere. For Pwllheli, visitor numbers can only be shown to
increase in a major way from the end of the 1880s, whilst Tywyn, despite all the efforts
of John Corbett and his supporters, attracted fewer visitors than all the resorts, with the
exception of Aberdyfi and Harlech. Against this, Criccieth stands out as a resort that,
arguably, was the creation of the railway. It was not a new town on a virgin site, nor did
the railway companies play an active part in its development, two circumstances which,
John Walton argues, were seen only extremely rarely.25 This is a good example,
however, of the way in which the railway provided the opportunity for well placed
towns with effective entrepreneurs to attract visitors in sufficient numbers to make
development worthwhile.
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The link between visitor numbers, the railway and available accommodation
was well understood. In Pwllheli, in the summer of 1876, ten years after the opening of
the railway, it was reported that visitor numbers ‘almost exceeded the limited
accommodation at their disposal’.26 Similarly, in Criccieth in the same summer it was
suggested that ‘accomodation afforded to visitors … has not been nearly equal to the
demand, and numbers have been obliged to leave the town for this reason.’27 Both these
examples suggest that the railway had increased demand beyond the capacity of the
resorts whereas in Blackpool, Walton argues, the railways had difficulty in keeping up
with demand.28 In Barmouth too, in August 1882, ‘the scene on the arrival of the 7pm
Great Western train on Saturday was somewhat pitiful … when it became known that
beds …were not to be had at any price.’29 Whilst, therefore, the experience of the
Cambrian resorts bears out much of Walton’s analysis, it is clear too that the railway
was a key factor in stimulating demand. Alfred Aslett, the Cambrian’s General
Manager, certainly believed so, referring in his interview with the Wrexham Advertiser,
to the company’s new London office and ‘large expenditure on judicious advertising’
as key factors behind the increase in their tourist traffic.30 Before turning to other
issues, it is important to put the Cambrian resort visitor figures into perspective. In
1893, two years before the figures given in Figure 67, Blackpool had an estimated
seasonal total of two million visitors, or roughly ten times the total figure for the resorts
included in this study.31 This is an extreme example but also in the 1890s, resorts such
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as Llandudno and Weston-super-Mare were claiming staying visitors of 20,000,
roughly four times the amount claimed for Barmouth.32
Excursionists
In terms of impact, excursionists were a regular source of concern for many resorts.
When, in August 1877, a steamer brought 400 South Wales miners to Ilfracombe their
behaviour caused such a disturbance that extra police had to be sent for.33 As seen
above, excursion traffic accounted for almost 30 per cent of passenger traffic on the
Cambrian Railway. In addition to this basic excursion traffic, there were numbers of
special excursion trains. Jack Simmons comments that it is impossible to compute
excursion traffic precisely since ‘neither companies nor government paid it any special
attention’, but it is clear from the press that such special excursions were a regular
feature along the coast.34 Day excursionists fell into three main groups. Firstly, and
possibly surprisingly, given the distance from major population centres, there were
those brought from outside the immediate area, especially the Midlands and north West
of England, including those brought by special excursion train. Secondly, staying
visitors made frequent excursions along the coast. Finally, the widespread availability
of cheap day tickets encouraged local people in Merioneth and Caernarfonshire to visit
the resorts and this is the group that will be initially considered.
From the first days of the railway, press reports demonstrate that local people
were keen to enjoy these pleasure places. In 1871 300 ‘school children and others’ from
Porthmadog travelled to Tywyn, whilst 25 years later, in 1899, an excursion train
brought 700 people from Harlech, Dyffryn and Pensarn to Pwllheli where they
travelled on the tramway and enjoyed the grounds, gallery and Welsh Ladies Choir at
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Llanbedrog.35 Similar accounts can be found for all of the resorts. It is clear that
Solomon Andrews’ art gallery, Glyn-y-Weddw, at Llanbedrog was a popular local
outing. On any day the visitors’ books record a high proportion of local people, many
from Pwllheli and Llanbedrog, but from farther afield, including visitors from
Criccieth, Ffestiniog and Harlech.36 Many of these would have arrived in Pwllheli by
train and taken the horse tram out to Llanbedrog. The importance of local visitors to the
resorts can be seen in many reports. In 1876, when Pwllheli had a ‘singularly quiet’
Whit Monday in contrast to a busy Easter, it was adduced that ‘Easter not Whit is a
favourite holiday with country people round Pwllheli.’37 Even more explicitly, it was
reported in 1906 that ‘weekenders from Ffestiniog’ had been Pwllheli’s regular Easter
patrons, but that the depression in the slate industry had reduced the usual number.
Figure 69 provides visitor figures for that weekend.
______________________________________________________________________
From Porthmadoc and Criccieth direction.

1100

From Ffestiniog.

200

From LNWR stations.

700

Figure 69, Day excursionists by train to Pwllheli, Easter, 1906, Carnarvon and Denbigh Herald, 20
April, 1906.

Ffestiniog was a major slate producing area. Merfyn Jones, in his study of the north
Wales quarry workers, is silent on their holiday activities.38 It is clear, however, from
the above table that the quarry workers and their families in Ffestiniog were a
significant part of the day visitor total. The table also emphasises the importance of the
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overall local excursion market since only 35 per cent of these passengers came from
LNWR stations outside the local area.
So far as excursionists from further afield are concerned, some reports suggest
that these were relatively rare. According to one guide, in Pwllheli ‘the excursionist
proper is yet almost unknown’ even at the end of the century.39 Similarly, Barmouth’s
‘distance from the large centres of population and the nature of its attractions precludes
the possibility of future encroachment by the objectionable element of holiday
seekers.’40 Despite this, and despite the absence of reliable figures, press reporting
shows that excursions from a wide area were a regular occurrence. At Easter and
Whitsuntide 1890 for example, excursionists left Blackburn, Wrexham and Leicester,
to name but three towns, for Barmouth on special trains.41 Some of these excursions
were organised by the railway companies, others by particular groups such as Sunday
Schools or works outings. For most of the period Barmouth seems to have been the
most popular choice for excursions and there are regular references to parties from the
north west of England as well as the English midlands. In 1869 a group from
Warrington were ‘highly delighted’ and the only drawback was ‘the shortness of
time’.42 Ten years later a party of 1000 Liberals in a train of 25 carriages spent a day in
the town, a day which began for some at 5am when passengers were picked up at
Edgeley station in Cheshire. More passengers joined the train at Crewe, Chester and
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other stations en route, and Barmouth’s inhabitants were ‘quite overwhelmed by the
influx of excursionists … and its catering powers severely taxed.’43
Excursions on this scale were not unusual. A few years earlier a larger group of
1700 excursionists from Oswestry in a train of 52 carriages had visited the town,
spending ‘eight hours at the seaside’.44 The logistics of dealing with numbers on this
scale must have been considerable for a town with a population totalling a similar
figure. One planned excursion from Bolton was prevented when the Barmouth Local
Board, having been informed of smallpox in the town, ordered that ‘measures be taken
as necessary to prevent the excursion coming to Barmouth’.45 Examples of works
outings include a group of Cadbury employees who left Birmingham one July midnight
in 1890, arriving in Barmouth at 6.30 the following morning to pouring rain, which
cleared luckily by midday, allowing them to enjoy ‘a most pleasant afternoon.’46 Cooperative employees from Leicester also had the option of a trip to Barmouth.47 Susan
Major has traced the popularity of early railway excursions, a popularity that clearly
benefitted the Cambrian resorts as the century progressed.48 It is significant that, despite
their distance from the Cambrian coast, towns from the north west of England feature
in these press reports. Oldham, Bolton, Blackburn all sent excursion trains to
Barmouth, evidence perhaps of the ‘going off clubs’, which, from the 1870s
proliferated in these towns.49 Evidence too of Susan Barton’s contention that working-
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class people were instrumental in determining their own use of leisure, and that for
some of them the Cambrian coast had an attraction over more familiar resorts.50
Working-class visitors
John Walton has summarised the conditions necessary for the development of the
working-class seaside holiday, notably cheap and rapid access to a coastline, and
sufficient income and free time to make a holiday affordable, these latter conditions
being first met in the textile industry of north west England.51 The Cambrian coast was
largely unaffected by this so far as staying visitors were concerned, but as the century
progressed the number and type of day excursions was sufficient to cause isolated
disquiet. As early as 1870 one report on Barmouth refers to ‘a cargo of Wolverhampton
ironworkers’ who would ‘eat up the place and loiter drunk about its streets’, but this
was perhaps a gloomy possibility rather than an actual situation.52 In 1883 a Barmouth
tradesman protested against the ‘inundation’ of the town with ‘cheap trippers’. There
was a danger of the town ‘swarming with ’Arry and their inamoratas from Bowton
[Bolton],’ as opposed to ‘our visitors proper’.53 Ten years later, another Barmouth
correspondent commented that ‘excursionists crowd in during July and August’ and
that the same had been experienced by other resorts along the coast, ‘more
excursionists … fewer visitors to stay’.54
There is, however, scant reference in press reports to the kind of conflicts
between ‘excursionists’ and ‘better class visitors’ described by John Walton or John
Travis.55 There was a problem in Tywyn from the ‘gangs of young men’ who
‘adjourned to the seats underneath the shelter …[to] chew tobacco and smoke and spit
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all over the place’, but these were local men rather than visitors.56 More typical was an
excursion of 1000 visitors from Wednesbury to Barmouth in 1882. Though anticipated
with ‘mixed feelings’ by some, ‘apart from one unpleasant incident all went as merry as
a marriage bell’.57 Nigel Morgan and Annette Pritchard argue that, despite the tensions
described by John Travis, Ilfracombe managed to accommodate at the end of the
nineteenth century a mix of wealthy individuals, middle-class visitors and workingclass day trippers who holidayed together ‘relatively happily.’58 They stress though that
the incidence of working-class day-trippers was not a large-scale phenomenon either in
Ilfracombe or more widely. Felicity Stafford, however, makes a similar claim for
Margate, arguing that during the later nineteenth century the seaside provided ‘a neutral
meeting place for various social classes’.59 This seems to be an accurate reflection of
the position along the Cambrian coast. It needs to be borne in mind, however, that the
largest group of industrial workers locally, the quarry workers of Ffestiniog and
elsewhere, were not a threat comparable with ‘Wolverhampton ironworkers’. One
visitor to the area in the 1870s commented that the Ffestiniog quarry workers ‘appear to
be of a superior class, well fed and clothed and intelligent’.60 As has been seen, they
were present as excursionists in the resorts, but there is no suggestion that they were a
cause for concern.
Certainly the existence of day-trippers seems not to have diminished the coast’s
respectable image since it was also a popular choice for Sunday School outings. In
1880 the Welsh Calvinistic Methodist Sunday Schools of Bala and Llandderfel brought
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863 visitors to Barmouth for a ‘day at the seaside’.61 This number was far exceeded
eight years later when, over the Whitsuntide weekend of 1888, it was estimated that
between fifteen and twenty thousand day excursionists from Manchester, Oldham,
Bolton and Blackburn visited the town, the majority of whom were ‘members of
several Sunday schools’.62 Less spectacularly, a church in Powys spent £2: 8s: 3d on 12
whole and 10 half railway tickets, and £3:13s: 3d on dinner and tea to take its choir for
‘sea bathing’ in Barmouth.63 The incidence of excursions from towns in the north west
of England is notable. It should be borne in mind too that in Manchester and other
towns in the north west of England most of the children and young people attending
Sunday school were working class.64 All of this emphasises the wide appeal of the
Cambrian resorts, despite their distance from major population centres and confirms
that this appeal extended beyond middle-class visitors. Although Barmouth attracted a
majority of excursion traffic, other resorts were not ignored. In 1884 a special train
brought 500 people to Pwllheli from Menai Bridge, and in 1899 a ‘heavily laden’
excursion train brought visitors from Cardiff, all of whom were ‘highly delighted.65
This latter example, however, was laid on by Solomon Andrews for his own
employees, so cannot be regarded as typical. Tywyn too received its quota and
welcomed 800 Calvinistic Sunday School scholars who spent their day in bathing and
cricketing.66
One last group of excursionists should be briefly mentioned, and that is the
staying visitors. It was seen in Chapter six that the coast was marketed as a whole, and
it is clear that this is how it functioned for visitors. In account after account visitors
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refer to travelling to other destinations as part of their stay. Thus, on his second day in
the town, Henry Peerless, a visitor from Brighton, made his way to the railway station
to ‘get a copy of excursions arranged by the Cambrian Railway’ and, in the course of
his stay ‘made several excursions along the coast.’67 It is also clear that, though it is
impossible to compute a reliable total, far from being an unusual event, the arrival of
excursion trains along the coast was an integral part of the life of the resorts.
Social Tone
As has been seen, however, a distinction was made locally between excursionists and
‘our visitors proper’.68 It was the ‘visitor proper’ whom, it was hoped, ‘had money to
spend and would spend it’.69 John Travis writes that Westward Ho tried to attract rich
visitors by boasting of its select clientele.70 This was not uncommon and, as has been
seen throughout this study all the Cambrian resorts claimed to attract select and
fashionable visitors. In the period before the railway the coast was visited occasionally
by some in the fashionable world. In 1795, for example, the Whig hostess, FrancesAnne Crewe found Anna Seward as a fellow guest at the Cors-y-Gedol in Barmouth.71
Richard Fenton, a few years later, gives an amused account of the company present
during his stay at the same hotel. He mentions ‘a young Cantab, a true bang up four in
hand man … and an old Cherokee country squire who affected to talk Welshy.’72 A
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gentleman who dined with Fenton ‘frequently took occasion to mention his hounds, his
horses, his hot houses and other luxurious appendages at his country seat.’73
Fenton’s tone indicates a feeling of superiority over the rest of the company,
suggesting perhaps that they were not the most fashionable. As the century advanced
this impression is maintained. Sir Watkin and Lady Wynn of Wynnstay near Wrexham,
one of the wealthiest estates in Wales, stayed ‘with their suite’ in Tywyn in 1866
where, two years later they had ‘a marine residence’.74 Similarly, in 1879, ‘Lord and
Lady Brownlow Cecil and maid’ were staying in Barmouth.75 These are, however,
isolated examples and the area did not attract the kind of aristocratic clientele that was
drawn, for example, to Brighton or Torquay. This is clear from the townscapes of the
resorts, none of which have anything approaching the fine town houses fronting the sea
that can be seen, for example, in Tenby, further highlighting the fact that, despite the
claims made for it, this was not an area generally patronised by the most fashionable in
society.76
Visitors to the area were, rather, made up of a number of social groups.
According to one recollection ‘people of all sorts … from Montgomeryshire mainly’
came to Tywyn in the 1840s and ‘well to do farmers drove their own traps’.77 Another
report recalls that ‘people came [to Tywyn] in their dog carts, particularly the well to do
Shropshire and Montgomeryshire farmers, and stayed quite a month.’78 As the resorts
grew from the 1870s visitor lists become available, if intermittently in some cases. John
Walton has warned against building any ‘elaborate statistical edifice’ on such lists,
since there contents are ‘frequently variable, incomplete and skewed towards the better
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off.’79 This is borne out by the experience of George R. Lowndes who, camping
overnight on the sand hills in Barmouth, writes that he and his companions were
refused registration ‘among the arrivals’.80 Nor was it unusual for visitors themselves to
treat the lists flippantly. In the summer of 1893 Mr. and Mrs. Shylock were staying in
Barmouth, to be followed later in the season by Julius Caesar.81 If these limitations are
borne in mind, however, the lists are a useful indication of the range of people attracted
to the resorts. Social status is not always obvious, but in the summer of 1871 families
headed by clergymen and doctors or accompanied by servants, maids or nurses
frequently appear in lists for Pwllheli and Criccieth.82 The same is true for Barmouth
where, in August, 1899 ten families with nurses and maids were staying on Marine
Terrace.83 More usefully, individuals on the lists can sometimes be traced in census
enumerators’ books or in press reports, providing a clear picture of their status. The
table in Figure 70, below, lists visitors for whom details can be traced, arranged
alphabetically for ease of reference.
______________________________________________________________________
Head of Household. Comments.
______________________________________________________________________
Mrs. Ashworth.
Victor Bauer.
John Birchall.

Widow living on own means. Son a ‘salesman – export’. Lives in Bowdon,
Cheshire. Staying in Tywyn, August, 1899.84
Accountant, amateur musician. Employs a nurse and a cook. Lives in
Hampstead. Staying in Pwllheli, August, 1884.85
Magistrate living on own means. 5 children. One son a medical student.
Employs 3 servants. Lives in Rainhill near Liverpool. Staying in Criccieth,
August, 1890.86
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Joseph Crowe.

Cab proprietor. 6 children. Eldest son a ‘coachman groom’. Two maids. Lives
in Liverpool. Staying in Pwllheli, August 1890.87
Jane Elkington.
Widow living on own means. Employs one general servant. Lives in Rugby.
Staying in Pwllheli, August, 1890.88
John Freeman.
Tailor. Living with parents in London. Parents employ 2 female servants.
Visited Barmouth, August, 1875.89
George Fryer.
Tea merchant. One son a tea commercial traveller, another a tea shopman.
Employs 3 servants. Lives in Bowdon, Cheshire. Staying in Barmouth,
August, 1879.90
Alexander Girdwood.
Widower. Corn factor. 5 children at home. Employs 2 female servants. Lives
in Hampstead. Staying in Pwllheli, August, 1890.
George Harwood.
Living on own means (age 61). Eldest son at home a cotton salesman. One
domestic servant and a ‘nurse girl’ aged 13. Lives in Bromborough. Staying in
Criccieth, August 1890.91
John H. Oglander.
Retired barrister. Nunwell House, Isle of Wight. One daughter. Employs
housekeeper, cook, butler, one maid and three housemaids. Staying in
Barmouth, September, 1902.92
C. H. Payne.
Bank cashier and Professor of music. 3 children, one 18 year old domestic.
Lives in Shifnal, Shropshire. Staying in Criccieth, August, 1890.93
Henry H. Peerless.
Timber merchant. 3 children. Eldest son, timber merchant’s assistant.
Employs one general servant. Staying in Barmouth, July, 1910.94
R. C. Raikes.
H.M. Postmaster General. Lives London and Llwynegrin Hall, Mold. Staying
in Pwllheli, August, 1890.95
Louise Roeckel.
Single. Professor of music. One domestic servant. Lives in Bristol. Staying in
Criccieth, August, 1890.96
Louis Solon.
Ceramic artist. Employs a nurse and a housemaid. Lives in Stoke on Trent.
Staying in Pwllheli, August, 1890.97
William Yale.
Landscape Artist. Lives in Stoke on Trent. Staying in Barmouth, August,
1879.98
____________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 70, Social background of Cambrian coast Visitors
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These are only snapshots of particular individuals, but they introduce a number
of significant issues. To begin with, most of those listed employ one or more servants,
so they are all relatively affluent. Most, however, come from a middle-class or lower
middle-class world, rather than that of the traditional upper class. Alexander Girdwood,
the corn factor, Joseph Crowe, the cab proprietor, George Fryer the tea merchant are
apparently successful businessmen. Louise Roeckel earned a living, perhaps, from
music pupils. Certainly Jane Elkington and George Harwood had independent means,
that badge of status, but given their ages and circumstances, these could have been no
more than small annuities. John Oglander, whose home, Nunwell House was one of the
Isle of Wight’s great mansions is the only member of the group who belongs
incontrovertibly to the upper class, and it is interesting that his daughter Joan’s
comment on Barmouth was ‘I can’t say I much like it … the place itself is so horribly
ugly!’99 R. C. Raikes, had opened Pwllheli’s Marine Parade in the year of his visit, and
also had a country home in north Wales, so his is something of a special case. This is
only a very small sample, but bearing in mind that visitor lists are skewed towards more
affluent visitors, and that titled visitors were usually reported, it suggests that the
Cambrian resorts did not have the routine upper and upper middle-class appeal enjoyed
by Ilfracombe, Torquay and similar resorts.100 Some contemporary accounts also
suggest that this was not the case. Towyn ‘is not a fashionable place’, wrote one visitor
in 1876, ‘at present the magnificently attired disport elsewhere’.101
It is clear too that the social mix of those visiting the area widened during the
century. In 1879, writing during a controversy over mixed bathing in Barmouth, it was
noted that the practice of bathing had grown up at a time when there were fewer visitors
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and ‘of a class less likely to require formal rules.’102 Fifteen years later it was argued
that Barmouth ‘will never be a first class watering place’ and that along the coast as a
whole there was ‘not the class of visitors who formally came’, whilst excursionists
crowded in.103 The Cambrian coast was not unique in this. Neil Evans has written of
‘the unequally distributed and slowly spreading leisure time and spending power which
Victorian prosperity generated.’104 The beneficiaries of this process, Susan Barton
argues, took their seaside holidays as part of routine respectable life.105 This inevitably
changed the visitor demographic of the towns they visited, compounded by the fact that
as the middle classes advanced, the upper classes looked elsewhere for their recreation.
As early as 1850 Margate ‘was not the Belgravia it was some years ago’ and even
Eastbourne, by 1902, could boast only 12 titled visitors in one August week.106
As was shown earlier in this chapter, by the end of the century the streets and
sands of the Cambrian resorts were being enjoyed by working-class visitors along with
a wide range of broadly middle-class individuals. There is, therefore, a sad irony in the
reporting of a tournament held at Barmouth’s new golf club in 1892. Playing in the
match were Major Best, Chief Constable of Merioneth, Osmond Williams, son of
Merioneth’s first Liberal MP, who would become Merioneth’s MP himself in years to
come and Major Corder who had been responsible for much of Barmouth’s building
development. Just the men the town needed, believed the Barmouth Advertiser, men
‘who knew how to please and attract the gentry.’107 Golf was to be the vehicle by which
this was done and, as was seen in Chapter Three, golf was indeed one of the factors
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behind a brief upper class association with the Cambrian coast. All the resorts
developed golf links from the 1890s, and all hoped, in varying degrees, that this might
attract elite visitors. It was Harlech, however, rather than Barmouth that pleased and
attracted the gentry. Relatively undeveloped, with few of the characteristics of a
fashionable watering place, Harlech offered a remoteness and exclusivity that could not
be matched by Tywyn, Pwllheli, Barmouth, Aberdyfi or even Criccieth.
It is time now to analyse from which parts of Britain the Cambrian coast
received its visitors. The only way of doing this with any certainty is to examine
available visitor lists and the dangers inherent in this have already been noted. Despite
these difficulties, it is possible to identify four broad trends. A summary analysis of
sample visitor lists is provided as Appendix One, and the following discussion is also
informed by more general consideration of the newspaper lists over the period. Firstly,
the north west of England and the west midlands were major sources of visitors to the
Cambrian coast throughout the century. At the turn of the nineteenth century these two
areas were singled out as providing visitors to Barmouth. For John Evans, it was ‘the
midland part of the kingdom’ that looked to the town as a place of resort, whilst
Thomas Roscoe believed it was ‘the north west parts’.108 The popularity of Barmouth
and Tywyn with visitors from the west midlands of England is of long standing. ‘I
expected to find Birmingham and the neighbourhood well represented,’ wrote one
visitor to Tywyn in 1874, ‘but I little anticipated that I was going to be continually
running against “our people”’.109 Barmouth’s popularity with Birmingham people was
sufficiently established by the end of the century to figure in Diary of a Nobody, ‘I
thought you were in Barmouth with your Birmingham friends,’ Mr. Pooter remarks as
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he bumped into a friend in Margate.110 There is a suggestion here too that Barmouth
was by then acknowledged as the resort of choice of the lower middle class aspirants
satirised by George and Weedon Grossmith. Certainly Birmingham and the west
midlands accounted consistently for around 30 per cent of visitors to Barmouth, and for
Tywyn at the end of the century this figure was sometimes as high as 39 per cent. For
Harlech in 1880 the figure for the west midlands is 28 per cent.
As for north west England, this area too continued to be important for these
resorts, accounting for about 15 per cent of visitors to Barmouth and 22 per cent to
Tywyn in one sample. For Pwllheli and Criccieth, the position is rather different. For
these resorts the north west of England was more important, providing never less than
34 per cent of their visitors, and over half of Criccieth’s visitors in one sample.
Birmingham was correspondingly less important, providing under 10 per cent of
visitors to Pwllheli and Criccieth in one sample. This difference partly reflects, of
course, the fact that Tywyn and Barmouth were more easily accessible from the west
midlands than were Criccieth and Pwllheli. Henry Duignan records one frustrating
journey from Pwllheli, ‘Left by 11.45 train. Changed at Afonwen to L. and N.W.
[London and North Western Railway]. Slow train stopping I think at all stations via
Carnarvon to Bangor. Great confusion there. Then “forced” into another slow train to
Llandudno Junction tho’ a quick one went before our eyes’.111 He arrived home in
Walsall six hours later.
Secondly, London and the south east was an important source of visitors for all
the resorts. About 20 per cent of Barmouth’s visitors originated there, rising to 38 per
cent for Pwllheli in one example. These figures explain why the Cambrian Resorts
Association aimed much of its marketing at London. Already the area provided a
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significant share of all their visitors, and they clearly hoped to benefit further from this
large market. Thirdly, though the north west of England, the west midlands and London
and the south east of England accounted for about 75 per cent of visitors, that still left
25 per cent who were drawn from the east midlands, Yorkshire and elsewhere. The
Cambrian coast, like the north Devon resorts had developed a national rather than a
local regional market.112 Indeed, given the smallness of the local market they could not
have flourished as resorts otherwise. Finally, visitors from Wales represented only a
small proportion of visitors at all the resorts. The exception to this is Tywyn, where in
one example the figure reached 17 per cent, suggesting again that Tywyn had been less
successful than the other resorts in developing its visitor market, and continued to rely
more heavily than they did on a more local catchment.
This chapter has examined the way in which visitor numbers to the Cambrian
coast were built up. Despite its distance from major centres the coast attracted
excursionists from outside the area as well as from local towns and villages and there
was, therefore, a mix of different social groups in the resorts. It has shown that by the
end of the century staying visitors in all the resorts were drawn mainly from the middle
or lower middle classes and that the majority of these came from north west England,
the English midlands and London and the south east of England. Other areas were,
however, represented, showing that the resorts had a national market. The following
chapter will examine what it was that drew these visitors to the Cambrian resorts.
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CHAPTER NINE
Visitor choices
‘No man is a hypocrite in his pleasures’1

This chapter seeks to identify what it was that persuaded visitors to choose the
Cambrian coast for their holidays. These visitors were not, of course, a homogenous
group, and had a wide range of motivations. However, individuals are born into what
Yuval Harari describes as ‘a pre-existing imagined order [and] his or her desires are
shaped from birth by its dominant myths.’2 For Harari, present day tourism has its roots
in what he calls two dominant ‘myths’; the desire for ever more different experiences,
which ‘meshes perfectly’ with consumerism, the search for happiness through the
consumption of as many products and services as possible.3 Victorian men and women
inhabited their own ‘imagined order’ too. Peter Bailey argues, for example, that moral
legitimation was a powerful determinant of middle class choice in leisure, whilst Peter
Borsay emphasises that the rapid expansion in numbers and wealth of the ‘middling
orders’ from the end of the seventeenth century generated new demands for ‘status
accruing cultural products’.4 Alongside these major social factors were prevailing
cultural movements, including the romantic search for the picturesque and the sublime.
The choices made by the Victorian visitor were shaped by factors such as these and this
chapter aims, through visitor accounts, to analyse how these factors helped to shape
demand for the Cambrian resorts.
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The Romantic and the Picturesque
Tim Blanning illustrates how in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century the
Alps became a ‘quintessentially romantic landscape.’5 Travellers found similar
romantic landscapes in north Wales and for many visitors throughout the century the
landscape, especially seen through the lens of the picturesque and the sublime, was
central to their choice. This was especially significant for Barmouth, which was of all
the resorts, closest to dramatic scenery and recognised for it. Towards the end of the
century the Pall Mall Gazette, praising an unnamed resort, conceded that, unlike
Whitby or Barmouth, it did not ‘lure the eye with the spell of distant moor or
mountain’.6 Tennyson, writing in 1839, thought Barmouth ‘a good deal prettier place
than Aberystwyth … huge crags and a long estuary … with Cader Idris on one side’.7
Visiting again in 1856 he wrote, ‘I never saw anything more beautiful in its way than
the mountain bank with exquisite lights and shadows … the sea and sandhills radiant
with sunlight.’8
Later in the century Frances Power Cobbe, who had a house close to Barmouth,
believed that ‘no spot in the kingdom, not even in the lovely Lake country, unites so
many elements of beauty as this part of Wales.’9 Ian Ousby argues that the cult of the
Gothic and the cult of the Sublime advanced together, borrowing from a common pool
of language and feeling which helped people find something appropriately gloomy or
frightening about ‘even the neatest ruin on the smallest crag’.10 Cadair Idris is far from
being a small crag, but Emily Tennyson’s description of a storm on the mountain, seen
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from the shore at Barmouth, shows how potent was that common pool of language and
feeling; ‘I never saw anything more awful than the great veil of rain drawn straight over
Cader Idris, pale light at the lower edge. It looked as if death were behind it and made
me shudder when I thought he [Tennyson] was there.’11 On their visit to Harlech,
despite more pouring rain, she wrote that ‘we could see something of the grand view …
coming into the town. The castle above the marsh backed by dark wild mountains’.12
This combination of ruin and landscape illustrates again Ousby’s point, but
shows also how, mid-way through the nineteenth century, the picturesque view still
prevailed. It was, as James Buzzard suggests, ‘a convention of much greater longevity
than is often recognised.’13 Nor was this view restricted to a small group of privileged
travellers. At the end of the century a party of visitors from Worcester, staying in
Barmouth, took an excursion into the Rhinogs and their description uses strikingly
similar language. They walked through a landscape of ‘naked wildness and sombre
grandeur’. Cwm Bychan was ‘wild and desolate and terribly lonely’ and ‘sombre
chasms and pitiless crags’ surrounded them.14
The Panorama Walk above Barmouth was more easily accessible; ‘Everyone
goes along the Panorama Walk’ reported one visitor and it was clearly a key part of the
town’s appeal.15 Colonel Freeman, speaking at a Huddersfield prize giving, describes
how on his first visit to the town, ‘where the Welsh mountains fall precipitately down
to the sea, I determined to climb to the highest eminence to obtain a view of the
surrounding country, but on gaining the summit I found another and higher one beyond,
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and after that a third’.16 He used his experience to inspire his audience of young people
to pursue ever-higher goals, and the image of him striding determinedly to the top is an
apt illustration of the way in which leisure could be morally justified.
John Freeman, a tailor from London, also climbed this ‘moderately high hill’ in
1875 and enjoyed ‘The splendid expanse of water in Cardigan Bay and the winding
Mawddach enclosed by lofty mountains’, grateful for ‘the glorious weather … which
enabled us to enjoy tenfold the splendid works of our Creator spread out on every
hand.’17 John Freeman saw landscape in the picturesque tradition.18 He felt too
something of that religious awe described by Ian Ousby, awe which saw in nature
evidence of a supreme architect.19 Even though expressed in less overtly picturesque
terms, Henry Duignan, a Walsall solicitor, in both his visits to the area, makes it clear
that the landscape was an important part of his experience. He visited Pwllheli in 1913,
when he was 84 and went by train to Tan-y-Bwlch, ‘a beautiful ride by Criccieth Port
Madoc and Minnford thence by the Toy railway, most curious, and this magnificent
scenery.’20 Forty years earlier he had made a more extensive tour and noted that ‘The
scenery has been lovely and towards the last very wild, Cader Idris being very
precipitous on this side.’21
The importance of the picturesque went, however, beyond this. William Gilpin
was one of the most influential travellers of the eighteenth century and had a ‘lasting
effect not just on where fellow tourists chose to go but on what to admire or deplore
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when they got there’.22 He provided the visitor with detailed instructions for the ideal
viewpoint or ‘station’. One of his followers, R. H. Newell, published in 1821 an
account of the scenery of Wales, together with a series of ‘subjects for the pencil, with
their stations.’23 His instructions are precise. In describing a view of Cadair Idris from
Dolgellau, for example, ‘You will know the spot by a lime kiln on the left of the road:
pass it, till the road rather descends, and turns to the right; then face about.’24 Barmouth
itself was not recommended for a picture, ‘you must go a long way down upon the
sand, when the tide is out, but it is a confined, heavy subject, and will hardly repay the
labour’.25 For Newell, like Gilpin before him, landscape was admired to the extent that
it would look well in a picture. William Turner and David Cox (see Figure 71) both

Figure 71, David Cox, A country track leading to Harlech Castle, 1842. Scot Wilcox, ed. Sun, Wind
and Rain, the art of David Cox (New Haven and London: Yale Centre for British Art and Birmingham
Museum and Art Gallery in association with Yale University Press, 2008), p. 41.
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provided iconic images of the Cambrian landscape, but they are only the best known of
many visitors drawn by the artistic possibilities of the region.26 In 1877, ‘Mr. Reeves’,
an artist from London was drowned was whilst bathing on Harlech beach, whilst two
artists from the potteries are included amongst the visitors detailed in the previous
chapter.27 A visitor to Tywyn commented on the West Bromwich man he discovered
‘perched on a jutting rock in the vicinity of the Panorama Walk at Barmouth, spoiling
canvas. I beg pardon, sketching.’28 The best evidence, however, for the popularity of
the area, especially of Barmouth, with artistic visitors can be found in the provincial
press. In town after town art exhibitions report pictures from the area. Thus in 1880,
the Liverpool Society of Painters in Watercolour had on display ‘A sunny afternoon.
Arthog Moor near Barmouth’, whilst in 1895 Mr.Pope exhibited ‘A sunny morning in
Barmouth’ at the Birmingham Society of Artists exhibition.29
More than a century after the picturesque possibilities of the area were first
discovered the landscape was still a major factor in determining holiday choices. Its
possibilities were recognised too, towards the end of the nineteenth century, by those
attracted to the new medium of relatively cheap and straightforward photography. Just
as Newell had advised his readers on scenes and viewpoints, so too, a century later,
amateur photographers were given similar advice. Criccieth was ‘for all round work
…a splendid photographic centre … For local work the morning is best … and
afternoon for country views.’ Details of viewpoints, an old mill for example, ‘on the
Pwllheli side of the ivy clad bridge’ could almost have come from Newell.30 For
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George Davidson, the photographer and Kodak executive who, as seen in Chapter
Three built a mansion in Harlech, the town and surrounding countryside provided some
of his most romantic studies as can be seen from the image in Figure 72. For him too,
the landscape was an important part of the area’s appeal.

Figure 72, A George Davison study of Harlech castle. c. 1905. Harlech Historical Society,
Photographic Collection.

Travellers and tourists
James Buzard, summing up the distinction that was made between ‘tourist’ and
‘traveller’ from the early years of the nineteenth century, argues that the tourist was
‘the dupe of fashion, following blindly where authentic travellers have gone with open
eyes and free spirits.’31 Many of the visitors to the Cambrian coast throughout the
period conceived of themselves as ‘travellers’. Interleaved in the National Library of
Wales’ copy of Black’s Picturesque Tourist, 1851 edition, is an anonymous manuscript
account of a journey made in 1853. It is foremost an account of travel, taking in
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railways, coaches, and a canal boat across Telford’s Pontcysllte aqueduct outside
Llangollen, before ending with a row boat along the Wye and ‘the mail home’.32 Travel
for its own sake and the opportunity given for the exploration of the landscape is
clearly part of the pleasure of the tour, and the manuscript provides an example of the
way in which individual travellers exploited the transport network detailed in Chapter
Seven. The programme for Snowdonia is a roll call of well known landmarks, the
Swallow Falls at Betws-y-Coed, Lake Ogwen, Pennant [Penrhyn] Castle, Stephenson’s
recently completed tubular bridge across the Menai Straits and Snowdon itself.33 This
demonstrates the way in which guide books formalised the tourist agenda and were
followed by individual visitors, providing convincing evidence that they played a
significant part in guiding visitor choices.
Twenty years after this journey, Henry Duignan brought his young family on an
extended visit to north Wales. Duignan, a Walsall solicitor, kept detailed notes of his
journeys from the 1840s up until 1913. His 1872 itinerary differed from the Tour in
Wales, taking in Aberystwyth and Llandudno, but followed the footsteps of the earlier
travellers to Snowdon, Betws-y-Coed and the Swallow Falls. There is, throughout, a
clear sense of the intrepid traveller. On the summit of Snowdon, ‘ a heavy mist came on
which obscured everything and shortly turned to a gale with heavy rain … The wind on
the summit ridge nearly blew Jenny [his wife] over.’34 He shared too some of the
reservations about the railway discussed in Chapter Seven, one reason, perhaps, why
the family travelled throughout in their own carriage. Machynlleth, ‘in the old coaching
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days … was a considerable thoroughfare and nucleus for several roads and was then
lively but the railway has done it no good.35
The anonymous writer of the ‘Tour in Wales’ relished the scenery and similarly
rejoiced in his or her own intrepidity, noting, for example, that the return from
Snowdon, was ‘a very beautiful walk across the mountains, 7 miles, guide required.’
Sadly, however, there was no time, or inclination perhaps, for a resort stay and the
party merely took the coach from Ffestiniog ‘to Dolgelly by Harlech, the Bay of
Cardigan and Barmouth.’36 Perhaps they enjoyed refreshments at the Blue Lion in
Harlech or the Cors-y-Gedol in Barmouth. Duignan, though noting the Barmouth
turning on the road outside Dolgellau, carried on towards Porthmadog and Snowdon.
These tours were similar, in outline, to others recorded by later visitors who did
incorporate stays in the resorts. The following examples show how travel, rather than
an extended stay in one resort, continued to be an important determinant of visitor
choice throughout the century.
Eighteen years after the ‘Tour in Wales’, in August, 1875, John Freeman and
his two brothers, all young men in their twenties, met at Paddington station to begin a
ten day tour in north Wales. An annual event, previous tours included Jersey and north
Devon, whilst future years would take them to Scotland and South Wales. In making
their choice of destination each year the brothers studied Bradshaws Descriptive
Railway Handbook, further evidence of the part played by guide literature in informing
visitor choice. Seeking the Panorama Walk in Barmouth, the brothers ‘thankfully
accepted’ the offer of a loan of a fellow guest’s Heywood’s Guide and, ‘if the explicit
information contained therein was a fair criterion they must be a very cheap two
pennyworth,’ illustrating again the way in which guide literature shaped the visitor’s
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agenda.37 The brothers travelled mainly by railway, often walking considerable
distances when there was no convenient alternative. Thus, on leaving Barmouth, they
had hoped to travel up the estuary towards Dolgellau by boat, ‘but finding we ought to
have gone up with the tide at 7 a.m. determined to walk instead.’38 Just as in the earlier
account it is clear that travel itself provided the foremost pleasure of the tour and the
journal is filled with interested comments on the people they met, the places they saw,
and the life they observed. Two ‘working men’ on the Ffestiniog train sang ‘most
tunefully … One might go a long way in London before seeing a thing of this sort
among the same class of people’, whilst Harlech was so very small that ‘the “March of
the Men of Harlech” would not now I think be a very extensive affair.’39 Early in the
morning, on the day after their arrival in Barmouth, ‘[we] directed our steps towards the
beach, where we all … had a capital bathe’, but it is clear that sea bathing at Barmouth
was not the main reason for their holiday choice.40
Nor was this the primary factor in bringing four school teachers to the town in
1890. A ‘holiday of some kind during the summer months’ is, they felt, ‘both desirable
and pleasant’ but ‘it is not always easy to decide on its exact form, especially when
time and means are limited.’41 They opted for a walking tour, which began with a train
from Birmingham to Llandudno Junction, ‘third class excursion tickets for economy’s
sake’, and proceeded through Betws-y-Coed and Llanberis before arrival in
Barmouth.42 The four friends followed a similar itinerary to previous travellers
including the Swallow Falls at Betwys-y-Coed, ‘the road … and the actual descent was
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thronged with tourists’, and of Snowdon.43 They reached the summit to find themselves
‘actually the only visitors, and this on a fine day, in the height of the season.’44 Again,
the importance of guide literature can be seen, in this case the travellers placing The
Gossiping Guide to Wales at the head of their list of essential items for the journey.45
Equally, the pleasure of travel itself is a key ingredient of the holiday. From the first
railway journey when the friends in their third class carriage were ‘a little surprised at
the very pleasant company we had all the way,’ the diary exudes excitement for new
experiences.46 On the Bank Holiday they were struck by ‘the extreme loneliness’ of
their walks, ‘we were astonished to encounter only a couple of haymakers and another
man on the road’. In one village they were delighted by the ‘fine singing’, performed
they understood, by a choir of Welsh visitors, ‘perhaps they were practising for the
Eisteddfodd [sic] soon to be held at Wrexham.’47 Like the Freeman brothers their
holiday was to have included a stay in Barmouth but, ‘we did not feel sufficiently
enamoured of Barmouth in its August aspect to stay till Monday’ and they quickly took
the train to Penmaenpool up the estuary.48
All these holidaymakers were conscious of being intrepid independent travellers
and that was fundamental to their choice of destination. It is clear from the range of
areas chosen by the Freeman brothers for their annual holidays that they were looking
beyond the most popular resort areas, and that they enjoyed the sense of remoteness
and difference they found in north Wales. Similarly, there is a sense of self-satisfaction,
almost bravado, in the account given by the school teacher friends of drying out after a
shower of rain. Their proceedings ‘considerably astonished the passengers on the
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Bangor coach, which passed as we were sitting by the roadside’.49 The resorts were
incidental to the experience, and, in the case of the four friends, inimical to it. Hence
the marketing conundrum outlined in Chapter Six. Whilst the resorts were promoted, in
part, as ‘fashionable’ destinations, the surrounding landscape was synonymous with the
remote and the picturesque. The association of the Cambrian resorts with rugged
landcape is clear from the image in Figure 73. This remoteness was vital to one section
of visitors, for others it offered the possibility of thrilling excursions from the security
and comfort of their resorts, but for some, resort life, at least in August, was
incompatible with the experience they were seeking.

Figure 73, Bashan, near Barmouth, 1868. Punch, 19 September, 1868.

Landscape and resort
These accounts emphasise too the importance of Snowdon itself in attracting visitors to
the area. The General Manager of the Cambrian Railway commented that it was
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surprising how little Barmouth was known. On a ferry to Norway, he said, out of 170
passengers only three had ever heard of it.50 Snowdon, however, was a major tourist
attraction. The four school teacher friends may have found it deserted, but this was
unusual. The peak had become, by 1853, what Charles Dickens described as ‘a show
mountain’.51 Along with Cadair Idris, its summit was one of those places where ‘you
may calculate on finding people whom you do – or do not wish to meet.’52 In 1866 the
young Phillips Brooks, Rector of Holy Trinity in Philadelphia, climbed Snowdon
during a visit to Wales, ‘The view is one of the noblest I know… Then we took a long
ride down the coast to Barmouth and Dolgelly.’53 In 1896 a rack and pinion railway
was opened, which carried passengers to Snowdon’s peak.54 A visitor in 1899 fled the
ensuing crowds, with their ‘figures like Falstaff’, for Barmouth and the peace of Cadair
Idris at midnight.55 For Duignan, though he did not climb Cadair, a ‘delicious bathe’ in
Tal-y-Llyn in the shadow of the mountain, followed by ‘an hours row in the dusk’
marked the end of ‘a charming day’.56 This is a reminder that Tywyn too, though it is
less frequently documented, benefited from proximity to a mountainous landscape, in
this case Tal-y-Llyn and Cadair Idris. In 1869, one visitor to the town recorded that the
lake, ‘abounds with trout’ whilst the mountain was ‘more easily ascended from Tal-yLlyn than Barmouth or Dolgellau.’57 As seen in Chapter Seven the railway linking
Tywyn to Tal-y-Llyn had opened to passenger traffic in 1866. For golfers, ‘It would be
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hard to find a prettier piece of scenery than the glimpse of Cader Idris … as seen from
all of the greens on the [Tywyn] Golf Course’ (Figure 74).58
Thus the landscape, and Snowdon and Cadair in particular, were central to the
appeal of the Cambrian coast. More particularly, proximity to both Snowdon and
Cadair Idris, gave Barmouth an advantage over the other Cambrian resorts, accounting
in part for its earlier evolution as a resort and its continued ascendancy during the
nineteenth century. Barmouth frequently appears as a comparator in accounts of travel
from far further afield. Walter Derham, eating bread, butter and hard boiled eggs on a
beach beneath Table Mountain in South Africa, ‘verily [believed] that in this one half
hour I ate more sand than when at Barmouth in July, 1870.’59 Similarly, as Frederick
Howell scanned the ‘turbid glacier stream’ of Iceland’s Lagarfljót, what did it bring to
mind but ‘the Mawddach Estuary as seen from the hills near Barmouth Bridge’.60

Figure 74, Golfers at Tywyn, between mountains and sea. c. 1910. Gwynedd Archives, Photographic
collection, ZS/33B, 3.
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It is clear from these accounts that, though the writers see themselves as ‘free
spirits’ in James Buzard’s terms, independent travel along similar lines was not
uncommon. The Freeman brothers routinely forwarded their luggage by train to be
picked up at a convenient station after a day’s walking.61 Similarly, letters were
routinely collected from local post offices, friends having presumably been advised in
advance where they should be sent.62 Not least, accommodation seems to have been
rarely booked in advance, these travellers apparently being confident that their needs
would be met. Thus, the lodgings found by the four school teachers at Betws-y-Coed
‘were not a successful venture’, whilst the Freemans were very happy with their rooms
at Barmouth since ‘the expenses were not much more than half what they would
have been had we stayed at a hotel.’63 This availability suggests a local tourist economy
well used to catering for the travelling visitor.
Fresh from their lonely walk across Merioneth, the school teacher friends found
Barmouth too hectic, but for many visitors, the appeal of the Cambrian resorts lay in
the relative peace that they found there. Hesba Stretton, the writer of Jessica’s First
Prayer, which sold one and a half million copies in her lifetime, and who spent her
early life in Shropshire, summed up her feelings for the area in one of her novels.64 ‘All
up the [Mawddach] estuary … the full tide formed a lake, … where twice a day the
hills mirrored themselves lovingly upon its waters’. Barmouth was ‘a quaint, old little
sea port’ and ‘wandering tourists, and artists picture hunting through Wales, strayed
through the romantic valley of the Mawddach, under the brow of Cadair Idris.’65
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Written in 1869, just after the opening of the railway, this passage vividly expresses the
atmosphere of the area and the appeal of its quiet remoteness.
Another writer, again well known in her time, Mrs. Robert Mackenzie Daniel,
uses the coast as the setting for one of her novels, The Squire’s Courtship illustrating
why visitors chose it for their holidays: ‘On our finest days there were … distant
mountains to be ascended, quaint old towns including … Barmouth and Harlech to be
seen’.66 It is the emptiness that is its chief attraction. Alighting from the train at Tywyn
the heroine finds ‘a world of barren fields, ending in dusky mountains on one side, and
a waste of waters … on the other. We were deposited on a rude, shaky platform … and
told that here was Towyn’.67 It was ‘the utter solitude of that wild beach’ that was ‘one
of its chief attractions.’68 This was written in 1877, ten years after the arrival of the
railway, just as the short-lived pier was being built, and allowance has to be made for
the melodramatic style. The station at Aberdyfi could still be described, however, as ‘a
few sheds’ at the end of the century, so the ‘rude platform’ at Tywyn at this time was
probably a fair assessment.69 It was Mrs. Gaskell, especially in her novel Ruth, who
most effectively imagined the landscape of Snowdonia: ‘It was most true enjoyment to
Ruth. It was opening a new sense; vast ideas of beauty and grandeur filled her mind at
the sight of the mountains.’70 Mrs. Gaskell was a relative of Samuel Holland, frequently
stayed with him, and the surrounding landscape is ‘textured’ into her writing.71
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Sober pleasures
These visitors were choosing a style of holiday very different from that they would
have found in the larger resorts. Whilst, as has been shown, the proximity of
mountainous scenery was a major reason for their choice, this was not the only one.
The cost of the holiday was a significant factor for some, a point touched upon in
earlier chapters. As seen above, this was true for the four school teachers, and for the
Freeman brothers. Local enthusiasts for tourism may well have welcomed visitors as
people with money, ‘who would spend it’ but many of these visitors were frugal in their
spending.72 Relative cheapness was only part of the attraction however and the style of
holiday they offered was equally significant. From visitor lists it is clear families were a
major visitor group, attracted by the safe beaches that figured so prominently in resort
marketing. Roy Millward argues that the Welsh resorts were popular with many
English visitors because their Nonconformism gave them a particular flavour of
respectability and sobriety.73
To understand this it is necessary to revisit the argument that holiday resorts
had, for some, raffish connotations. Rob Shields has argued that the seaside, epitomised
by Brighton, became in the second half of the nineteenth century a pleasure zone, ‘a
marginal space for reckless enjoyment.’74 Whilst recognising that the seaside ‘offered
scope for misbehaviour’, John Walton concludes that, in the decorous resorts,
respectability took a holiday not by being displaced by ‘pleasures and practices
normally hidden’, but by transplanting its values to the controlled resort environment.75
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Walton’s argument is convincing, yet ideas about the laxness of the seaside were
widespread. This surfaced most overtly in popular Edwardian music hall songs such as
‘Something in the Seaside Air’, the title itself an answer to the question, ‘What makes
those with blouses on kiss anything with trousers on?’76
The prejudice was circulating well before this, however. When, in Anthony
Trollope’s The Way We Live Now, first published in 1875, Paul Montague was seeking
to extricate himself from his engagement to a dubious American lady, he took her to an
hotel in Lowestoft. Since he did not intend to marry her, he was asked ‘Is it honest then,
or like a gentleman, that you should be with her in this way’.77 Whatever Paul’s
motives, there is a strong suggestion here that hotels in Lowestoft might very well be
just the place for any amount of ungentlemanly behaviour. The postcard in Figure 75,
posted in Barmouth in 1915, hints at mild seaside impropriety.

Figure 75, ‘The cabby knows his fare’. Postcard, Personal Collection.
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In the real world, when ten visitors, all young people, were drowned in a
boating disaster on the Mawddach, a few miles inland from Barmouth, a local resident
claimed to have seen them visiting a public house and insinuated that ‘the party was
under the influence of drink’.78 She had to withdraw her suggestion and issue an
apology, but the fact that it was made, even as the bodies were being recovered,
indicates the suggestion of laxness that, for some, hung over the seaside holiday.
Part of the appeal of these small resorts rested, therefore, in their perceived
sobriety and respectability. Rev. J. Odam, writing of his stay in Aberdyfi lists a number
of significant factors. Sundays were ‘delightfully quiet … so different from fashionable
resorts’. There were no Sunday papers, no open shops, no public houses, no Sunday
boating and no Sunday trains, ‘save morning and evening mails.’ 79 Beyond his
peaceful Sundays Rev. Odam also rejoiced that Aberdyfi had ‘no itinerant vendors, no
excursionists’ and ‘during a stay of nearly three weeks we saw no one the worse for
drink’.80 There was a strong temperance presence in all the Cambrian resorts. Maethlon
James, the Chairman of Tywyn Council campaigned in 1899 against a licence for the
Trefeddian hotel in Aberdyfi, whilst in the 1870s members of Pwllheli Council lobbied
innkeepers not to sell intoxicating liquor on Sundays, well in advance of the Sunday
Closing Act.81 Rev. Odam is therefore not only articulating respectable prejudices
about the seaside holiday, but his views were shared by many of those engaged in
tourism along the coast. He is being quoted in an official publication, so his remarks
may have been edited to fit the marketing image sought, but they confirm the appeal of
such factors as Sabbath observance, sobriety and quietness for certain groups.
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Criccieth, a resort bordering, ‘on absolute dullness’ was favoured by clerics, and was,
in one August week, the chosen resort of seven clergymen and their families.82 That
same summer Archdeacon Farrar and his family took a house on Marine Terrace in
Criccieth for the whole of August and September.83 Farrar was to become Dean of St
Pauls but is most well known for his didactic children’s novel Eric or Little by Little.
First published in 1858, this is the story of a public schoolboy’s fall from grace through
the accumulation of trivial and commonplace misdemeanours.84 Criccieth therefore
may well have provided all the holiday excitement that Farrar needed.
Barmouth was substantially livelier than the smaller resorts, sufficiently so as
has been seen to drive away the four school teachers, but the liveliness was relative.
‘Beyond a curious collection of places of worship of every sort, kind and denomination,
… there was little to see’, thought one visitor, for whom such attractions had no
allure.85 For John Freeman, however, these varied places of worship were the highlight
of his stay in the town and he and his brothers indulged in a weekend of theological
tourism. On the evening of their arrival, passing the Presbyterian Chapel, hearing
sounds of singing and finding visitors ‘quite welcome’, they entered and enjoyed a
rendition of Hold the Fort.86 Sunday morning found them again in the Presbyterian
Chapel and, part of a largely English congregation, they enjoyed a ‘good’ sermon.87
After an afternoon on the Panorama Walk they visited the Wesleyan Chapel and
listened again to Hold the Fort, though this time the singing was spoiled by the
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harmonium player ‘who sang as well as played’ and had a ‘fearfully harsh’ voice.’88
Since it was ‘only 7.20 p.m.’ when this was over, the brothers ‘crossed over to the
Presbyterian place of worship and hearing a sermon was being delivered in the native
tongue, we entered entirely of course from curiosity as not a single word could we
understand.’89 Their visit took place in 1875, in the year that John Davies had his
Assembly Room plans approved and a year before the building of Marine Terrace, so
Barmouth’s development was still at a relatively early stage, and Freeman’s account
emphasises how different were Barmouth’s attractions to those that might be expected
in larger resorts.
It is unlikely that they chose to visit Barmouth solely because of the wide range
of religious experience available, but this religiosity clearly accorded with their own
tastes and beliefs. Tellingly, an advantage of their apartments was that ‘we were able to
spend the Sunday in our own manner, not mixing with persons whose habits would
clearly clash with ours.’90 The Freeman brothers would have had much in common with
a group of excursionists who left Manchester shortly after 5am on Whit Tuesday, 1891.
It was ‘a company of the choicest kind … on the same seat sat dear old Mr. Hayes,
deacon, who has attended Rochdale Rd. Sunday School for 40 years and never been
late once … and next me was Mrs. Lawton who received a prize for good attendance
long before Mr. Gadsby died.’91 This quotation says much about these visitors.
Nonconformist, conscientious, part of a close-knit community, they found in Barmouth
a resort that shared their values. The popularity of Barmouth with excursionists from
the north west of England was discussed in the previous chapter; this example suggests
one explanation for this.
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The significance of high quality hotels to a resort was discussed in Chapter
Three, and for many visitors the luxuries and comforts such hotels provided were a
prime consideration. For others, luxury and comfort was not the first requirement. John
Freeman was not alone in his distaste for hotel company. In his travel journals, Henry
Duignan expresses similar feelings. The Queens Hotel in Aberystwyth was ‘splendid in
architecture, good in bedrooms … cooking indifferent, … waiters supercilious and
charges exorbitant.’92 Again, in Llandudno, at the Adelphi ‘It makes me savage to see
men and women devoting all their time and energy to eating and drinking and
dressing.93 When Duignan stayed in Pwllheli, forty years after this holiday, he stayed at
Solomon Andrews’ West End Hotel. This was comfortable, but not grand, ‘an excellent
hotel’, (Figure 76).94

Figure 76, West End Hotel, Pwllheli, c. 1908. Pwllheli, Health and Pleasure go Hand in Hand
(Bournemouth: W. Mate and Sons, n.d. [1908]), Advertisement.
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By then, of course, he was a much older man, but his notes offer further insight
into the kind of holiday that many visitors to these resorts were seeking. On his first
evening, after a ‘good dinner’ he worked on his book of Staffordshire place names,
having met ‘some nice people here, and much political talk.’95 On the following day he
met more ‘nice quiet people’ and spent the evening working on his book.96 Similarly,
fifteen years earlier, Edward Petherick had decided to use the ‘two or three weeks’ he
had spent in Pwllheli ‘to write an account of our Australian colonies.’97 Over and again,
in writing of their holidays, it is to similar quiet pleasures that visitors return. In 1891,
the Mayor of Pwllheli opened the new reading and billiard room on the South Beach
development with ‘a very racy speech, full of sunshine’. Invited to speak, a visitor from
London described how he had been coming to Pwllheli for seventeen years and had
‘been the means of bringing several friends to the district.’98 Fishing, boating, drives
and the nearby mountains, these were the things they enjoyed, and the fanfare for the
new billiard room is an indication of the very limited range of the entertainments
available in Pwllheli before the activities of Solomon Andrews. During the First World
War George Davison, who built a mansion in Harlech, was accused of pacifism.99
Defending himself he wrote eloquently of the attractions of the coast, ‘Old John Gibson
used to write about the beauty of obscurity and its utility … they might leave the poor
old anarchist philosopher to end his days peacefully … by sea and mountain’.100 Like
so many others, he found obscurity, sea and mountain a potent combination.
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Conflicting entertainment styles
By the end of the century though, certainly in Barmouth, some visitors were seeking
more than these sober and respectable pleasures. In 1891 the Local Board had, through
a clause in the Bodlyn Water Bill, obtained the power to raise a 1d rate to support the
town band.101 Having done so they took steps to limit rival performers, bringing into
the open the whole question of appropriate entertainment. Letters in the press suggested
that ‘The airs the band play are rarely like the air of Barmouth [which is] calculated to
arouse depressed vitality … our national airs are all very well [but] it is possible to have
too much of a good thing.’102 Support for the Board came from the town’s chapelgoers
who had formed their own ‘Male Voice Party’ to lend assistance to the band and give
visitors ‘additional pleasure of an elevating nature, something in harmony with our
beautiful neighbourhood.’ This group took exception to ‘the deteriorating and
mischievous influence of the so called Dark Minstrels … a cesspool of coarseness
[which] must be suppressed.’103
A correspondent who ‘had visited Barmouth every summer for twelve years’
argued that he was ‘much too fond of Barmouth to see it demoralize into a Blackpool or
Douglas, but at the same time (even to lovers of quietness) it is at times intolerably
dull’.104 The opposition troupe, he wrote, ‘gave a good rendering of the latest Comic
Songs of the day and also recite some amusing and innocent jokes.’ This was unlike the
Town band, which was ‘not allowed by the Local Board to sing a song that is anything
like comic.’105 The council took its responsibilities seriously. In 1896 the bandleader
appeared before them to answer a complaint raised against the band by Police Sergeant
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Williams. Having listened to both sides the council instructed Sergeant Williams ‘to
carry out the byelaws’.106
For all the love of quietness, then, there were visitors who came to Barmouth
looking for something beyond the strictest respectability. Certainly one correspondent
in the local press thought so, ‘the chief cause of complaint from visitors is the lack of
amusements here’.107 George Lowndes told a story from his visit to the town in 1892
which, albeit in a facetious tone, confirms this. Lowndes came across, in the main
street, ‘an ancient minstrel, seated on an ancient stool and harping on an ancient harp
… and the people of Barmouth gathered in clusters round. But presently an opposition
show put in an appearance over the way – a man with a blackened face and a banjo, a
woman with short skirts and a strident voice. And the man twanged, and the woman
sang, and the crowd and the halfpence went over to the other side of the street, and the
ancient minstrel fled.’108
Barmouth’s Local Board was not alone in clamping down on street musicians,
and even Blackpool had regular purges in this area.109 It is evident, however, that
Sabbath observance was not universally welcomed. In 1882, alleged the Western Mail,
a Barmouth police officer ‘distinguished himself by taking into custody a little child of
five years of age, who was guilty of the awful offence of playing on the sands on a
Sunday morning’.110 The story was not true, the constable having merely suggested to
the child’s nurse that they were playing in a dangerous place.111 It would have had no
traction, however, unless the Cambrian resorts were known for their Sabbath
observance, and the fact that it circulated outside the area suggests that some in the
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town believed Sabbath practices to be too restrictive. By the last decade of the century,
then, there was a group of visitors to the town who expected more than strictly
decorous pleasures, an indication perhaps of the widening of the visitor base that had
taken place.
Changing holiday styles
Further insight into holiday choices can be traced in accounts of one of the most serious
holiday disaster to affect the area in the nineteenth century. On an afternoon in August
1894, a party of twenty young people set out from Barmouth in three pleasure boats for
an outing up the Mawddach estuary. Shortly after the start of their return journey one
of the boats was swamped and overturned and the other boats foundered in trying to
give assistance. Ten visitors were drowned.112 All the young people were part of one of
the ‘summer assemblies’ organised by the National Home Reading Union (NHRU).
This was an organisation formed in 1889 with strong Nonconformist connections,
which aimed ‘to interest people in reading for the sake of information and mental
culture’.113 One of its founders was ‘Rev. Dr. Paton, the well known Nonconformist
minister’ and its vice presidents included the pioneer of women’s education, Frances
Buss and the suffragist Millicent Fawcett. As well as its ‘summer assemblies’ it issued
monthly lists of recommended reading, formed local reading circles and awarded
certificates for reading set numbers of ‘compulsory books’.114 The NHRU was one
outcome of the wider nineteenth-century concern for rational recreation and the
expansion of middle class leisure discussed by Peter Bailey.115 It was also the real
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progenitor of rational and improving holidays at prices working people could afford.116
Rev. T. A. Leonard of Colne, who organised the 1894 holidays for the NHRU referred
to them as ‘A working class Chautauqua in England’ a reference to the series of
educational summer camps, which originated on the shores of Chautauqua Lake, New
York state, in the 1870s.117 The NHRU’s ‘summer assemblies’, amongst the earliest of
such events to be organised in Britain, were linked to particular themes such as history
or literature.118 They were marketed as summer holidays ‘on a novel and economical
plan’ with ‘excursions, boating and bathing’, for an all in cost ‘from 29s to 31s 6d’ per
person in addition to railway fares for the week.119 To put this in context, the total cost
of the school teachers’ tour was £13 16s 8½d for the four, or £3 8s 2d each, exclusive
of rail fares, for a 17 night holiday.120
All of those who lost their lives were in their twenties or early thirties. They
were all single and came from a range of backgrounds. John Newman, who was 21, had
worked as a clerk in the same solicitor’s office in Dunmow, since leaving school at 14.
His father was porter at the Dunmow workhouse.121 Herbert Woodworth was 26,
worked as a clerk in Ardwick, taught at the Wesleyan Sunday School and gave
‘splendid service to the temperance cause’.122 By contrast, W. P. Paton was a salesman
in a Liverpool Cotton Broker’s office, a son of Dr. Paton, one of the founders of the
NHRU and one of its local organisers.123 His parents donated £1000 in his memory,
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part of his estate, for the building of a new wing of West Kirby’s children’s
convalescent home.124 Of the women who were drowned, two of them, Ella and Louie
Golightly were sisters from Durham. Aged 33 and 29, they lived with their mother, a
widow living on her own means, and one of them worked as an assistant in a designer’s
office. Their funeral was held in their Wesleyan Chapel.125 Another, Miss Greenwell,
also came from Durham, whilst Miss Reed lived in Leeds and Miss Moore in
Harrow.126
Paton was a wealthy man, but the other victims, were of modest means, where
these can be ascertained, and are examples of the way in which holiday making, by the
end of the nineteenth century, had spread beyond a small, wealthy elite, to encompass a
much wider group. The programme for the Barmouth holiday included bathing,
boating, discussion, music and geological expeditions led by a local Nonconformist
minister.127 Lecturers on the Barmouth holiday have not been traced, but those at
Leamington in 1895 included Professor Sir Robert Bull on ‘Comets’, Professor Rendall
on ‘The Last of the Stoics’ and Professor Bridge on ‘Shakespeare and Music’.128
Attendance was, therefore, demanding and a reminder that ‘really profitable reading is
work – not play.’129 For the young people on these programmes, holiday choice was
motivated in part by a desire for self-improvement, providing another example of the
way in which, for some groups, leisure required moral justification. An example too of
the way in which holiday making by those outside the upper classes was more than
simple social emulation. These young people had, of course, chosen a particular kind of
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holiday, with their choice of resort determined by what the NHRU offered. The very
qualities that attracted particular visitor groups to the Cambrian coast, however,
appealed also to the NHRU. In 1894, for example, other holidays were arranged at
Keswick, Oxford and Boscombe.130 The NHRU, with its Nonconformist background
and customers who were mainly single young people, had many reasons to concentrate
on sober, respectable, smaller resorts.
The NHRU’s Barmouth holiday throws light too on the growth of alternative
holiday models. It was argued in an earlier chapter that the beach became increasingly a
family space during the nineteenth century and the family was at the heart of the
seaside holiday. This is very apparent on the Cambrian coast where typical visitor lists
include a high proportion of families. In Tywyn, during one August week in 1899, for
example, well over half of the entries include at least one child.131 The family holiday
was not, however, the only model and, by the end of the century, there are examples of
young people holidaying together outside their families. John Newman, one of those
drowned in the Mawddach disaster, had joined the NHRU week with a friend, Fred
Pryer, who had planned the holiday. On the day before the disaster they had climbed
Snowdon and John had sent his father a post card from the top. 132 Similarly, it is likely
that the Golightly sisters and Miss Greenwell, all from Durham, were holidaying
together. The holiday therefore provided an opportunity not only for self-improvement,
but also for meeting like-minded people. John Walton has commented that cartoons of
the period placed an emphasis on flirting as a holiday activity.133 The image in Figure
77 suggests that this might have been so. It may well be that holidays such as those
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organised by the NHRU also provided opportunities for young people to initiate or
develop personal relationships.

SHYMS: P/2005/0077
Glass Lantern Slide
A Cuddle on the Beach
Early twentieth century glass lantern slide of an Edwardian couple sitting on a beach.

Figure 77, ‘A cuddle on the beach’. Shropshire Museums Service, SHYMS: P/2002/0077, Glass
Period:
Lantern
Slide early twentieth century. Unknown location.
Completeness:
Condition:

By the end of the century, the family holiday was but one of a number of
holiday models. The four school teacher friends and the Barmouth camping holiday
have already been noted. However, just as golf led to different holiday patterns, so too
did other developments in the technology of leisure. With improvements in the bicycle,
touring by cycle became a possibility and opened up the Cambrian coast to a new group
of visitors. A group of friends left Liverpool in July, 1891 for a 19 day cycling tour in
north Wales. Like so many of their predecessors their journey took in Llangollen,
Betws-y-Coed, the Swallow Falls, and Llandudno, before sampling Pwllheli, Harlech
and Barmouth. This was the group who caused offence in Pwllheli, it may be recalled,
by referring to its ‘primitive’ bathing conditions. Barmouth, on the other hand, they
considered ‘fashionable’.134 Two years later two friends from Birmingham cycled to
Barmouth for a week’s holiday which they spent ‘bathing, fishing and mountaineering’.
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At the end of the week they left Barmouth after breakfast and arrived back in
Birmingham (a journey of well over a hundred hilly miles) ‘in the small hours of the
[following] morning.’135 Steven Thompson describes 1896 as ‘the peak of the bicyling
craze’.136 It was a craze that made possible a new kind of holidaymaking. So popular
was bicycling that F. E. Young, Solomon Andrews’ entertainment manager at Pwllheli
organised a ‘cycling carnival’ in the summer of 1899 and asked the Cambrian Railway
to provide a special excursion train.137 These accounts provide a further example of the
way in which holiday choices are affected by the wide-ranging social changes and
cultural movements with which this chapter opened. Thus, in addition to traditional
family groups, the Cambrian coast at the end of the nineteenth century was host to a
new group of young people, less restricted than their parents, liberated by new
technologies and from a far wider social range than previous generations of
holidaymakers.
It should finally be noted that the area, like other destinations, had its share of
celebrity visitors. John Ruskin, for example, paid one visit to Barmouth. He established
there in 1875, thanks to a gift of cottages from Fanny Talbot, the first of his model
settlements under his Guild of St. George.138 Gladstone spent a week in the town with
his wife in 1892, the second of two visits he made. He stayed at the Marine Hotel,
having arrived by special train from Porthmadog, and was immediately ‘seized for a
speech, say 20 m[inutes].’139 During his stay he drove to Harlech, ‘a noble relic’,
walked along the beach, drove up ‘the beautiful estuary’, and had tea with Samuel
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Holland.140 Not every visitor was entertained by Samuel Holland, nor did they spend
their evenings, as Gladstone did, drafting a memorandum for the Queen on the Irish
Question, but they would have recognised his pleasure in the shore, the scenery and
Harlech’s romantic ruins.
Visitors such as these were, however, exceptional. This chapter has sought to
identify what it was about the Cambrian resorts that persuaded some holidaymakers to
choose them. Three broad elements have been identified. Firstly, the romantic legacy,
which provided both a marketing framework and a visitor focus throughout the century.
Secondly, the sober and respectable tone of the resorts was attractive to many visitors,
though the resorts were not immune to pressure for a more relaxed holiday style.
Thirdly, the resorts benefited from new models of holiday making which allowed
young people especially to combine physical activities such as hiking or cycling with
more traditional resort pleasures. During the century a range of services, from railways
to boarding houses, from boating to advertising grew up to cater for visitor demands.
The impact of this on the traditional economy of the area is the subject of the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER TEN
Tourism, the wider economy and social change
‘A large number of young men have left and others are leaving for the south Wales
collieries owing to the good wages obtainable’1

Local economies in 1851
This chapter addresses the relationship between resort development and the wider
economy, and begins with analysis of employment data for each town taken from the
Enumerators’ Books for the 1851, 1881 and 1911 censuses. In their study of the Welsh
language and the 1891 census Gwenfair Parry and Mari Williams developed an
occupational classification based on the system devised by Charles Booth in 1886
allowing them to examine linguistic shifts within an economic framework.2 In his study
of Rhyl, Allan Fletcher adopts the classification followed by Alan Armstrong in his
study of York.3 A further approach comes from David Cannadine, who shows how the
occupational groupings used in an early directory of Eastbourne provide a powerful
tool for understanding the impact of tourism on its economic structure.4 This, with
small amendments, is the categorisation that has been used and is the basis for the
following tables. Occupations included within each category are shown in Appendix
Two.
The allocation of individuals to a particular category is not always
straightforward. A woman’s occupation, for example, may be listed as domestic
service, though her relationship to the head of household may be sister, daughter or
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wife. In Rochdale in the 1871 census only one third of domestic servants were
described as servant in the relationship column.5 Similarly, as many as one third of all
households headed by ‘members of major professions’ had no live in-servants and may
well have employed one of the numerous ‘servants’ who lived with their kin.6 Any
attempt to quantify the extent of domestic service as formal employment therefore
offers wide scope for inconsistencies. For this study, where a family member is
described as ‘general servant’ or ‘domestic’ these have been included in the data since
it is impossible to know whether or not they were employed in the family home or
elsewhere. Overall, the treatment of married women can be ambiguous, with part time
or seasonal work not always recorded as an occupation.7 This has particular
significance for resort towns. If, however, census information is used with care it is
possible to carry out an analysis of the impact of tourism on local economies, to
compare the way individual towns were affected and to identify changes over time.
Figure 78 and succeeding pie charts summarise the occupational structure of the towns
in 1851. Similar information is provided for the years 1881 and 1911 in Figures 85 to
91 and Figures 93-99. Disaggregated figures are given in Appendices 3-5 and reference
will also be made to these in the following discussion. Figures have been rounded to
whole numbers so that in the tables percentages do not always total 100.
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Local economies in 1851
Trade

Pwllheli

Criccieth

Harlech

Barmouth

Tywyn

Aberdyfi

No.

%

No. %

No. %

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

Agriculture

74

8

59

22

121

42

2

1

84

30

21

10

Clothing

149

16

21

8

20

7

36

12

40

14

18

8

Education

7

1

2

1

-

4

1

3

1

1

-

Hotels etc.

15

2

3

1

6

2

8

3

5

2

5

2

Building

52

6

10

4

14

5

14

5

19

7

13

6

Maritime

126

14

40

15

12

4

77

26

7

2

40

19

Professional

40

4

5

2

2

1

8

3

10

4

15

7

Domestic

171

19

49

18

39

14

63

21

47

17

57

27

Shops/food

100

11

11

4

15

5

26

9

27

10

14

6

3

1

15

5

2

1

1

-

3

1

Mines/quarries

4

-

Transport

19

2

2

1

3

1

8

3

7

2

5

2

Misc.

153

17

67

25

38

13

46

16

33

12

23

11

Total

910

272

285

294

283

215

Figure 78, Occupational structure, Pwllheli, Criccieth, Harlech, Barmouth, Tywyn, Aderdyfi,
1851.8
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Figure 79, Occupational structure, Tywyn, 1851.9

Figure 80, Occupational structure, Barmouth, 1851.10

Figure 81, Occupational structure, Aberdyfi, 1851.11
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Figure 82, Occupational structure, Criccieth, 1851.12

Figure 83, Occupational structure, Pwllheli, 1851.13

Figure 84, Occupational structure, Harlech, 1851.14
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Cannadyne’s analysis of Eastbourne in 1871 shows that the town had a
concentration of high class consumer goods, trades and leisure activities, ‘exactly as
expected’ in a resort town, and industry was represented only by the building and allied
trades.15 The position along the Cambrian coast in 1851 was the reverse of this, with a
preponderance of either agriculture or maritime trades. In Harlech 40 per cent of the
workforce was employed in agriculture, with 30 per cent in Tywyn and 22 per cent in
Criccieth. Maritime trades were most significant as a proportion of total employment
in Barmouth where just over 25 per cent of the workforce were in this group. Pwllheli
was, however, by far the largest maritime centre in absolute terms, with almost double
the number employed than in Barmouth, even though it was only the fourth largest
employment category in the town. Ship building in Pwllheli, in fact, enjoyed its ‘most
vigorous period’ between 1835 and 1862.16 Even in Barmouth, where shipbuilding was
carried on to only ‘a small extent’, 13 ocean going vessels of between 35 and 100 tons
were launched between 1840 and 1859.17 As can be seen from Figure 76, maritime
trades were important too for Aberdyfi and Criccieth, though Cricccieth also had a
significant agricultural sector.
Tourism is almost invisible in these figures, which emphasises an important
point. When two Cambridge undergraduates spent their reading holiday in Barmouth in
1831, they rented rooms in a cottage outside the town.18 Similarly, a Barmouth farmer,
appealing in 1831 against the tax on 15 windows ‘admitted that the house in question
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… during the summer months and bathing season is let in lodgings’.19 Transactions
such as these would not have figured in census returns, but were sources of additional
income. Thus tourism contributed to the economy in a way that cannot be captured by
census data alone.
Local economies in 1881
Trade

Pwllheli

Criccieth

Harlech

Barmouth

Tywyn

Aberdyfi

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No,

%

No.

%

95

7

72

16

103

30

25

4

37

8

25

6

Clothing

137

10

33

8

22

6

37

6

32

7

39 10

Education

17

1

7

2

3

1

6

1

5

1

9

2

Hotels

49

4

20

5

11

3

105

18

34

8

15

4

Building

84

6

44

10

39

11

63

11

56 12

22

5

Maritime

151

11

45

10

5

1

68

12

7

2

81 20

61

5

15

4

7

2

21

4

15

3

10

Domestic

269 20

90

21

42 12

98

17

Shops/food

148 11

39

9

17

5

46

Mines/quarries

57

4

10

2

66 19

Transport

48

4

8

2

9

Misc.

238

18

56

13

20

Total

1354

Agriculture

Professional

439

344

95 21

98 24

8

36

8

28

7

19

3

15

3

9

2

3

11

2

19

4

20

5

6

84

14

583

100 22

51 13

451

407

Figure 85, Occupational structure, Pwllheli, Criccieth, Harlech, Barmouth, Tywyn, Aberdyfi,
1881.20
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2

Figure 86, Occupational structure, Pwllheli, 1881.21

Figure 87, Occupational structure, Criccieth, 1881.22

Figure 88, Occupational structure, Harlech, 1881.23
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Figure 89, Occupational structure, Barmouth, 188124

Figure 90, Occupational structure, Tywyn, 1881.25

Figure 91, Occupational Structure, Aberdyfi, 1881.26
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In economic terms, there is some continuity from 1851 to 1881. Despite the
opening of the railway and the moves to encourage tourism seen in previous chapters,
all the towns retain a substantial non-tourism element. In Pwllheli and Criccieth,
although the percentage of those employed in maritime trades fell over the thirty years,
there was a rise in actual numbers employed and in both towns maritime activity
continued to be important. For Aberdyfi, there was a growth in maritime activity, both
in percentage and absolute terms. Even in Barmouth, where the percentage employed in
maritime trades halved and actual numbers fell slightly, maritime trades still provided
employment for 12 per cent of the workforce. Maritime activity along the coast was,
however, in decline by 1881 for reasons unconnected with tourism. As Lewis Lloyd has
documented, the extension of the railway system undermined coastal trade.27 This was
particularly apparent in Barmouth where, within a year of the railway opening, the
salary of the harbour master was halved, owing to the collapse in the number of ships
using the port.28 Similarly, the building of wooden ships was in decline in Wales as
elsewhere during this period. Shipbuilding ceased in Barmouth in 1865, in Pwllheli in
1878 and in Aberdyfi in 1880.29
Turning to agriculture, another significant sector in 1851, this too saw a decline.
In Harlech despite a shift towards quarrying, agriculture remains the largest sector,
though smaller than in 1851. Elsewhere, its significance is greatly reduced. John Davies
has shown how Wales, where many farms were only marginally profitable, was
severely affected by a series of bad harvests in the 1870s with an impact that is clear on
these small towns. 30 Slate quarrying, despite its local significance in Harlech in 1881,
was not a major sector for the other towns. In 1857, however, a Liverpool company
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began quarrying operations at Carreg-yr-Imbill (Gimblet Rock) adjacent to what would
become Pwllheli’s South Beach.31 The quarry produced stone setts for paving and as
can be seen from Figure 85, was employing by 1881 more people than those directly
involved in hotels and lodging houses. The loss of jobs in agriculture and elsewhere led
to outward migration, which was the subject of frequent comment. In 1881 the press
reported that ‘A number of the best seamen have left … for “fresh fields and pastures
new,” where they may find a possibility of earning the wherewith to keep themselves
and families.’32 This being so, it is unsurprising that so many local people saw tourism
as a potential foundation for a new era of prosperity.
At first sight the data from the 1881 census reveals little evidence that tourism
was having a significant economic impact. The number of people directly employed in
hotels and lodging houses remains small in both percentage and absolute terms. The
numbers reflect however big increases on 1851. In Tywyn the percentage of those
directly employed in the sector quadrupled from two per cent to eight per cent, whilst in
Pwllheli it doubled to four per cent. There was a similar increase in Aberdyfi and even
Harlech registered a small increase, reflecting perhaps the investment made in the town
by Samuel Holland. Criccieth saw a larger increase with five per cent of the workforce
employed directly in the trade. This suggests that the developments carried out by
William Watkin and others following the opening of the railway were beginning to bear
fruit. It was Barmouth, however, that saw the greatest change. From a handful of people
employed directly in the tourist trade in 1851 the sector accounted for 18 per cent of the
workforce in 1881, confirming that by this stage Barmouth’s economy was beginning
to shift away from one centred on maritime trades to one on tourism.
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Direct employment in hotels and lodging houses is, however, only part of the
picture. The census was carried out in April and did not account for seasonal work or
for hotel employees who lived with their own families. Thus the Castle Hotel in
Harlech, though the proprietor had a family of seven along with two visitors and a
widowed mother, listed only one servant and a nurse.33 Other staff must have been
involved in cooking, cleaning and laundering so it is likely that additional people in the
town, though not acknowledged in the census, gained part of their income from
tourism. So far as lodging houses are concerned, and this is the case for all the towns,
many properties list no live-in servants and few have more than one. John Walton
suggests that this was the most significant way to reduce overheads.34 This is likely to
be so, yet the operation of such a business, some having fourteen or more rooms and a
regular turnover of visitors must have required additional help during the summer
months. It is probable, therefore, that the actual number of those involved directly in
hotel and boarding house work was higher than suggested in the tables.
It is clear too that many families chose not to stay in a lodging house or hotel.
Dean Farrar, when visiting Criccieth, took a house on Marine Terrace and the
enumerators’ books suggest that this practise was widespread.35 On Criccieth’s Marine
Terrace, for example, in the 1881 census, 6 houses out of 23 were unoccupied.36
Similarly, three houses were unoccupied on Bronwen Terrace in Harlech.37 It is likely
that visitors used these houses during the season. Certainly, when Samuel Holland’s
widow sold some of her Harlech property in 1907, the houses on Bronwen Terrace,
according to the sale catalogue, ‘always … let well to visitors in the summer.38 Dean
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Farrar, and others like him, contributed to the local economy since visitors required
more than accommodation, and it is clear from the tables that by 1881 their needs were
altering the character of the towns. With the exception of Aberdyfi, every town saw the
number of those employed in building trades almost double. Despite the fact that major
developments in Pwllheli and Tywyn had not yet materialised, the potential for summer
visitors was one of the factors which transformed townscapes along the coast. The new
hotels and terraces built during these years provided employment for a growing number
of masons and carpenters and, incidentally for local architects and engineers such as
Roberts of Porthmadog. This firm not only designed Harlech’s Castle Hotel but was
also responsible for installing much of the water and sewerage infrastructure discussed
in previous chapters.39
Beyond this, the most potent evidence of the impact of tourism can be found in
the data relating to shops and food. In 1851 most of the towns had bakers and butchers,
with few other outlets in evidence. Pwllheli certainly had a wider range of shops, but
this reflected its position as a significant regional rather than tourist centre. By 1881 the
position was different. Even Harlech had acquired a draper and grocer, as had Aberdyfi,
but it is Criccieth and Barmouth that show the greatest change. Thus Criccieth had
people working not only as bakers, butchers and drapers but also as greengrocers,
fishmongers and confectioners. Barmouth had similar trades but included too a
fruiterer, a poulterer and a tea dealer. Confirmation that tourism was an important
factor in this process can be seen from the kind of advertising in use. Mrs. Kirk, a
Barmouth green grocer advertised produce fresh daily from Covent Garden market.40
Whilst none of the Cambrian coastal towns matched David Cannadine’s resort model,
they were, by 1881, beginning to develop aspects of this profile.
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In addition to summer holidaymakers, by 1881, the coast was attracting
relatively wealthy people, either as long stay visitors or as permanent residents.
Examples can be found along the coast, with Aberdyfi, for example, being home to
several retired army officers from outside the area.41 This increase in the number of
more prosperous residents is reflected in the servant profile. There were
disproportionately few opportunities in Wales, outside a handful of large estates, for
anything other than general domestic service.42 As can be seen from the appendices,
however, by 1881 more specialist occupations, though still unusual, were becoming
more widespread. This is most apparent in Aberdyfi which even recorded a number of
male gentleman’s servants, but in all the towns examples can be found of housemaids,
parlour maids and cooks. The image in Figure 92 shows Countess Amherst’s staff in
1908. It is clear, however, from the 1911 census which recorded the Countess in
Harlech that all of her resident servants were from outside the area.43 General domestic
service continued therefore to be the likeliest option for local people.

Figure 92, Servants at Plas Amherst, Harlech, 1908. Harlech Historical Society, Dudley Maidment
Collection. Countess Amherst’s Photograph Album.
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Local economies in 1911

Trade

Pwllheli

Criccieth

No. %

No.

%

Harlech

Barmouth

Tywyn

Aberdyfi

No, %

No.

%

No. %

No %

Agriculture

54

4

27

4

80 19

18

2

40

7

27

5

Clothing

97

6

31

5

19

5

52

5

47

8

30

6

Education

39

3

13

2

7

2

18

2

27

5

9

2

Hotels

139

9

119 20

30

7

251 26

60 10

55 10

Building

105

8

68 11

36

9

104 11

68 12

57 10

Maritime

79

5

9

1

5

1

24

2

3

1

23

4

Professional

88

6

36

6

17

4

40

4

31

5

28

5

Dom. Service

178 12

108 18

Shops/Food

306 20

Mines/Quarries

100
87

Transport
Misc. Trades
Total

87 21

140 14

103 18

139 24

83 14

27

7

165 17

83 14

68 13

7

16

3

32

8

10

1

12

2

6

25

4

18

4

46

5

30

5

225 15
1497

68 11
603

55 14
413

114 12
982

74 13
578

2 <1
27

5

74 14
539

Figure 93, Occupational structure, Pwllheli, Criccieth, Harlech, Barmouth, Tywyn, Aberdyfi,
191144
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Figure 94, Occupational structure, Pwllheli, 1911.45

Figure 95, Occupational structure, Criccieth, 1911.46!!

!

!
Figure 96, Occupational structure, Harlech, 1911.47
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Figure 97, Occupational structure, Barmouth, 1911.48

Figure 98, Occupational structure, Tywyn, 1911.49

Figure 99, Occupational structure, Aberdyfi, 1911.50
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It is clear that the trends already apparent in 1881 continued over the next thirty
years. Most obviously, the decline in maritime trades accelerated in the years to 1911;
in Barmouth, in 1851 a quarter of the workforce was engaged in this sector but by 1911
this had fallen to a mere two per cent. In Criccieth, the 1911 figure was just one per
cent, and only slightly higher at four per cent and five per cent in Aberdyfi and Pwllheli
respectively. Similarly, the proportion of those working in agriculture continued to
decline. Even in Harlech agriculture accounted for only 19 per cent of the workforce,
against 42 per cent in 1851. The decline in agriculture already noted in the period from
the 1850s continued therefore into the1880s. This was a decade of great hardship for
agriculture with massive reductions in the numbers employed across Wales with an
impact all too apparent on these small communities.51
Agriculture was never a major direct employer in Pwllheli or Barmouth, but
Pwllheli in particular depended upon its role as a local market and was vulnerable to
the agricultural depression. Slate was the major industrial enterprise in the region.52
This sector was never a major source of direct employment for most of the towns in this
study, but the slate industry too reached peak production in 1882 and this was followed
by a long period of decline.53 It is noticeable that the spike of employment in slate
quarrying found in Harlech in 1881 had fallen away by 1911, and is another example of
the way in which all these communities were vulnerable to economic trends beyond
their control. Against this, the granite quarry on Gimblet rock in Pwllheli increased its
activity and employed around 100 men in 1911. The setts produced were exported
from the company’s own jetty and it enjoyed its most lucrative years from 1902-1914.54
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Overall, however, in the thirty years from 1881 the region faced what Lewis Lloyd calls
‘an economic blizzard.’55 Confronted with this, the economic importance of tourism to
the area was even more important in the years from 1881 than it had been in the
preceding decades.
By 1911, both Barmouth and Criccieth had economies that were centred on
tourism. In Barmouth 26 per cent of the work force were directly employed in the hotel
sector, whilst only two per cent were employed in maritime trades, an almost exact
reversal of the position in 1851. Similarly in Criccieth, 20 per cent of the work force
was directly employed in the sector, a fourfold increase on 1881. For both towns these
figures signal their transformation from small, poor villages in 1851 to active small
resorts in 1911. Figures for the other towns are less conclusive. In both Tywyn and
Aberdyfi ten per cent of the work force were directly employed in tourism, with nine
per cent in Pwllheli and even Harlech achieved seven per cent. It should be borne in
mind too that Pwllheli was the largest town in the study and nine per cent of its work
force was 139 people. In absolute terms its resort element was greater than Criccieth
and second only to Barmouth. Unlike Barmouth and Criccieth, however, it could not
be argued that transition to resort status in these four towns was sufficiently advanced
to claim that their economies were based on tourism.
As with 1881, direct employment in hotels and lodging houses was only part of
the picture and related aspects of these economies continued to grow in the period to
1911. In every case except Harlech employment in the shops and food sector grew
significantly compared with 1881. Most notably it doubled from 8 to 17 per cent in
Barmouth, but Pwllheli, Tywyn, Aberdyfi and Criccieth all saw similar, if slightly
smaller increases. Nor was it simply a question of greater numbers employed, but there
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was an increase too in the variety of goods and services available. Hairdressers and
china dealers, photographers and chip potato shops were added to the fruiterers,
confectioners and fishmongers of 1881.56 Other factors than increased tourism played
their part in these developments, but the seasonal presence of large numbers of
relatively high spending visitors must have been significant. In Figure 100 the errand
boy from the Harlech bakery can be seen delivering bread to Plas Amherst. 57

Figure 100, The butler at Plas Amherst, Harlech, with the bread boy, Harlech Historical Society,
Dudley Maidment Collection, Countess Amherst’s Photograph Album.

The importance of such visitors to the luxury retail trade can be gleaned from
contemporary advertising. In Aberdyfi, one retailer was ‘the only establishment in town
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for high class confectionery’ and the ‘sole agent for Farrahs’ Harrogate specialities’.58
At an emporium in Tywyn, ‘Visitors can always rely upon seeing a good selection of
articles suitable for presents’, whilst drapers along the coast offered ‘Welsh Snowdon
Whittles’ and ‘Eryri wraps’.59 Earlier chapters have highlighted the increasing
importance of photography for visitors and, by the end of the period, this was reflected
in advertising. Evans, a Tywyn chemist, dealt in ‘photographic requisites’ and offered
‘a dark room for amateurs’, whilst a Barmouth watchmaker and optician stocked
‘plates, printing out papers, and chemicals,’ and also offered a ‘Dark room for use of
amateurs’.60 No doubt local people patronised these shops, but no doubt too, visitors
were a vital part of their market.
Growth in employment in building trades was not continued up to 1911. This
reflects the fact that in places like Criccieth and Barmouth part of the infrastructure of
hotels and lodging houses was already in place in 1881 before sufficient visitors had
arrived to stimulate the expansion of employment seen by 1911 in shops, food and the
lodging house sector. Also, as was seen in previous chapters, the developments carried
out in the 1890s by Samuel Andrews in Pwllheli and elsewhere, and John Corbett in
Tywyn had stalled by 1911. Even allowing for this, however, building and related
trades continued to be an important sector that had diversified to include decorators,
paper hangers, plumbers, gas fitters and electricians, alongside the joiners and masons
of previous years.
Settlement by relatively wealthy people from outside the area, noticeable in
1881, had accelerated by 1911. Along the coast from Aberyfi to Pwllheli can be found
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retired cotton merchants from Lancashire, retired grocers from Tipton, retired officers
from the British and Indian armies and large numbers of single ladies and gentlemen,
sometimes widowed, sometimes not, living on private means.61 Their influence was
seen in many ways, but not least in their building projects. It had its most obvious
effect in examples such as those seen in Harlech. Here the building of Plas Amherst ‘on
the slopes above the golf links’ was carried out by the contractors Thomas and Parry of
Llanbedr, two miles along the coast, and was welcomed because ‘the erection of the
house will give employment to many local men for some time.’ 62 Similarly, when
George Davison’s great hall at Wern Fawr was completed in 1910 he and his wife
entertained ‘all the workmen and their wives, 150 in all, to a splendid dinner.’63

Figure 101, Some of the local men who built Wern Fawr, 1910, Coleg Harlech, Photographic
Collection.
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It is likely that many of them would also be employed on the building of the St David’s
Hotel, which was already underway, and had Davison as one of its promoters.64 The
largest single example, however, can be found in Barmouth where Mrs Lee Perrins of
Kidderminster, who had built her own holiday mansion at Plas Mynach to the north of
the town, also contributed funds to the building of St John’s Church. The foundation
stone was laid by Princess Beatrice in 1889 and the building provided employment for
large numbers of craftsmen over the following decade.65
Other sectors were buttressed by tourism, those working in transport, for
example, especially on the railway. By 1911, however, as seen in chapter seven,
visitors were already moving on to the motorcar. Again, in part at least, here is an
explanation for the appearance of chauffeurs and motor mechanics in the occupations
for 1911.66 No doubt too, the cyclists seen in earlier chapters were grateful from time to
time for the burgeoning cycle repair depots. Similarly golf had a direct, though modest,
impact on employment. Aberdyfi, Harlech, Criccieth and Tywyn all had their golf
professionals, caddies and green keepers. The figures emphasise too the pre-eminence
of the Harlech club. Not only did it have two golf professionals but three caddies and
four green keepers along with a ‘golf room caretaker’ and waitress.67
Beyond this was the demand for seasonal employment, and not only in hotels
and boarding houses. Many of those amongst the diminished group who described
themselves as ‘mariners’ or ‘seamen’ may have been partially employed in tourism
during the summer months. In 1890 the Barmouth Local Board advertised for an
inspector of ‘pleasure boats and vessels’, indicating that the number of such craft was
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sufficient to require regulation.68 When the boating tragedy on the Mawddach, referred
to in an earlier chapter took place, two of the boats were crewed by ‘two of the best and
most experienced seamen in Barmouth’.69
Finally, and not least, the enumerators’ books record occupations as seen by the
individuals themselves. Writing about the eighteenth century household, R.W.
Malcolmson has argued that ‘occupational designations … can be seriously misleading,
for in their apparent straightforwardness, they often conceal much of the complexity of
the household economies from which people supported themselves’.70 His comment
applies equally to these small resorts at the end of the nineteenth century. The 1911
census, for example, includes 130 lodging house keepers in Barmouth as against 159 in
the 1895 edition of Slaters Directory for North Wales.71 The reason for the discrepancy
is that some families provided accommodation for visitors, even though their primary
work was in another sector. John Walton describes an exactly similar situation in
Blackpool, as does Allan Fletcher in Rhyl.72 A good local example is Rhydygarnedd
Farm near Tywyn which advertised boats for hire on the Dysynni river and also offered
‘comfortable apartments’ for visitors.73 Examples such as this, unnoticed by the census,
emphasise that for many people tourism offered supplementary income even if it was
not their primary occupation throughout the year. If all the factors referred to in this
discussion are taken into account, it is clear that by the end of the century tourism was a
very significant part of the economy for all the towns in this study.
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The impact of tourism extended also well beyond these centres. As was seen in
Chapter Five, the Victoria Inn in Llanbedr, a small village two miles south of Harlech,
featured in day excursions from Barmouth. Indeed, as early as 1872 Llanbedr had
become a ‘favourite resort’, with good houses ‘recently built’, including one for ‘Mr.
Samuel Pope, Recorder of Bolton’.74 The railway ended at Pwllheli, but beyond this,
small coastal settlements were developed to provide for visitors seeking more remote
locations. In Abersoch a new hotel was commissioned in 1901, the contract going to a
Criccieth builder, David Evans, whilst its design was entrusted to the ubiquitous
Roberts and Sons of Porthmadog.75 Porthmadog itself had a substantial tourism
element. In 1875 both the town and its seaside suburb of Borth-y-Gest were ‘pretty
largely patronised’ by tourists, being ‘the most central place from which at cheap rates
and quickly the different places worth seeing can be reached.’76 By 1910 an
accommodation leaflet for the town included no fewer than 75 listings for Porthmadog
and 55 for Borth-y-Gest.77
Resort and industry
Peter Borsay, in his study of Tenby, writes of a narrative of transition ‘that emphasises
the rapid and irreversible replacement of port by resort’ before concluding that the
process is ‘more nuanced and complicated’ than this, with elements of continuity
between traditional and new economic roles.78 Louise Miskell describes a similar
process in Swansea at the beginning of the nineteenth century.79 This chapter confirms
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this view and shows that, by 1911, the Cambrian coastal towns were at different stages
in this transition, with the process furthest advanced in Barmouth, Criccieth and
Aberdyfi. For most of these communities the sea, through ship building, trading or
fishing, had been a major employment sector in 1851. Its importance had already
declined by 1881, a decline that continued in the following thirty years. Even in
Aberdyfi where maritime employment was still relatively high in 1881, this was its
zenith and ‘Aberdyfi’s prosperous years as a port were over.’80 This does not mean,
however, that all maritime activity ceased in these ports. Though relatively few
Pwllheli men described themselves as fishermen, or even mariners, Pwllheli remained a
significant fishing port up to the end of the century landing fish valued at £2615 in
1899. Barmouth and Aberdyfi were less active, but recorded catches worth £390 and
£276 respectively.81
Even in decline, agriculture was also a significant presence in the area. Pwllheli
retained its role as a regional market and throughout the 1890s there are regular press
reports of its cattle fairs. In one issue the North Wales Chronicle reports a high demand
for a ‘large quantity of cattle’ at the fair and was gratified, almost in the same breath,
by the large numbers of visitors at the recently completed Victoria Parade on South
Beach.82 The North Wiltshire writer Alfred Williams echoed this juxtaposition in a
letter from Pwllheli sent in May 1914; ‘This is a really grand place. Finest beaches in
the island … The market (the gathering of farmers) on Wed[nesday] was unique.’83 A
reminder here too of the visitor to Barmouth who complained of the ‘substantial drove
of cattle’ pushing past him outside the Cors-y-Gedol twenty years earlier.84
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In all of these towns, therefore, other activities had to be accommodated
alongside their resort function. In Tenby this was achieved by careful zoning, with the
industrial elements of coal and quarrying confined to distinct and separate areas.85 Nor
was there any reference to these industrial activities in local guidebooks.86 Tenby,
however, though retaining industrial elements was far further advanced in its transition
to a resort than was, for example Pwllheli. Here, the Gimblet Rock granite quarry,
adjacent to South Beach, reached its peak of profitability from the end of the century,
just as Pwllheli’s sea front was beginning to develop. The nearest public house, the
Victoria Hotel on South Beach was known locally as ‘the Klondyke’, so popular was it
with the relatively well-paid quarrymen. 87 The image in Figure 96, dating from 1922,
illustrates the proximity of significant industrial activity to Pwllheli’s holiday visitors.

Figure 102, Quarry workmen, Gimblet Rock, 1922. National Library of Wales (NLW), Album 2465.
1922.
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The quarry did not appear in Pwllheli’s promotional material, but there is
evidence from elsewhere that industry might be regarded as part of the tourist
experience, just as Louise Miskell shows that it was in Swansea earlier in the century.
Here the Oystermouth tramroad, established for the conveyance of limestone also
provided an excursion for visitors.88 Similarly, in the summer of 1875 the narrow gauge
railway between Porthmadog and Ffestiniog was ‘crowded every day with tourists
anxious to … admire the beautiful scenery and visit the celebrated quarries’.89 In J.
Wynn Williams’ Towyn, Why go there? the first photograph in the pamphlet is of the
Bryneglwys quarries, as seen in Figure 103, overleaf. One of his walking itineraries
describes a climb ‘through scenery which delights the eye’ and then, ‘the Quarries are
reached in a few minutes, and the proprietor kindly allows all who are interested to see
the men at work.’90 During his stay in Barmouth Henry Peerless paid a visit to the
‘gold-mining works’ along the estuary in Bontddu. He couldn’t ‘go into the workings
as they had just been blasting and they would be full of fumes’ but gives a vivid
account of the crushing mill which ‘trembled under our feet with the vibration of the
machinery’.91
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Figure 103, Bryneglwys Quarries, J. Wynn Williams, Towyn, Why Go There? Enquire Within (Towyn:
J. Wynn Williams [1913]), p. 6.

Thus, not only was the shift from port to resort more nuanced than is sometimes
supposed, so too was the link between tourism and other local industry. The
mountainous Cambrian landscape was central to visitor experience in these resorts, an
experience that encompassed some at least of its industrial activity. In seeking to
develop as resorts, the towns had to balance different and conflicting interests. Thus, in
1891, the smoke from the steam crane on the quay at Aberdyfi was a source of
complaint from nearby residents.92 Alongside the tourism interest, therefore, were those
who still saw potential in traditional industries. At exactly the time of these complaints,
the Waterford and Aberdyfi Steamship Company, a subsidiary of Cambrian Railways,
was seeking to develop Aberdyfi as a port for Ireland, with cargoes of pigs and other
goods from Waterford.93 The images in Figures 104 and 105 illustrate the way in which
traditional industries continued to exist alongside tourism.
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Figure 104, Unloading timber from a steamer at Aberdyfi, c. 1885, National Library of Wales, John
Thomas photographs.

Figure 105, Visitors promenading along the dock, Aberdyfi, c. 1900, Peter Johnson, Cambrian
Railways, a New History (Surrey: Ian Allan Publishing, 2013), p. 137.

There was friction too in Barmouth where the Harbour Trust sought support
from the Board of Trade in 1896 to dredge the harbour since fishing boats frequently
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missed the Saturday trains on account of being unable to enter the harbour at low tide.94
Tensions between the harbour and tourism interests are evident in a leader in the
Barmouth Advertiser and Visitor List which pointed out that the Harbour Trust had ‘an
income of £200 per annum’, sufficient to borrow £5000 over 60 years and ‘build a new
parade’, a clear suggestion that this would be money better spent than on the harbour.’95
Similar tensions were apparent in Pwllheli between Gimblet Rock and the
tourism interest. When a London doctor suggested that, if Pwllheli were to develop into
a fashionable holiday resort, the quarry would need to close, the suggestion was
strongly rejected in a public debate.96 Notably too, at the end of the century Pwllheli
embarked on an ambitious scheme to improve its harbour facilities and bring the
railway into the centre of the town. It was assumed that improved rail access would
build on the benefits of Solomon Andrews’ developments, but the harbour promised
wider economic advantages, including facilities for ‘a fishing fleet’.97 Tourism,
therefore, though widely regarded as an important opportunity, was not seen as a
unique one. For many, from entrepreneurs such as Samuel Holland to those letting out
spare accommodation in the summer, it was one element in complex economies. It is
significant, however, that many local people embraced the opportunities that tourism
offered both to offset the impact of the decline in traditional industries and to seek new
prosperity. In doing this, they created a model for resort development, which allowed
small communities, in a relatively remote area, to share the benefits of tourism.
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Tourism and the role of women
The seaside landlady is a familiar comic stereotype. This belittles the fact that women,
through this role, played a major part in the development of the tourist industry. Along
the Cambrian coast, by 1911, women dominated the lodging house trade exactly as was
the case in Blackpool.98
Women

Men

Total

% Women

Pwllheli

53

9

62

85

Criccieth

65

4

69

94

Harlech

7

1

8

87

122

8

130

94

Tywyn

29

7

36

81

Aberdyfi

29

-

29

100

Barmouth

Figure 106, Hotel and lodging house proprietors on the Cambrian coast, 1911.99

This high involvement of women contrasts with what Sara Horrell and Deborah Oxley
describe as ‘the nineteenth-century shift from households satisfying their needs through
the employment and income of all family members to reliance on the earnings of a
male head of household.’100 It therefore deserves examination in a little more detail.
Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall have argued that women faced increasing
economic marginalisation in the first half of the nineteenth century, after having been
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active entrepreneurs in the eighteenth.101 This was less apparent on the Cambrian coast
and Lewis Lloyd argues that, because husbands were frequently away at sea,
commercial activity by women was normal throughout this period.102 Certainly in 1804,
Lowri Lewis, a widow, was the landlady of the Cors-y-Gedol in Barmouth.103 The 1851
census shows a small number of women running bakeries and lodging houses, and a
widow was managing the Tower Hotel in Pwllheli.104 These are relatively isolated
examples, however, and far less significant than the position later in the century. Some
of the women operating lodging house businesses in 1911 may have been reverting to
an entrepreneurship lost earlier in the century, but in many ways these households have
more in common with the family economies of earlier centuries, not centred on a single
breadwinner, but functioning as ‘an intimate economy of close knit
interdependence’.105
Landladies on the Cambrian coast had remarkably similar characteristics to
those found by Walton in Blackpool. A high proportion were widows, accounting for
about one third of the total in Pwllheli and slightly less in Barmouth. For them, a
boarding house business offered some security, especially given the constraints on
employment for women at the time. As Walton suggests, running a boarding house
was likely to have been ‘the outcome of a very limited range of choices’.106 It is
notable too that many widows worked with either unmarried daughters or sisters, so
that the wider family also had some economic benefit, and, as Walton suggests, keeping
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the need for paid help from outside the family to a minimum.107 Many of these women
were over 60 and those over 70 were not uncommon, suggesting that financial returns
were rarely sufficient to allow for retirement. Again, there are parallels with Blackpool
where landladies were ‘usually middle aged’ and financial success was rare.108 It is
significant that four of Solomon Andrews’ landlady tenants on his premier West End
Esplanade site were in arrears with their rent in 1902. Mrs Owen, of ‘Glen Rosa’, for
example, owed £20, equivalent to half her annual rent whilst Miss Jones of ‘Oakley
House’ owed £10, equivalent to a quarter of hers.109
About one third of landladies were married women with husbands living at
home. For them, visitors offered additional family income, but in addition to running
the lodging house they had their own families to care for. These were predominantly
working-class families with the majority of husbands employed as masons, signalmen,
carters or in similar occupations. This too is similar to Blackpool where Walton found
that over half of resident husbands in 1905 were manual workers.110 For the remaining
single women, running a lodging house provided an opportunity for income and
independence, but again from a very limited range of choices. Even amongst this
group, however, additional domestic responsibilities were not uncommon and these
women often lived with, and presumably cared for, elderly parents.111 As Angela John
has commented, ‘women have been rendered inconspicuous within their own Welsh
history’ and ‘the icons of the making of modern Wales are powerful and familiar; coal
mining and slate quarrying dominate the images of work in south and north
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respectively’.112 Lodging house keepers have none of the iconic status awarded to coal
miners or quarrymen, yet without them there could have been no tourist industry along
the coast.
One reason for this lies, perhaps, in the nature of the work itself. The
demarcation of separate spheres for men and women was a central concern for all
religious groups from the beginning of the nineteenth century.113 Men operated in the
public sphere of work and the church whilst home was the ‘proper scene of woman’s
action and influence’.114 This ideal, argues Rosemary Jones, reiterated in Welsh
language journals, embraced by working class and middle class people alike, ‘appears
to have struck a resonant chord in Victorian Wales.’115 In this context the operation of
a lodging house was no more than an extension of the traditional woman’s sphere, and
received, in consequence, little of the recognition accorded to masculine pursuits.
Examples of women as entrepreneurs in other fields can be found and some have been
seen in the course of this study. Mrs Price, it may be recalled, built Tywyn’s Assembly
Rooms in 1893 and was congratulated for her ‘enterprise and public spirit’, whilst it
was the Barmouth greengrocer Mrs. Kirk who sourced her produce from Covent
Garden.116
The high incidence of women in the tourism sector did not lead to wider
acknowledgement of women in the public sphere. In the 1870s town councils in
Pwllheli and Tywyn were sent ‘papers … in reference to women’s suffrage’. Pwllheli
members resolved ‘not to take any action’ whilst Tywyn resolved that ‘no notice be
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taken’.117 Lydia Becker, Secretary of the Manchester Society for Women’s Suffrage,
spoke in Barmouth in 1879, but her ‘large audience’ was ‘principally composed of
visitors’.118 Towards the end of the period, across Wales and elsewhere, women were
beginning to appear more widely in public life and the professions. Ceridwen LloydMorgan notes, for example, that the 1890s saw increased involvement by women in the
Temperance Movement.119 The incidence of women in public life along the Cambrian
coast was, however, very limited. Mrs. Rowlands was the first woman member of
Tywyn Urban District Council and resigned in 1898 after seeking to persuade the
council, unsuccessfully, to adopt the Public Libraries Act.120 She, however, was
married to a local doctor and unconnected with the boarding house trade. Barmouth had
a branch of the Women’s Liberal Federation with Eva McLaren, the national organiser
of the Federation, as its President from 1891-1896. Ursula Masson suggests, however,
that McLaren’s Presidency was a sign of a weak local organisation and the Barmouth
Association disappeared from the records for 14 years after 1896.121 Patricia Hollis has
pointed out that women generally came into local government through philanthropy
and ‘moved freely between charitable and civic work.’122 Neither of these areas were
natural arenas for working class landladies.
Tourism and migration
Figures 107 and 108 summarise birthplaces of residents in Barmouth and Criccieth for
the years 1851 and 1911. As has been seen, the economic influence of tourism on these
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towns was significant during this period, allowing an analysis of the potential impact on
inward migration.
1851
1911
______________________________________________________________________
Number

Per cent

Number

Per cent

Llanaber Parish (Barmouth).

734

81

951

45

Merioneth, outside Llanaber.

116

13

414

20

Wales, outside Merioneth.

45

5

360

17

Outside Wales.

14

1

363

17

Total

909

2088

Figure 107, Place of birth of Barmouth residents, 1851 and 1911, net of visitors.123

1851
1911
______________________________________________________________________
Number
Per cent
Number
Per cent
Criccieth.

415

53

638

46

Caernarfonshire, outside Criccieth.

322

41

419

30

Wales, outside Caernarfonshire.

32

4

210

15

Beyond Wales.

17

2

108

8

Total

786

1375

Figure 108, Place of birth of Criccieth residents, 1851 and 1911, net of visitors.124

As can be seen, in 1851, 94 per cent of residents of Barmouth were born in Merioneth,
and the same percentage of Criccieth residents were born in Caernarfonshire. Even by
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1911, 65 per cent of Barmouth residents were born in Merioneth and 76 per cent of
Criccieth residents in Caernarfonshire. It is in migration from outside the immediate
area that a difference can be seen, with 34 per cent of Barmouth’s population and 23
per cent of Criccieth’s coming from outside their home county in 1911. There was,
however, considerable movement between Merioneth and Caernafonshire which
accounts to some extent for the relatively high 1911 figure for both towns of those born
in Wales but outside the immediate county. It is therefore the figure from beyond
Wales that is most interesting, with 17 per cent of Barmouth’s population in 1911 born
outside Wales against 8 per cent in Criccieth. For Barmouth particularly this suggests
that the resort economy was attractive to migrants from beyond Wales. There are, of
course, many reasons why people may have moved into these coastal towns. Marriage
with a local man or woman was one of these, and many children came with their
parents. However, work was one factor and the following tables summarises the
occupational structure of those in employment, together with those who enjoyed private
means. Figures have been rounded so percentages will not always total 100.
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Merioneth
Outside Barmouth

Wales

Outside Wales

Outside Merioneth

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

4

2

3

1

Clothing

10

4

18

8

6

3

Education

2

1

5

2

5

2

Hotels/Catering

76

34

52

23

59

27

Building

21

9

17

7

6

3

Maritime

2

1

1

Professional

9

4

19

8

20

9

Shops/food

28

13

35

15

27

12

Domestic Service

40

18

45

19

41

19

Mines/Quarries

4

2

6

3

Transport

6

3

15

6

9

4

Miscellaneous

19

9

15

6

18

8

Private Means

1

4

2

30

14

222

235

Agriculture

Total

221

Figure 109, Occupational structure for inward migrants to Barmouth, 1911.125
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Caernarfonshire
Outside Criccieth

Wales

Outside Wales

Not Caernarfonshire

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

14

7

1

1

Clothing

9

4

5

5

Education

2

1

2

2

5

9

Hotels/Catering

39

18

20

17

14

25

Building

15

7

10

8

1

2

Maritime

6

3

2

2

Professional

16

7

7

6

7

12

Shops/food

27

12

25

21

5

9

Domestic Service

42

19

23

19

11

20

Mines/Quarries

3

1

4

3

Transport

9

4

8

7

2

4

Miscellaneous

30

14

5

5

3

5

Private Means

8

4

6

5

8

14

Agriculture

Total

220

118

56

Figure 110, Occupational structure for inward migrants to Criccieth, 1911.126

Tourism related employment was significant to all three groups of inward migrants.
Hotels and catering, shops and food and domestic service provide employment for 65
per cent of people who moved into Barmouth from elsewhere in Merioneth, whilst in
Criccieth, the same categories total 49 per cent for people born in Caernarfonshire. The
same categories were similarly important for those moving into the towns from
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elsewhere in Wales, with 57 per cent of this group in Barmouth and 60 per cent in
Criccieth finding employment in these sectors. For those arriving from farther afield
these categories remain significant. 27 per cent of those who moved to Barmouth from
outside Wales were employed in the hotel sector with a similar percentage for
Criccieth. The growth of tourism was, therefore, a significant factor in attracting
newcomers to these towns.
There are, however, differences in the kind of employment found.
Overwhelmingly, for example, those born in nearby parishes and employed in the hotel
and catering category worked as boarding house keepers. Against this, those born
outside Wales were more likely to work in larger hotels, either as managers or
specialist hotel staff. The George IV and the Marine in Criccieth, the St Davids in
Harlech, the Trefeddian in Aberdyfi and the South Beach in Pwllheli all had managers
born in England or, in one case, Ireland.127 Posts such as these offered career
opportunities, they were usually held by women, but were not filled by local people.
Similarly, local people in domestic service were likely to be employed as general
servants whilst those from outside the area, and especially beyond Wales were more
likely to be chauffeurs, housemaids, cooks or parlour maids. From their places of birth
it is clear that many of these accompanied their employers. In this context the figures
for those living on private means are significant, accounting as they do for 14 per cent
of residents born outside Wales in both Barmouth and Criccieth. It should be noticed
too that residents from outside Wales also filled, disproportionately, the growing
professional sector. In Barmouth 9 per cent of those born outside Wales worked in
white collar occupations, against only 4 per cent for the population as a whole, with
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similar figures for Criccieth. There was a tendency too for higher skilled jobs to be
done by those from outside the area. This data illustrates the way in which the
developing tourist economies of the Cambrian resorts contributed not only to changes
in employment for local people, but attracted newcomers from England and Wales as a
whole.
The jobs created by tourism were not like for like replacements for those lost in other
industries and many were concentrated in sectors traditionally occupied by women. It
might be expected therefore that women would dominate inward migration to the
resorts, but this was not necessarily the case, as the example from Criccieth on the
following page shows (Figure 111). As can be seen, a greater number of men than
women settled in Criccieth from the immediate area. They found employment in a
range of sectors, notably retail and building, whilst local women were overwhelmingly
employed in lodging houses and domestic service. It is only in migration from the rest
of Wales and beyond that migration by women predominates.
Despite this, outward migration, particularly by young men was a frequently
voiced concern at the end of the century. In 1900, the Cambrian News, commented that
‘A large number of young men have left and others are leaving for the South Wales
Collieries owing to the good wages available.’128 It is likely, therefore, that many men
whose fathers had worked on the land or at sea did not find in tourism alternative
employment, but were part of the exodus that the Cambrian News regretted. Of the 21
men killed in the First World War and commemorated on the Harlech War Memorial,
13 were living outside the area when they enlisted, an indication of the level of outward
migration in the years before 1914.129 Confirmation of this trend can be found in the
work of Dot Jones. In the 1911 census 4939 people born in Merioneth were enumerated
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in Glamorgan.130 This figure included 1912 women, a reminder that outward migration
was not an option available only to men.

Agriculture

Caernarfonshire

Wales

Outside Wales

Outside Criccieth

Not Caernarfonshire

Outside Wales

Male

Male

Male

Female

2

3

2

19

1

13

5

2

Female

14

Female

1

Clothing

3

6

1

Education

1

1

Hotels

2

37

Building

15

10

Maritime

6

2

4

1

Professional/white collar

15

1

7

Shops/food

25

2

15

10

2

3

Domestic service

3

39

4

19

2

9

Mines/quarries

3

4

Transport

9

8

2

Miscellaneous trades

30

5

3

Total*

126

Total male and female
Per cent

86

58

212
60

54

19

112
40

52

29
48

54

40

60

Figure 111, Occupational structure by gender for inward migrants to Criccieth, 1911131
* excludes those on private means, hence the disparity with Figure 104.

There are many reasons why individuals might decide to make a life outside
their place of birth, and employment is not the only potential factor. However, it can be
seen that tourism, though it offered employment and even prosperity for some, was not
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a complete substitute for other industries lost to the area. Perspective is, of course,
important. Work in quarrying and maritime trades was uncertain and farming too was
essentially seasonal and low paid. Families, as Malcolmson has documented, were
‘hard pressed to support themselves by relying on wages from farm labour. 132
However, many of the jobs created by tourism emphasised rather than ameliorated
these characteristics, and contributed to a low wage, insecure, low skills economy with
problems still recognisable a century later. Equally, tourism had an impact beyond the
purely economic, affecting the character of popular destinations and raising questions
of identity and belonging. This is the area that will be considered in the final chapter of
this study.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
Tourism and identity
‘What has a game of golf to do with the spiritual devotions of any person? … Surely
there is a great deal of difference between golfing and baccarat playing’.1

Identity is a complex area and can be discussed, for example, in terms of class
or gender, as well as in religious, political or national terms. Any individual is likely to
have multiple identities, often overlapping, sometimes possibly conflicting. Welsh
identities, as Merfyn Jones suggests, are plentiful, but ‘a Welsh identity to be embraced
by all, or by a majoritarian current is proving harder to come by.’2 Equally, the
expression of a particular identity can depend on particular situations, tourism for
example being an area where notions of difference and otherness are notoriously
expressed. Nor is identity immutable. Cultural character, writes Harold Carter, is not
determined once and for all but is subject to constant change and modification. The
process of change in Carter’s view becomes ‘most controversial as the immigration of
“outsiders” leads to modification from the perceived ideal or established condition.’3
Immigration was not unique to resort towns, but was linked more widely to
urbanization and industrialisation. In Dowlais, Merthyr Tydfil, for example, in the
second half of the nineteenth century, migrants from Ireland ‘played an important role
in transforming the linguistic and cultural map of the town’.4 However, there was an
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important difference in resort towns since though there was significant permanent
settlement, most of the visitors were seasonal.
Nor was the question of identity peculiar to the Cambrian coast resorts. Social
tone, seen as so important to resorts such as Eastbourne or Brighton, was essentially a
question of identity. When the railway opened up Brighton to mass excursionists during
the summer months the ‘fashionable season’ moved to November and December,
whilst August and September was the ‘tradesman’s season’.5 Once Blackpool was
established as a primarily working-class resort, it was abandoned by its earlier middleclass patrons.6 The Cambrian resorts were, however, Welsh communities. As will be
seen, questions of identity were multi-faceted, but the impact of tourism on the Welsh
character of the towns must figure largely in any discussion. Lewis Lloyd noted with
satisfaction, for example, that Barmouth retained ‘a distinctively Welsh character
throughout the nineteenth century’, though he is not explicit about what he understands
by this.7 This chapter examines the extent to which Lloyd’s assessment applied to the
Cambrian coast resorts as a whole, but considers also the equally complex identities of
their visitors. In doing so it contributes to an understanding of the way in which local
communities recognised and responded to the cultural pressures that resort status
brought. Beyond that, it illuminates the extent to which, for many visitors, shared
identities were part of the attraction of the coast.
Perceptions of Wales
In his review of Marjorie Morgan’s National Identities and Travel in Victorian Britain,
2002, Donald Ulin emphasises the power of travel, sightseeing and exploration to
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question and affirm various forms of identity.8 This power has been implicit in previous
chapters of this study. For English travellers, ‘Willy-nilly’, writes Ian Ousby, ‘we take
abroad with us a sense of England and our own Englishness … like a sort of virginity to
be preserved intact from all the dangers that threaten it.’9 The visitors seen in previous
chapters, school teachers from the English midlands, chapel goers from Manchester or
the cosmopolitan elite, brought with them their own perceptions about themselves and,
equally significantly, about the places and people they were visiting. As Marjorie
Morgan illustrates, even the minutiae of daily life is understood in terms of
preconceived notions of identity and difference.10
Some writers believed that English visitors had a poor understanding of Wales.
Owen Morgan Edwards, the great Welsh educationalist who was briefly MP for
Merioneth in 1899, believed that ‘the visitor who stays at a Barmouth hotel … may
leave without knowing anything about Wales. The legends, the poetry, the prose tales,
the life and thought of the people are utterly unknown to him; he often doubts if Wales
possesses any of these things.’ 11 Edwards was writing at the end of the century, but for
many historians this lack of knowledge was compounded by a long-standing negative
view of Wales. By the middle of the nineteenth century, writes Prys Morgan, ‘English
scorn and hatred for the Welsh had become rampant.’12 This was notoriously reflected
in the ‘Blue Books’ that presented a ‘damning picture of Welsh common people.’13
Writing of Caernarfonshire, the commissioners refer to the ‘social and moral depravity
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of the pauper population in the towns’. Rural labourers ‘have never seen a higher order
of civilization’ and even farmers, ‘although they live well … are content to inhabit huts
scarcely less dark, dirty and comfortless’.14 Not only did the ‘Blue Books’ colour
English attitudes to Wales, but they also stimulated a reaction in Welsh people. Prys
Morgan argues that during the middle decades of the nineteenth century the
predominant spirit was ‘progressive, positivist, utilitarian, middle class … dragging the
Welsh into Victorian respectability, nervously glancing at the English for praise and
approval.’15
There are many examples which support Morgan’s suggestion of negative
English attitudes. Critical comments were made by visitors well before the
Commissioners’ report was published, but the ‘Blue Books’, carrying the authority of
the state, embedded such views in general perception. Richard Warner, visiting Tywyn
during its race week in 1798, referred to ‘the motley crew’ assembled who ‘seemed to
eye us with no very friendly glances … All was idleness and noise’.16 A stereotype of
simple folk was established by the beginning of the nineteenth century. Travelling
through Harlech, Joseph Hucks notes that requests for information received ‘a stare,
immediately followed by a grin, and concluded with a “tin sarsenick” which signifies
“no Saxon”’.17 Attitudes such as these continued to surface during the nineteenthcentury. One English visitor was amused by the grammar of a lodging house keeper
who, unable to accommodate him, offered to forward his letter to another party ‘as is
likely to take you in and do for you’.18 Even John Freeman, who identified strongly
with Barmouth’s Nonconformists, was less happy with the local quarrymen. On the
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Ffestiniog train they ‘laughed, talked and sang in a very coarse manner, three of them
taking turns to smoke out of the same pipe, and one having his arms – even while
smoking – round the neck of a respectable looking girl’.19 Examples such as these, the
discourtesies or prejudices of an elite group, are not, of course, peculiar to Wales. Other
examples are more significant. There are unconscious stereotypes in the Postmaster
General’s speech at the inauguration of Pwllheli’s South Beach in 1890. It was, he said,
‘pleasant to reflect’ that the Welsh scenery and Welsh language were now combined
with English enterprise and capital’.20 This last comment is all the more significant
since, as seen in Chapter Four, the South Beach project was led by three local
Welshmen. In Mrs Robert Mackenzie Daniels’ The Squire’s Courtship a party arrive at
the station outside ‘wild Towyn’, and are amused by, and impatient with, the porter a
‘primitive Welshman”.21 This is fiction, of course, but the adjective suggests a
perception of more than merely class difference.
By 1882 The Barmouth Advertiser could still argue that ‘the English are very
apt to think that the Welsh is a semi barbaric race, and consequently unable to
understand the wants of civilised people’.22 Again, the use of ‘semi barbaric’,
particularly contrasted with civilised, is telling, an apt illustration of the kind of attitude
that Prys Morgan described. Even by the end of the century there were still suggestions
that accommodation for visitors was sometimes poor. There was a ‘greater requirement
for sanitary cleanliness and nattiness’ and it was ‘very difficult to persuade certain
people that a smelly bedroom is objectionable and … an ancient kitchen midden is not
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an attraction’.23 These examples demonstrate that some visitors identified with
particular stereotypes of Wales and Welsh people and it is possible too to detect the
defensive attitude of their hosts identified by Prys Morgan. Thus Samuel Holland,
speaking at Harlech’s ‘Grand Choral Festival’ in 1869, said that such festivals would
‘win back the fair fame of the Welsh as a temperate and abstemious nation’.24 His
audience included many who had arrived by excursion train from the north west of
England as well as from surrounding counties. Holland was therefore taking the
opportunity of emphasising an alternative picture of Welsh people from that given in
the ‘Blue Books’. Rev. Evan Jones of Corris made the same point at the 1871 Festival
when he referred to ‘base calumnies … to say these areas abounded in crime and
immorality.’25 Similarly, newspaper reports can be almost lyrical when describing
goods, especially edible goods, for sale. This is common for Victorian advertising, but
it is hard not to see in the following description the shadow of the ‘Blue Books’; ‘the
butter …. is brought to market in baskets covered by dewy leaves and irreproachable
white linen.’26
Perceptions such as these were part of the idea of Wales that some visitors or
potential visitors shared, but in the second half of the nineteenth century, as Morgan
suggests, an alternative Welsh identity was forged.27 In this process, Carter argues that
language and religion are paramount. Nonconformity and the Welsh language came to
define Welsh identity, and the tie between language and identity became a predominant
factor during the nineteenth century.28 To language and religion, Merfyn Jones adds a
political dimension, arguing that the rise of Welsh Liberalism following the franchise
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reforms of 1867 and 1884 was of fundamental importance. By 1892 the Conservative
Party was reduced to four seats in Wales, and, in 1906, failed to win a single seat.29 The
Liberal Wales which resulted, he argues, was Nonconformist and closely associated
with the Welsh language.’30 Ieuan Gwynedd Jones has shown how this remarkable
development came about in Merioneth and transformed political life in the county.31
For Carter, Nonconformity and Liberalism were also ‘inextricably associated’, but
again he stresses that the Welsh language was ‘the matrix of that association’.32 To
these issues can be added temperance and Sabbath observance, two areas important to
both Nonconformism and resorts, and culture, used in its general meaning. Each of
these will now be considered, beginning with religion.
Religion
Welsh Nonconformity was, writes D. Densil Morgan an ‘exceedingly popular religious
option, unencumbered by a socially superior, hierarchical church government which
represented the interests of an alien class.’ 33 This is borne out by the religious census of
1851, which demonstrated that five times as many Welsh men and women attended
Nonconformist services than attended services in their parish church. In this the
Cambrian coast was no exception. On the day of the census in Criccieth, for example,
there were 93 attendances at services in the parish church as against 659 in
Nonconformist chapels, whilst attendances in the 14 Nonconformist chapels of Tywyn
and Aberdyfi similarly outnumber those at the parish church.34 It is not surprising
therefore that religion was a major area where identity differences between local people
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and visitors was most apparent and where the influence of the latter can be seen. Not
least, the need to accommodate visitors was a factor, and some times a major factor,
behind the building of new churches. Barmouth’s Chapel of Ease, St. David’s, was
built as early as the 1830s, ‘principally’ for the accommodation of visitors.35 Similarly,
Criccieth’s new church was built in 1887 on land provided by the local Tory landowner
H. J. Ellis-Nanney together with a contribution of about ten per cent of the total cost.36
When complete the church had seating for 500, and again, though less explicitly, the
needs of visitors were clearly a factor. Nanney, it may be recalled was one of the few
local landowners to be involved in resort development and was also responsible at this
time for Criccieth’s sea wall and esplanade.37
The significance of these developments lies in Densil Morgan’s analysis of the
Anglican Church as representing the interests of an ‘alien class’. Whilst local people
were overwhelmingly Nonconformist, many visitors were associated with the Anglican
Church. This is nowhere more apparent than in Barmouth, where in 1882 it was
reported that English services would be held in the assembly rooms since ‘St. David’s
was usually overcrowded.’ It was suggested that collections at the services would be
contributed to a fund to build a larger church and it was ‘very likely that many of the
wealthy and liberal minded visitors would cheerfully contribute.’38 As seen in earlier
chapters, this proved to be the case and Mrs Perrins and her family contributed £15,000
towards the building of a new church, St. John’s. As a result, previous plans for a
relatively modest church were amended, and the new church was to be ‘unsurpassed in
the whole of the principality’ with seating for 1,000 worshippers. The foundation stone
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was laid by Princess Beatrice and the ceremony, which took place in 1889, attracted
thousands of visitors by train and steamer to the town. 39 The occasion was a significant
display of Anglicanism. Presided over by royalty, attended by the local aristocracy,
blessed by bishops, it emphasised the close link between the predominantly
Conservative social elite and the Church of England.
Towering over the town, as can be seen in Figures 112 and 113, it symbolised
Anglican authority and was, commented The Dart, ‘rather a knock-back for our Welsh
disestablishists’.40 Nor was it simply visually dominant. When it was completed, its
bells on Sundays added an aural dimension to its ascendancy. Writing to the Bishop of
Bangor, Gwynoro Davies, Chair of the Urban District Council, conveyed ‘the very
reasonable complaint of the Welsh Independent and Baptist churches concerning the
unreasonable length of time the Bells of St. John’s church are ringing; sometimes for
quite an hour on Sunday mornings, and half an hour or three quarters of an hour in the
evenings, making it almost impossible for the above churches to carry on public
worship.’41 This is a good example of the way in which, as Paul O’Leary found in south
Wales, religion was imprinted on the changing townscape, both visibly and audibly.42
Beyond this, as Alain Corbin argues, the ringing of church bells was also an exercise of
power; ‘the right to order sounds reflected actual domination of the space within which
they would be heard’.43 In France, Corbin argues, the conflict was between church and
town hall. In Wales, sectarian rivalry between the Anglican establishment and local
Nonconformity added another dimension.
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Figure 112, St. John’s Church, Barmouth, c. 1905. Postcard, personal collection.

In Harlech, too the Church benefited from the wealth and energies of the social
elite encountered in previous chapters and attracted at the end of the century by the
success of the golf course. In 1900 a campaign was mounted to raise £2000 to endow
the town as a separate ecclesiastical district. By the end of the following year the fund
was well on its way and ‘church men’ were asked ‘to come to the aid of this historic
town, and to show that the church can maintain its own there.’44 The appeal was
successful and in 1908 the same elite visitors were again active, this time campaigning
for the ‘Harlech Vicarage and Church Organ Fund’. At one bazaar stallholders
included Countess Amherst, the Countess of Winchilsea, Lady Gladys Finch Hatton,
Mrs Davison and Mrs. Graves.45 These names were the focus of English society in
Harlech, a society that had the Anglican Church at its centre.
In his study of the Indian hill stations, Aditi Chatterji argues that these were an
attempt by the dominating colonial power, to Anglicise space, emphasising that
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landscape is not only the visible world but a ‘social product and an ideological
concept.’46 Arguably, a similar process was taking place along the length of the
Cambrian coast. Barmouth’s St John’s, in its dominating position, was a commanding
and explicit example of an attempt to Anglicize space.

Figure 113, Barmouth from the west, Postcard, personal collection.

Similarly, the Harlech activities of the upper class English visitors illustrate the way in
which the process extended into the social world. They sought to create an enclave
where they could not only enjoy their own social institutions, but also promote them as
a universal model. W. H. More, Crown Receiver for Wales, was an important member
of this circle and his daughter, Constance Line, has left a revealing account of the
society they created. Lord Winchilsea and his family, after inheriting Plas Harlech, ‘at
once became part of the village life’. Lady Winchilsea formed a choir and played the
organ in church, whilst the actress Ellen Terry spent ‘several Christmases’ with the
family. Constance Line also remembered E. F. Benson, son of the Archbishop of
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Canterbury and later to become a popular novelist, paying visits to Plas Amherst.47
According to Anton Bantock, the educationalist and third world campaigner who was
Constance Line’s nephew, the More’s found on their arrival in Harlech, a place so
foreign, ‘they might as well have been in Bechuanaland’.48 Here was created the kind
of upper-class world glimpsed in Figures 114 and 115, a world that would have been
familiar to country house visitors in England, but far removed from the lives of most
people in Harlech.

Figure 114, Countess Amherst’s guests enjoy a picnic near Harlech, 1909. Harlech Historical
Society, Dudley Maidment Collection, Countess Amherst’s Photograph Album.

One Harlech resident, Olwen Hughes, as a small child had a view of Plas
Harlech from her small adjacent house and remembered ‘peeping as the Earl and
Countess and their children had tea on the lawn. Seeing them the Countess would smile
and frequently ask a footman or maid to take over chocolates, cake and fruit. “We had a
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beautiful upbringing,” says Olwen, “if only by watching that lovely Winchilsea
family.” ’49 She is quoted in Oliver Wynne Hughes’ account of Edwardian Harlech,
Every Day was Summer, which presents a generally anodyne view of relations between
the town dwellers and their aristocratic visitors. It was George Davison, the Kodak
executive and self described philosophical anarchist who, according to Hughes, was
mistrusted for his atheism and ‘communist activities’ and widely resented.50

Figure 115, Countess Amherst scales a wall near Harlech, 1909. Harlech Historical Society, Dudley
Maidment Collection, Countess Amherst’s Photograph Album.
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As seen in the previous chapter, these visitors were valued for the employment
they provided, but even Hughes acknowledges that they were not universally
welcomed. Sam Williams was an ironmonger who, says Hughes, objected to English
upper class visitors. When his daughter brought home a shawl, purchased from a
jumble sale in support of church funds, he ‘became very cross. He didn’t want any of
his children wearing “aristocratic cast-offs”.’51 The golf course, however, was certainly
a link between the two communities. The Town Club, whose members included local
working men was allowed to play on the links ‘by courtesy’ of the Royal St. David’s,
and Town Club members were entertained to dinner annually, along with the ‘grazing
tenants’. Interestingly, when the Town Golf Club travelled to Aberdyfi for a
competition, the Vicar was a member of the party.52 This suggests, perhaps, that
membership of the Town Club may have been related to religious affiliation. Local
Anglicans are more likely to have been sympathetic to English upper-class visitors than
were the Nonconformist majority.
The activities of the Winchilseas or Mrs. Perrins, because of their wealth and
high social status are widely reported, but as was seen in the previous chapter, many
visitors to the coast were Nonconformists who would have identified strongly with their
fellows in Wales. Thus John Freeman, a Londoner, arriving in Barmouth on a Saturday
evening in July, 1875, was welcomed by a Presbyterian congregation who were ‘about
to practise some of Sankey’s pieces’ for the next day. Not only that, but his neighbour
in chapel was delighted to find that, like them, Freeman used the Sol-fa system and
sang in Joseph Proudman’s choir, ‘[he] shouted out the news to a certain Mr. Jenkins
who was some distance off’.53 The following morning Freeman attended morning
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service to find that ‘nearly all the congregation were English, the natives having had a
service all to themselves previously.’54 Like the Anglican Church, some Nonconformist
chapels accommodated English-speaking visitors. In Criccieth the stone was laid for an
English chapel in 1878, and ‘the want of an English Chapel at Criccieth is one that
many of our readers will be glad to see satisfied’.55 The chapel, Calvinistic Methodist,
opened in 1879 and it was planned to hold English services until the end of
September.56 Special provision for Nonconformist English visitors was not, however,
universal and the Wesleyan and Baptist chapels in Barmouth advertised only Welsh
services in the 1890s.57 Despite this, along the coast, many visitors from England
shared a Nonconformist identity with local Welsh people and attended Nonconformist
services. This was rarely commented on, a strong indicator of the dominant position of
the Anglican Church both socially and hierarchically since Nonconformist visitors did
not usually command the prominence which brought with it newspaper recognition.
From the 1880s Welsh Liberals, accepting that they had little hope of
disestablishing the Church of England in its entirety, concentrated their efforts on
disestablishment for Wales alone.58 There is no space for a full discussion, but the
towns of the Cambrian coast were fully engaged in this debate. In January 1892 both T.
E. Ellis and David Lloyd George spoke at a disestablishment meeting in Barmouth.
Lloyd George’s speech was described by the curate of St John’s as ‘a coarse, vulgar
and blasphemous tirade against the Church and its doctrines.’59 At a Church defence
meeting the following month the Rector, currently presiding over the building of St.
John’s, argued that ‘Truth and Justice’ were on the side of the Church. His curate
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denounced in Welsh the Free Churches as being ‘bound hand and foot in the severest
fetters’ whilst the Wesleyan Methodists were ‘as alien in name as the Church of
England.’60 Feelings in Barmouth were polarised at this time because of a burial dispute
between the Rector and a parishioner. The Rector responded to criticism by pointing to
‘defiant and self willed enemies of the Church’ whilst Gwynoro Davies, the Calvinist
Methodist Minister and local politician met in previous chapters, argued that ‘no one
can get on with [the Rector] unless he is prepared to become his tool or his slave’.61
The dispute between the two men extended into the political sphere, with both
leading opposing parties.62 Davies eventually won a libel suit against the Rector,
following an article by him, which made ‘unfounded accusations’ about Davies in his
capacity as President of the Wales Holiday Association.63 It is against this background
that this discussion needs to be seen. The religious divide was real and the high profile
of English visitors in the building of St. John’s and the campaign for Harlech’s separate
ecclesiastical district is an indication of the extent to which they were remote from the
local majority. It should not be overlooked, however, that they were equally remote
from many other English visitors who found, in Welsh Nonconformism, values that
echoed their own.
Sabbath observance and temperance
There is no doubt that there was some sectarian opposition as the resorts developed.
Sabbath observance was especially significant, the Lord’s Day being ‘the nearest
approach to Heaven possible on earth … Heaven itself an everlasting Sabbath’.64
Following a controversy in 1891 over the playing of golf on Sundays, The Pwllheli
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Chronicle and North Wales Gazette and Advertiser asked, ‘what has a game of golf to
do with the spiritual devotions of any person? … Surely there is a great deal of
difference between golfing and baccarat playing’.65 The comparison is interesting and
refers to the involvement of the Prince of Wales in a lawsuit for slander heard that June.
This had been brought by Sir William Gordon-Cumming, following an accusation that
he had cheated whilst playing baccarat.66 Edward Jones, one of the leading figures in
Pwllheli’s development as a resort and frequently re-elected as its mayor was Chairman
of the Board of the Pwllheli Chronicle.67 A wealthy man, as well as a Methodist lay
preacher, his newspaper’s attitude to baccarat is a good example of the way in which
the leaders of these small towns shared many of the values and attitudes of their
English visitors, since middle class distaste for aristocratic excess was not unique to
Wales.68 Nor though was Sunday golf usual. The Tywyn course, for example, along
with its refreshment room, was closed on Sundays.69
Alongside Sabbath observance, temperance was a second key area of potential
conflict. The Welsh Sunday Closing Act of 1881 was ‘the most remarkable
achievement of the Welsh Temperance Movement in the nineteenth century’ and the
first time that Parliament had passed separate legislation for Wales.70 Samuel Holland
endorsed the Sunday Closing Bill and local politicians had been active in the cause over
many years. In 1872 the mayor of Pwllheli and some of his council ‘as a deputation’
called on ‘the several innkeepers’ and all undertook ‘not to sell any intoxicating drink
between 11pm on Saturday nights and 6am on Monday mornings’.71 Similarly as was
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seen in Chapter two, Aberdyfi’s ‘Temperance Party’, led by local board member
Maethlon James, opposed a licence application from the Trefiddian Hotel, fearing that
‘the young men of Towyn would visit the hotel on Sunday as bona fide travellers’.72 It
is not surprising, therefore, that the comparative sobriety of the resorts was a significant
factor for many visitors. It is though important to put this in context. Samuel Holland
certainly provided a Temperance Hotel as part of his development work in Harlech, but
his premier hotel, the Castle, offered ‘wines and spirits of the best quality’.73 In
Pwllheli, Solomon Andrews’ West End Hotel was advertised as ‘the only licensed hotel
facing the sea’ and the earlier South Beach Hotel seems to have operated initially
without a licence.74 However, despite the West End claim, in 1895 the South Beach too
was offering ‘wines and spirits of choicest brands’.75
In this context Maethlon James’ objections to the Trefiddian are significant. He
was concerned about the opportunity it would offer to the young men of Tywyn, as
‘bona fide’ travellers, since such travellers were able to obtain drink if they had
travelled over three miles. A similar situation had arisen in Tywyn the previous year
when complaint was made that the station refreshment room ‘had caused great pain to
respectable residents’ because a seven day licence had been obtained for ‘the
convenience of the travelling community’. It was, however, being used by ‘other
persons’ to obtain drink ‘by illegal means.’76 The problem therefore was twofold.
Objection was made to breaking the Sabbath, but there was a wider concern also for the
moral welfare of ‘young men’ or ‘other persons’. Here again, there is link to
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temperance movements elsewhere in Britain, which were ‘restricted by strong prejudice
against the movement among the working class’.77 Maethlon James, the middle-class
draper and others like him, emphasised temperance and Sabbath observance for their
own communities, but it was widely recognised that visitors expected to be able to
obtain alcoholic refreshment. This could be seen as the triumph of expediency over
ethics, but this would be unjust. Local businessmen and local authority members who
promoted tourism were seldom as explicit as John Corbett who, deprecating praise,
frankly said that ‘I have property in the area and perhaps it may be that I am
endeavouring to serve myself.’78 Local politicians and entrepreneurs saw in tourism
potential benefit for the area and for themselves. Their accommodation of visitor
expectations was a pragmatic attempt to balance this with the interests of local
communities as they saw them.
Many of them were men of serious purpose. Gwynoro Davies was ‘as
conscientious when on the council as he was when in the pulpit’.79 Maethlon James
was as likely to solicit contributions from John Corbett for Tywyn’s Intermediate
School as he was for the promenade.80 When they spoke, it was frequently in biblical
cadences; ‘Allow me to try my hand at prophesy. I feel that the spirit moveth in that
direction’, said Maethlon James at the opening of Tywyn’s market hall, whilst Edward
Jones in Pwllheli had a preaching style that was ‘graceful without a touch of affectation
… now creating a smile by subtle humour … next melting into tears by resistless
pathos’.81 Their daily actions might have eternal consequences, and it was not
surprising that, whilst encouraging tourism, they sought to alleviate its impact on the
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character of their communities.82 These were serious men, but they were not mirthless.
At a local election meeting in Pwllheli, one of the candidates, speaking last, began
‘After the Lord Mayor’s show comes the muck cart’ and likened the candidates to ‘six
pigs on sale (loud laughter during which the mayor got up and remarked that he was the
fattest of them all).’83 The mayor was Edward Jones.
Politics
Disestablishment for Wales was given high priority by the Liberal Party in 1891 and
this discussion now moves on to the political dimension, the third element in Jones’
summary of Welsh identity.84 The Liberal Party defeated the Conservatives in
Merioneth for the first time in 1868 and held the seat for the remainder of the century.
In Caernarfonshire David Lloyd George took the Carnarvon Boroughs in 1890.85 Many
of the area’s elite visitors were as distanced politically from their neighbours in Wales
as they were in religious matters. The Earl of Winchilsea, at the stone laying ceremony
for Harlech’s new library, acknowledged this. ‘We differ in some things … not
worshipping in the same place … we do not entertain the same political views … but
here we meet on common ground.’86 Significantly he singled out politics and religion,
those two key markers, as indicators of difference. In doing so he was emphasising,
implicitly, the alien nature of the society that he and those around him represented.
Again, however, it is useful to think of Chatterji’s analysis. Winchilsea had the
confidence of his class and his comments suggest a paternalistic belief in the
superiority of his own values. He, after all, was the man laying the stone.
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The Liberal upsurge was also reflected in local government. Local councils in
Barmouth, Criccieth, Tywyn and Pwllheli all had strong Liberal representation from the
1870s, and many of the men seen in earlier chapters, prominent in the development of
tourism, were Liberals. In Pwllheli, D. E. Davies, one of the prime movers of the South
Beach development, was ‘an ardent liberal’ as well as being a local minister, member
of the Town Council and founder of the Lleyn and Eifionydd Building Society.87 He
believed that the only way of conquering the ‘drink demon’ was through ‘the strength
of the Gospel’, and proposed a vote of confidence when Lloyd George met his
supporters in Pwllheli after his success in 1890.88 Similarly in Tywyn, J. Maethlon
James who led the Council for much of the 1890s was a prominent Liberal.89 Gwynoro
Davies was married to the daughter of the Criccieth Liberal and builder of Marine
Terrace, William Watkin, and appointed Lloyd George’s brother William as Town
Clerk in Barmouth.90 Lloyd George himself spoke at a testimonial for Davies in
Barmouth in 1903, ‘he [Lloyd George] would receive a telegram from his brother …
stating that “Gwynoro” was coming up to the metropolis in connection with the affairs
of Barmouth. He used to say to himself that there was a fortnight of hard work in front
of him on these occasions. … There was no yielding to Mr. Davies.’91 Indeed,
following the rescheduling of the Barmouth waterworks loans in 1899, the council
moved ‘their best thanks to … Mr. Lloyd George M.P.’ for his help in the process.92
These men had strong Welsh identities. Maethlon James as well as D. E. Davies
was a temperance campaigner. Gwynoro Davies was a passionate advocate of Welsh
education, his work as an educationist being singled out at his testimonial. From the
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point of view of this study, however, the significant point is that they were equally
committed, as has been seen in previous chapters, to the development of tourism. Later
historians, Lewis Lloyd for example, had reservations about the impact of visitors from
England on Welsh communities, but for men like Gwynoro Davies and Maethlon
James, tourism offered the opportunity for increased prosperity. John Davies argues
against the frequent portrayal of the Liberal upsurge at national level as a victory for
the ‘common people’, suggesting that in the first stage up to 1885 wealthy members of
the landed class ‘yielded their place to wealthy industrialists and professional men …
one elite was replacing another.’93 These local politicians were not part of an elite
equivalent to the displaced gentry, but they were men of substance. When Gwynoro
Davies was married, the list of 300 ‘handsome and costly presents’ from a drawing
room suite to silver fish knives and forks took up two newspaper columns in small type,
and, recuperating after an illness nine years later, he took a cruise ‘in the Mediterranean
Sea’.94 Gwynoro Davies and others like him did not see a dichotomy between the
maintenance of a specifically Welsh culture and the pursuit of economic success
through tourism.
Similarly, the minutes of local councils frame Wales within a larger context. It
could be taken as a formality, perhaps, that local authorities would celebrate royal
occasions, and Criccieth was not alone in sending a letter of congratulation to Queen
Victoria on her Diamond Jubilee.95 Similarly, the Barmouth Local Board took an
‘unanimous decision to send an album to Princess May on her marriage to the Duke of
York out of a deep sense of attachment to the throne (Hear Hear)’.96 There appears to
be genuine feeling, however, in Pwllheli’s ‘horror and indignation’ at the murder of
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Lord Frederick Cavendish, Gladstone’s Chief Secretary to Ireland, in Phoenix Park.97
Equally, when the Colonial Premiers visited Llanwrst, following their visit to
Gladstone at Hawarden in 1897, Criccieth councillors telegraphed that, but for the
Premiers’ short time ‘in our midst … we would have sent you a pressing invitation to
visit Criccieth and given you a hearty Welsh welcome.’98 Again, there is recognition
that these local politicians, many of them prominent in the development of tourism had
an identity that included a world beyond Wales.
If many local politicians saw the benefits of tourism, their perception was not
universally shared. As seen in the previous chapter, local people in Pwllheli gave
priority to the Gimblet Rock quarry over the demands of the tourist lobby. Similarly,
there was resistance to Solomon Andrews’ plans for Aberdyfi and these were discussed
in Chapter Three. Opposition of this kind was not restricted to Wales and reflects in
these cases a question of local economic concerns or the desire to protect common land,
as much as Welsh identity. However, they are examples of potential tensions between
Welsh middle class politicians and other local people, an area that might be further
illuminated by Welsh language sources.
Culture
Along the coast Welsh culture was an important part of the visitor experience, and was
used explicitly, as seen in Chapter Six as part of the area’s marketing strategy.
Solomon Andrews’ ‘Mona’ ladies choir in ‘Welsh costume’ is a good example.99
Examples such as this are, however, relatively superficial, opportunism on the part of
those promoting tourism who recognised that visitors were attracted by difference.
Maria del Pino Santana Quintana makes a similar point when she argues that ‘by
exploring the world the traveller explores his or her own identity … each new place
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opens enriching possibilities for a new self’.100 Henry Peerless might not have
expressed it in these terms, but during their holiday in Barmouth he and his family did
try to have a ‘group photo’ taken in ‘Welsh costume, i.e. a tall hat and a shawl’, only to
be confounded because ‘they [the photographer] only possess one hat and one
shawl’.101
Welsh culture, beyond these superficial examples, was strongly in evidence
however as part of the visitor experience. The Harlech Music Festivals consistently
programmed Welsh music and Welsh singing alongside oratorios by Handel, Haydn
and Mendelssohn.102 Welsh vocalists and instrumentalists ‘whose name and fame are
more than local’ were featured each year.103 John Owen (Owain Alaw), who had
recently written Gems of Welsh Melodies was a regular performer during the 1870s as
was Edith Wynne (Eos Cymru), although by the time of the festivals she had settled in
London.104 Robert Rees (Eos Morlais), sang at the 1873 festival and returned in 1879 as
conductor. Again, in 1883 he conducted 11 choirs in Llawenhaed-y-Nefoedd from
Joseph Parry’s oratorio, Emmanuel.105 The centrepiece of the 1910 festival was
Messiah, but that programme too was rich in contemporary Welsh music, including
Joseph Parry’s Mor Hawddgar and ‘a light and lovely’ rendering of Gwilym Gwent’s
Yr Haf from the Tywyn Choral Society.106
As seen in chapter six the Harlech music festivals were a key visitor attraction
for the coast and the poster in Figure 116 is worded for ‘visitors and others’. Beyond
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this, however, they were a celebration of Welsh musical identity and played a part in
sustaining Welsh musical culture.

Figure 116, Poster for the 1879 Harlech Castle Choral Festival. National Library of Wales,
uncatalogued material.

Nor was this restricted to Harlech. In Barmouth the summer concerts at the Assembly
Rooms included an early performance of Parry’s ‘celebrated Welsh opera’ Blodwen.107
This is in contrast with Llandudno where Gwenfair Parry found that Welsh songs were
included on programmes, but rendered in English.108 Welsh musical culture did not
always meet with the approval of visitors. One evening Henry Peerless went to hear the
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‘Barmouth Male Choir - ‘very slow at starting’. Eventually the curtain was drawn, only
to reveal, to Peerless’s disappointment, ‘a motley collection of youths and men,
presided over by a strange figure in trousers much too long for him.’109 However, the
musical culture of the area was not exclusively Welsh and the choirs taking part in the
Harlech festival were as familiar with Handel as they were with Dr. Parry. There was
also a world of popular music, which provided a shared identity for visitor and host
alike. Henry Peerless comments, for example, on the songs sung by the conductor and a
little Welsh girl on the charabanc from Barmouth to Dolgellau, ‘The songs they knew
were legion. One after the other, some grand musical Welsh melodies like hymns, then
the next moment ‘Yip-I-addy-I-ay’.110 When the Towyn Brass and Reed Band
accompanied Dr. Grosholz to the opening of the Assembly Rooms in 1893 ‘it led the
procession merrily along to the strains of The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte
Carlo.’111 Given that this song was only one year old at the time, its rendition by the
Tywyn band demonstrates both the speed with which music could spread even in a preradio world and the popularity of British music hall songs in the area.112
It is notable too that when the ‘Cavalry of Cefnrhos’ marched with their no
surrender banners flying to tear down Solomon Andrews’ fences around Aberdyfi
common, the ‘inspiring music’ played by the band included A Little Bit off the Top,
another popular song barely one year old.113 Gwenfair Parry ascribes the prevalence of
music hall culture in Llandudno purely to the desire to attract English-speaking
visitors.114 This is unlikely to have been the case, certainly in Aberdyfi, where the local
band selected the piece to accompany a popular protest against a potential tourism
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development. It is more likely that there was a popular culture that was shared by local
people and English visitors alike. In the same way, an entertainment in Pwllheli Town
Hall in 1871 included Welsh and English songs, but what provided ‘an unusual amount
of merriment’ was a performance, in English, of Bardell v. Pickwick from The
Pickwick Papers, female parts incidentally all being taken, for decencies sake, by
men.115 David Llewelyn Jones and Robert Smith make a similar point. In Abergele,
English was the principal language of entertainment but, ‘it would be wrong to assume
that the Anglicization of cultural activity … was entirely a reflection of the influence of
summer visitors’, and they cite penny readings during the tourist free winter months
which were also conducted in English.116 As has been seen the Barmouth Local Board
sought to control the programme of the town band, favouring a preponderance of
‘national airs’ or, what one critic described as ‘doleful ditties.’117 The Board was
protecting the tone of the town and in doing so also emphasising its Welsh identity. The
Board was happy however with the 1883 band programme which included selections
from Verdi and Rossini, emphasising again a shared cultural background.118 None of
this is to argue that the resorts were free of popular seaside attractions. As early as the
1870s, visitors were entertained by ‘Tute’s Great Minstrels’ and ‘Green’s Royal and
Original Christy’s Minstrels’, but this was only part of the picture.119
The annual influx of summer visitors had, as seen in the previous chapter, a
considerable impact on the local economy. Their influence on key areas of identity was
less marked. Liberalism, Nonconformity and temperance were still significant factors at
the end of the nineteenth century. Thus, though Harold Peerless during his Barmouth
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visit attended performances of The Magnets on the esplanade, ‘a light play entitled Old
Virginia’ and was unimpressed by The Keith Prowse Entertainers, he noted too that on
Sunday evening ‘the whole street was full of people coming out of churches and
chapels’, just as it had been a quarter of a century earlier when John Freeman visited
the town.120 The resorts covered by this study were not unique in this. In his
reminiscences of student life, R. T. Jenkins also claimed that ‘immoral or coarse
entertainment was not a feature of life in Aberystwyth, and that alcohol was abhorrent
to many leading figures in the town’.121
Language
On returning home from Barmouth in 1910 Henry Peerless recorded that ‘the greatest
surprise was in finding the Welsh language universally spoken.’122 For both Harold
Carter and Merfyn Jones the Welsh language was fundamental to the Liberal Welsh
identity in the second half of the nineteenth century. This was particularly so in
Merioneth where, in 1911, 92.1 per cent of the population was able to speak Welsh, the
highest proportion for all Welsh counties. Caernarfonshire was slightly lower at 87.5
per cent, both in contrast to Wales as a whole at 44.6 per cent.123 For centuries, argued
an article in the Times in 1887, ‘English kings and the Church have ‘constantly
persevered in the endeavour to anglicise Wales’, an enterprise that ‘may be regarded as
having failed … Welsh is…the language of familiar conversation of seven tenths of his
countrymen said the late Dean of Bangor to Mr. Gladstone’.124
Harold Peerless was not the first visitor to comment on the widespread use of
the Welsh language. John Freeman, on his visit to Barmouth in 1871, ‘hearing a sermon
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was being delivered in the native tongue, we entered entirely of course from curiosity
as not a single word of it could we understand.’ Hold the Fort was sung ‘in Welsh,
which caused us to beat a hasty retreat.’ Appending the chorus written in Welsh,
Freeman asks ‘if it is not sufficient to frighten any civilised being’.125 Even allowing
for an element of levity this is a revealing reaction. Freeman was an amateur singer
himself and is likely to have been exposed to Italian opera or German lieder without
cause for anxiety. J. Morris Jones, commenting on Clynnog, a village on the north coast
of the Llŷn peninsula in the 1890s, records that ‘scarcely anything but Welsh, and that
of the broadest and purest character, is spoken.’126 Travellers in the area earlier in the
nineteenth century refer to meeting monoglot Welsh speakers, and at a canvassing
meeting to form a Local Board of Health in Barmouth in 1871 John Davies asked that
he might translate the proceedings of the meeting into Welsh for the benefit of those
unable to speak English.127 Similarly, speaking at the first Harlech music festival in
1868 the chairman for the day ‘hoped the Welsh speaking portion of the audience
would excuse him for making a few remarks in the English language’, though he went
on to say that ‘he expected there were but few present who would not understand what
he was going to say’.128 This expectation was not unfounded since, though Harold
Peerless and others commented on the prevalence of Welsh in every day use, visitors,
certainly in the second half of the nineteenth century, reported no difficulty with
language.
The school teacher travellers met in previous chapters record frequent
conversations. Their overnight arrangements were ‘left to Margery, whose inches gave
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her a stateliness which we found of value on more than one commercial transaction’.129
Condescension perhaps, but there is no suggestion that they had any difficulty in being
understood. Similarly, the Barmouth camping party were ‘subjected to a close crossexamination’ by four local children. ‘What did we eat? How did we cook it? What did
we do in winter?’130 The schoolteachers noticed, however, that ‘while the churchyard
inscriptions were all in Welsh, those on tablets inside the church were in English’.
Their deduction from this is that English was used, appropriately, for inscriptions, ‘in
the holy building’, just as Latin was used inside English churches, whilst those outside
were ‘in the common tongue’, a nice example of unconscious superiority. 131
The use of Welsh on graveyard memorials was, in fact, a strong indicator of the
strength of the Welsh language. In his study of churchyard monuments in
Pembrokeshire, Harold Mytum emphasises that ‘the choice of a particular language for
a memorial indicates a commitment to that language, a statement of affiliation and
confidence that the language will continue.’132 As the Cambrian coast grew in
popularity as a holiday destination, however, there is no doubt that English was widely
used. Irrespective of tourism, Geraint H. Jenkins has pointed out that the Welsh
‘mercantile elite’ believed that ‘only English could act as the language of commerce
and administration.’133 Thus, the minutes of local councils were recorded in English
throughout the period. Similarly, many public meetings were conducted in English, as
evidenced that when a speaker used Welsh this was noted, as was seen in the John
Davies example earlier in this paragraph.
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English was not, however, restricted to the ‘mercantile elite’. It is not surprising
that those catering for visitors should be fluent in English, though as late as 1900 this
facility may not have been universal. The Cambrian News commented that ‘The Welsh
language is a drawback to the success of many pretty places in the rural districts. We
are not opposed to the Welsh language, but the housewife, however tidy and obliging,
who cannot speak to guests in their own language is not likely to be successful.’134
Certainly, the young children cross questioning the Barmouth campers were able to
converse in English. Again, this is unsurprising, given that formal education since the
1840s had been conducted in English.135 This widespread facility in English, should
not, however obscure the clear fact that Welsh was the language of everyday
communication along the coast. In particular domains, local government, commercial
or visitor sectors, for example, English was in common use, but as Gwenfair Parry
writes of Blaenau Ffestiniog, Welsh was ‘the language of home and chapel.’136
There is evidence too that, as the towns developed as resorts the Welsh
language became more, rather than less important to local people. What, for example,
might the developing resorts be called. There was a suggestion that ‘the new portion’ of
Pwllhelli might be called ‘Alberton’ since, ‘should the present name be retained visitors
from the Midlands and other districts might have some difficulty in making the
unfortunate railway clerks understand at which particular port they desire to be
landed’.137 More usual, however, was the mockery given to actual name changes.
Solomon Andrews had ‘something to answer for in giving the high sounding, but
unmeaning name of Fairbourne to the watering place of the future in front of Arthog’
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whilst John Corbett was ‘no better’ in calling his Towyn, Towyn-on-Sea, ‘as though a
“Towyn” could be anywhere except on the sea!’138
More seriously, there are many examples of action being taken to promote or
safeguard the language. In Criccieth in 1880, a resolution to the Local Board from a
ratepayers meeting was submitted and recorded in Welsh.139 Five years later the Board,
inviting tenders for a new sewerage works, specified that the advertisement should
appear in a Welsh language newspaper.140 At the end of the century 33 applications
were received for the post of Surveyor, including 17 from England. However, ‘as a
knowledge of Welsh was necessary, only those possessing that qualification’ were
considered.141 Along the coast in Pwllheli there were similar concerns. At a public
meeting in 1898, called to consider how rail services might best be improved, members
of the audience argued that it would be unfair to negotiate with the London and North
Western Railway who had ‘insulted their nation by sacking Welsh employees’.142 This
was a reference to the dismissal of eleven non-English speaking platelayers in Anglesey
four years earlier, a company policy which had caused wide condemnation.143 At a
ratepayers meeting held in 1901 to promote Pwllheli’s harbour scheme, ‘practically all
the speeches and questions’ were given in Welsh and had to be translated for Solomon
Andrews who was ‘not conversant with Welsh’, though he was received ‘amid a storm
of cheers’.144
This was a reverse of the situation at John Davies’ Barmouth meeting a quarter
of a century earlier, and it is in Barmouth that the question of the Welsh language
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became most contentious. In 1892, candidates for the forthcoming Local Board
elections, were each asked three questions at a meeting of ratepayers, the first two of
which went to the heart of Welsh identity. Firstly, ‘will he be in favour of the chairman
of the Board being able to speak Welsh’ and that the proceedings of the Board be in
Welsh, ‘the people’s language’. Secondly, should the liquor traffic be ‘under control of
the people’. Thirdly, ‘are you in favour of advertising Barmouth as a watering place in
large English towns.’145 The ratepayers party supported Gwynoro Davies in his battles
with the Rector and was strongly representative of the Nonconformist element in the
town. Their third question to the candidates is therefore extremely interesting,
anticipating as it did a positive answer, providing further evidence not only that tourism
was compatible with their core values, but also that it had a high place in their
priorities.
The importance of the Welsh language remained a central part of their platform
and two years later their programme required that ‘the proceedings of the Council must
be conducted in Welsh’ and that ‘ all officers of the Board must be able to speak
Welsh’.146 At the elections in December, 1894, the Union got 8 out of its nine
nominations on the Board and Gwynoro Davies, in ‘a set piece for the acting … walked
in and occupied the chairman’s seat … which was quite in agreement with the
arrangements settled outside the committee room.’147 Davies’ first speech to the council
was delivered in English, and then in Welsh and by the middle of February George
Pybus, the Englishman who had been clerk to the council since 1886, had been
dismissed and replaced by William George.148 The minutes, however, continued to be
recorded in English. These developments stimulated predictable protests from English
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visitors. One asked what would become of the ‘Welsh places of popular resort’ if the
English agreed to boycott them, whilst another wrote that ‘the English are aware of the
hostile feeling toward them’ and suggested that in the coming season ‘the Barmouth
Welsh … would not be troubled by many English visitors.’149 The Barmouth Advertiser
itself believed that the agitation had been raised by the Ratepayers Union for
electioneering purposes. They were prepared to ‘sacrifice the livelihood of the majority
in order that they might gratify their “bad blood” ’.150
There was considerable tension in the town between the Rector and Davies and
their respective supporters. They agreed, however, on the importance of tourism.
Ironically, given the heightened feelings, both men attended a meeting of the Barmouth
Holiday and Advertising Movement whilst the language controversy was at its height.
Both men spoke of the need to attract visitors to the town, Davies partly in Welsh, and
their only disagreement was whether or not the working man was as valuable in visitor
terms as a Lord.151 Barmouth was, however, the most developed resort on the coast and
one reason why language was an issue there could stem from its resort status, a status
that inevitably brought with it a greater exposure to English visitors and the English
language.
Some analysis of the impact of resort status on language is possible since, in
1891 the Welsh census required people to identify the language they spoke, writing
‘English if they spoke English only, Cymraeg if they spoke Welsh only, both if they
spoke English and Welsh’ and this requirement was maintained in subsequent
censuses.152 The uncertainties surrounding this process are well rehearsed. One
Merioneth shepherd, for example, ‘claimed to be able to speak both languages even
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though his English vocabulary was restricted to “Yes sir”, “No sir” and “Go dam” ’.153
Similarly, in the 1911 census, which provides the enumeration forms completed by
each householder, there are many examples of ‘Welsh’ being given as the only
language spoken, though the form itself is completed in English.154 Despite this,
language data from the censuses provides valuable comparative information. Figure
117 on the following page presents data for urban districts in Merioneth and
Caernarfonshire in 1901 and 1911, by which time tourism along the coast had reached
its peak in the years before the First World War. The percentages for Tywyn include
Aberdyfi. Data on language spoken was collected in the 1891 census, but are not
directly comparable with later years and are therefore not included in the table.155
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____________________________________________________________________
Welsh
Both
English Ability to speak
Welsh
Barmouth, 1901
Barmouth, 1911

12.9
10.1

64.6
66.8

22.5
23.1

77.5
76.9

Tywyn/Aderdyfi, 1901
Tywyn/Aberdyfi, 1901

22.4
13.8

64.1
69.7

13.4
16.4

86.5
83.5

Festiniog, 1901
Festiniog, 1911

56.8
45.1

41.4
52.9

1.8
2.0

98.2
98

Merioneth Urban, 1901*
Merioneth Urban, 1911*

41
30.4

51.7
61

7.3
8.6

92.7
91.3

Merioneth Rural, 1901*
Merioneth Rural, 1911*

58.7
43.1

36
49.6

5.3
7.3

94.7
92.6

Criccieth, 1901
Criccieth, 1911

26.6
18.4

65.4
73.4

8
8.1

92
91.9

Pwllheli, 1901
Pwllheli, 1911

36.2
25.7

56.7
66.9

7.1
7.3

92.9
92.7

Llandudno, 1901
Llandudno, 1911

3.1
1.3

46
43.3

50
55.3

49.8
44.7

57.7
62.9

18.6
21.8

81.3
78.2

Caernarfonshire Urban, 1901* 23.6
Caernarfonshire Urban, 1911* 15.3

Caernarfonshire Rural, 1901* 68
28.6
3.3
96.5
Caernarfonshire Rural, 1911* 55
40.7
4.3
95.7
______________________________________________________________________
* All Urban or Rural Districts.
Table 117 Languages spoken in Merioneth and Caernarfonshire, 1901 and 1911 (per cent).156

!
As can be seen, the number of Welsh only speakers was in decline everywhere,
including the rural parts of Merioneth and Caernarfonshire where it was strongest in
1901, reflecting the deaths of older Welsh only speakers. Despite this, in rural areas,
even in 1911, English-speaking visitors had a strong chance of!meeting!Welsh!people!
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whom they could not understand. The fact that this is not remarked on suggests that
those catering for visitors, even in the rural areas, were likely to be able speak both
languages. This puts in perspective the concerns of The Cambrian News, seen earlier in
this chapter, that the Welsh language had the potential to inhibit tourism.
Secondly, and as commented upon by Harold Peerless and John Freeman, the
ability to speak Welsh was widespread, and not restricted, as Peerless had imagined, to
‘some old toothless dame.’157 Even in Barmouth three quarters of the population could
speak Welsh, justification for Peerless’s claim that the language was in common use.
However, and this accounts for the concern for the language shown in Barmouth, these
figures demonstrate that resort status had the potential to dilute the Welsh speaking
population. The area with the highest proportion of those able to speak Welsh was
Ffestiniog. This is not surprising, since it was an area of miners and quarrymen, a group
well known to have a strong Welsh character.158 Rural parts of both Merioneth and
Caernarfonshire too had high proportions of Welsh speakers and correspondingly low
levels of English only speakers. In Merioneth, there was little difference in the
proportion of Welsh speakers in urban and rural areas.
The picture is different in Caernarfonshire, however. Here, the proportion of
Welsh speakers in urban areas is lower, reflecting in part the influence of the resort
town of Llandudno where, by 1911 less than half of the population was able to speak
Welsh. The figures for the Caernarfonshire Cambrian resorts are less severe. Pwllheli,
which had a large non-resort element, still had Welsh speakers at almost 93 per cent in
1911, only fractionally smaller than the surrounding rural areas. The figure for
Criccieth is similar, despite the fact that the town had a strong resort function. This
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reflects the fact that migration into Criccieth, as seen in the previous chapter, was
disproportionately from the Welsh speaking surrounding areas.
However, in Merioneth the picture is different. In Tywyn/Aberdyfi the
proportion of Welsh speakers had fallen to 83 per cent in 1911. It is Barmouth that saw
the greatest change. Here, the proportion of people able to speak Welsh had fallen to 77
per cent by 1911, with, correspondingly, almost a quarter of the population able to
speak only English. This, though still well under half the level of Llandudno, is
testimony to the number of English people who had settled in the town and is
significantly higher than in surrounding areas. Gwenfair Parry, commenting on the
predominance of English in Llandudno concludes that ‘tourism was a major cause of its
[the language’s] ascendancy’.159 David Llewelyn Jones and Robert Smith reach a
similar conclusion for Abergele, arguing that the ‘annual pilgrimage of scores of
visitors mainly from north-west England clearly encouraged the process of
Anglicization’.160
The decline in the proportion of Welsh speakers in Barmouth, the most
developed resort along the Cambrian coast, provides strong evidence to support these
analyses, though Jones and Smith emphasise that factors other than tourism, notably the
education system and the use of English as ‘the natural language of commerce and
business’ were also significant.161 To these factors Dot Jones adds ‘the railway
revolution’ which was also a ‘principal agent of language change’.162 However, the
figures for Barmouth and Llandudno allow no scope for doubt and the language
controversy in Barmouth is evidence too that its decline was an important issue for
many in the town. As has been seen, The Barmouth Advertiser and Visitor List
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characterised promoters of the Welsh language as those prepared to ‘sacrifice the
livelihood of the majority’.163 Similarly, Jones and Smith argue that ‘those who
objected to the process of Anglicization were … largely ignored, primarily because of
the importance of the tourist trade to the local economy’.164 It was not as simple as this,
however, since the very group in Barmouth that was arguing for the use of the Welsh
language, was equally active in the promotion of tourism. Here again can be seen the
process already described in relation to Sabbath observance and temperance. Local
people recognised the economic importance of tourism, but wanted to maintain the
character of their communities and protect them from its potential negative
consequences.
This approach exposes the dilemma at the heart of the tourism industry. The
more successful an area became at attracting visitors, the greater the threat to its
character and identity. During the nineteenth century, as the small communities of the
Cambrian coast adjusted to the decline in their traditional industries and attempted to
find new livelihoods in tourism, they had to adjust to the new and different social and
cultural pressures that visitors brought with them. Whilst doing this many of those
promoting tourism, particularly local politicians, were active in protecting the character
and identity of their communities. The extent of their success is shown by the fact that
the Nonconformist character of their towns was part of their appeal for many visitors.
This is in contrast, for example, with Llandudno where ‘The town offered activities and
entertainments akin to those available in the larger English resorts and were clearly at
odds with the mores of Welsh Nonconformity. … The culture of the English music hall
reigned supreme.’165
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None of the Cambrian resorts at the end of the nineteenth century matched this
description, in part as a result of the deliberate intentions of local politicians. In part
too, however, it both reflected and resulted from the social mores of local communities.
Local men and women were alive to the economic importance of tourism, but they
were alive also to the need to protect their traditional values. Equally, the Cambrian
coast attracted a more sober type of visitor. In Abergele, those objecting to the negative
aspects of tourism were ignored. This was not so in the Cambrian resorts where, as seen
in Criccieth and Barmouth, those promoting the importance of tourism were also active
in seeking to protect their communities from its negative effects. These are issues that
are unresolved more than a century later. Concerns about the extent to which tourism
extends prosperity beyond those directly involved in working with visitors are still
being expressed.166 Communities are still seeking to exploit the potential that visitors
bring, whilst trying to preserve at the same time the cultural heritage of their regions.167
Thus, the approach to tourism taken along the Cambrian coast foreshadowed many of
the ideas surrounding sustainable tourism today.
Beyond this, however, is another factor. The Cambrian resorts were all very
small even at the end of the nineteenth century. They appealed to a limited group of
visitors and succeeded, in part, because, in contrast to Llandudno they were
differentiated from the popular English resorts. Despite this, as the language figures for
Barmouth show, tourism brought with it a clear threat to aspects of local identity. The
extent to which the towns could have entirely retained their Welsh character had any of
them grown to match leading English resorts is problematic.
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CONCLUSION!
!
!

!
This!study!has!identified!many memorable images. Dr. Grosholz processing with the
Tywyn Brass and Reed Band to the strains of The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte
Carlo on his way to the opening of Mrs. Price’s Assembly Rooms in Tywyn. The
‘cavalry of Cefnrhos’ marching, with banners flying, to tear down Solomon Andrews’
fences at Aberdyfi. Solomon Andrews himself, with time on his hands in Pwllheli and
visualising a new West End resort. Colonel Freeman striding, full of purpose, to the
peaks above Barmouth. Dean Farrar enjoying the quiet, ‘bordering on absolute
dullness’, of Criccieth. John Davies, manager of the Cors-y-Gedol, campaigning for a
local board of health in Barmouth. Edward Jones hoping that ‘our Sovereign Lady’
might ‘come over’ to open Victoria Parade on Pwllheli’s South Beach. Ephemeral in
themselves, these images are symbolic of the changes brought about by resort
ambitions to the small towns of Merioneth and Caernarfonshire along the Cambrian
coast. This study has analysed the evolution of these ambitions within the framework of
resort historiography. In doing so it has illuminated the complex process which led to a
new holiday region in this part of Wales and has added a new dimension to resort
historiography as a whole.
Much resort history focuses on larger towns such as Blackpool, Eastbourne or
Brighton. Wales, though it has a number of larger resorts has a high proportion of
smaller ones too and their history is relatively unexplored.1 Concentration on a group
of very small resorts therefore adds significant new perspectives to the subject. These
perspectives are not limited to the way in which resorts developed, but encompass
wider areas such as the way they were marketed and their relationship with their
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visitors. Its significance lies however, not only in this. These developments were
taking place during a period of fundamental political, economic and social change in
Wales and it is only in this context that the evolution of the Cambrian resorts can be
understood. These wider changes affected the way in which the region developed, but
resort ambitions also had a significant impact on the direction of change itself. Thus the
study of these small towns as they pursued these resort ambitions contributes to an
understanding of Welsh society in the nineteenth century, encompassing issues such as
municipalisation and shifts in the economic and political landscape alongside
challenges to national identities. This conclusion summarises some of the major
implications of this study both for the history of tourism and for changes in Welsh
society during the period.
Part One examines the foundations of resort development in six towns. The
process of development in these resorts was radically different to that in, for example
Llandudno or Eastbourne with their dominant estates or Blackpool with its proximity to
the mass markets of Merseyside and Manchester. Along the coast initial development
was in the hands not of single magnates, but was carried out by a large number of
individual entrepreneurs often working on a very small scale. These men and women
were responding not to the demands of an adjacent urban population, but to the tourism
potential of an area initially recognised for its picturesque remoteness. The success of
this approach can be seen in Criccieth which, without substantial external investment,
developed by the end of the nineteenth century into a modest but viable resort, as too
did Aberdyfi. Against this, resorts with larger ambitions such as Tywyn, Barmouth or
Pwllheli found that major development was dependent on investment from outside the
immediate area. For these small towns therefore the ability to attract external
investment was a major constraint. Ultimately, as was seen in Part One, none of the
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towns attracted sufficient investment to achieve major resort status. Allan Fletcher has
argued that agricultural Wales was unable or unwilling to fund the process of
urbanisation.2 This study has shown that this assessment is only partially accurate for
the Cambrian resorts. There was sufficient capital and entrepreneurial initiative
available to carry out limited development, particularly in the early years of resort
growth, and Barmouth was successful enough to attract major external investment in
the 1870s. By the end of the nineteenth-century, however, there was insufficient
demand to attract further investment. Thus demand, actual and potential, was the vital
factor without which development stalled. Beyond this, the case studies in Part One
demonstrate that the Cambrian resorts were functioning within a wider resort
framework in Britain and beyond. The analysis of their growth and the constraints they
faced therefore adds to our understanding of resort development in Britain as a whole.
The first part of this study provides further important insights. A central strand
in resort historiography has been the way in which patterns of land ownership can
define the nature and social tone of a resort. Frequently used examples such as
Eastbourne or Blackpool illustrate the validity of this argument. The experience of the
Cambrian resorts emphasises, however, that land ownership is not the only factor, nor
does it work in isolation. Distance from major conurbations, transport links and
surrounding scenery all play their part. These factors established the Cambrian resorts
as solidly middle-class destinations, despite the lack of any single, overarching scheme.
This was well understood by nineteenth-century entrepreneurs along the coast. These
entrepreneurs were frequently part of a new Welsh middle class. Ieuan Gwynedd Jones
has shown how political life in the area was transformed in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century by the widespread growth of Liberalism at the expense of the old
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Tory landlords.3 Many of the developers along the coast were people who found in
Liberalism what John Davies described as ‘an ideology in accord with their business
interests’.4 The most obvious example is Samuel Holland, Liberal Member of
Parliament for Merioneth, with wide ranging business interests, who recognised
Harlech’s potential as a small resort. He is not unique however and many of those who
advocated the benefits of tourism in the last quarter of the nineteenth century were part
of the same circle. In Pwllheli, Criccieth and Barmouth, as well as in Tywyn, it was
men like Edward Jones, William Watkin, Gwynoro Davies, Maethlon James who were
active in tourism as well as being involved in Liberal politics. This shift in political
power, a major transformation in Welsh society, was reflected therefore in the
development of the Cambrian resorts. For middle-class businessmen tourism offered a
new opportunity, and investment in its development went alongside their other
activities. This study therefore provides a valuable insight into the way in which
political and economic change after the 1860s were closely linked. Its significance goes
beyond this, however, and places entrepreneurialism along the Cambrian coast within a
wider framework.
Concern for the community as a whole was part of the motivation behind
individual entrepreneurs. The ‘public spirit’ of Mrs Price was ‘universally
acknowledged’ when she built her assembly rooms in Tywyn.5 Similarly Solomon
Andrews was generous with playing fields and chapel sites as he pursued his
development plans. In Criccieth, William Watkin had studied his own interests and
those of the town and ‘hoped they would be identical’.6 Against this, John Corbett,
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deprecating praise for his activities in Tywyn, asserted that ‘I have property in the area
… It may be that I am endeavoring to serve myself’.7 Thus benevolence and selfinterest combined in a way that is familiar from urban development elsewhere in
nineteenth-century Britain, such as in Titus Salt’s creation of Saltaire.8 The Cambrian
resorts were far removed from the West Riding, but echoes of Salt’s thinking can be
found in the work of Samuel Holland.
Martin Wiener has argued that nineteenth-century businessmen shunned the role
of industrial entrepreneur for the more socially rewarding role of gentleman.9 Here
again, both Corbett and Holland fit into this pattern. Samuel Holland, as seen in Figure
116, sat alongside Lord Harlech and the local Tory grandee W. W. E. Wynne as a
President of the Harlech Choral Festival, his development work in Harlech having
contributed to his place amongst the gentry. Interestingly however, neither Corbett nor
Holland fully abandoned their commercial interests, challenging Wiener’s analysis that
the role of gentleman was entirely incompatible with commercial activity. Beyond this,
tourism offered for these entrepreneurs a prospect of prosperity for the area. Samuel
Holland’s activities in Harlech, in particular, could be described in today’s terms as
regeneration. It wasn’t just the building of hotels and lodging houses but the
employment and prosperity they might bring with them. In the same way,
developments in Pwllheli and Tywyn were signalled as means through which visitor
spending could be used to benefit local people. Thus the significance of this part of the
study goes beyond the history of tourism and contributes to an understanding of
nineteenth century approaches to economic development.
In Part Two of this study the focus shifts from individual towns to examine
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thematically the development and operation of three key supply side factors; local
government, marketing and transport. Here again, there are important contributions not
only to resort history, but to wider issues. John Walton has demonstrated that it was in
the largest resorts that local government was most active in tourism development,
though he argues too that the influence of local government was less significant than
that of landowners and entrepreneurs.10 In the Cambrian resorts, by comparison, local
government activity was more limited, but it had also more significance to the way
each resort developed. No resort could function without an adequate water supply nor
without adequate drainage and, as has been seen, local government was crucial to this
provision in each of the Cambrian resorts. This is an important difference and
demonstrates that overall in these small towns the significance of local government was
far greater than it was in larger resorts. Beyond this, however, this study contributes to
a greater understanding of the way in which local government and attitudes to local
government developed. From the foundation of the first local boards of health there was
widespread acceptance that some functions, and water and drainage were amongst
them, could not be achieved by individuals acting alone. There was frequent
disagreement about which functions were appropriate and about the cost of carrying
them out, but by the end of the nineteenth century, as seen in Chapter Five, there was a
frequently expressed recognition that spending on water and drainage especially had
made the towns better places to live in. Beyond this, the study has shown how the
towns began to develop civic identities and how the wider role of local government was
increasingly recognised. Maethlon James expressed this most clearly when he spoke of
the responsibility of local government ‘for the health and well being’ of its citizens.11
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Nor should it be overlooked that local government articulated the mores and standards
of their communities. Temperance, decent bathing, the Welsh language, Sabbath
observance, seemly music for the town band, all these came within the purview of
councils along the coast. Asa Briggs has argued that civic pride in Birmingham was
‘the driving force of a whole civic philosophy, known at the time and since as “the
civic gospel” ’.12 By the end of the nineteenth century these small towns, motivated at
least in part by a desire for resort status, had embraced aspects of this ‘gospel’. In her
foreword to South Riding, one of the few novels centred on the work of a county
council, Winifred Holtby wrote that local government was ‘the first-line defence
thrown up by the community against our common enemies – poverty, sickness,
ignorance.’13 Written in 1936, her comments are testimony of the extent to which
Maethlon James in Tywyn, John Davies in Barmouth and others like them were
pioneers in the development of a new civic consciousness. It is important to recognise
too the extent to which the development of local government in these towns was part of
that transfer of landlord power referred to earlier in this discussion. In the second half
of the nineteenth century, as this study has shown, through public meetings, pressure
groups and local elections civic progress was increasingly influenced by local people as
a whole rather than by individual landowners. The complexities of this process are
charted in this study, an important contribution to a better understanding of how
municipalisation developed in the period.
Local government played an important part too in the way that the area was
marketed. As seen in Chapter Six, though the process was invariably referred to as
‘advertising’ there was a sophisticated understanding that this was more than the
printing of leaflets and posters. Effort was put into the development of an image or
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identity for the region as a whole alongside co-ordinated efforts involving local
members of parliament and journalists to secure recognition for the area as a holiday
destination. Despite local rivalries the resorts worked together to promote the region
and local government, through the Cambrian Resorts Association was the key to this
co-operation. This is another example of the way in which these small resorts sought to
overcome the limitations of their size. Most significantly, however, as marketing
strategies were developed, there was a conscious effort to protect and promote the
culture and environment of the region. This can be seen in, for example, the promotion
of Welsh music, the development of walks and footpaths at the end of the nineteenth
century and the emphasis on quiet, respectable pleasures seen in so many guides to the
area. The Cambrian resorts, as seen in Chapter Eleven, sought to attract visitors whilst
preserving the cultural integrity of their communities. Arguably this was an early
instance of an approach which would now be termed sustainable tourism, and is a
further example of pioneering thinking in these towns, small and relatively remote as
they were.14
Turning now to transport, this is a complex area which has been subject to
considerable debate. As has been seen, Peter Borsay warns against placing too much
emphasis on this factor whilst John Walton demonstrates that the railway serving
Blackpool, rather than promoting demand, struggled to satisfy it.15 The experience of
the Cambrian resorts provides important new perspectives in this field from the point of
view both of their size and their relative remoteness. It is clear from Chapter Seven that
road improvements from the end of the eighteenth century, alongside steamer services
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from Liverpool to the north Wales coast opened up the region to visitors from the
English midlands and the north west of England. It is equally clear that the promoters
of the fledgling rail system in the 1860s were encouraged in large part by the prospect
of major resorts along the coast. To the extent that such large resorts never came into
being this supports those historians who prioritise other factors than transport in resort
development. Against this, it can be seen that the railway in particular was of central
importance to the Cambrian resorts in two ways. Relatively remote as they were from
any major urban centre it was the railway that brought visitors into the area. This was
of vital importance to the resorts and was recognised as such by tourism promoters in
the individual towns. Equally, far from struggling to meet demand, the Cambrian
Railway was a major catalyst for promoting the region, seeking in particular to open up
the London market. This again makes a fundamental distinction between the Cambrian
resorts and les remote destinations. It can be argued too that whilst the railway was not
responsible for the creation of a single totally new resort along the coast, Criccieth’s
transformation from a small coastal village to successful holiday destination owed
much to its rail connection. Of equal importance was transport within the region. Given
the small size of individual resorts, visitors to them sampled widely the region as a
whole. Much of the area’s marketing had this factor in mind and transport was key to
this. For these small relatively remote towns therefore transport patterns were
fundamental to their success as resorts in a way that they were not for more popular and
less remote destinations.
Demand, which was considered in Part Three, is an area that is sometimes
neglected. Reliable estimates of visitor numbers are elusive, visitor lists in local
newspapers are frequently incomplete and skewed towards the better off, whilst
individual visitor accounts in the form of letters, postcards and diaries, if they exist, are
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held in archives across Britain. All of this makes the study of an area’s visitors a
difficult and complex undertaking. It can, however, be rewarding, as this study
demonstrates. First of all, as is the case in other areas, insights have been found not
only into tourism along the Cambrian coast, but into wider social history. As was
shown in chapters eight and nine, visitors to the Cambrian resorts were motivated by a
range of factors including, for example, increases in disposable income, the lure of the
picturesque and developments in sport and recreation. Their holiday choices therefore
contribute to our understanding of ideas about nineteenth-century leisure and
holidaymaking. In particular, this section provides important new perspectives in four
main areas. It shows, to begin with, how the visitor demographic widened as the
nineteenth century advanced. Though its core was consistently middle-class it became
less grand so that, by the end of the nineteenth century, titled visitors were commented
upon. This was, in part, because as resorts became more popular wealthier visitors
looked elsewhere for rest and recreation. This process accounted for the development
of Harlech as an exclusive golfing resort in the decade before the First World War.
Harlech’s experience provides a second significant perspective, a perfect case study of
the way in which developments in sport and recreation combined with an aristocratic
desire for exclusivity to provide a short lived enclave of privilege on the Cambrian
coast.
More surprisingly perhaps, and this is a third important perspective, is that the
Cambrian coast was a popular destination for far less affluent excursionists. As shown
in Section Three, working-class groups regularly travelled to the coast from Bolton and
other Lancashire mill towns, as well as from the English midlands. The propensity for
wealthier visitors to seek ever more remote and exclusive destinations is well
documented. This study has shown, however, that it was not only middle-class visitors
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who sought alternatives to more popular destinations, but that working-class travellers
too were motivated to look beyond the most accessible resorts. Finally and not least, by
the end of the century the resorts were beginning to see a new kind of visitor, young
men and women travelling with friends rather than in family groups. Some of these
were walkers, others were drawn to the area by the new freedom the bicycle gave
whilst for some the attraction was to be part of a more intellectual holiday such as those
provided by the National Home Reading Union. Taken together these perspectives
provide a vivid new insight to the social changes taking place in Britain at the end of
the nineteenth century and demonstrate the value of studies such as this.
In Part Four consideration is given to the impact of tourism along the coast
taking account of economic and social factors as well as questions of tourism and
identity. Again, the wider context is vital. As seen in Chapter Ten, by the last quarter
of the nineteenth century the traditional industries of the region were in retreat.
Employment in agriculture, ship building and fishing in particular had fallen
significantly and the outward migration of young men and women was a problem that
was widely commented on. This issue was central to the way in which tourism was
regarded and to the way it developed. This study has traced how employment patterns
changed over the period but its value also lies in the insights it gives into the way in
which local communities reacted to these changes. Firstly, tourism was widely
welcomed by local politicians and in the English language press, quite explicitly as a
means of providing employment and stemming outward migration. It is significant that
tourism was seen unreservedly as a positive development. This is despite reservations
about the impact on the Welsh language expressed in Barmouth at the end of the
nineteenth century. Despite too the fact that much of the work in tourism was seasonal,
unskilled and low paid. Secondly, though men as well as women moved into resort
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towns for employment, women predominated as lodging house keepers. This was a
significant new development offering single women, whether widowed, unmarried or
separated, a measure of independence. For married women, whose husbands were
frequently separately employed, this was a significant shift away from the developing
nineteenth-century model of families becoming increasingly dependent upon a single
male breadwinner.16 Despite the high incidence of women in the industry there was no
commensurate reflection of women in public life, nor did the landlady acquire the same
level of regard as the miner or the quarryman. That this was so provides a revealing
insight into the nature of Welsh society at the end of the nineteenth century. This part
of the study makes a valuable contribution therefore in highlighting the part played by
women in the nineteenth-century economy of the region.
Perhaps the most significant finding in relation to tourism and the economy,
however, is the relationship between tourism and other industries. As was seen in
Chapter Ten there was no sudden break in any of the towns between the traditional
economy and one based on tourism. Even at the end of the nineteenth century
Pwllheli’s cattle market continued to operate, fish were still landed and granite setts
were still quarried in full sight of the South Beach promenade. Visitors were not
isolated from industrial activity and, in some cases, such activity was promoted as part
of the visitor experience. This adds to our understanding of what some nineteenthcentury visitors expected from their holidays. Importantly too, it confirms that for men
and women in these small towns tourism was one strand, though an important one, in a
mixed economy. Not least, it adds weight to the ideas of Peter Borsay and others who
have argued that the transition to a resort economy was more nuanced than is often
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supposed.17
Peter Borsay has raised the question ‘to what extent resorts, and more broadly
urbanization, reinforced or undermined national identities.’18 The final chapter of this
study is a contribution to this discussion, and has highlighted significant factors. To
begin with, Welsh culture and, specifically, Welsh music, was promoted as part of the
attraction of the area and recognised as part of the reason that people from England
holidayed there. The very fact that this was jocularly satirised, as was seen in Chapter
Five, is evidence of this. Equally, though tourism was universally welcomed by the
English language press and by local politicians, this went alongside a determination to
safeguard aspects of local values and culture. Thus temperance, safeguarding the Welsh
language, restrictions on ‘popular’ entertainment, was part of the approach to tourism
along the coast. There is evidence too that this approach appealed to many visitors.
Chapelgoers from Lancashire as well as clergymen and their families from elsewhere in
England might have felt more akin to the people of Criccieth or Barmouth than they did
to fashionable crowds in better-known resorts. Thus the Welsh identity of the coast was
sustained despite the development of tourism. However, as was seen in Chapter Eleven
this is in sharp contrast to the experience of Llandudno, a larger and longer established
resort. Similarly Barmouth, the largest and longest established of the Cambrian resorts,
saw the greatest decline along the coast in the number of Welsh speakers. Thus the
continuation of a Welsh identity in the Cambrian resorts may be, in part at least, a
reflection of the fact that the coast’s success as a visitor destination was relatively
limited.
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This study has shown how the small towns of the Cambrian coast responded to
the opportunities that tourism offered. In doing so they created a new economy for the
area, which helped to offset the loss of employment from the decline of more
traditional industries. The expectations of major resort development seen in several of
the towns were not, however, realised. In asking why this should have been so a
number of factors are relevant. The Cambrian coast was relatively remote from any
large conurbation, lacking the obvious immediate market enjoyed by resorts such as
Rhyl or Blackpool. The area was relatively late in gaining a rail connection, giving the
resorts of the north Wales coast a head start in development. When a rail connection
was achieved, again in contrast to the north Wales coast, it was single track as far as
Shrewsbury so that fast trains to the English Midlands and beyond were not possible.
As a consequence, potential visitors from the English midlands, London or the north
west of England had many closer and better-known resorts to choose from. Not least,
all the major schemes proposed for the resorts along the coast, from Aberdyfi to
Pwllheli, came to fruition in the last two decades of the century at a time when resorts
such as Llandudno and Rhyl were well established. This made it all the more difficult
to attract new investment and additional visitors. As John Walton has pointed out,
almost all the major English resorts had been established by the 1870s.19
In a very competitive market, potential investors were not confident that
sufficient demand existed to fuel major growth. Thus resort development on the
Cambrian coast did not achieve the results that some early promoters hoped for and
expected. The Cambrian resorts did not become ‘household words on every hearth’ nor
did Tywyn become ‘one of the greatest watering places in Wales.’20 Pwllheli may have
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been ‘carved out by nature as a watering place’ but Solomon Andrews’ vision never
fully materialised.21 John Allsop’s hopes for his land on the Barmouth waterfront went
unrealised, along with rumours of the pier. And yet, these small communities created
together a distinctive holiday region for visitors looking for an alternative to betterknown resorts. They developed a significant new element to employment opportunities
in the area and in doing so displayed a sophisticated understanding of visitor markets.
They achieved this despite severe financial constraints and, most significantly of all
perhaps, without sacrificing their own identity and their own values. The record of their
achievement, as this conclusion has shown, provides new perspectives to resort
historiography as a whole and to the social history of nineteenth-century Wales.
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Appendix Two
Occupational Categories used in Chapter Ten

Agriculture. All occupations connected with agriculture including, for example
farmers, farm labourers, farm servants and dairy maids.
Clothing. All workers in areas such as dressmaking, millinery and tailoring, but
includes also occupations such as cap makers, bonnet makers and stocking knitters.
Education. School teachers, including those in private schools, together with
occupations such as self employed music teachers.
Hotels and Catering. Hotel and lodging house keepers, inn keepers and publicans, and
all domestic servants listed as working in hotels and lodging houses.
Building. All those in building related work including carpenters, joiners and plasterers
as well as masons, brick layers and contractors.
Maritime. Mariners, fishermen, ships carpenters and related trades.
Professional and white collar. Doctors, lawyers and clergymen, for example, but
including also, for example, clerks, managers and bank staff.
Domestic Service. All those carrying out domestic work with private households
including outside staff such as gardeners and grooms as well as domestic servants.
Shops and Food. Occupations such as baker or butcher, but including also shop
keepers, grocers, drapers and similar trades. Numbers given are totals for those
employed in a particular occupation. A given number of ironmongers, represents those
working in the trade, not the number of ironmongers shops.
Mines and quarries. Occupations such as quarryman, rockman, slate miner, sett
maker.
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Transport. General carriers, mail coach drivers and, in the later censuses, railway
employees, cycle and motor mechanics.
Miscellaneous Trades. All other trades, usually in very small numbers individually,
with the exception of general labourers, which is often a high figure, and is a major
reason for the fact that this is frequently a major category in percentage terms. General
labourers found work, for example in major infrastructure projects such as water and
drainage schemes.
!
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Appendix Three
Occupational structure, Pwllheli, Criccieth, Harlech, Barmouth, Tywyn,
Aberdovey, 1851
PWLLHELI1
Agriculture
Farmer
Farm servant
Total 74

29
2

Farm Labourer
Milkman

39
1

Dairymaid
Sheep dealer

Clothes
Bootmaker
Bonnet maker
Dressmaker
Total 149

3
4
39

Hatter
Milliner
Seamstress

3
8
4

Shirt maker
2
Shoe maker
59
Stocking knitter 4

Tailor
19
Tailor’s apprentice 4

Building trades
Carpenter
6
Painter
5
Total 52

Stonemason
Slater

18
9

Plasterer

1

Joiner

Education
School mistress 3
Total 7

Teacher

4

Hotel/Catering
Barmaid
1
Kitchenmaid
1
Innkeeper
2
Total 15

Housemaid
Waiter
Ostler

1
1
1

Publican
Hotel keeper

4
2

Cook
1
Lodging House keeper1

Fisherman
Mariner
Mariner’s wife
Shipwright

5
42
14
8

Pilot
Sailor
Sailmaker
Ship owner

1
8
1
1

Rigger
Sailor’s wife
Seaman
Ship broker

3
1
1
3
1

Curate
1
Doctor
1
Inland Rev. Offcr. 2
Inland Rev. Supt. 1
Solicitor
2

Landed proprietor 3
Lawyer
2
Minister
4
Proprietor of houses 3
Surgeon
2
Surgeon’s apprentice 2

10
4

Ostler
Gardener

Cook
Housemaid

Maritime
Captain’s wife
Chandler
Customs Offcr.
Shipbuilder
Ships carpenter
Total 126

1
2
2
3
30

Professional/white collar
Agent
1
Bank manager
Attorney
2
Banker
Attorneys clerk 1
Bank accountant
Auctioneer
1
Clerk
Registrar
1
Sheriff’s Officer
Solicitors clerk 2
Total 40
Domestic Service
Charwoman
5
General Servant 139
Nurse
2
Total 171

Housekeeper
Stable boy

1
1

2
5

Carter
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1

13

1
5
1
1

2
2

Mines and quarries
Slate cutter
1
Total 4
Shops and food
Baker
11
Egg merchant
1
Hardware dealer 2
Flour dealer
7
Millwright
1
Shopkeeper
3
Wines/spirits dealer 2
Total 100
Transport
Mail coachman
Total 19

1

Quarryman

1

Stone cutter

1

Confectioner
Draper
Butcher
Ironmonger
Flour seller
Shop woman

4
17
11
1
2
1

Druggist
4
Brewer/victualler 2
Draper’s apprentice 6
Maltster
5
Postmaster
1
Tea dealer
1

Coach driver

1

Carrier

Stone blaster

1

Bookseller /stationer 1
Druggists Apprentice 4
Travelling bookseller 2
Miller
2
Saddler
3
Victualler
6

17

Miscellaneous
Blacksmith
15
Labourer
41
Washerwoman 17
Errand boy
5
Errand girl
5
Cabinet maker 3
Nail maker
4
Tinplate worker 3
Tinman
5
Hawker
3
Sawyer
3
Tanner
3
Weaver
5
Lime burner
3
Flannel spinner 3
Laundress
3
Pedlar
2
Watchmaker
2
Basket maker
3
Block maker
2
Tin moulder
3
Barber, Currier, Horse breaker, Jockey, Timber Merchant, Bookbinder, Cabinet maker’s apprentice,
Lock up Keeper, Printer, Clock and Watch Maker, Coal Merchant, Cooper, Gunsmith, Knife Grinder,
Porter, Watch and Clock Cleaner, Potter, Rope Maker, Wheelwright, Wool Manufacturer, one of each.
Total 20,
Total 153

CRICCIETH2
Agriculture
Farmer
Total 59

21

Farm Labourer

31

Farm Servant

7

Clothing
Dressmaker
Total 21

9

Tailor

3

Shoemaker

9

Education
Schoolmaster
Total 2

2

Hotel/catering
Innkeeper
Total 3

2

Publican

1

Building trades
Carpenter
3
Total 10

Joiner

7

Maritime
Fisherman
Sailor’s wife
Total 40

Mariner
8
Ships Carpenter 5

Sailor

5

1
8

Seaman
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13

Professional/White Collar
Curate
1
Rector
Minister
1
Total 5

1

Excise Officer

1

Landed Proprietor 1

Domestic Service
Gardener
2
Total 49

Groom

1

Stableman

1

General Servant 45

Shops/Food
Butcher
Total 11

Miller

1

Shopkeeper

4

Victualler

Stone cutter

1

Quarryman

1

5

Mines/Quarries
Miner
1
Total 3
Transport
Carrier
Total 2

1

2

Miscellaneous
Blacksmith
4
Labourer
51
Tanner
4
Jockey
2
Coal Merchant, Engraver, Harper and Fiddler, Laundress, Tinman, Watchmaker, one of each, total 6
Total 67

HARLECH3
Agriculture
Dairymaid
Cattle Driver
Total 121

3
1

Farmer

39

Farm Servant

8

Farm Labourer

Clothing
Bonnet Maker
Shoemaker
Total 20

4
5

Dressmaker
Tailor

2
5

Milliner

2

Stocking knitter 2

Innkeeper

1

Publican

1

Lodging House Keeper

Building trades
Carpenter
1
Total 14

Joiner

6

Mason

7

Maritime
Mariner
Total 12

Mariner’s Wife

1

Net Fisher

2

70

Education
Hotels/Catering
Servant in Bar 1
3
Total 6

9

Professional
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Registrar
Total 2

1

Proprietor of Houses 1

Domestic Service
General Servant 39
Total 39
Shops/Food
Baker
Miller
Total 15

7
1

Mines/Quarries
Miner
3
Total 15
Transport
Carrier
Total 3

Butcher
Shopwoman

4
1

Quarryman

12

Grocer

1

Shopkeeper

1

3

Miscellaneous
Labourer
7
Laundress
5
Blacksmith
4
Spinner
3
Potter
2
Ferryman
2
Errand boy
2
Weaver
2
Cooper, Mole Catcher, Post Boy, Tinker, Wheelwright, Tinplate Worker, Tinman, Sawyer, Skinner,
Stone Engraver, Watchmaker, one of each. Total 11.
Total 38

BARMOUTH4
Agriculture
Farm Labourer
Total 2

2

Clothing
Bonnet Maker
Dressmaker
Total 36

2
17

Seamstress

1

Education
Schoolmaster
Total 4

3

Schoolmistress

1

Hotels/Catering
Innkeeper
5
Total 8

Lodging House Keeper 3

Building trades
Glazier
1
Slater
1
Total 14

Painter
Joiner

Maritime
Harbour Master 1
Ship builder
2
Fisherman
1
Total 77

Shipwright
1
Ships carpenter 7
Customs House Offcr 1

1
5

Shoemaker

15

Stocking knitter 1

Plasterer

2

Stonemason

Ships pilot
Mariner
Mariner’s wife

2
30
29

Shell fisherman 2
Boatman
3
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4

Mines/Quarries
Copper miner
2
Total 2
Professional
Minister
3
Slate quarry agent 1
Total 8

Collector of taxes 2

Domestic service
General Servant 61
Total 63

Governess 2

Shops/Food
Confectioner
Grocer
Total 26

2
4

Butcher
Draper

Transport
Blacksmth
General carrier
Total 8

2
1

Mail coach driver 2

3
7

Land Agent

1

Surgeon

1

Druggist

1

Baker

9

Horsekeeper

1

Ostler

1

Miscellaneous Trades
Labourer
17
Laundry
12
Flour dealer
2
Malster, Tallow chandler, Nailer, Coal Porter, Barber, Ferryman, Postwoman, Basket Maker, Weaver,
Tanner, Clock maker, Errand boy, Timber merchant, Cabinet maker, Wheelwright. One of each. Total
15.
Total 46

TYWYN5
Agriculture
Farm Labourer
Cowman
Total 84

61
2

Farmer
Farmers boy

17
1

Shepherd

2

Waggoner

Clothing
Bonnet maker
Shoemaker
Total 40

1
14

Cap maker
Tailor

1
10

Milliner
Dressmaker

1
11

Straw hat maker 2

Education
Schoolmaster
Total 3

2

Schoolmistress

1

Innkeeper

1

Lodging House Keeper 3

Joiner

3

Painter

Hotels/Catering
Boots
1
Total 5
Building trades
Carpenter
3
Mason
9
Total 19

2

Glazier
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1

2

Maritime
Fisherman
Total 7

1

Mariner

1

Mariner’s wife

2

Professional/white collar
Inland Revenue Offcr 1 Minister
Total 10

2

Landed proprietor 7

Seaman’s wife

3

Domestic Service
Gardener
2
Total 47

General Servant 45

Shops/food
Druggist
Butcher
Draper
Total 27

Grocer
1
Miller
1
Drapers Apprentice 1

Maltster
2
Provision dealer 1

Baker
Shopkeeper

7
3

Coachman

Ostler

Stable boy

1

3
5
3

Mines/Quarries
Quaryman
1
Total 1
Transport
Carrier
Total 7

3

1

2

Miscellaneous trades
Wheelwright
4
Blacksmith
3
Labourer
3
Postman
2
Wool porter
2
Weaver
12
Coal merchant, laundress, vestry clerk, collector of poor rates, cooper, skinner, washerwoman. One of
each, total 7.
Total 33

ABERDYFI6
Agriculture
Farm Labourer
Total 21

15

Farmer

1

Farm servant

5

Clothing
Dressmaker
Total 18

7

Seamstress

1

Shoemaker

7

Tailor

3

Education
Teacher
Total 1

1

Joiner

1

Painter

3

Mariner
Sailor’s boy
Ships carpenter

8
1
8

Mariner’s wife
Sailor’s wife

5
1

Hotels/Catering
Innkeeper
2
Total 5

Lodging House Keeper 3

Building trades
Carpenter
6
Total 13

Mason

Maritime
Boatman
Pilot
Seaman

6
4
4

3

Customs House Offcr 1
Sailor
1
Ships agent
1
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Total 40
Professional/white collar
Landed proprietor 2
Lead mine agent 1
Medical student 2
Midwife/nurse 2
Director/lead mine 1
Surgeon
1
Total 15

Lime agent
Ministers
Timber agent

1
2
1

Iron merchant
1
Proprietor of houses 1

Domestic service
Cook
2
General servant 42
Nursemaid
2
Total 57

Gardener
Housemaid
Kitchen maid

3
1
1

Governess
Housekeeper

2
1

Groom
Nurse

2
1

Shops/food
Baker
Maltster
Total 14

Butcher
Shopkeeper

2
3

Flour dealer

3

Grocer

2

Coachman

2

3
1

Mines/quarries
Miner
2
Total 3

Slate quarry proprietor 1

Transport
Carrier
Total 5

Coach driver

2

1

Miscellaneous trades
Blacksmith
2
Sawyer
2
Lime burner
2
Coal merchant
Nailer
2
Ferryman
2
Labourer
4
Laundress
Relieving Officer, Errand boy, Earthenware dealer, Bookseller. One of each. Total 4.
Total 23
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3
2

Appendix Four
Occupational structure Pwllheli, Criccieth, Harlech, Barmouth, Tywyn,
Aberdyfyi, 1881
PWLLHELI1
Agriculture
Farm Labourer
Milkmaid
Total 95

43
1

Farmer

37

Dairymaid

4

Farm servant

10

Clothing
Bootmaker
Milliner
Seamstress
Total 137

3
17
1

Dressmaker
Shirt maker

69
1

Tailor
Shoemaker

20
16

Clogger
Bonnet maker

8
2

Education
Schoolmistress
Total 17

10

Teacher

2

Schoolmaster

5

Licensed Victualler 4
Publican
7

Boots
Hotel keeper

4
5

Lodging hse keeper 6
Waitress
6

Building trades
Carpenter
8
Painter
7
Total 84

Joiner
Plasterer

Slater
Plumber

11
2

Mason
Gas fitter

Maritime
Boat builder
1
Sale maker
1
Customs House Offcr 1
Sailor
18
Total 151

Fisherman
32
Mariner’s wife 18
Fisherman’s wife 2
Shipbuilder
1

Mariner
Seaman’s wife
Lighterman
Shipwright

33
7
3
1

Sailor’s wife
7
Ship’s carpenter 24
Light keeper
2

Hotels/catering
Barmaid
8
Innkeeper
7
Temperance keeper 2
Total 49

29
8

18
1

Professional/white collar
Banker
1
Comm. traveller
Bank clerk
2
Solicitors clerk
PO Controller
1
Telegraph clerk
Bookkeeper
2
Clerk
Medical Asst
3
Land Valuer
Assurance agent 2
Engineer
Agent
1
Bank cashier
Total 61

1
8
1
3
1
2
2

Doctor
3
Land agent
1
Auctioneer
1
Estate agent
1
Sanitary Inspector 2
Inland Rev. Offcr. 1

Accountant
5
Minister
11
Bank Manager
1
Police Inspector
1
Solicitor
3
Photographic artist 1

Domestic service
Cook
10
Housemaid
8
Charwoman
20
Total 269

10
3
5

General Servant 182
Nurse
8
Stable boy
1

Housekeeper
Ostler
Butler

Gardener
Kitchenmaid
Groom
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16
5
1

Shops/food
Baker
Fish dealer
Ironmonger
Fruit dealer
Draper’s asst
Bookseller
Provision dealer
Clothier
Total 148

9
1
7
3
9
2
2
1

Draper
10
Grocer
28
Confectioner
8
Shopkeeper
6
Draper’s apprentice 9
Chemist
5
Sugar boiler
1
Chemists apprentice 1

Green grocer
China merchant
Flour dealer
Brewer
Green grocer
Druggist
Grocer’s asst
Jeweller

1
2
4
2
3
2
2
1

Butcher
12
Fish monger
5
Chandler
2
Apprentice Grocer 1
Earthenware dealer 2
Shop assistant
6
Stationer
1

Mines/quarries
Miner
2
Total 57

Sett maker

Stone cutter

13

Slate miner

Transport
Car proprietor
Coachman
Car driver
Platelayer
Station master
Total 48

Carrier
15
Railway Engineman 1
Railway goods clerk 1
Railway engine fitter 1
Railway porter
2

Carter
Railway Porter
Coach driver
Engine cleaner
Carriage cleaner

2
1
1
1
1

Coach builder
1
Railway guard 2
Railway clerk
2
Refreshment room 3
Engine driver
1

1
3
5
3
1

41

1

Miscellaneous trades
Blacksmith
28
Cabinet maker 17
Gamekeeper
4
Cabinet maker’s app. 1
Iron moulder
3
Labourer
66
Letter carrier
2
Miller 2
Sawyer
4
Tinman
7
Weaver
7
Coal merchant 10
Currier
3
Tanner
4
Hawker
7
Laundress 2
Factory boy
6
Watchmaker
2
Coach builder
2
Police Constable 3
Saddler
2
Leather cutter
2
Mangling woman 2
Printer 2
Watchmaker
8
General merchant 2
Jockey
2
Lime burner2
Washerwoman 6
Laundress, midwife, mole catcher, pig dealer, printer’s apprentice, sheep dealer, tollgate keeper,
watchmaker’s apprentice, messenger, General dealer, Grinder and cutler, Timber merchant, umbrella
mender, barber, ironfounder, implement agent, engine driver at timber works, woollen manufacturer, nail
maker, photographer, workhouse master, workhouse matron, Postmistress, Postmistress’s Asst, block
and pump maker, Sawyer, Telegraph clerk, Wheelwright, Postman, Tinplate worker. One of each. Total
30
Total 238
CRICCIETH2
Agriculture
Farm labourer
Total 72

22

Dairymaid

1

Farmer

25

Farm servant

24

Clothing
Dressmaker
20
Stocking knitter 1
Total 33

Milliner
Tailor

3
3

Seamstress

1

Shoemaker

5

Education
Principal
Total 7

Schoolmaster

3

Schoolmistress

2

Supt of schools

1

1
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Hotels/catering
Cook
1
14
Total 20
Building trade
Builder
Mason
Plumber
Total 44

3
12
1

Maritime trades
Coxswain
1
Sailor
3
Total 45

Licensed victualler 4

Ostler

Carpenter
Painter

2
1

Foreman contractor 1
Slaterer
1

Joiner
Plasterer

14
9

Fisherman
Salor’s wife

1
3

Mariner
Ships carpenter

19
1

Mariner’s wife

17

1
2

Clerk
5
Building Soc. Sec. 1

Governess
Groom

2
1

General servant 56
Housekeeper
3

Butcher
Fishmonger
Ironmonger

4
2
1

Chemist
Flour dealer
Miller

1

Quarry secretary 1

Professional/white collar
Artist
1
Engineer
1
Doctor
Comm. traveller 1
Land agent
1
Minister
Rector
1
Estate agent’s office keeper 1
Total 15
Domestic service
Charwoman
9
Cook
5
Housemaid
6
Total 90

Coachman
Gardener
Nurse

1
3
4

Shops/food
Baker
1
Baker and grocer 3
Confectioner
1
Draper
5
Green grocer
1
Grocer
16
Soda water manufacturer 1
Total 39

1

Lodging house keeper

2
1
1

Mines/quarries
Miner
2
Total 10

Quarryman

6

Quarry agent

Transport
Carrier
Station clerk
Total 8

Station master
Porter

1
1

Crossing gate keeper 1

Plate layer

2

Labourer

33

Washerwoman

Watchmaker

3

2
1

Miscellaneous trades
Blacksmith
5

2

Errand boy, Castle keeper, Gamekeeper, Laundress, Coal and lime agent, Letter carrier, Net knitter,
Police Constable, Printer, Saddler, Sexton, Town porter, wheelwright. One of each, total 13.
Total 56
HARLECH3
Agriculture
Farm labourer
Total 103

29

Dairymaid

4

Farmer
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Clothing
Dressmaker
8
Milliner
Dressmaker’s apprentice 1
Total 22
Education
Schoolmaster
Total 3

2

Schoolmistress

1

Shoemaker

7

Tailor

5

2

General servant 1

1

Hotels/catering
Hotel keeper
4
Lodging house keeper 2
Total 11

Asst. Hotel keeper 1
Publican
1

Innkeeper

Building trades
Builder
1
Mason’s labourer 3
Total 39

Joiner
Painter

12
4

Joiner’s apprentice 1
Plasterer
2

Mason

16

Maritime trades
Mariner’s wife 1
Total 5

Sailor

1

Sailor’s wife

2

Seaman

1

Professional/white collar
Insurance agent 1
Artist
1
Surgeon
1
Medical student 1
Total 7

Doctor
Law student

1
1

Minister

1

Domestic service
General servant 35
Total 42

Housekeeper

5

Nurse

1

Ostler

1

Schools/food
Baker
Draper’s asst.
Total 17

Butcher
Grocer

3
3

Butter merchant 2
Shop assistant
1

Draper
Shopkeeper

1
2

Lead miner

2

Quarry agent

Quarry labourer 58

Coachman
Railway porter

1
1

Plate layer
2
Railway watchman 1

1
4

Mines/quarries
Copper miner
4
Tin miner
1
Total 66
Transport
Carrier
2
Railway labourer 1
Total 9

1

Station master

Miscellaneous trades
Blacksmith
3
Labourer
3
Laundress
6
Blacksmith’s apprentice, coal dealer, Police Constable, postman, saddler, tanner, tinman, turnpike
keeper. One of each. Total 8
Total 20

!
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1

BARMOUTH4
Agriculture
Carter
Farm labourer
Total 25

1
3

Farmer

9

Farm servant

Clothing
Bootmaker
4
Stocking maker 1
Total 37

Dressmaker
Tailor

12
11

Seamstress
2
Shoemaker
5
Shoemaker’s apprentice 1 Tailor’s apprentice 1

Education
Music master
Total 6

Schoolmaster

2

Schoolmistress

Hotel Proprietor
Innkeeper
Cook
Kitchenmaid

1
2
3
1

1

Hotels/catering
Hotel keeper
1
Boots
1
Lodging house keeper 75
Waitress
8
Total 105
Building trades
Builder
5
Mason
24
Plasterer
6
Total 63
Maritime trades
Captain’s wife 2
Mariner
38
Sailor
3
Total 68

Shops/food
Baker
Fish dealer
Fruiterer
Fruiterer’s asst.
Tea dealer
Total 46

5
1
1
1
1

Mines/quarries
Copper miner
4
Slate miner
2

Temperance House 1
Ostler
2
General servant 1

Barmaid
Housemaid
Publican

2
5
2

Contractor
1
Mason’s apprentice 1

Joiner
19
Joiner’s apprentice 1

Joiner and builder 1
Painter
5

Fisherman
Mariner’s wife
Ship owner

1
15
1

Able seaman
Pilot
Ships carpenter

2
1

Civil engineer
1
Gas Works manager 1

6

Theological student 4

Gardener
Housekeeper

4
14

Governess
Housemaid

5
4

Nurse
Ostler

3
4

Butcher
Butcheress
Grocer
Miller

5
1
7
1

Chemist
Confectioner
Ironmonger
Poulterer’s asst.

3
9
1
1

Draper
Druggist
Stationer
Saleswoman

6
1
1
1

Quarryman

9

Stone cutter

3

Miner

1

2 Customs House Officer 1
1
Sailmaker
1
3

Doctor
1
Inland Revenue Officer
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2

Cattle dealer

Pupil teacher

Professional/white collar
Agent
2
Banker’s clerk
Author
1
Bank manager
1
Lloyd’s agent
1
Minister
Total 21
Domestic service
Cook
3
General servant 60
Stableman
1
Total 98

11
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Total 19
Transport
Carrier
Porter
Total 11

3
2

Engine driver
Booking clerk

1
1

Railway inspector 1
Station master 1

Carriage examiner 1
Clerk 1

Miscellaneous trades
Washerwoman 2
Blacksmith
4
Laundress
16
Town porter
2
Hawker
2
Labourer
38
Bridgeman, gate keeper, printer and compositor, printer and stationer, tinman, watchman on bridge,
warehouseman, coal merchant, coal and lime merchant, general dealer, police officer, police sergeant,
provision dealer, rate collector, watchmaker, corn merchant, post office assistant, postmaster, time
keeper, upholsterer. One of each, total 20.
Total 84
TYWYN5
Agriculture
Farmer
Total 37

20

Clothing
Dressmaker
14
Tailor’s apprentice 1
Total 32
Education
Schoolmaster
Total 5

4

Hotels/catering
Beer house keeper 1
Kitchenmaid
1
Boots
1
Cook
2
Total 34

Farm labourer

6

Farm servant

10

Cow keeper

1

Seamstress

1

Shoemaker

8

Tailor

8

Schoolmistress

1

Private school proprietor 1

Hotel keeper
2
Housemaid
2
Licensed victualler 1

Billiard Marker 1
Innkeeper
2
Barmaid
1

Refreshment rm. mgr. 1
Waitress
2
Lodging hse. keeper 17

Building trades
Bricklayer
1
Contractor
1
Plumber/glazier 2
Total 56

Carpenter
Mason
Sub contractor

18
17
1

Joiner
Painter

1
3

Builder
Plasterer

Maritime trades
Mariner
2
Total 7

Sailor

2

Mariner’s wife

3

1
1

Medical student 1
Surgeon’s asst. 1

Inland Rev. Officer 1

Cook
Housekeeper

Gardener
Housemaid

Professional/white collar
Clerk
6
Estate agent
Minister
4
Surgeon
Total 15
Domestic Service
Charwoman
7
Governess
2
Nurse
2
Total 95

Coachman
2
General servant 60
Nursemaid
1
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5
7

3
3

Shops/food
Baker
Chemist
Shopman
Total 36

5
2
1

Mines/quarries
Miner
3
Stone quarryman 1
Total 15
Transport
Carrier
2
Railway labourer 1
Railway engine driver 3
Total 19

Butcher
Draper

5
7

China dealer
Grocer

1
12

Ironmonger
Shopkeeper

1
2

Quarryman

9

Slate agent

1

Stone cutter

1

Driver
Railway guard

2
1

Station master
Booking clerk

1
1

Plate layer
7
Railway engine fitter 1

Miscellaneous trades
Bailiff
4
Blacksmith
4
Coal merchant 2
Labourer
58
Printer
2
Sawyer
2
Watchmaker
2
Wheelwright
3
Laundress
10
Printer
2
Game keeper, bath keeper, book binder, errand boy, hawker, hop and seed merchant, midwife, police
constable, police sergeant, saddler, skinner, washerwoman, wool weaver. One of each, total 12
Total 100
ABERDYFI6
Agriculture
Carter
Total 25

1

Farmer

12

Farm labourer

7

Farm servant

5

Clothing
Bonnet maker
Seamstress
Total 39

1
1

Boot maker
Shoemaker

4
2

Dressmaker
Tailor

24
5

Milliner

2

Education
Schoolmaster
Total 9

3

Schoolmistress

5

Tutor

1

Hotel/catering
Cook
Housemaid
Total 15

1
1

General servant 4
Innkeeper’s asst. 1

Innkeeper
2
Lodging house keeper 5

Licensed victualler 1

Carpenter
Painter

Gas fitter
Plasterer

1
1

Joiner
Plumber

3
2
1

Ship’s carpenter 11
Sailor
4
Shipping agent 1

Building trades
Builder
1
Mason
7
Total 22
Maritime trades
Mariner
20
Mariner’s wife 26
Sailor’s wife
5
Stevedore
1
Total 81

3
3

Customs House officer 1 Fisherman
Pilot
3
Sailmaker
Seaman
3
Ship owner

Professional/white collar
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5
1

Comm. traveller 1
Physician
1
Total 10

Clerk
1
Landed proprietor 3

Minister

3

Office boy

1

Domestic service
Charwoman
6
Gentleman’s servant 5
Ladies maid
1
Total 98

Coachman
2
General servant 54
Nurse
5

Cook
Housekeeper

7
2

Parlour maid
Housemaid

1
15

Shops/food
Baker
Druggist
Total 28

Butcher
Grocer

5
10

Draper
Ironmonger

4
1

Miller

2

Mines/quarries
Copper miner
1
Total 9

Lead miner

3

Quarryman

4

Slate quarry clerk 1

Transport
Carrier
2
Railway Inspector 1
Waggon maker 1
Total 20

Plate layer
Railway porter
Waggon fitter

4
1
1

Railway clerk
3
Railway Supt.
1
Signal fitter
2
Railway labourer 3
Watchman in railway tunnel 1

5
1

Miscellaneous trades
Blacksmith
5
Coal merchant 3
Labourer
13
Laundress
8
Sawyer
2
Tanner
2
Timber merchant 2
Washerwoman 3
Bailiff, accoucheur, corn merchant, cabinet maker, cordwainer, hawker, lime burner, midwife, police
constable, postman, telegraphist, timber agent, wheelwright. One of each, total 13.
Total 51

!
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Apendix Five
Occupational structure Pwllheli, Criccieth, Harlech, Barmouth, Tywyn, Aberdyfi, 1911
PWLLHELI1
Agriculture
Cattle dealer
Dairymaid
Horseman
Total 54

2
3
2

Horse trainer
Carter
Corn dealer

1
2
1

Market Gardener 2
Farm servant
2
Horse and pig dealer 1

Farm labourer
Farmer
Bailiff

Clothing
Boot dealer
Asst. boot maker
Milliner
Tailor
Total 97

2
2
19
7

Clogger
Boot repairer
Seamstress

4
3
3

Dressmaker
42
Asst. boot trader 2
Asst. boot repairer 1

Boot maker
5
Shoemaker
6
Apprentice shoemaker 1

Schoolmistress

24

Music teacher

Cookery teacher 1

Education
Schoolmaster
10
Embroidery teacher 1
Total 39
Hotels/catering
Hotel keeper
4
Laundry maid
1
Hotel Proprietor 1
Cook
3
Housemaid
4
keeper 3
Driver
3
Asst. licensed victualler 2
keeper 2
Tea rooms proprietor 1
Total 139

3

19
18
1

General servant 19
Lodging house keeper 50
Waiter
1
Waitress
3
Kitchen maid
3

Licensed victualler 3
Boots
5
Asst. hotel keeper 5
Publican
1
Scullery maid
1

Hotel manager 3
Apartment keeper 7

Innkeeper
2
Asst. innkeeper 2
Refreshment room mgr. 1 Asst. lodging house

Building trades
Bricklayer
2
Painter
13
Building labourer 1
Mason
26
Joiner’s labourer 1
Total 105

House finish mgr. 1
Builder
3
Joiner
23
Plasterer
9
Painter and decorator 2

Mason/contractor 1
Gas engineer
1
Plumber
5
Gas fitter
1

Contractor
2
Asst. painter
1
Carpenter
10
Brick manufacturer 3

Maritime trades
Fisherman
35
Mariner
13
Ship’s apprentice 1
mgr. 1 Ship carpenter
Total 79

Fishing boat owner 1
Mariner’s wife 4
Ship’s engineer 1
1
Customs offcr.

Lighterman
Sailor
Stoker
1

Lighthouse keeper 5
Seaman
3
Steam ship company
Engine driver/harbour 1

2
9
1

Temperance hotel 6
Under boots
1
Housekeeper
1
Barmaid
1
Asst. lodging house
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Professional/white collar
Accountant
6
Insurance agent

Assurance Supt. 2

Bank clerk

Bank manager
2
Minister
11
Surgeon
1
Schools inspector 1
Collector of taxes 1
Land agent’s asst. 1
Union asst. clerk 1

Comm. traveller 3
Physician
4
Surveyor
2
Architect
1
Contractor’s agent 1
Law clerk
2

Fishery inspector
1
Solicitor
8
Asst. Assurance supt. 3
Book keeper
2
Dentist
4
Veterinary surgeon 1

Baker’s asst.
2
Asst. Chip Potato shop 2
Asst. Confectioner 4
Asst. Tobacconist 1
Fish dealer
1
Asst. Fish merchant 1
Grocer
25
Ironmonger
8

Bookseller
2
Chemist
1
Draper
17
Tobacconist
1
Asst. fish dealer 1
Fruiterer
2
Grocer’s asst.
20
Ironmonger’s asst. 6

Butcher
Compositor
Draper’s asst.
Toy shop
Fish salesman
Game dealer
Grocer’s app.
Watchmaker and

Shop apprentice 2
Pharmacist
2
Post office clerk 2
Asst. bookseller 2
Fish hawker
2
Asst. chemist
1
Glass and china dealer 1
Pottery dealer
1

Shop assistant
31
Photographer
5
Telephone operator 1
Printer and stationer 3
Costumier
2
Yeast agent
1
Fancy repository 1
Provision merchant 1

Mineral water mfct. 1
Photographer’s asst. 3
Poultry dealer
1
Printer
8
Asst butcher
6
Tea agent
1
Egg dealer
2
Ironmonger’s apprentice

Fish and game dealer 1
Sub post mistress 1
Poultry keeper 1

Fishmonger
PO Messenger
Poulterer

Florist
PO clerk

2
1

Domestic service
Chauffeur
1
Gardener
14
Housemaid
12
Total 178

Charwoman
Groom
Nurse

Coachman
4
General servant 109
Sick nurse
1

Cook
Housekeeper
Parlour maid

8
15
1

Mines and quarries
Quarry miner
4
Stone cutter
5
Quarry labourer 3
Total 100

Miner
4
Quarry labourer 5
Quarry manager 1
Stone breaker
3
Quarryman and fish dealer 1

Sett maker
Quarryman

72
2

Transport
Cab driver
Coal carter
Chauffeur
Tram collector
Railway porter
Booking clerk
2

Carrier
7
Coach painter
1
Horse tram driver 2
Railway stoker 3
Railway clerk
1
Tram conductor 3

Coach builder
3
Driver
2
Car driver
2
Rway traffic foreman 1
Signalman
1
Cycle and motor dealer

Bank cashier
Land agent
Solicitor’s clerk
Bank accountant
Clerk
Journalist
Superintendent
Total 88

1
1
5
2
10
2
1

Shops/food
Baker
24
Chip potato shop 1
Confectioner
13
Draper’s app.
5
Sweet shop
1
Fish merchant
1
General trader 3
Hairdresser
9
jeweller 1
Shopkeeper
9
Newspaper dealer 1
Piano tuner
1
Printer and bookseller 1
Bread deliverer 2
Apprentice butcher 2
Apiarist
1
China dealer
1
1
Ironmonger’s clerk 1
Fruit shop keeper 1
PO telegraphist 1
Total 306

!

2
1
1
2
6
4

3

10
2
1

1
1
1

Carter
7
Cycle dealer
1
Horse tram groom 1
Railway shunter 1
Engine cleaner 2
Cycle agent
1

423!

5

20
3
11
1
1
1
6

Tramway ostler 1
engineer 1
Van man
1
Passenger guard 1
Goods guard
1
Motor car driver 1
Railway gatekeeper 1
Total 87

Motor bus driver 1

Motor engineer

1

Railway clerk
3
Plate layer
1
Cart driver and jockey 1
Waggoner
1
Station master 1

Railway porter 3
Booking clerk
1
Steam roller
1
Railway carter 1
Railway warehouseman 1

Cycle and motor
Engine driver
4
Fireman
1
Motor bus conductor 1
Railway yard
1

Miscellaneous trades
Blacksmith
16
Bottler
2
Cabinet maker 10
Car proprietor
5
Caretaker
2
Coal merchant 8
Factory hand
6
Labourer
107
Nurse
3
Police officer
2
Postman
6
Factory weaver 2
Saddler
3
Sewerage labourer 3
Tanner
4
Watchmaker
2
Woollen weaver 3
Assistant wool manufacturer 2
Asylum nurse, Basket maker, Bonesetter and insurance agent, Borough collector, China mender,
Engineer’s apprentice, electrician, factory dyer, factory fireman, Gas works foreman, gas worker, golf
professional, fellmonger, groundsman, hawker, ironfounder, mail contractor, monumental mason, market
inspector, newsboy, moulder, night watchman, nurseryman, office lad, parish clerk, factory spinner,
sewerage works foreman, slate work, stocking knitter, tinsmith, town crier and bill poster, washerwoman,
wool manufacturer, warehouseman, printer’s apprentice, woodman, county court bailiff, timber yard
labourer. One of each, total 39
Total 225
CRICCIETH2
Agriculture
Dairyman
1
Carter
1
Market gardener 2
Total 27

Farm labourer
Farm servant

8
3

Cow boy
Farmer

1
8

Farm Bailiff
Horseman

2
1

Clothier
Milliner’s app.

1
2

Clothing
Bootmaker
Milliner
Total 31

4
7

Dressmaker
Cobbler

12
2

Shoemaker
2
Dressmakers app. 1

Education
Schoolmaster
Total 13

5

Schoolmistress

7

Music teacher

Hotels
Hotel keeper
Kitchen maid
Apartment house
General servant
Total 119

2
1
3
12

Barmaid
Cook
Asst. hotel prop.
Chamber maid

1
2
2
1

Book keeper
1
Lodging house keeper 78
Head waiter
1
Coachman
1

Hotel proprietor 2
Temperance house 1
Asst. l.h. keeper 10
Kitchenmaid
1

Building trades
Builder
2
Builder’s labourer1
Carpenter
6
Total 68

Clerk of works
Joiner
mason

1
10
14

Painter
18
Plasterer
8
Plasterer’s labourer 2

Plumber
5
Slater and plasterer 1

Maritime trades
Sailor
4
Customs officer 1
Total 9

Seaman
1
Fisherman and boatman 2
Boat proprietor and builder 1
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Professional
Insurance agent 1
Assurance supt. 1
Clerk
1
Estate clerk
1
Librarian
1
Minister
4
Golf professional 1
Total 36

Architect
Bank clerk
Comm. traveller
Journalist
Matron
Solicitor

1
2
3
1
1
4

Asst. architect
Barrister
Doctor
Land agent
Under matron
Solicitor’s clerk

Shops/food
Baker
4
Asst. baker
2
Butter merchant 1
Green grocer
1
Post office asst. 1
Post office clerk 1
Chip potato shop 1
China and glass dealer 1
Asst. grocer
5
PO telegraphist 1
Asst. confectioner 4
Dispenser
1
Asst. draper
2
Ironmonger
2
Photographer’s asst. 1
Printer
2
Fruiterer
1
Asst. Fruiterer 1
Hairdresser
3
Jeweller
2
Poulterer and fishmonger 1
Total 83
Domestic service
Charwoman
8
Groom
1
Parlour maid
1
Total 108
Mines and quarries
Quarry labourer 3
Slate maker
1
Total 16

1
1
1
1
1
2

Artist
Civil Service
District nurse
Law clerk
Midwife
Surveyor

1
1
1
1
1
2

Bookseller
1
Asst. greengrocer 1
Chemist
2
Grocer
12
Fancy goods
1
Draper
8
Asst. ironmonger 3
Fishmonger
1
Gen. dealer
1
Miller
1

Asst. bookseller 1
Sub postmaster 1
Asst. chemist
2
App. grocer
1
Confectioner
4
App. draper
1
Pastry cook
1
Fruiterer/green grocer 1
Gents outfitter 1
Pharmacist
1

Coachman
2
General servant 45
Scullery maid
1

Cook
Housekeeper

12
16

Gardener
Housemaid

8
14

Quarry miner

Quarryman

8

Sett maker

2

1
4
2

Coal carter
Station master
Gatekeeper

3
1
1

2

Transport
Carrier
4
Carter
4
Carting agent
Cycle manufacturer and repairer
1
Plate layer
Railway clerk
3
Railway warehouseman 1 Railway porter
Total 25

Miscellaneous trades
Blacksmith
3
Coal merchant 7
Errand boy
3
Gamekeeper
2
Labourer
26
Laundress
6
Postman
3
Roadman
2
Saddler
2
Bathing machine proprietor, Basket maker, Castle keeper, organist, Coal merchant’s asst., Golf links
worker, golf professional, harness maker, police constable, rate collector, asst. saddler, tennis
groundsman, town porter, watchmaker, weaver. One of each, total 14
Total 68
HARLECH3
Agriculture
Dairymaid
Waggoner
Total 80

8
1

Carter
Cowman

2
1

Farm labourer
Farm servant
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35

Clothing
Bootmaker
Boot repairer
Tailor’s cutter
Total 19

1
2
1

Cobbler
Dressmaker

3
6

Education
Schoolmaster
Total 7

1

Schoolmistress

6

Hotels/catering
Porter
Housekeeper
Cook
Waitress
Carman
Total 30

2
1
1
2
1

Chambermaid
Housemaid
Chef
Ostler

2
3
1
1

Milliner
Shoemaker

2
1

Tailor
2
App. shoemaker 1

Skullery maid
1
Asst. hotel keeper 1
Book keeper
1
Lodging house keeper 4

Hotel keeper
2
Hotel Manageress 2
General servant 3
Asst. L,H. Keeper 2

Building trades
Clerk of works 1
Painter
4
Mason’s labourer 5
Total 36

Builder/contractor 2
Building foreman 1
Plasterer
1

Building labourer 5
Mason
11
Plumber
1

Joiner
Paper hanger

Maritime trades
Mariner
2
Total 5

Sailor

Seaman

Ship’s carpenter 1

1

1

4
1

Professional/white collar
Assurance agent 2
Clerk
1
Crown Receiver 1
Asst. Crown Receiver 1
Medical practitioner 1
Minister
4
Total 17

Private secretary 2
Salesman
1
Golf professional 2

Tax collector
1
Insurance collector 1

Shops/food
Baker
1
Asst. chemist
1
Asst. draper
1
Grocer and baker 1
Asst. ironmonger 3
Total 27

Butcher
4
Shop assistant
2
Fancy goods dealer 1
Asst. Grocer
1
Postmaster
1

Asst. Butcher
Dispenser
Green grocer
App. Grocer
Asst. Postmaster

1
1
1
1
1

Chemist
Draper
Grocer
Ironmonger
PO Telegraphist

1
1
2
1
1

Domestic service
Butler
1
Charwoman
5
Chauffeur
1
Coachman
1
Manservant
1
Total 87

Cook
Footman
Gardener
Hall boy
Scullery boy

General servant
Housekeeper
Housemaid
Kitchen maid

33
9
8
2

Ladies maid
Land agent
Nurse
Parlour maid

3
1
2
1

Mines and quarries
Slate quarry miner 13
Total 32

Slate quarryman 15

!

5
2
10
1
1

Quarry labourer 3
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Quarry blacksmith 1

Transport
Carrier
Station master
Total 18

3
1

Motor man
Plate layer

1
8

Carter

4

Railway porter

1

Miscellaneous trades
Blacksmith
5
Golf caddie
3
Green keeper
4
Caretaker
2
Labourer
20
Postman
4
Bill poster, Bottle washer, electrician, errand boy, golf club maker, golf room caretaker, golf room
waitress, coal merchant, coal carter, castle custodian, manager mineral water works, mineral water
manufacturer, organist, police constable, roadman, soap manufacturer, watchman. One of each, total 17
Total 55
BARMOUTH4
Agriculture
Farmer
Total 18

12

Clothing
Boot and shoe dealer 3
Dressmaker’s asst. 2
Bootmaker
1
Shoemaker
1
Total 52
Education
Lecturer
1
Kindergarten mistress 1
Total 18
Hotels/catering
Apartment keeper 1
158
Boots
7
Cook
6
Waitress
7
Innkeeper
1
Book keeper
1
Porter
1
Total 251
Building trades
Bricklayer
Decorator
Joiner
Joiner’s app.
Total 104

2
3
17
2

Maritime trades
Mariner
7
Harbour master 1
Total 24

Farm labourer

3

Farm servant

1

Dairymaid

2

Milliner
Tailor
Dressmaker app.
Clothier

2
8
1
1

Dressmaker
Tailor’s cutter
Shoe repairer
Milliner’s app.

24
1
2
1

Seamstress
Seamstress asst.
Milliner
Clothier’s app.

1
1
2
1

Schoolmaster

6

Schoolmistress

9

Music teacher

1

Hotel keeper

3

Hotel proprietor 3

Lodging House Keeper

Hotel manageress 2
Barmaid
5
Book keeper
2
Hotel manager 1
Pantry maid
1
Still room maid 1

Laundress
1
Kitchen maid
2
Housemaid
6
Licensed victualler 1
Chef
1

General servant 28
Asst. L.H. keeper 9
Housekeeper
1
Chambermaid
1
Laundress
1

Builder
3
Electrician
2
Mason
22
Plumber/gasfitter 1

Building contractor 2
Painter
24
Paperhanger
1

Carpenter
Plumber
Plasterer

7
10
8

Mariner’s wife
Seaman

Sailor
Engineer at sea

Boatman

8

1
1

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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1
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Professional/white collar
Artist
2
Tax assessor
1
Clerk
1
Dental surgeon 2
Doctor
2
Minister
4
Surgeon
1
Road surveyor 1
Architect
1
Assayer
1
Book keeper
1
Comm. Traveller 1
Harpist/piano tuner 1
Insurance asst. supt. 1
Salesman
1
Solicitor
2
Mgr. Mineral water works 1
Total 40
Shops/food
Baker
Asst. butcher
Errand boy
Asst. fishmonger
Asst. hairdresser
Post office clerk
Shop keeper
Bookstall asst.
Pastry cook
Pharmacist
Post office asst.
Total 165

7
9
8
7
1
1
1
1
3
2
1

Assurance Co. Asst. Supt. 1 Civil Engineer 1
Engineer
2 Landscape painter 1
Organist/piano tuner
1 Ordnance surveyor 1
Solicitor’s clerk
1
Bank clerk 2
Bank accountant
1
Gas wks. Mg.1
District nurse
1
Organist 1
Monumental sculptor
1
Surveyor1

Bookseller
Chemist
Draper
Grocer
Ironmonger
Printer
Tea dealer
Bootshop app.
Dispenser
Sub postmistress
Stationers asst.

1
3
9
15
3
7
1
1
1
1
1

Bookstall clerk 1
Confectioner
6
Asst. draper
4
Asst. grocer
5
Photographer’s asst. 1
Shoemaker
1
Upholsterer
5
China dealer
2
Fruit merchant 4
Postmaster
1
Telegraphist
1

Butcher
13
Asst. confectioner 3
Fishmonger
4
Hairdresser
2
PO messenger 1
Shop assistant
13
Wine merchant 1
Chip potato shop 3
Asst. ironmonger 6
Postal clerk
4

Domestic service
Charwoman
13
Gardener
17
Housemaid
9
Ostler
1
Total 140

Chauffeur
Garden labourer
Nurse
Parlour maid

2
1
9
3

Coachman
General servant
Male nurse
Governess

5
54
1
1

Cook
9
Housekeeper
14
Ladies companion 1

Mines and quarries
Miner
6
Total 10

Rockman

1

Quarryman

2

Mineral merchant 1

Transport
Carrier
2
Motor mechanic 1
Signal fitter
1
Signalman
2
R’way foreman 1
Carriage inspector 1
Total 46

Carter
8
Plate layer
4
Ticket examiner 1
R’way blacksmith 1
Coach driver
1
Station master
1

Road contractor 1
Railway inspector 1
Bridge inspector 1
Railway clerk
4
Booking clerk
1

Motor engineer 1
Engine cleaner 1
Perm. way inspector1
Railway porter 9
Garage proprietor 1
R’way warehouseman 1

Miscellaneous trades
Labourer
37
Laundress
21
Postman
5
Mineral water works4
Saddler
2
Watchmaker
2
Insurance agent 2 Bathing machine owner 4
Assurance agent 2
Blacksmith
3
Caretaker
3
Blacksmith
4
Gas works
3
Laundryman
2
Boat repairer, Body builder, chimney sweep, coal merchant, council foreman, gasworks labourer,
grinder, hawker, newsboy, pleasure boat proprietor, police constable, scavenger, signwriter, watch and
clock repairer, carriage builder, coach painter, laundry engineer, lime burner, police sergeant,
watchmaker. One of each, total 20
Total 114
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TYWYN5
Agriculture
Farmer
11
Farm labourer
16
Market gardener 1
Total 40

Waggoner
Farm servant
Shepherd

Clothing
Boot maker
6
Dressmaker
21
Dressmaker’s app. 2
Total 47
Education
Principal
Total 27

3
2
1

Dairyman
Dairymaid

1
1

Horse trainer
Cow man

1
3

Milliner
7
Milliner’s asst.
1
Dressmaker’s asst. 1

Tailor
Boot repairer

3
1

Cobbler
Tailor

1
4

1

Professor of music 2

Schoolmaster

12

Schoolmistress

12

Hotels
Hotel keeper
1
Cook
1
Billiard marker 1
Temperance hotel 1
Apartment house 5
Total 60

Hotel Manageress 1
Housemaid
1
Boots
1
Hotel proprietor 1
Asst. L.H. keeper 1

Bookkeeper
1
Scullery maid
1
Lodging house keeper 31
General servant 5
Waiter
1

Barmaid
2
Waitress
3
Boots
1
Licensed victualler 1

Building trades
Bridge erector 2
Carpenter
6
Plasterer
8
Builder’s labourer 1
Total 68

Bricklayer
7
Joiner
5
Plumber
3
Contractor’s wagoner 1

Builder/contractor 4
Mason
10
Asst. plumber
1
App. carpenter 1

Builder
2
Painter
15
Painter’s labourer 1
Plasterer’s labourer 1

Maritime trades
Coal wharf clerk 1
Total 3

Marine engineer 1

Sailor

1

Professional/white collar
Auctioneer
1
Bank clerk
3
Bookkeeper
1
Gas works mgr.
1
Doctor
3
Minister
8
Comm. traveller 1
Director, V.M.P. 1
Solicitor
1
Surveyor
2
Capt. Army ordnance dept. 1
Bank manager 1
Chapel cleaner 1
District nurse
1
Insurance supt. 1
Matron
1
Weights and measures Inspector 1
Golf professional 1
Asst. golf professional
1
Total 31
Shops/food
Baker
4
Draper’s asst.
4
Errand boy
1
Post office clerk 1
Chip potato shop 1
Book/music dealer 2
Confectioner
2
Greengrocer
1
Post office asst. 1
Total 83

Butcher’s asst. 2
Glass and china dealer 1
Ironmonger
1
Shop asst.
9
Fancy goods
1
Butcher
9
Fishmonger
4
Hairdresser
2

Chemist
2
Grocer
7
Asst. ironmonger 2
Shop keeper
1
Jeweller
1
Chemist
1
Printer
1
Newsagent
1

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Draper
7
Grocer’s asst.
5
Photographer
1
Messenger
1
Photographer’s asst. 1
China dealer
3
Gen. merchant 2
Sub postmaster 1
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Domestic service
Chauffeur
2
Gardener’s labourer 1
Housemaid
2
Groom/gardener 1
Total 103
Mines and quarries
Quarryman
6
Quarry clerk
1
Total 12

Companion
Governess
Nursemaid
Kitchenmaid

1
2
1
1

Cook
General servant
Charwoman
Ostler

10
52
3
1

Gardener
Housekeeper
Groom
Sick nurse

10
12
2
2

Rockman

3

Quarry Mgr.

1

Sett maker

1

Transport
Coal carter
2
Car proprietor
5
Carrier
1
Carter
1
Plate layer
4
Railway employees: warehouseman, bridge carpenter, traffic canvasser, goods clerk, accountant,
signalman, carriers assistant, clerk, engine driver, guard, stoker, engine fitter, porter, station master,
servant, drainer and fencer, bicycle repairer, one of each. Total 17
Total 30
Miscellaneous trades
Labourer
16
Police constable 2
Insurance agent 2 Monumental mason
2
Blacksmith
5
Coal merchant 7
Laundress
5 Mineral water manufacturer 2
Wheelwright
2
Postman
5
Saddler
2 Enamelled slate polisher
5
Gamekeeper
2
Gas stoker
2
Estate foreman, conservative party agent, railway carting agent, company agent, golf caretaker,
scavenger, soldier, wood block floor layer, manufacturer’s agent, caretaker, coal porter, hawker, labourer
slate enamelling works, monumental mason and slate enameller, road repairer. One of each, total 15
Total 74
ABERDYFI
Agriculture
Farmer
Dairymaid
Total 27

11
1

Farm labourer

7

Farm servant

7

Market gardener 1

Clothing
Bootmaker
Tailor
Total 30

2
11

Shoemaker
Milliner

3
3

Dressmaker
Asst. tailor

8
2

App. dressmaker 1

Education
Schoolmistress
Total 9

6

Schoolmaster

3

Book keeper
1
Porter
1
Apartment keeper 2
Boots
1

Cook
General servant
Hotel keeper
Housemaid

1
4
3
1

Gas fitter
Plasterer
Bricklayer

Joiner
Builder

16
1

Hotels
Hotel manageress 1
Chambermaid
1
Licensed victualler 1
Asst. hotel keeper 2

Waitress
1
Lodging house keeper 26
Asst. L. H. keeper
8
Temperance house 1

Total 55
Building trades
Carpenter
7
Painter
10
Plumber
5
Total 57

!
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Mason
Contractor

6
2

Maritime trades
Boatman
4
Fisherman
3
Total 23

Mariner
Sailor

6
5

Pilot
2
Trinity buoy keeper 1

Dock labourer

2

Professional
Comm. traveller 4
Minister
6
Doctor
2
Clerk
2
Golf professional 1
Civil engineer, dentist, accountant, steam ship agent, architect, artist, author, Indian army officer,
librarian, professional singer, rubber manufacturing company manager, sanitary inspector, sanitary
engineer. One of each, total 13
Total 28
Shops and food
Baker
Fishmonger
greengrocer 1
Asst. draper
Draper
Asst. stationer
Postmaster
Hairdresser
Shop keeper
Green grocer
Total 68

7
2

Butcher
App. baker

3
1

Asst. butcher
Confectioner

1
1
1
1
1
6
1

Druggist
Florist/fruiterer
Ironmonger
Postal clerk
Asst. hairdresser
Stationer
PO telephonist

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Cook
General servant
Ladies comp.
Nursery maid

Carter
Railway porter
Station master
Rail engineer

Domestic Service
Coachman
3
Groom
1
Housemaid
17
Kitchen maid
6
Sewing maid
1
Total 139

2
3

Chemist
Poulterer and

2

Grocer
7
Asst. florist
1
Asst. ironmonger 1
Postmistress
1
Provision dealer 2
Dispenser
1
PO messenger 1

Asst. grocer
Printer/stationer
App. ironmonger
App. grocer
Shop assistant
Errand boy

4
1
1
1
5
2

7
54
1
1

Gardener
House boy
Butler
Nurse

16
1
1
12

Governess
Housekeeper
Charwoman
Parlour maid

1
11
4
2

3
2
1
1

Carriage prop.
Rail contractor
Shunter
Booking clerk

1
1
1
2

Chauffeur
1
Motor mechanic 1
Railway foreman 1

Mines and quarries
Miner 2
Total 2
Transport
Carrier
Plate layer
Omnibus driver
Railway stoker
Total 27

3
7
1
1

Miscellaneous trades
Coal merchant 4
Labourer
39
Postman
2
Blacksmith
4
Laundress
9
Green man
2
Assurance agent, assistant coal merchant, gamekeeper, monumental mason, rate collector, timber yard
foreman, golf caddie, caretaker, picture framer, police constable, tanner, timber yard merchant, timber
salesman, timber yard labourer. One of each, total 14.
Total 74
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